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Prefae

This work onerns observations with the SOFIN spetrograph and the data re-

dution of �ehelle spetra. The work began in 1991 when the spetrograph was

for the �rst time installed at the Nordi Optial Telesope. In that period, the

author was involved in developing the ontrol software for the spetrograph and

the CCDs, so that now the observations are almost ompletely remotely ontrolled

by omputer. Later, the development of the data redution pakage has started

whih was motivated by the absene of other suitable software pakages at that

time, and, also, by the spei� requirements to the data redution of the SOFIN

spetra. The aim of the thesis is the development of observing tehniques and of

optimal redution methods, and their implementation. The use of these methods

in the observation and redution has resulted in a large number of high-quality

and, in some respet, unique, �ehelle spetra within di�erent astrophysial pro-

grammes and in many sienti� papers. A seletion from these has formed the

astrophysial results of the thesis. Thus, the thesis merges three di�erent aspets

of sienti� work: the instrument, the data redution inluding error analysis, and

the appliation to various astrophysial targets.

The thesis work has the following struture.

Chapter 1 gives the desription of the spetrograph and sienti� objetives of the

observing programmes. Then, the estimation and measurement of the eÆieny

of the spetrograph follows. In the next setions, the model of the spetrograph

is desribed, whih is inorporated in a software tool used during observations for

the proper settings of the instrument. In the last setion, the stability issues of

the spetrograph are disussed based upon a number of tests.

In Chapter 2, the measurements of the spetrograph instrumental pro�le is given

whih is followed by the disussion of several important issues onerning the

resolving power of the instrument.

Chapter 3 onerns the CCDs. This part was speially developed to solve the initial

problems and improve the performane of the SOFIN Astromed-CCD ameras.

The following aspets are illustrated: the noise soures, the at-�elding problem,

and the measurable harateristis of the CCD performane. The measurement
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and integration of the CCD intensity transfer funtion is given. In the following

setions, the method of the CCD optimization is highlighted.

In Chapter 4, an overview of the data redution pakage is given. The limitations

on the volume of this thesis do not allow to give the whole desription of all the

spei� algorithms developed for the data redution. As an example, the ross-

orrelation method and its auray are disussed beause it is essential for the

aurate radial veloity measurements of the stellar spetra, whih is demonstrated

in the �rst papers of the thesis.

Deonvolution of stellar spetra and reovery of broadening funtions are an im-

portant issue in modern methods of data analysis. A number of astrophysial

aspets, the model, and the implementation of the algorithm are given in Chap-

ter 5. The method used is based on the trunated generalized least-squares and

operates with the prinipal omponents of the solution. The limitations of the

method are disussed motivating the regularized prinipal solution extension. An

example of the deonvolution of the SOFIN solar spetrum is given and disussed

in brief.

The most reent, not yet published aspet of the author's work is given in Chapter 6

and onerns the merury line pro�le variability of the binary star � And. The

desription of the analysis is given and some results are disussed.

In the Appendix, a user's guide for the redution of SOFIN �ehelle spetra is given,

whih illustrates various aspets of the proess and e�ets whih are taken into

aount to ahieve the maximal photometri and position quality of the spetra.

The seond part of the thesis onsists of seleted papers based on SOFIN obser-

vations where the author's work was essential. In the prefae to the seond part,

a short desription of the author's ontributions is given whih is followed by the

list of all papers where the author was involved.

A part of the author's dissertation work whih is not inluded into the present

thesis beause of its size onerns the numerial methods of data analysis. In a

separate manusript, the following topis are desribed: propagation of random

errors; the generalized least-squares: the linear, non-linear, and onstrained ases;

test of the linear hypothesis; the orthogonal polynomial series and their trans-

formations to power series and Chebyshev forms; the smoothing splines; and the

solution to the Keplerian orbit problem and the binary system parameters. These

ready-to-program algorithms were derived by the author on the basis of a number

of treatises on numerial analysis and implemented into the data redution pak-

age. The most important aspet of these derivations is the proper error analysis

of the parameters and the model, whih plays a key role in the redution proess

of the spetra where the intensities and their errors are transformed at eah stage

(inluding at some stages the wavelength errors). The desription of the deonvo-

lution of stellar spetra (Chapter 5) is a part of this handbook and uses the same

style and notations.
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Chapter 1

The �ehelle spetrograph

SOFIN

1.1 Introdution

The high resolution �ehelle spetrograph SOFIN was designed and manufatured

at the Crimean Astrophysial Observatory in ollaboration with the Observatory

of Helsinki University and installed at the Cassegrain fous of the 2.56m Nordi

Optial Telesope, La Palma, Canary Islands. The observations with the instru-

ment started in June 1991 (Tuominen 1992). The spetrograph is a unique instru-

ment in its lass and is one of the few very high resolution spetrographs in the

northern hemisphere. The spetrograph was designed to allow stellar spetrosopy

with three di�erent spetral resolutions R = �=�� = 30 000, 80 000, and 170000,

depending on the brightness of the star and the sienti� goals. The resolution is

altered by hanging one of the three di�erent optial ameras whilst all other opti-

al elements of the spetrograph remain unhanged. The spetrograph is equipped

with a ross-dispersion prism to separate spetral orders so that many di�erent

wavelengths are reorded in a single CCD exposure. The higher the spetral reso-

lution the smaller the part of the spetral range whih an be overed by the CCD.

The hange of the spetral setting is done by turning the �ehelle grating and the

ross-dispersion prism.

The spetrograph is ompletely remotely ontrolled from the host omputer, exept

for a few minor funtions. Suh a design provides a high operational eÆieny

during the observations. The spetrograph ontrol software is urrently running

under MS-DOS and is a menu-driven program with a range of servies to assist the

observations (Ilyin 1996). It inludes a database of observations where the data

reords are stored, whih an be retrieved and displayed later, a quik-look faility
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for an express analysis of the data obtained, the databases of observed objets

and spetral regions to hold all information spei� for the partiular observation

and the setup of the spetrograph. The data redution faility is the seond large

part of the software developed for the spetrograph. The key points of the data

redution pakage are the simpliity and the high eÆieny whih in onjuntion

with the user-friendly interfae provides an easy way to operate with the enormous

amount and omplex nature of the data.

1.2 Sienti� appliations

The long fous optial amera provides the highest spetral resolving power R =

180 000 and is used to resolve the �ne strutures of spetral lines and for au-

rate measurements of their positions. For instane, the interstellar Na iD 5890

�

A

is formed on the line of sight to some bakground stellar objet and reets the

motions of interstellar louds. The higher the resolution, the more omponents

an be resolved, i.e. the smaller veloity di�erenes between di�erent louds an

be deteted. Another astrophysial aspet is to use the high resolution amera to

measure the isotopi shift and hyper�ne struture of the spetral lines of hemially

peuliar Ap stars and of ool stars (e.g. Wahlgren et al. 1999). In the ase of the Ap

stars, the isotopi ratio gives an estimate of the di�usion rate of the isotopes from

the enrihed regions of their origin to the upper atmosphere. The very important

Li i 6707

�

A line is a key element for studying the history of the universe, nuleosyn-

thethis, stellar interiors, and stellar evolution. These measurements require the

aurate observation of the position and intensity of fully resolved spetral lines

with the subsequent aurate analysis and omparison with a syntheti spetrum.

The high resolution amera allows to inrease the auray of radial veloity mea-

surements, sine the error of the spetral line position determination dereases as

the resolution grows. This also gives the possibility to investigate the instability

and variations of the radial veloities of F, G, and K-type stars, whih in the past

were supposed to be very stable and were used as radial veloity standards. For

some stars, these variations, seen as tiny Doppler shifts of the spetral line posi-

tions, are thought to be due to a low mass ompanion, like a brown dwarf or a

large Jupiter-like planet, perturbing the position of the main star along the line of

sight, although the variations may be aused as well by non-radial pulsations of a

single star. To deide whih explanation is orret for a partiular star, aurate

observations at the highest resolution are needed, allowing to study the line pro�le

shapes in detail.

The seond optial amera provides half of the resolving power of the previous

one and orresponds to about 80 000 near the �ehelle blaze angle. Reduing the

resolution two times doubles the amount of light per resolution element, as well as

allows for a doubling of the entrane slit width whih redues the light losses, and,

therefore, fainter objets an be observed. The seond optial amera is widely
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used for Doppler imaging of late type stars. These exhibit small bumps in a spe-

tral line whih drifts over the pro�le as the star rotates. The solution of the inverse

problem, using models of stellar atmospheres, yields the geometrial distribution

of the spots and a temperature map of the stellar surfae (e.g. Bergyugina 1998).

The medium resolution optial amera is used for the diret measurements of the

stellar magneti �eld with the Stokesmeter installed in front of the spetrograph

entrane slit. The Stokesmeter divides the stellar light into two beams with oppo-

site irular polarization. In the presene of a stellar magneti �eld the spetral

lines in these two beams are shifted with respet to eah other and the stronger

the �eld, the larger the o�set. Measurements of the Zeeman splitting of a number

of spetral lines gives the e�etive magneti �eld of the star as a funtion of its

rotational phase. Solving the inverse problem, using models of stellar atmospheres

and taking into aount the e�et of Zeeman splitting, gives the distribution of

the magneti �eld strength over the stellar surfae. Another aspet of the seond

amera appliations is the observations of the non-radial pulsations of Ap stars

on the short time sale of their variability with simultaneous reording of many

spetral features in one exposure. Lines of ertain hemial elements exhibit small

variations of their radial veloities whih an be attributed to the surfae inhomo-

geneities. On the other hand, the amplitude of the osillations derived from broad

band photometry strongly deays from the blue to the red whih is attributed to

the wavelength dependene of limb-darkening and the steepness of the temperature

gradient with respet to the optial thikness.

The low resolution amera provides a spetral resolution around 30 000 whih is

typial for most other stellar spetrographs. Sine there is virtually no light loss

on the wide entrane slit and the spetral resolution is low, the amera is used

for observations of objets as faint as 15

m

with a 2.5m telesope. The amera

allows to reord in one exposure half of the whole optial spetrum ranging from

the blue spetral orders at 3500

�

A to the red at 11000

�

A. Suh urious objets as T

Tauri and FU Orionis stars (e.g. Petrov et al. 1999), hromospherially ative late

type binary systems, red dwarfs, and atalysmi variables are observable with the

amera with most of the hydrogen lines, ultraviolet Ca iiH&K, the infrared Ca ii

triplet seen in the same �ehelle image whih o�ers the possibility to analyze spetral

lines originating in di�erent layers of the star and the surrounding environment.

1.3 Design of the spetrograph

The optial design of the SOFIN spetrograph is similar to that of the �ehelle

spetrograph for the CTIO 4m Blano Telesope. The omplete spetrograph de-

sign is desribed in four papers: the optis (Pronik 1995), the mehanis (Lagutin

1995), the eletronis (Bukah & Zlotnikov 1995), and the software (Ilyin 1995,

inluding results of the �rst observations).

The spetrograph is mounted on the Cassegrain rotating adapter of the alt-azimuth
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Nordi Optial Telesope (NOT). The diameters of the main and seondary mirror

of the telesope are 2560 and 510mm. The e�etive foal length is 28160mm,

whih makes the sale in the foal plane 137�m/1

00

.

The shematis of the optis is given in Fig. 1.1 and the layout of the main om-

ponents are shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. All omponents of the spetrograph are

assembled in a rigid welded onstrution whih has the dimension of 1800� 800�

800mm

3

; the total weight without the CCD dewars is 240kg. The omponents of

the spetrograph are desribed in the following.

The entrane slit (1) in Fig. 1.3 is situated at the distane 210mm below the

attahment ange. The mirrored slit plane is tilted with respet to the optial

axis by 13:

Æ

5 in order to be viewed by the intensi�ed TV guiding amera. The slit

width is remotely ontrolled and depends on the spetral resolution being used,

whilst the width of the deker an be hanged manually and de�nes the height of

spetral orders and the interorder spaing.

The �lter and shutter unit (2) in Fig. 1.3 is mounted below the entrane slit in one

assembly unit. A hollow ylinder with two radial slots attahed to the axis of a

stepping motor onstitutes the shutter. The turret with the �lter wheel attahed to

a stepping motor ontains eight holdings for �lters whih have 16mm in diameter

and 6mm in thikness (the e�etive foal length of the ollimator depends on the

�lter thikness). The �lters redue the amount of sattered light di�used on the

spetrograph optial frames and surfaes, and are seleted aording to the spetral

region being used. The bandpasses are given in the following table together with

their numbers and positions on the turret. Some of the �lters are omposed of

two piees to keep the thikness onstant: a metal ring spaer between the piees

eliminates possible optial interferene on their surfaes.

0 0 Closed

1 7 Open

2 6 3000 - 25000 Neutral double

3 5 8500 - 25000 Infrared double

4 4 7000 - 25000 Red single

5 3 6000 - 25000 Orange single

6 2 3500 - 6000 Blue double

7 1 3500 - 7500 Transparent double

The beam swither (3) in Fig. 1.3 is used to render the light from the two alibration

soures to the slit. It onsists of a pentaprism attahed to the stepping motor axis

via a rotating arm. In the position shown with the solid line, the slit is unobsured

for the light from the telesope, the position shown with the dashed line gives the

light from the at �eld lamp.

The alibration soures inlude a tungsten at �eld lamp (5) in Fig. 1.3, and a

ThAr hollow athode spetral lamp (6) manufatured by S. & J. Juniper & Co.,

UK. The pupils of the lamps are ollimated at f=11.
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Figure 1.1: The optial layout of the SOFIN spetrograph. The onverging f=11

beam foussed onto the slit is redireted by the at mirror to the ollimator. The

ollimated beam illuminates the �ehelle grating whih renders the light dispersed

in wavelength to the ross-dispersion prism to separate the spetral orders in

the diretion perpendiular to the dispersion. The two ipped positions of the

ross-dispersion prism are shown by the solid and dashed lines. Depending on

the position, the beam is direted to one of the optial ameras mounted in the

spetrograph. The �ehelle image is formed on the CCD attahed to the optial

amera.
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Figure 1.2: The mehanial layout of the SOFIN spetrograph: the upper unit

(1) is shown in details in Fig. 1.3, at mirror (2) with the adjustment mehanism,

ollimator (3), �ehelle grating (4), ross-dispersion prism (5) with the handle to

ip the prism, two optial ameras (6 and 7) installed, CCD ameras (8), assembly

frame (9), and power supply with the stepping motor ampli�ers (10).

The intensi�ed CCD TV guiding amera (4) in Fig. 1.3 is used for setting, fo-

ussing, and guiding the stellar image on the slit. The �eld of view on the TV

sreen is 70

00

. With the maximum intensi�ation a star as faint as 16

m

an be

seen. For bright objets a gray �lter with an attenuation of 100 is put in front of

the TV amera. The shutter, gray �lter, and open diaphragm are installed on a

remotely ontrolled linear shaft.

The analyzer of irular polarization (Stokesmeter) (8) in Fig. 1.3 is mounted on

a platform above the slit and an be positioned onto the optial axis when used

for spetropolarimetry. The design of the Stokesmeter is desribed by Plahinda

& Tarasova (1999) and is similar to that of Donati & Semel (1990). It onsists of

an ahromati (4000{6800

�

A) turnable quarter-wave plate, a beam splitter, made

of a plate of Ieland spar, and a �xed ahromati quarter-wave plate on exit whih

onverts the linearly polarized light into irularly polarized light to avoid lin-

ear polarized light attenuation on the �ehelle grating. The angle of the turnable

quarter-wave plate on the entrane is ontrolled by a stepping motor; four expo-

sures with the plate subsequently turned by 22:

Æ

5 allows to measure all four Stokes
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Figure 1.3: The mehanial layout of the upper unit: slit (1), �lter turret and the

shutter (2), pentaprism rotator (3), intensi�ed guiding TV amera (4), at �eld

lamp (5), omparison spetrum ThAr lamp (6), an auxiliary viewing pupil (7),

Zeeman analyzer (8), stray light absorber (9), and the assembly unit (10).

parameters. The image separation is 3

00

on the slit.

The diagonal at mirror (2) in Fig. 1.2 is loated 300mm below the entrane slit

and turns the optial axis by 98

Æ

. The projeted diameter is 32mm.

The paraboli ollimator mirror (3) in Fig. 1.2 has a diameter of 128mm and a

foal length of 1396mm. The e�etive foal length of the ollimator oupled with

the �lters is 1400mm. The mirror has been aligned one during assembly and any

temperature hanges of its foal length are ompensated by the foussing of the

optial ameras.

The photon ounter (not shown but loated between 2 and 3 in Fig. 1.2) is used to

estimate the amount of light passed through the slit of the spetrograph and on-

sists of a small prism installed in the ollimated beam and a photomultiplier. The

photon ount rate and aumulated sum during the objet exposure are displayed

in real-time in order to suggest the exposure time in ase of observing in modest

weather onditions.

The R2 �ehelle (4) in Fig. 1.2 (Milton Roy Co., USA), has a grooved area of

128 � 256mm

2

and is ruled with 79 groovesmm

�1

. The blaze angle is 63:

Æ

435

(artan 2). The inident and di�rated beams are separated by a �xed angle of 8

Æ

and the angles are oplanar with the �ehelle normal. The �ehelle tilt mehanism

hanges the angle of inidene by turning the frame around ball-edged pivots within
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�3

Æ

by driving the tangent arm attahed to the axis of the remotely ontrolled

stepping motor. The motor step size is about one pixel on the CCD for the long

amera. The working spetral orders are 20{65 (11 300 { 3500

�

A).

The double-pass ross-dispersion prism (5) in Fig. 1.2 is made of BK7 glass and

mounted 800mm apart from the �ehelle. The prism apex angle is 17:

Æ

0212 whih

makes the interorder spaing 75% of the order height at 5650

�

A in the entral 40th

order. The positioning mehanism of the prism is similar to that of the �ehelle and

allows to hange the spetral setting in the ross-dispersion diretion. The motor

step size is about one pixel on the CCD for the long amera. The prism assembly

is mounted on a mehanism whih allows to turn the prism around the optial

axis to rediret the refrated beam to one of the two optial ameras installed

simultaneously in the spetrograph.

Three optial ameras provide three di�erent spetral resolutions; two of them (6

and 7 in Fig. 1.2) an be installed in the optial ports at the same time and the

resolution is altered by ipping the ross-dispersion prism. The short and long

ameras are interhangeable, the medium amera is mounted permanently.

1. The long optial amera is a Cassegrain mirror system with an e�etive foal

length of 2079mm and provides a resolving power ranging from 150000 to

185 000 whih depends on the �ehelle deetion angle. The entrane slit

width projeted on two CCD pixels is 38�m (0:

00

28 on the sky) at the blaze

angle. The light loss on the slit with a seeing of 1

00

is 75%. The length of the

spetral orders is about 20

�

A around 5500

�

A whih orresponds to a pixel size

of about 1000m s

�1

in radial veloities. About 15 adjaent spetral orders

an be overed in one CCD image. The vignetting in the image entre is

about 7% and almost homogeneous along the image.

2. The medium optial amera is a Rithey-Chr�etien mirror system with an

e�etive foal length of 1000mm with a spetral resolution ranging from

70000 to 86 000. The entrane slit width projeted on two CCD pixels is

82�m (0:

00

6) at the blaze angle. The light loss on the slit is about 50% if the

seeing is 1

00

. The length of the spetral orders is about 40

�

A around 5500

�

A.

The CCD format allows to reord 12 suh orders in one exposure. The pixel

size orresponds to about 1900m s

�1

in radial veloities. The vignetting in

the image entre is about 16% and inreases towards the edges (68%).

3. The short optial amera is a menisus system (two menisi and two mirrors)

has an e�etive foal length of 348mm and provides a spetral resolution

from 25000 to 30 000 with the entrane slit width of 236�m (1:

00

73) projeted

on two CCD pixels. There is virtually no light loss on the slit sine it is wider

than the average seeing. The light loss ours mostly on the slit deker

whih is redued for the amera as ompared to the others for better order

separation in ross-dispersion. The spetral format of the amera allows to

reord all spetral orders in one image from 20 to 67 with the length of one
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order being around 120

�

A at 5500

�

A. Two suh exposures are neessary to

get the omplete overlap and full wavelength overage of all spetral orders.

The pixel size orresponds to 5700m s

�1

in radial veloities. The vignetting

of the amera is 22% in the image entre and 92% at the edges is due to the

large seondary mirror.

The parameters of the �rst two optial ameras are given in the following table

(units are mm); the optial diagram of the third amera is given in the original

paper of Pronik (1995):

N

am

f

am

R

1

R

2

e

2

1

e

2

2

D

1

D

2

d

1

d

2

1 2079 -852.05 -216.36 1 2.2957 160 40 -340 420.05

2 1000 -937.50 -635.30 1.247 12.2233 160 60 -300 356.00

where f

am

is the foal length, R is the radius of the mirror urvature, e

2

is the

eentriity, D is the diameter of the mirror, d

1

is the distane between the mirrors,

and d

2

is the distane between the foal plane and the seondary mirror.

Eah amera is equipped with a foussing mehanism whih is a turnable threaded

ring to o�set the image formed on the CCD along the optial axis whilst the

positions of the optial elements of the amera remain unhanged. The CCD

amera is attahed to the optial amera via a bayonet adapter whih preserves

the CCD adjustment after re-installation of the optial and CCD ameras. The

bayonet onnetors are equipped with adjustment srews to align the CCD pixels

with respet to the ross-dispersion diretion.

Two similar Astromed-3200 CCD ameras (8) in Fig. 1.2 make use of two UV-

oated EEV CCDs: P88100 (1152 � 298 pixels) and P88200 (1152 � 770 pixels)

whih are housed in liquid nitrogen ooled dewars and operated at a temperature

of 150K. The pixel size is 22:5�22:5�m

2

. The dewar window is made of Spetrosil

B fused silia, 50mm in diameter and 2mm in thikness. The �rst one, the larger

format CCD amera, is used with the long and short ameras, the seond one, the

smaller format CCD, is used with the medium resolution amera.

1.4 EÆieny of the spetrograph

The overall eÆieny of the system inluding telesope and spetrograph is de�ned

as the fration of the photons entering the main mirror whih is deteted by the

CCD.
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Figure 1.4: An �ehelle image of the RS CVn star IM Peg obtained with the medium

amera; R = 80 000 in the 6173 & 6563

�

A spetral region. The spetral orders

loated during data redution are shown. The wavelengths of the spetral orders

inrease from bottom to top. The O

2

atmospheri bands at 7600

�

A are learly seen

in the 5th order from the top.
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Figure 1.5: A raw �ehelle image of � Tau obtained with the long optial amera;

R = 160 000 in the 6427 & 7516

�

A spetral region. The wavelengths of the spetral

orders inrease from top to bottom.
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Figure 1.6: A raw �ehelle image of the magneti Ap star �

2

CVn reorded with

the Zeeman analyzer with the medium optial amera R = 80 000 around 4500

�

A.

The doubled spetral orders are the left and right polarized beams.

1.4.1 The diret measurement of the eÆieny

Measurements of the spetrograph eÆieny are usually done by observing stars

with known energy distributions at di�erent wavelengths, e.g. the set of bright

seondary standard stars for ux alibration given in Taylor (1984) and Hamuy et

al. (1992). Instead of the standard method, we used the programme observations

of two G-type stars obtained during di�erent observing runs at a range of zenith

distanes and meteorologial onditions to estimate the eÆieny in the red.

The entral CCD order was used where the vignetting e�et is minimal. The width

of the ross-dispersion pro�le was used as the estimate of the seeing ondition

during the exposure. Assuming that the seeing pro�le is a Gaussian, the relative

transmittane of the slit is given by

T = erf

 

w

p

ln 2

FWHM

!

; (1.1)

where the seeing pro�le width is given by FWHM, and w is the slit width. The

transmittane is plotted as a funtion of the width ratio in Fig. 1.9. The measured

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the seleted order, orreted for the slit e�et, and

redued to the same exposure time was plotted in logarithmi units with respet

to the airmass of the observations. The upper envelope of the points was used for

linear extrapolation to the zenith.
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Figure 1.7: The redued spetra of � Cas (V=2.20, K0 IIIa) with resolution R =

160 000 in the 6427 & 7516

�

A spetral region.
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Figure 1.8: Ehelle images taken with the low resolution R = 30 000 optial am-

era. The horizontal urves indiate the position of the spetral orders found dur-

ing data redution. Top: preproessed image with the sattered light surfae

subtrated prior to the weighted extration of the spetral orders of the 20 min

exposure of the FU Ori star V1057 Cyg (V=10) whih gave a signal-to-noise ratio

around 100 in the ontinuum at H�. Bottom: The orresponding ThAr ompari-

son spetrum image taken in the same spetral region. The bright Thorium lines

in the red are overexposed to allow a large number of fainter lines to be seen and

used for the alibration. The saturated lines produe vertial white \tails" areas,

i.e. of depressed bias level.
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Figure 1.9: Throughput of the slit illuminated by a Gaussian seeing image. The

horizontal axis is the ratio of the FWHM of the Gaussian seeing pro�le and the

slit width.

58 observations of 31Aql (V=5.20, G7 IV) were made with the long amera with

the slit width 37�m (0:

00

27) whih gives the resolution R = 160 000 (��=0.020

�

A

per pixel) in the entral order 35 at 6440

�

A. Extrapolation to the zenith esti-

mates SNR to be 470 in 10 min of exposure time without the light loss on

the slit. The ux outside of the Earth atmosphere expeted for the star is

1100 photons m

�2

s

�1

�

A

�1

(interpolated from Allen 1976, p. 207). The monohro-

mati Earth atmosphere extintion at 6440

�

A is 0.057 per airmass (the extintion

oeÆients for the La Palma Observatory were provided by the Carlsberg Merid-

ian Telesope). For the given diameters of the telesope mirrors (256 and 51 m

respetively), the expeted SNR of the star at zenith is 2260. Hene, the eÆieny

for the long amera is estimated to be 4.3%.

92 observations of HD199178 (V=7.24 G2 III) were made with the medium am-

era with the slit width 81�m (0:

00

60) whih provides the resolution R = 76 000

(��=0.042

�

A per pixel) in the entral order 32 at 7000

�

A. Extrapolation to the

zenith estimates SNR to be 300 in 10 min of exposure time without the light losses

on the slit. The extra-atmosphere ux for the star is about 970 photons m

�2

s

�1

�

A

�1

.
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The atmospheri extintion at 7000

�

A is 0.033 per airmass, hene the expeted SNR

of the star at zenith is 1220 whih gives the eÆieny for the medium amera of

about 6%.

1.4.2 The expeted eÆieny

The eÆieny an also be estimated by alulating the transmissions of all op-

tial surfaes of the spetrograph. The results of these detailed alulations are

given in Tab. 1.1. The telesope reetane is given by diret measurements after

the leaning of the mirrors. The reetane on a surfae at normal inidene is

alulated aording to the Fresnel formula:

r =

�

n� 1

n+ 1

�

2

; (1.2)

where the refrative index n is 1.51 at 7000

�

A for BK7 glass. The internal trans-

mittane of BK7 is 0.99988 per mm (Optis Guide, Melles Griot Co. 1988). The

�ehelle reetane was provided by its spei�ation. The reetane of all SOFIN

mirrored surfaes aluminized in 1990 is estimated to be 0.8.

The overall eÆieny of the spetrograph and CCD is 6.8%. By inluding the

telesope, the eÆieny is redued to 4%, whih is in good agreement with the

diret measurements.

For omparison, the oud�e �ehelle spetrometer at the 2.7m telesope of the M-

Donald Observatory has an estimated eÆieny of the spetrograph of 16%, mainly

beause of the silver oated surfaes (97.5% reetane), and the higher CCD ef-

�ieny (77%).

A similar design �ehelle spetrograph at the 4m telesope of CTIO has an eÆieny

ranging from 4{8% depending on the optial system setup.

1.5 Model of the spetrograph

Present day CCDs whih are used in the spetrograph are too small to over the

whole spetral range of the �ehelle image. Hene, the observations are arried out

in seleted settings of the �ehelle and prism angles with limited spetral overage.

It is a matter of importane to have an appropriate means to selet the on�gura-

tion of spetral lines (Fig. 1.10) and the pointing model of the spetrograph whih

transforms the oordinates of the spetral setting into the instrumental units of

�ehelle and prism.
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Table 1.1: The transmission table of the optial elements of the SOFIN spetro-

graph. The total transmission oeÆients for eah subsetion are given in the

rightmost olumn.

Telesope main mirror reetion 0.786

seondary mirror reetion 0.782 0.60

Filter surfae 0.96

single pass, 3mm 0.99963

surfae 0.96 0.92

Compensating glass surfae 0.96

single pass, 3mm 0.99963

surfae 0.96 0.92

Diagonal mirror reetion 0.8

Collimator reetion 0.8

Ehelle reetion 0.67

vignetting 0.87 0.37

Cross-dispersion prism surfae 0.96

�rst pass, 39mm 0.9953

reetion 0.8

seond pass, 39mm 0.9953

surfae 0.96 0.73

Camera main mirror reetion 0.8

seondary mirror reetion 0.8 0.64

CCD window surfae 0.96

single pass, 3mm 0.99963

surfae 0.96 0.92

UV-oated EEV CCD QE at 7000

�

A 0.50

1.5.1 Spetral mosai

The �ehelle grating equation is

sin�+ sin� = N k � (1.3)

with

� = � +  + � and � = � �  + �+ Æ; (1.4)

where � and � are the angles of inidene and di�ration,  is the �xed angle of 4

Æ

(2 is the angular separation of ollimator and prism), � is the blaze angle, � is the

�ehelle deetion angle with respet to the blaze, Æ is the �eld angle varying around
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Figure 1.10: The model of the foal plane of the spetrograph as seen on the

omputer sreen: the red orders are at the bottom and the blue orders are at

the top. The blaze axis is at the entre, the two white urves at 41% of the

�ehelle eÆieny indiate the interval of the full wavelength overlap. The CCD

box and the wavelength overage orrespond to the medium optial amera in

6173 & 6563

�

A spetral region. The positions of some hydrogen and Ca lines are

marked with rosses and boxes.

the image entre in dispersion diretion, N is the number of grooves per mm, k is

the spetral order number, and � is the wavelength. The inidene and di�ration

angles are in the same plane for this spetrograph (various on�gurations of �ehelle

spetrographs were extensively disussed in Shroeder & Hilliard 1980).

The ross-dispersion prism equation desribes the fat that the monohromati ray

rosses the surfae two times at di�erent angles and beomes internally reeted

on the rear mirrored surfae:

arsin

�

sin�

p

n

�

+ arsin

�

sin�

p

n

�

= 2 �

p

; (1.5)

where �

p

and �

p

are the angles of inidene and refration, �

p

is the prism apex

angle. The refration angle is given by the following sum:
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�

p

= �

p

+ 

p

+ Æ

p

; (1.6)

where 

p

= 30

Æ

is the �xed angular separation between the �ehelle and the optial

amera, and Æ

p

is the �eld angle varying around the image entre in ross-dispersion

diretion.

The refrative index n of BK7 is approximated by

n

2

= A

1

+A

2

�

2

+A

3

�

�2

+A

4

�

�4

+A

5

�

�6

+A

6

�

�8

(1.7)

with the wavelength � given in �m, and the polynomial oeÆients (Pronik 1995)

A

1

= 2:2699804 A

2

= �9:8250605� 10

�3

A

3

= 1:10172030� 10

�2

A

4

= 7:6606834� 10

�5

A

5

= 1:16169520� 10

�5

A

6

= 5:81309000� 10

�7

:

The image formed in the foal plane is alulated in the oordinate system (�,�

p

)

of the �ehelle deetion and the prism refration angles as a funtion of � and order

number k:

�

p

(�) = �

p

(�(�; k)) (1.8)

in the image entre with the �eld angles Æ = Æ

p

= 0. A box in the foal plane

whih reets the CCD format is alulated in the angular units aording to the

saling fator of the seleted optial amera. The CCD box an be positioned

to the di�erent angles of �ehelle � and prism �

p

. The orresponding table of the

wavelength overage is alulated with the two angles �xed at the seleted position

and the �eld angles Æ and Æ

p

are varying within the CCD image:

Æ

p

(�) = Æ

p

(�(Æ; k)): (1.9)

1.5.2 The �ehelle eÆieny

The �ehelle grating has its maximum reetane at the blaze angle whih dereases

as the angle hanges. Also, as the inidene angle inreases, the projeted area of

the grating is redued whih results in a beam area redution. The total e�et is

alulated allowing to estimate the light olletion eÆieny at the given spetral

setting.

The light reetane with respet to the blaze intensity (� = 0) is

I

�

=

�

sinu

u

�

2

; where u = �

�

k �

�

1

�

�

: (1.10)
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The quantity �

1

= 225 885:77

�

A is the wavelength in order k = 1 at the blaze angle

(N �

1

= 2 sin � os ).

The transmittane of the light due to the hange of the illumination area of the

�ehelle by the ollimated beam as a funtion of the grating angle is given by the

ratio of the two areas S

eh

=S

ol

:

1

4

S

eh

= (sin 2�+ 2�)D

2

ol

� �D

2

obs

;

1

4

S

ol

= �D

2

ol

� �D

2

obs

(1.11)

with

� =

L

y

D

ol

os�;

where L

y

is the length of the longest �ehelle side (aross the grooves), D

ol

is the

diameter of ollimator, and D

obs

is the diameter of the diagonal at mirror, whih

obsures the entral part of the ollimated beam. It is assumed that the ollimated

beam size equals the width of the �ehelle D

ol

= L

x

. The transmittane dereases

from 94% to 77% from the blue to the red side of the order; additionally, the

resolution inreases from blue to red.

The overall eÆieny is shown in Fig. 1.11 as obtained by the multipliation of the

blaze funtion with the transmittane. The maximal eÆieny at the blaze angle

is about 86%.

1.5.3 The resolving power

The resolving power R = �=d� is one of the basi parameters of the spetrograph

and desribes its ability to resolve narrow spetral lines. For the given foal length

of the optial amera, the resolution is a funtion of the �ehelle angles and it

hanges along spetral orders. Qualitatively, it is obvious that with the inrease of

the angle of inidene, the projeted density of the grooves beomes higher, whih

results in a larger dispersion.

The wavelength size d� of the resolution element formed by the slit projetion

onto the CCD is

N k d� = os� d�; where d� =

p

f

am

(1.12)

is the angular size of the resolution element given by the projeted slit width p on

the CCD and the foal length of the amera f

am

. Then the resolving power is

R =

�

d�

=

sin�+ sin�

os�

�

f

am

p

(1.13)
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whih is a funtion of the �ehelle deetion angle �, �eld angle Æ, and the projeted

slit width p (the entrane slit width also depends on the above two angles). For

the CCD entre at Æ = 0 it beomes

R =

2 tan(� + �)

1 + tan(� + �) tan 

�

f

am

p

: (1.14)

Figure 1.11: The �ehelle plus ollimator eÆieny is plotted with respet to the

deetion angle in degrees. The uppermost urve orresponds to the red 20th

order, and the innermost urve is for the blue 60th order. The resolving power is

alulated for the three optial ameras for a resolution element of two pixels of

the CCD.

1.5.4 The optimal slit width

The slit is alled optimal when its image in the foal plane is optimally sampled by

the CCD pixels. For the ordinary observing mode, the sampling interval is equal

to one CCD pixel, whih implies that the spatial uto� (or Nyquist) frequeny

orresponds to two pixels on the CCD. The slit width whih orresponds to an

instrumental pro�le of two pixels FWHM is used for observations to provide the

maximal resolving power for the given settings of the spetrograph.

The projeted slit image is a onvolution of three main pro�les: the geometrial

projetion of the retangular entrane slit, the aberration pro�le of the amera,
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and the di�rational pro�le of the monohromati beam on the ollimated pupil.

To alulate the resulting width, it is assumed that the pro�les are Gaussians,

hene, their widths an be added in squares:

p

2

=

�

f

am

f

ol

�

os�

os�

� w

�

2

+A

2

(�) +

�

�

D

ol

f

am

�

2

: (1.15)

The last term desribes the di�ration broadening of the slit image. The middle

term is the amera aberration as a funtion of image position; for simpliity,

the aberration spot size is set onstant and equal to 8�m for all three optial

ameras. The �rst term onsists of the three fators: the magni�ation fator of the

spetrograph, the angular magni�ation on the �ehelle, and the entrane slit width

w. The magni�ation by the �ehelle follows from Eq. (1.3): os� d�+os� d� = 0.

The essential setup parameters for the three optial ameras are given in the

following table for the entral 40th order at 5647

�

A at the blaze. The slit width w,

given in �m, orresponds to two pixels on the CCD. The slit relative throughput T

in perent is alulated for 1

00

seeing. Æ� and Æv are the pixel width in wavelength

(m

�

A) and radial veloities (m s

�1

). �� and �k are the length in

�

A and the

number of spetral orders in the CCD image.

No. Camera R w w

sky

T Æ� Æv �� �k

1 long 161 000 38 0:

00

28 25 17 930 20 16

2 medium 76000 82 0:

00

60 50 37 1970 42 14

3 short 27 000 236 1:

00

73 100 104 5550 120 40

1.5.5 The pointing model of the spetrograph

The �ehelle and the ross-dispersion prism position angles are ontrolled by step-

ping motors. The pointing model establishes the relation between the step num-

bers and the position in wavelengths and order numbers for the entre of the CCD

image and is used for the seletion of spetral regions (Fig. 1.10).

To obtain the referene points, a series of omparison spetrum images were made

in a grid of 5� 7 di�erent positions in dispersion diretion and aross the orders

for the three optial ameras. The images were proessed to obtain the entral

order number and its wavelength. Bivariate polynomial linear least-squares �ts

were used to approximate the �ehelle deetion angle � in Eq. (1.3) and the entral

order number k as funtions of the step motor numbers x and y as follows

�(x; y) = q

0

(y)Ep(x) and k(x; y) = q

0

(y)Cp(x); (1.16)

where E

1�2

and C

4�1

are the matries of polynomial oeÆients assoiated with

the vetors of the Chebyshev polynomials q(y) and p(x) of the orresponding
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degrees. The polynomial oeÆients were found suÆient for the SOFIN spe-

trograph to desribe the surfae with an appropriate auray, although, a more

dense grid in the ross-dispersion diretion would provide an auray similar to

that ahieved in the dispersion diretion.

1.6 Stability of the spetrograph

As the alt-azimuth mounted telesope traks the position of a star, the spe-

trograph mounted on the rotating adapter is hanging its orientation whih is

desribed by the parallati angle. The parallati angle between the hour irle

and the vertial irle (Woolard & Clemene 1966, p. 55) is alulated from

sin z sin q = os� sinh

sin z os q = sin� os Æ � os� sin Æ osh;

(1.17)

where q is the parallati angle, z is the zenith distane, � is the latitude of the

telesope in the northern hemisphere, Æ is the delination of the objet, and h is

its hour angle. Fig. 1.12 shows how the rotator parallati angle and the zenith

distane of an objet are hanging in time. For a star with Æ � � the rotator angle

is hanging very fast but the zenith distane is not. Apart from this delination,

the slower hange of the rotator angle is ompensated by the near onstany of

the zenith distane at the meridian. The most ritial parts are on the east and

west where both angles are hanging very rapidly.

A hange of the spetrograph orientation unavoidably results in a drift of spetral

line positions, an e�et known as the exure of Cassegrain mounted spetrographs.

Di�erent optial omponents may hange their positions in a di�erent way as the

spetrograph hanges its orientation whih makes the overall e�et very ompli-

ated.

To evaluate the amplitude and the behaviour of the line drifts, an experiment

was made in Deember 1997 for the long 1st and medium 2nd optial ameras

as follows. To ensure that the ambient temperature hanges are minimal, the

experiment was arried out during a loudy night with the telesope dome losed

and the air onditioning system swithed on. The altitude of the telesope was

gradually dereased from 90

Æ

to 20

Æ

; at eah altitude the rotator was turned from

�90

Æ

to +90

Æ

, and at eah rotator angle an exposure of the omparison spetrum

was made. Then the whole sequene was repeated for the other amera. The line

displaements were measured with respet to a group of lines at the image entre

of the very �rst exposure with the ross-orrelation tehnique. The results of the

measurements are shown in Fig. 1.14, and the orresponding surfaes are shown in

Fig. 1.15 and Fig. 1.16 whih were approximated by a bivariate smoothing spline.

As was expeted, the 1st amera traes show a twie larger amplitude due to
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Figure 1.12: Change of the parallati angle of the telesope rotator as funtion

of hour angle (left) and zenith distane (right) at the latitude � = 28:76

Æ

of the

NOT for stars with di�erent delinations. The length of the urves is de�ned by

the visibility of a star above the horizon. The time interval between two dots in

the right panel is 10 min of hour angle.

the doubled foal length as ompared to the other amera. At eah trae when

the altitude is �xed there is a turning point at whih the drift in the diretion

of rows (the dispersion diretion) is minimal and is at +30

Æ

of the rotator angle

for the 1st amera and �30

Æ

for the 2nd. This is simply explained by the fat

that the angle between the �ehelle-prism axis and the optial amera is 30

Æ

: at the

orresponding rotator angle the amera is exatly in the plane of the vertial irle,

therefore its bending is minimal (Fig. 1.13). As the zenith distane is hanging, the

lines are moving bak and forth in the dispersion diretion. The minimal hange

of the drift ours at 30

Æ

zenith distane. There is no feasible explanation why

it happens at this angle: probably there are some hanges in the resulting vetor

of fores in the �ehelle turnable frame drawn out by the braed springs, but at

30

Æ

of zenith distane the angle between the �ehelle plane and the vertial is only

30

Æ

. The �ehelle stands vertial at a zenith distane of 60

Æ

, hene, the �ehelle unit

ounterats the springs.
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Bottom view

+-

Medium Long 1st and
Short 3rd cameras2nd camera

Rotator angles

Figure 1.13: The bottom view of the spetrograph mounted on the telesope rota-

tor adapter. Clokwise rotation orresponds to negative angles, and antilokwise

rotation orresponds to positive angles of the rotator. The angle between the op-

tial ameras is 60

Æ

. When the rotator angle is �30

Æ

the medium 2nd amera is

oriented in the plane of the vertial irle of the telesope.

The hange of the spetral line width from one exposure to the other is shown in

the surfae �ts. These surfaes are less onlusive but show that the foussing of

the optial amera is degrading at ertain orientations of the spetrograph and it

is de�nitely degrading with inrease of the zenith distane. One onlusion that

an be made is that at the rotator angles (�30

Æ

), where the drift in the dispersion

diretion is minimal, the hange of the fous is maximal.

The results of this experiment have merely pratial onsequenes: to minimize

the drift in the dispersion diretion during observations the rotator angle for the

long 1st amera should be around +30

Æ

(the same is true for the short 3rd amera

where the measurements were not made but the mehanial on�guration is the

same), and �30

Æ

for the medium 2nd amera.

In order to obtain the optimal quality (stable lines and maximal resolution) long

exposures should be subdivided into a series of short ones depending on the objet

position, with subsequent orretion of the shifts.

1.6.1 Line broadening due to exure

The drift of a spetral line aross the CCD pixels during the integration results

in an apparent shift of the line entre from where it is expeted and leads to the

inrease of the line width. If the line shape an be desribed by a retangular

pro�le, then apparently, a shift of suh a line by the amount � inreases the line

width by the same amount. Most of the real spetral lines an be desribed as
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Figure 1.14: The line drift in two optial ameras as a funtion of the spetrograph

spatial orientation. The shift in rows is along the dispersion diretion and the shift

in olumns is in the ross-dispersion diretion. The telesope rotator angle (R) is

hanging from �90

Æ

to +90

Æ

and the zenith distane (Z) is hanging from 0

Æ

to

70

Æ

. The sale size for the medium amera plot is half that for the long amera

plot.

Gaussian pro�les; in the latter ase the inrease of the width due to the shift is

less signi�ant.

The whole proess an be desribed as a onvolution of the true line pro�le p(x)
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Figure 1.15: The surfae �t shows the drift of a spetral line in the dispersion

diretion (upper panel), in the ross-dispersion diretion (middle panel), and the

hange of the line FWHM as a funtion of zenith distane and rotator angle for

the long 1st optial amera.
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Figure 1.16: The surfae �t shows the drift of a spetral line in the dispersion

diretion (upper panel), in the ross-dispersion diretion (middle panel), and the

hange of the line FWHM as a funtion of zenith distane and rotator angle for

the medium 2nd optial amera.
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with the shift funtion s(x) whih results in the smeared pro�le f(x). Assume

that the shift funtion is a retangular pro�le of the width �, i.e. the shift of the

line is onstant in time:

s(u) =

8

<

:

1; ��=2 < u < +�=2

0; otherwise:

(1.18)

Let the line p(u) be a Gaussian pro�le of the width �, then the resulting pro�le is

f(x) =

Z

+1

�1

p(u) s(x� u)du =

Z

x+�=2

x��=2

p(u)du =

Z

x+�=2

x��=2

e

�u

2

=�

2

du =

p

�

2

� (y

2

� y

1

)

(1.19)

where

y

1

= erf

�

x��=2

�

�

and y

2

= erf

�

x+�=2

�

�

: (1.20)

The resulting pro�le is not a Gaussian anymore but the di�erene of two error

funtion pro�les. The resulting full width w

f

is alulated at half amplitude of

the pro�le and plotted with respet to the width w

p

and the shift � in the following

form:

w

f

w

p

= F

�

�

w

p

�

: (1.21)

A more simple but less realisti ase is when the shift funtion an be desribed by

a Gaussian pro�le, i.e. the line position is a normally distributed random number

with a mean equal to the expeted line position and the width �

2

(similar to

the width � of the retangular shift funtion). Then, the resulting pro�le is a

onvolution of the two Gaussians:

f(x) =

Z

+1

�1

p(u) s(x� u)du =

Z

+1

�1

e

�u

2

=�

2

1

e

�(x�u)

2

=�

2

2

du =

r

�

�

2

1

+ �

2

2

� �

1

�

2

� e

�x

2

=(�

2

1

+�

2

2

)

:

(1.22)

The resulting urves for the two shift funtions are shown in Fig. 1.17. A retan-

gular shift of a Gaussian pro�le of 2 pixels FWHM by two pixels would inrease

its width by 25%; a shift by four pixels doubles the line width.
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Figure 1.17: Relative inrease of a Gaussian pro�les FWHM as a funtion of the

line shift with respet to its width. The bottom urve orresponds to a retangular

shift funtion, and the upper urve is for a Gaussian shift funtion.

To verify this in pratie, we made an observation of � Cyg (A2 I) whose spetrum

has very narrow interstellar absorption features in the Na i doublet. The obser-

vation was made with the 1st amera when the telesope was normally traking

the star and then when the telesope rotator was turned by 50

Æ

during the expo-

sure. The omparison lines shifted by 0.5 pixels (425m s

�1

) during the exposure.

The width of narrow absorption lines is about 4{5 pixels. The two spetra are

shown in Fig. 1.18. No inrease of the line width due to the shift was found in this

experiment, beause the expeted inrease of the line width is less than 1%.

1.6.2 Statial stability of the spetrograph

In this setion we give an investigation of the statial stability of the spetrograph

when the external long-term fators of the exure due to telesope traking are

exluded. The importane of suh a test is ditated by the need of understanding

the nature of the positional instability of spetral lines due to instrumental ef-

fets. This is espeially important when we study short term variations of spetral

line pro�les (e.g. non-radial pulsations or other monitoring programmes) where

the physial e�et ould be ompatible in amplitude with the e�ets of instru-

mental nature. On the other hand, slow variations (tens of minutes) of the line

positions due to environmental e�ets give us additional suggestions of the proper

operational modes of the SOFIN spetrograph whih an be used to minimize the
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Figure 1.18: The redued spetrum of � Cyg (V=1.25 A2 Iae) taken with the

long 1st amera (R=176000 at this spetral region) showing the pro�le of the

interstellar Na i D

2

at 5889.9512

�

A. The two spetra were taken under di�erent

onditions: when the telesope was only traking, and when the rotator was turned

from 0

Æ

to +50

Æ

step by step during its 5 min exposure at the zenith distane of

20

Æ

. The rotation aused a shift of the omparison spetrum lines by 0.5 pixels (one

pixel is 850m s

�1

). No apparent hange of the width in the pro�le omponents is

seen. The deomposition of the line pro�le onto a number of Gaussians also gives

the same widths for the two spetra.

instrumental instability during observations and taken into aount during data

redution.
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Figure 1.19: The stability test of the spetrograph in stand-by position. The

horizontal axis is time in minutes. The panels from top to bottom are the image

drift in CCD rows and olumns, line FWHM, the ambient temperature in C, and

the CCD temperature in K.
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Chapter 2

The instrumental pro�le

2.1 The instrumental pro�le

The instrumental pro�le of a spetrograph de�nes its resolving power, a key pa-

rameter whih determines the ability of the spetrograph to resolve narrow spetral

lines. The resolving power is measured from the ore of the pro�le, and its ex-

tended wings de�ne the amount of sattered light of the spetrograph. This is

another important parameter whih an tell us how muh the apparent line inten-

sities di�er from the true values and, therefore, de�nes the preision with whih

e.g. the equivalent widths of the lines an be measured.

2.1.1 Obtaining the instrumental pro�le

Following the presriptions of Tull et al. (1995), Diego et al. (1995) and Barlow et

al. (1995), the instrumental pro�le of SOFIN was measured in November 1998 for

the 1st and the 2nd optial ameras. A HeNe laser was used as a soure installed

in front of the entrane slit. A small milk glass di�user of the appropriate size

was installed between the slit and the laser to ensure that the onvergene of

the entrane beam is f=11 and, therefore, the amera is uniformly illuminated.

The spetral settings of the two ameras were adjusted so that the 6328

�

A laser

line appears lose to the entre of the CCD image. The best fous was found

prior to the series of exposures. The exposure times for the two ameras were set

di�erently (10 s and 1 s, respetively) to ahieve 25 000{30000 ADUs per pixel

at the maximum of the HeNe line pro�le (the dynamial range of the CCD is

65535 ADUs). A series of 200 exposures was arried out for the 1st and 2nd

ameras giving a total signal-to-noise ratio at the line maximum of 10 000 and

5 500, respetively.

43
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A similar measurement of the instrumental pro�le was arried out in April 2000

for the low resolution 3rd amera. A series of 150 exposures was obtained whih

yields a total signal-to-noise ratio of 3500.

A CCD bias olumn, averaged from the oversan in olumns, was obtained and

subtrated from every image separately to ensure that bias variations would not

introdue any systematis. The photon noise is estimated from the Poisson statis-

tis for the known CCD gain fator. A standard unweighted integration aross the

order was done to obtain the spetra of the line. The series of exposures took from

1 to 2 hours, therefore, a hange of the ambient temperature and the CCD dewar

weight due to liquid nitrogen evaporation ould shift the line position. To elim-

inate the e�et, the spetra were ross-orrelated with respet to the �rst pro�le

and the apparent shift in pixels was removed from eah spetrum. The image in

Fig. 2.1 shows a sum of all debiased individual images of the 1st amera, o-aligned

in the dispersion diretion.
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Figure 2.1: An image of the HeNe 6328

�

A line obtained with the 1st amera. The

image is a sum of 200 individual exposures o-aligned with eah other.

We found that the immediate summation of all spetra results in an apparent

inrease of the ore width of the resulting pro�le. The e�et is well understood

taking into aount that due to the line drift and only a few pixels present in the

line ore, the undersampling of the ore is severe, i.e. annot be well desribed

with the large pixel size. The inrease of the line width will otherwise lead to the

underestimation of the resolving power of the spetrograph. Therefore, we used

the hange of the line position in order to improve the sampling of the pro�le as

follows.
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3rd camera  1pix=112 mÅ=5.3 km/s

10.7 km/s FWHM

18.7 km/s FW 0.1M

33 km/s FW 0.01M

λ=6328.160HeNe laser line                       Å

Figure 2.2: The instrumental pro�les for the three optial ameras. The dots show

the overlaid pixels of individual spetra oaligned to eah other due to the line drift

during the run of exposures. A spline �t is shown as a thin line for the amera 1

and 2. A jagged thin line in the amera 3 plot is the sum of individual spetra.

The widths at the three intensity levels are indiated with arrows.
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In order to exlude the e�et of hanges of the line intensity during the run due

to variations of the exposure time and laser instability, the spetra were resaled

to the �rst spetrum. The linear saling oeÆients are determined by the ross-

orrelation method at the maximum of the ross-orrelation funtion. The wave-

length alibration was established from a ThAr omparison spetrum, the image

of whih was obtained before the series. The wavelengths of the spetra were

transformed into radial veloities with respet to the line entre at 6328.160

�

A.

The spetra overlaid (interleaved) with eah other in radial veloities show the

struture of the pro�le at a number of pixels whih were drifted over the time

span of the run. The resulting pro�le was obtained by �tting a smoothing spline

to the pixels obtained as a weighted average over a small interval in veloity sale

(about 25m s

�1

).

The result of suh a proedure is shown in Fig. 2.2 for the 1st and the 2nd ameras.

In the ase of amera 1, the overall line drift during the run is almost one pixel

whih resulted in the omplete overlapping of the pixels. In the ase of amera 2,

the overall line drift was essentially smaller but well enough for the spline approx-

imation. Unfortunately (for this appliation), the relative stability of the short

amera is a few times higher than that of the other two. The orresponding pixels

of the line pro�le were �xed to almost the same position during the run, giving

no possibility to improve the sampling interval. Therefore, a sum of the ross-

orrelated spetra with small drifts orreted was alulated with the subsequent

wavelength and radial veloity transformations.

2.1.2 The measurement of the resolving power

The resolving power de�nition involves the measurement of the line width. The

line width for the 1st and 2nd amera was measured diretly from the well-sampled

pro�le. For the undersampled 3rd amera spetrum, the FWHM was measured

from the weighted �t of a Gaussian to the ore of the pro�le. Sine only a few pixels

are present in the ore, the narrowest Gaussian was seleted among all possible

ombinations of the pixels involved in the �t. The minimal number of pixels used

for the �t is 4. This proedure is justi�ed, beause the very entral part of the

pro�le an be desribed by a Gaussian shape, as disussed later. In this setion

we assume, in the �rst approximation, that the internal line width of the HeNe

laser line is negligible.

For the high resolution 1st amera, aording to the model, the expeted resolving

power at this wavelength is R = 168 000 (R = �=�� = =v) per resolution element

of 2 pixels FWHM on the CCD. The measured width of the HeNe line is 1.80 km s

�1

FWHM (2.04 pixels), whih gives R = 167 000. The 2nd amera pro�le yields a

line width of 3.48km s

�1

FWHM (1.88 pixels) whih results in R = 86 200. The

resolving power aording to the model is R = 81 000 for the 2 pixels FWHM

resolution element. The width obtained with the low resolution 3rd amera is
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Figure 2.3: A shemati diagram of the �ne struture of the HeNe laser 6328.16

�

A

line whih was used for the instrumental pro�le alibration. The Doppler pro�le

width is 1500MHz (T = 400K), the resonane mode spaing is 300MHz (50 m

avity length), and the single mode width is 1MHz (this width is exaggerated

10 times for larity). The width of the piture orresponds to two pixels (2 �

882m s

�1

) of the high resolution 1st amera.

10.7 km s

�1

FWHM (2.02 pixels) and orresponds to R = 28 000, whih is lose to

the expeted value R = 28 000 for 2 pixels.

2.1.3 The natural width of the HeNe laser 6328

�

A line

The natural width of the HeNe 6328

�

A is assumed to be negligible for medium

resolutions. Aording to Bloom (1966), the Doppler width of the line is at

most 1.7GHz, Melles Griot (1988) uses a typial value of 1.4GHz (18.7m

�

A or

886m s

�1

)

1

. This value agrees with the diret measurements of Tull (1972) ob-

tained with an �ehelle spetrograph and sanner (they used a R = 60 000 spe-

trograph). On the other hand, Barlow et al. (1995) refer to a width of 0.03m

�

A

or 1.4m s

�1

. Their measurements of the instrumental pro�le with the Ultra High

Resolution Faility (UHRF) at AAT (R = 10

6

) yields a ore width of 300m s

�1

whih implies that the natural width of their laser is indeed very small.

1

For the frequeny interval transformation, we use the di�erential equality �� = �

2



�1

��

whih follows from �� = .
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Figure 2.4: Shown in the middle is the omb of the HeNe laser line �ne struture,

its onvolutions with a Gaussian pro�le (thin urves), where the narrow pro�le is

for amera 1, the wider is for amera 2, the measured pro�les approximated by a

spline (thik urves), and the step funtions whih are the undersampled pro�les

alulated as the sum of the individual spetra (given for omparison).

To larify the question of the true shape of the HeNe laser line, we refer to exellent

introdutions by Siegman (1971) and Svelto & Hanna (1989), some details are

also given in Gray (1992, Ch.12). Fig. 2.3 shows the �ne struture of the HeNe

6328.16

�

A line, whih onsists of a number of single modes superimposed on a

Doppler broadened pro�le. The width of a single mode is de�ned by the internal

width of an atomi transition and is typially 1MHz FWHM (13:3�

�

A) for a HeNe

laser. The mode spaing, or avity resonane funtion, is de�ned by �� = =2L

and is aused by the multiple passing of the light paket between the two avity

mirrors of the laser, the distane between them is denoted by L. The shorter the

avity, the less modes are present (a laser with a very short avity, L < 15 m,

operates in a single mode). In our ase, L � 50 m whih implies that the spaing

is about 300MHz or 4m

�

A. The intensities of the resonane modes are distributed

with a thermal Doppler broadening funtion (a Gaussian pro�le), whih depends

on the gas temperature and its atomi number. For Ne (m=20) at 6328

�

A and

for the gas temperature T = 400K, a width of 1500MHz or 20m

�

A FWHM for

the thermal pro�le is obtained. All unstabilized HeNe lasers are subjet to mode

sweeping, an e�et aused by thermal hanges of the avity length. The most

important thing is, that it is a long term e�et as the avity length hanges with

the ambient temperature whih may result in variations of the mode spaing and

their frequenies.
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The desribed struture of the HeNe line would now explain the fat that the

natural width is laser spei�. For suh a measurement when the natural width is

omparable with the spetrograph resolution, a laser with a short avity working

in a single mode would be required.

Now, when we established the model of the line struture, we obtained the possi-

bility to exlude it from the measurements by deonvolution of the laser omb. In-

stead, we onvolve the laser pro�le with Gaussians of di�erent widths and ompare

it with the measurements. Here, we have to assume that the onvolution fun-

tion has a Gaussian shape, resulting from the geometrial slit width, di�ration,

and aberrations. The onvolutions of the laser omb with Gaussians of 1.7 pixels

FWHM for the two ameras are shown in Fig. 2.4. The orresponding widths in ve-

loities are 1.5 and 3.2 km s

�1

whih yield a higher resolving power of R = 200 000

and 93 000 for the pure Gaussian shape assumption for the 1st and 2nd ameras,

respetively.

2.1.4 The features

The ore of the instrumental pro�le of SOFIN an be approximated by a Gaussian

pro�le. Fig. 2.5 shows the degree of deviation of the ore from a Gaussian. Com-

parison with the pro�le of the 2nd and 3rd ameras shows a similar behaviour.

Down to the level of 10% of the entral intensity the Gaussian is a good approx-

imation to the instrumental pro�le, but at the level, where the Gaussian reahes

1% of the entral intensity, the instrumental pro�le still has about 3{4% intensity.

The extended wings of the pro�le onstitute the amount of sattered light added to

the spetrum in the dispersion diretion. For the 2nd amera pro�le, for instane,

the ontribution is about 0.1% of the entral intensity at 30km s

�1

(0.6

�

A) from

the line entre. Examination of the original image shows that there is no di�erene

in the amount of sattered light along and aross the dispersion around the entral

peak. The sattered light aross the spetral orders an be approximated within

the interorder gaps and removed from the image. This is not the ase for the

sattering in the dispersion diretion, as was disussed in Gray (1992, Ch.12).

The sattered light intensity di�ers by a fator of 2 for the two ameras (the ratio

of their foal lengths) over the whole range of �100km s

�1

as ould be seen from

the ratio of the two pro�les. GriÆn (1969) pointed out by using a log-log plot that

the wings exhibit an inverse-square deline. The �t of a Lorentzian pro�le to the

extended wings shows that the shape of the whole pro�le (exept the satellites)

an be well approximated by the sum of the two (but not with a Voigt pro�le

whih involves the onvolution of the two). The FWHM of the Lorentzian pro�le

is two times less than the FWHM of the Gaussian whih �ts the ore. For the

aurate onvolution or deonvolution of the spetral lines, the instrumental pro�le

should be used with the sattered light (far wings) subtrated from it. In pratie,

however, it is nearly impossible to distinguish between the sattered light and true
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the instrumental pro�le for the 1st amera with the best

�t of a Gaussian pro�le (1.90 km s

�1

FWHM) to the line ore and a Lorentzian

pro�le (0.95km s

�1

FWHM) to the extended wings.

features of the instrumental pro�le. Fortunately, for SOFIN, the sattered light

ontribution is so low, that it an be negleted.

GriÆn (1969) distinguishes the following omponents of the instrumental pro�le:

1. The main peak (has been disussed above).

2. Rowland ghosts. This feature should be symmetrial with respet to the

main peak. Most likely, they are absent in the observed pro�les.

3. Di�rated wings. The di�ration maxima are unresolved in our ase: the

position of the �rst minimum is at 0.4 kms

�1

, i.e. within one resolution

element. The maximum N = 30 at 12 km s

�1

has only 0.01% of the entral

intensity.

4. Small-angle sattering in the optial system.

5. Halation and sattering in the photographi emulsion (not present here).

6. True sattered light. Has been attributed above to the broad sattering

wings.

Tull et al. (1995) add a number of new items:

7. Internal reetions and interferene in the CCD. The two instrumental pro-

�les were obtained by using two di�erent CCDs (but of the same type). The
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struture of the wings obtained is muh the same, so that this omponent

an be negleted.

8. Widening due to CCD transpareny; the same argument as in the previous

item.

9. Charge transfer ineÆieny, whih makes a harateristi tail in the diretion

of parallel (along the dispersion) or serial transfers (depending on whih

of these two registers is not fully optimized). The CCDs being used are

optimized and speially tested for the e�et.

10. External reetions (stray light images). This is the most plausible expla-

nation for the satellites in the sattering wings. The equal positions of the

satellites for the two ameras imply that the e�et is taking plae before en-

tering the elements of the optial amera. Filling the ollimator pupil would

make external reetions on the ollimator and �ehelle frames. Small-angle

bak-reetions on the optial elements are also possible. One of the features

of SOFIN is a small at mirror situated in the ollimated beam. The mirror

is a key element of the spetrograph design: it turns the light beam emerg-

ing from the slit by a right angle and renders it to the ollimator; the use

of the mirror redues the size of the spetrograph and, therefore, improves

its mehanial stability. However, the design has its drawbak: the mirror

is situated in the ollimated beam whih allows small-angle reetions bak

to the rear of the slit whih results in the appearane of additional o�-axis

beams. The reetions whih our in the diretion of the slit width will be

seen as the displaed features in the dispersion diretion, i.e. the satellites

in the instrumental pro�le. The rear of the slit is proteted from the bak-

illumination e�et by a blak metal shield with a hole, although, the size of

the outlet leaves room for the small-angle bak reetions. One other possi-

bility for bak-reetions in SOFIN is a �lter installed between the slit and

the at mirror. The �lter is omposed of two piees separated by a spaer:

an \ideal" optial element to generate o�-axis beams.

It has been a long disussion in the literature (e.g. GriÆn 1969), that the instru-

mental pro�le obtained in the laboratory may di�er from that obtained on the

telesope. This important issue depends on the design of the spetrograph. Typ-

ially, the way how the ollimator is illuminated is di�erent for the alibration

soure and for the stellar image. In the former ase, the ollimator is uniformly

illuminated, in the latter ase, a entral shadow area is present due to the se-

ondary mirror of the telesope, hene, a di�erene in the shape of the pro�le may

be expeted, as well as a possible systemati shift in the line positions from the

two soures. In the ase of SOFIN, the diagonal at mirror redues the e�et:

the seondary mirror of the NOT is 20% of the primary in diameter, the at mir-

ror is 25% of the ollimator. Therefore, the shadow from the telesope mirror is

ompletely inside the shadow due to the at mirror and one should not expet
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any geometrial di�erene in the ollimator illumination from the alibration and

stellar soures. A non-uniform illumination of the ollimator by the stellar soure,

whih is also subjet to temporal variations as opposed to the uniform illumination

by the alibration soure, auses the di�erene between the instrumental pro�les

obtained in the two ases.

2.1.5 Comparison with the solar spetrum

In this setion we apply the measured instrumental pro�le to real observations.

The solar spetrum is used and ompared with the MMath FTS Solar Atlas

(Kuruz et al. 1984), whih has a resolving power of about 400 000 and a noise

level below 0.1%. Another advantage is that the solar spetrum obtained with

FTS is free of most instrumental e�ets, like the sattered light, and it is more

aurate unlike a syntheti spetrum whih may ontain unertainties in the line

parameters.

The solar spetra of day light were obtained with the 1st and 2nd optial ameras

in July 1996 in the spetral region around 5620

�

A. The telesope was pointed

without traking to the sky with the dome and mirror opened. Pointing to the

sky ensures that the ollimator illumination is similar to the alibration or laser

soure. The exposure times were 15 and 8 min, yielding the signal-to-noise ratios

400 and 500 for the 1st and 2nd amera, respetively. The spetrum with the 3rd

amera was obtained in similar onditions in June 1997 with the signal-to-noise

ratio 260 in 8 min of exposure time.

A standard data redution proedure was applied to the spetra inluding sattered

light removal and wavelength alibration. No orretions to the wavelength sale

other than the helioentri orretion were applied. The solar FTS spetrum was

onvolved with the measured instrumental pro�les of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd ameras

in radial veloity sale. The ontinuum was derived by �tting a spline to the ratio

of the observed spetra and the onvolved FTS spetra.

The two spetra for the 1st amera are shown in Fig. 2.6: an exellent agreement

with the two spetrographs at di�erent line depths and onsisteny with the instru-

mental pro�le derived two years later. The di�erene between two spetra shows

a satter of 0.4% rms (depends on how many lines are present in the spetrum)

whih is higher than noise level of 0.25% due to photon statistis. The largest sys-

temati deviations in the blue part of the spetrum our possibly beause of some

small unertainties in the wavelength sale. The omparison of the instrumental

pro�le with a Gaussian in the previous setions shows that there is a systemati

deviation at levels below 10% of the peak intensity. To hek how signi�ant the

deviation is, we onvolved the FTS spetrum with a number of Gaussians of di�er-

ent widths. For a onvolution with 2 pixels FWHM all line pro�les are 5% deeper

than the observed spetrum. The best �t an be ahieved with 4 pixels FWHM as

far as the line depth is onerned, although the onvolved line widths are then 10%
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between the solar spetrum obtained with the 1st amera

(dots) and the FTS spetrum onvolved with the HeNe instrumental pro�le (thin

line). The di�erene spetrum enlarged 10 times is plotted at the bottom. The

mean di�erene is 0.4% rms, the maximal deviation is 2.8%.

larger than in the observed spetrum. Hene, it an be inferred that the pro�le

wings below 0.1 are important and one should expet systemati deviations when

using a pure Gaussian pro�le for the onvolution with the syntheti data.

In the ase of the 2nd amera, the observed spetrum is in best agreement with

the onvolved FTS spetrum (Fig. 2.7). The noise level in the di�erene spetrum

0.3% rms is almost ompletely due to the statistial noise level of 0.2%. However,

a ontribution to the exess ould possibly be due to the �ne struture of HeNe

laser line present in the instrumental pro�le.

The omparison between the onvolved FTS spetrum and the observed one with

the amera 3 is given in Fig. 2.8. The onvolved spetrum shows small, but sys-

tematial deviations of the line widths and depths from the observations: the lines

are more narrow and shallow than in the observed spetrum, espeially at the

edges of the image.

2.1.6 The real resolving power

The above omparison with the observed spetra proves that the measured instru-

mental pro�le almost orresponds to the real pro�le. The ore of the pro�le is

broader due to the �ne struture of the HeNe line but the near and far sattering

wings are introduing a real e�et when onvolved with the FTS spetrum. The

resolving power was measured from the deonvolved ore of the pro�le and is in
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Figure 2.7: The solar FTS spetrum is onvolved with the instrumental pro�le

of the 2nd amera (thin line) and overplotted with the observed spetrum (dots).

The di�erene spetrum enlarged 10 times is plotted at the bottom. The mean

di�erene is 0.3% rms, the maximal deviation is 1.3%.
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Figure 2.8: The solar spetrum observed with the 3rd amera (dots) and the

FTS spetrum onvolved with the HeNe laser instrumental pro�le. The di�erene

spetrum enlarged 10 times is plotted at the bottom. The mean di�erene is 0.7%

rms, the maximal deviation is 4%.
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Figure 2.9: The onvolution of two delta-funtions of di�erent separations with a

Gaussian and with the instrumental pro�le of the 1st amera. The width of the

onvolved Gaussian pro�le is 2 pixels FWHM. The 1st amera instrumental pro�le

is able to resolve two sharp features separated by less than 2 pixels (1.8 km s

�1

)

whih orresponds to the resolving power better than R = 167 000. The asymme-

try and shift of the onvolved instrumental pro�le with respet to the Gaussian is

apparent; this ould lead to a systematial error in radial veloities.

a good agreement with the expeted values. A matter of pratial onsiderations,

is whether the real pro�le with its features is able to resolve narrow spetral lines

and what is the real resolving power.

Two delta-funtions were reated in veloity sale with di�erent separations to

mimi narrow spetral features (Fig. 2.9). A onvolution with a Gaussian pro�le

of 2 pixels FWHM is given for omparison. The resolution an be de�ned as the

minimal distane between two narrow features at whih the onvolved pro�le an

be still numerially separated. The numerial separation involves either deompo-

sition of the two pro�les or deonvolution with the known instrumental funtion.

The visual separation tells us that the onvolved pro�le is still resolved at 2 pixels

separation of the delta-funtions.

One other test for the resolving power involves observation of interstellar louds

towards � Cyg (this spetrum was also used in Se. 1.6.1 to demonstrate the e�et

of line broadening due to mehanial exure). The spetrum of interstellar Na i D

2

at 5889.9512

�

A was taken with the 1st amera (R = 176 000 at this spetral region)
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Figure 2.10: The spetrum of � Cyg (V=1.25 A2 Iae) taken with the 1st amera

(R=176000 at this spetral region) showing the pro�le of interstellar NaI D

2

at

5889.9512

�

A. The pro�le is deomposed into 10 Gaussians. The line at �31 km s

�1

with FWHM=4.6 km s

�1

is a telluri line.

and is shown in Fig. 2.10. The pro�le was deomposed into 10 Gaussians (�

2

�

=

7:7) and ompared with observations of Wayte et al. (1978) and Blades et al.

(1980), made with a Mihelson interferometer (R = 500 000). They have resolved

a hyper�ne struture of the interstellar pro�le on the line of sight in a number of

narrow � 1 km s

�1

omponents. The omponent at +1km s

�1

is a blend of two

narrow pro�les separated by 1 km s

�1

with the total width 2 kms

�1

. Convolution

with a two pixels Gaussian instrumental pro�le (the width is determined from the

ThAr omparison spetrum lines) gives FWHM=2.6 km s

�1

whih is exatly the

width of the deomposed omponent.

2.1.7 Disussion

The above analysis has shown that the measured resolving power is onsistent with

that whih is expeted aording to the design parameters. However, the estimated

resolving power is higher than expeted espeially after the �ne struture of the

laser line was eliminated. The redution of the pro�le width an be interpreted in

di�erent ways as follows.

Firstly, the observed line width ould be narrower if the ollimated beam does not

�ll the pupil ompletely, whih results in only partial illumination of the optis of

the spetrograph, i.e. the aberration spot beomes narrower. This problem was

overome by using a light di�user situated at a ertain distane above the slit.

Seondly, there might be some unertainty in the estimate of the aberration spot
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for the optial ameras whih is involved into the alulation of the slit width. And

the last unertainty may ome from the slit alibration whih is possibly resulting

in a slit whih is narrower than expeted in linear sale. Nevertheless, the obtained

instrumental pro�le is legitimate for the CCD image entre and for the optimal

fous of the spetrograph.

The measured instrumental pro�les show the typial shape ommon to all grating

spetrographs (Dravins 1993). The ore of the pro�les an be approximated by

a Gaussian down to 10% of its maximal intensity. Di�erent kinds of estimations

of the onvolution width based on the sum of squares of widths remain valid up

to the above auray. For higher auraies, the real measured instrumental

pro�le should be used for the onvolution with the template (syntheti) spetrum

to ahieve the maximal orrespondene to the observed spetrum. One should not

use a Gaussian approximation of the PSF for the onvolution.
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Chapter 3

Optimization of CCD

performane

3.1 Introdution

In this hapter we will onsider some results of the pratial work with the CCDs

whih were obtained during years of work with the Astromed CCD ameras used

with SOFIN. In the �rst two setions, some presriptions onerning the aurate

at �elding are given. Some preliminary results onerning the non-linearity e�ets

as onsequenes of the harge transfer ineÆieny are given in the following setion.

We proeed by desribing a variant of the photon transfer tehnique whih we

employed to estimate the gain of the CCD system, and also to orret for the

e�ets of non-linearity. One the method has been developed and implemented,

we managed to optimize the CCDs and make them linear, therefore, the method

remains unused until future projets. Some general details about the mask method

used for the optimization are given in the last setion of the hapter.

3.2 Noise of the ideal CCD

The registered signal in a single CCD pixel an be expressed aording to the

following simpli�ed model:

x

i

= ys

i

+ b; (3.1)

where y is the spatially uniform illumination level of the CCD in photoeletrons, x

i

is the random number of photoeletrons registered in pixel number i. The funtion

59
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Figure 3.1: The behaviour of the high frequeny pixel-to-adjaent-pixels spatial

noise as a funtion of wavelength for two di�erent CCDs. The upper panel shows

the behaviour for the EEV P8600 576� 385 CCD, and the lower panel is for the

580�520 virtual phase Eletron Corp. CCD (from Shherbakov et al. 1995) Note,

that for the EEV CCDs, the pixel inhomogeneities are rather higher in the blue

than in the red.

s

i

desribes the relative sensitivity of individual pixels and is often referred to as

the high frequeny spatial noise, pixel-to-adjaent-pixel noise, or �xed pattern

noise of the CCD. The funtion is desribed by the mean s = 1 and its variane

�

2

s

. The amplitude of this noise �

s

is typially 1{6% and is onstant for a given

CCD aross the hip. The amplitude varies from one CCD to another depending

on its type and optimization quality. This noise is also wavelength dependent (see

Fig. 3.1). The random number b desribes the additive omponent to the signal

and is assoiated with the eletroni bias subtrated from the raw image, hene,

its mean b = 0, and �

2

b

= �

2

ron

is the readout noise of the CCD in photoeletrons

( e

�

).

The total noise of the registered signal over a large sample of the CCD image is

estimated using error propagation:

�

2

x

= �

2

y

s

2

+ y

2

�

2

s

+ �

2

ron

; (3.2)

whih after division by y

2

yields the total relative noise of the registered signal:
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Æ

2

x

= Æ

2

y

s

2

+ �

2

s

+

�

2

ron

y

2

=

1

y

+ �

2

s

+

�

2

ron

y

2

; (3.3)

where in the �rst term the noise distribution of y is assumed to be Poissonian

and the mean of s

2

= 1. Fig. 3.2 demonstrates the ontributions of the three

omponents to the total relative noise.

At the �rst rossing point y = �

2

ron

, the ontributions of the readout noise and

photon noise are equal (but dominating over the spatial noise) and limit the de-

tetability of a very low signal with the CCD below this level. At the middle

rossing point y = �

2

ron

=�

s

, the ontributions from the additive and multipliative

noise omponents are equal, but the photon noise is dominating. The last ross-

ing point is at y = 1=�

2

s

where the readout noise has beome negligible, but the

auray of the measured signal is determined merely by the spatial noise. Hene,

the �nal auray of the measured signal is based on the quality of the spatial

noise orretion. Some speial pre-requirements for the at �elding proedure are

disussed in the next setion.

Figure 3.2: The three basi omponents of the total noise of the CCD. The am-

plitude of the spatial noise is set to �

s

= 2% and the readout noise to �

2

ron

= 8 e

�

.

For the given parameters, the readout noise beomes dominant over the photon

noise at light levels below 64 e

�

while the spatial noise dominates at the levels

above 2500 e

�

.
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3.3 Corretion for the high frequeny spatial noise

The �xed pattern noise is a multipliative omponent of the image struture, hene

the orretion is straightforward by division of the objet image by an uniformly

illuminated at �eld image. The noise of the objet image after the division may

entirely depend on the noise level of the at �eld image beause of the statistial

error of the aumulated ux: a poor at �elding an signi�antly degrade the

auray of the objet image. Consider the amount of photoeletrons ( e

�

) au-

mulated in the objet image y and in the at �eld ny, where n is some number

whih implies that the at �eld image is the sum of several individual exposures.

The squared relative error of the ratio of two random independent variables is

Æ

2

r

= Æ

2

y

+

1

n

Æ

2

y

; (3.4)

where the readout noise ontribution was negleted for simpliity. The following

ratio of the relative errors is the auray redution fator due to at �elding

and desribes the ahieved auray with respet to the one expeted (whih is

equivalent to the ratio of the signal/noise of the two images):

Æ

r

Æ

y

=

r

1 +

1

n

: (3.5)

The following table gives for a range of ux ratios the orresponding auray

redution fators:

n 1 3 10 50 100

Æ

r

=Æ

y

� 1, % 41 15 5 1 0.5

If the uxes are equal (n = 1), the signal/noise degradation of the objet image

is

p

2 whih is equivalent to the loss of half the exposure time. The use of 50 at

�elds will degrade the resulting signal-to-noise ratio by 1% only.

To aumulate the ux ny suÆient for aurate at-�elding, a series of at �eld

images of the same level an be obtained with the subsequent o-addition of all of

them to form the master at �eld.

The intensity level of the individual images should be, in fat, lose to that of the

objet exposure in the ase of CCD linearity problems. The amplitude of the �xed

pattern may be di�erent at high levels as ompared to lower levels of the objet

exposure. Apparently, this an introdue spurious systematial deviations in the

noise level of the orreted image. The ideal solution to the problem is to orret

the image intensities with the intensity transfer funtion to make their response

linear, and then perform the at �eld division.
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Figure 3.3: The auray redution as a funtion of the number of o-added at

�elds. Two di�erent aumulation levels of 25000 e

�

(the lower urve) and 130 e

�

(the upper urve) were used. The solid urves are the expeted auray redutions

aording to Eq. (3.7). The measurements were arried out in Marh 1996 with

the P88100 CCD.

In the above equations the readout noise was negleted. Co-addition of many weak

CCD images inreases the noise omponent due to readout noise. The relative

noise of the image divided by the sum of k at �elds, where the intensity of eah

individual image is a multiple n of the intensity of the soure image, is given by:

Æ

2

r

= Æ

2

y

�

1 +

1

nk

�

+

�

2

ron

y

2

�

1 +

1

n

2

k

�

; (3.6)

whih leads to the auray redution equation:

Æ

r

Æ

y

=

s

�

1 +

�

2

ron

y

�

+

1

n

2

k

�

n+

�

2

ron

y

�

: (3.7)

The �rst term reets the readout noise omponent of the total noise of the soure

image and the seond term is the ontribution of the sum of the at �elds.

It is always useful to ompare theory and pratie. In our experiment we used

the EEV P88100 1152 � 298 pixels CCD, uniformly illuminated by a red diode.

80 similar at �eld images were obtained for two illumination levels. After the
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bias subtration, the �rst image was divided by the sum of the at �elds and

the relative error was measured in some seleted area of the orreted image. A

plot of the measured and expeted noise levels as a funtion of the number of at

�elds is shown on Fig. 3.3. Unfortunately, the environmental onditions hanged

at the end of the experiment (the humidity in the NOT dome was about 100%)

whih spoiled the last images. Otherwise, this experiment shows that the auray

redution follows the predition and no other additional noise soures are present.

3.4 Charge transfer eÆieny

The eÆieny of the harge transport during readout is measured in both dire-

tions of the parallel and the serial transfer. The basi method to alulate the

overall eÆieny is the so-alled extended pixel edge response (EPER). The CCD

is illuminated to get a uniform response with the subsequent readout of a number

of trailing pixels whih is more than the physial number of pixels in the CCD

in order to obtain oversan areas in both diretions. The amount of harge (the

sum) spilled out of the last olumn/row, or equivalently, the amount of deferred

harge is measured with respet to the bias level.

The harge transfer eÆieny desribes the fration of the harge transferred from

one pixel to the other:

CTE = 1�

d

 � n

; (3.8)

where  is the intensity level of the uniform area in ADU (analogue-to-digital

units), n is the number the CCD transfers, i.e. the number of times the harge

loss was su�ered in the diretion of parallel or serial transfers, and d is the amount

of measured deferred harge. The quantity (1{CTE) is alled the harge transfer

ineÆieny (CTI).

The harge transfer ineÆieny is one of the soures of CCD non-linearity: the

harge trapped in a single pixel is aumulated until it is o-added to the next

harge paket (olumn brightening), or in the ase of a single event, it appears

as a tail of the spilled harge opposite to the diretion of the transfer. Sine the

harge is o-added to the other pixels, the ratio of the pixel intensities beomes

dependent on the amount of the trapped harge as a funtion of the distane

between pixels.

The above method of measuring CTE is the relative method. The absolute method

is employed in CCD labs and uses an X-ray soure with the known number of

equivalent optial photoeletrons per single event (e.g. a Fe

55

+Mn soure has

1620 e

�

/event). A plot of intensities versus olumn number shows the amount of

harge lost as the number of transfers inreases (e.g. Janesik 1997).
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Figure 3.4: The harge transfer ineÆieny 1{CTE in the diretion of parallel

transfer at di�erent illumination levels of the P88100 CCD (Deember 1995). An

average of two at �elds and 200 oversanned olumns were used for the measure-

ments.

Usually, the CTE of a CCD is haraterized by a single number. We found that

the CTE is not onstant over a range of intensities (at least for our CCDs), and

therefore annot be expressed as a single number. In Fig. 3.4 we used the EPER

tehnique at di�erent at �eld illumination levels. As an be seen, the minimal

harge losses our in the entral part of the dynamial range. The systematial

hange of the CTE reets the shape of the potential well. In priniple, the

struture of the well an be reon�gured with a �ne tuning of the substrate bias

voltage (vss). The other reason for the inrease of CTI at low light levels is a

too high level of the output gate voltage (vog) whih ontrols the height of the

potential barrier when the next harge paket is transferred into the output node

of the serial register (this is valid at least for the EEV CCDs). A too high level of

the barrier an ause a omplete blokage of the signal, and a partial trapping of

the signal results in the appearane of a \fat zero" e�et whih also an be seen

in the linearity urve (Thorne et al. 1987).

3.5 The intensity transfer funtion of the CCD

In this setion we onsider a method for orretion of the CCD non-linearity e�ets

in a qualitative way, i.e. the problem is to reonstrut the intensity transfer funtion
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whih an be used to orret the raw pixel intensities. The importane of the

problem and possible ways to its solution were extensively disussed in ESO CCD-

related works, the most relevant is Gosset & Magain (1993).

The method desribed here is an extension of the known photon transfer tehnique

(Janesik 1997) in the sense that the measured quantities are based on the analysis

of the variane of the deteted signal. This is the prinipal di�erene to the

absolute methods whih employ X-ray soures. In the following onsiderations we

are going to �nd the exat solution to the problem and, if possible, to eliminate

many of the assumptions used in the photon transfer tehnique. However, our

experiene of using the method desribed below shows that a more omplex model

of the CCD signal transfer equation is needed whih should inlude an additive

omponent due to the harge transfer ineÆieny. Nevertheless, we proeed with

the simpli�ed model similar to that already introdued.

We shall onsider the CCD as a non-linear system with the signal transformation

aording to the model:

x

i

= p(y)s

i

+ b; (3.9)

where y is the mathematial expetation of the input signal to the system in

photoeletrons and its variane is �

2

y

= y, x

i

is the signal measured in pixel i in

ADUs, p(y) is the unknown signal transformation funtion of the CCD ampli�er

and the digitizing iruit, s

i

is the �xed pattern noise with the mean s = 1 and

the variane �

2

s

. The subtrated bias o�set b is assumed to have the mean b = 0

and the variane �

2

b

= �

2

ron

in ADUs to be known.

Two idential exposures of the uniformly illuminated CCD yield two images whih

have almost the same average level but never the same due to small deviations

from the average in shutter response, light soure brightness, et. The division of

the two debiased images by eah other yields a ratio image, whih is used to obtain

two quantities: the average ratio r and its variane �

2

r

by using a large enough area

of the CCD. We use the ratio of the two images (not the di�erene as in Janesik

1997) in order to eliminate the multipliative �xed pattern noise. Realling the

relative error identity for the ratio of two independent random numbers, we have:

�

2

r

r

2

=

p

02

1

y

1

s

2

+ �

2

ron

x

2

1

+

p

02

2

y

2

s

2

+ �

2

ron

x

2

2

; (3.10)

where p

0

1

� p

0

(y

1

) and p

0

2

� p

0

(y

2

) are the �rst derivatives of the unknown funtion

p(y), y

1

and y

2

are the unknown \true" numbers of photoeletrons, x

1

and x

2

are

the measured average of the signal registered on the same CCD area of the two

idential exposures (not to be onfused with the signal at the pixel number 1 and

2), and the fator s

2

= 1 is omitted hereafter.

In order to exlude unneessary variables, namely x

2

and y

2

, two assumptions
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have to be made at this point, the �rst one is that

r =

x

1

x

2

(3.11)

implying that the measured averages of the registered signals are not biased by the

�xed pattern noise over a large sample, and the seond one is that the unknown

funtion p(y) must be simple (Oam's approah is in ation), i.e. within a small

interval of intensities [y

1

; y

2

℄ it an be approximated by a straight line:

x

2

� x

1

= p

0

(y

2

� y

1

); (3.12)

where the notation is p

0

= p

0

1

= p

0

2

.

Applying these assumptions and after multipliation of both sides of Eq. (3.10) by

x

2

1

, we get

�

2

r

r

2

x

2

1

= p

02

(y

1

+ r

2

y

2

) + �

2

ron

(1 + r

2

) (3.13)

and �nally, after omitting the index referring to the �rst image of two idential

exposures x � x

1

and y � y

1

, it follows:

p

02

�

y

x

=

�

2

r

x

r

2

(1 + r

2

)

� p

0

�

r(1� r)

1 + r

2

�

�

2

ron

x

; (3.14)

whih is a general form of the intensity transfer equation as a funtion of the

number of di�erent illumination levels measured as x.

3.5.1 The CCD gain funtion

Let us make a further simpli�ation of the intensity transfer funtion, namely that

it is

p(y) =

y

g(x)

; (3.15)

i.e. the number of deteted photoeletrons is y = xg(x), where g(x) is the gain

funtion of the system in e

�

/ADU units. This implies that p

0

(y) = 1=g(x) and

after some transformations we get the solution

g(x) =

xr

2

(1 + r)

x

2

�

2

r

� �

2

ron

r

2

(1 + r

2

)

: (3.16)
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The funtion, de�ned in the interval of di�erent values of x over the dynamial

range of the CCD, an be derived from the measurements of x, r, �

2

r

, and �

2

ron

obtained from a number of idential exposures. This approximation and the de-

rived solution will be used later for the proposed \mask" method of the CCD quik

haraterization. Also, by negleting the ratio term by setting r = 1 and for uxes

x� �

2

ron

, one will get a simple estimate of the gain fator:

g(x) =

2

x�

2

r

: (3.17)

3.5.2 Integration of the transfer equation

To restore the shape of the funtion p(y) we need to integrate the di�erential

equation Eq. (3.14). In fat, we are �nally interested to restore the inverse funtion

of p(y), namely a generalization of the gain funtion:

y = xg(x) (3.18)

whih would give us the true, orreted for the non-linearity e�ets, number of the

photoeletrons y deteted from the measured number x of ADUs. Eq. (3.14) is a

di�erential equation whih is quadrati in p

0

(y). To lower the degree and simplify

the derivations, we approximate the term p

0

(y) on the right hand side in Eq. (3.14)

by a onstant number 1=g

0

, whih is the inverse gain of the system, Eq. (3.16).

An estimate of g

0

an be obtained as a preliminary step prior to the integration.

Then, the right hand side of Eq. (3.14) reads

f(x) =

�

2

r

x

r

2

(1 + r

2

)

�

1

g

0

r(1� r)

1 + r

2

�

�

2

ron

x

; (3.19)

whih is a disrete funtion of the measurements at a number of di�erent uxes

x. The variables are separated and integrated in parts as follows:

Z

y

0

dy

p

y

=

Z

x

0

dx

p

xf(x)

; (3.20)

where we write p

0

(y) = dx=dy. The integration an be done with the Runge-Kutta

method in the ase when the integration funtion is a smooth (and possibly an

analytial) funtion. Here, we used two types of approximation of the integrated

funtion depending on the omplexity of its shape.
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Polynomial approximation

Suppose, that the integration funtion an be approximated by a polynomial of

degree n:

1

p

f(x)

=

n

X

k=0



k

x

k

; (3.21)

after the integration it beomes

p

x

n

X

k=0



k

2k + 1

x

k

=

p

y: (3.22)

Then, the unknown funtion is

g(x) =

y

x

=

"

n

X

k=0



k

2k + 1

x

k

#

2

: (3.23)

Smoothing spline approximation

Suppose, that the funtion f

�1=2

(x) annot be well desribed by a polynomial but

is approximated by a smoothing spline (the details of the implementation are given

in Ilyin 2000). The smoothing ubi spline is de�ned on eah interval [x

i

; x

i+1

℄ of

the data i = 0; 1; : : : ; n, and together with its derivatives is written as follows:

q(p) = a

i

+ b

i
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i
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+ d

i

p

3

q

00

(p) = 2
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+ 6d
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p
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(p) = b

i

+ 2

i

p+ 3d

i

p

2

q

000

(p) = 6d

i

;

(3.24)

where

p =

x� x

i

h

i

and h

i

= x

i+1

� x

i

: (3.25)

The unknown polynomial oeÆients of the ubi spline are alulated from its

seond derivatives y

00

i

:

d

i

=

h

2

i

6

(y

00

i+1

� y

00

i

); 

i

=

h

2

i

2

y

00

i

;

b

i

= y

i+1

� y

i

� (d

i

+ 

i

); a

i

= y

i

(3.26)
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where the derivatives y

00

i

are obtained from the solution of a system of linear

equations and y

i

are the smoothed points of the tabulated funtion. The integral

I

i

(x) =

Z

x

x

i

1

p

xf(x)

dx (3.27)

is de�ned on eah interval x 2 [x

i

; x

i+1

℄. Integrating by parts, one an obtain:

I
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and the total integral [0; x℄ onsists of the sum:
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where the index k is hosen from the interval where x

k�1

� x < x

k

. Finally, the

unknown integrated funtion is

g(x) =

y

x

=

J

2

(x)

4x

: (3.30)

3.6 The mask method

With the variation of the photon transfer tehnique as desribed above to obtain

the CCD linearity urve, a series of pair exposures of di�erent exposure times (or

by hanging the light soure intensity) with the CCD uniformly illuminated is

obtained. Eah pair onsists of two exposures of the same aumulated level. In

pratie we usually do about 10{30 pairs of exposures whih, with the subsequent

image proessing (to obtain r and �

2

r

for a number of seleted image regions), takes

an hour to obtain the linearity urve. Consequently, a faster method was invented

to speed up the proess and make the trial-and-error CCD optimization proess

eÆient and pratially appliable.

The proposed mask method is used whih is less aurate but is muh faster in

the sense, that only two exposures are needed to obtain the linearity urve at

one. The idea behind it is that the CCD is illuminated fairly non-uniformly

whih results in an image with a large range of aumulated ADUs. If the CCD

is linear, the ratio of suh two images should be approximately a onstant. The

noise level of the ratio gives an estimate of the gain fator as a funtion of ADUs

(Eq. (3.16)). The ratio of two exposures at di�erent illumination levels an reveal
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possible non-linear e�ets of the CCD, and an be used as a merit funtion for the

CCD optimization proess.

The mask is a PostSript programmed image and printed on a transparent �lm

with a 300 dpi PS-printer. Fig. 3.5 shows the mask and the assoiated ode whih

an be found in the \PostSript Language Manual" (Adobe Systems In., Wesley).

%!PS-Adobe-2.0

/DataString 256 string def

/mask{gsave translate sale

image grestore} bind def

0 1 255 {DataString exh dup put} bind for

1 256 4 [1 0 0 256 0 0℄ {DataString}

120 100 20 70 mask

showpage

Figure 3.5: The mask (here printed with 600 dpi) used to obtain a non-uniformly

illuminated CCD image and its orresponding ode in PostSript. The numbers

120 100 in front of the mask ommand de�ne the width and height of the mask

and 20 70 are its lower-left position on the sheet in PostSript point units.
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Figure 3.6: An image obtained through the mask installed in front of the CCD

and uniformly illuminated by a light soure. The atual CCD size is smaller

than that of the mask shown in the previous �gure. Thus, the �ne struture

results from light falling through the gaps between the dots whih make up the

\homogeneous" stripes in the mask. This installation was used for the P88100

CCD gain reon�guration in Otober 1999. The range of pixel intensities is 10000{

40000 ADUs.

The following �gures show the results of the method and the suess of the opti-

mization proedure.
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Figure 3.7: The ratio of two images taken with di�erent uxes versus intensity of

the �rst image. Eah point is the ratio of the intensities of the same pixels in two

images. The mean and variane urves are alulated within every bin of 1/500 of

the intensity range.
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Figure 3.8: The ratio urve, enlarged from the previous �gure, and the gain fa-

tor as funtions of intensity. The ratio urve should be onstant; it is tilted by

only 0.3% within the range of intensities. Despite the tilt of the ratio, the gain

fator urve is onstant and the mean is 1.07 e

�

/ADU for the reon�gured P88100

CCD amera with the adjusted parameters vod=14, vrd=3.5, vrsph={7.8, and

pgain=8.
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Figure 3.9: An example of the ratio plot of two CCD images with the inorret

voltage setup.
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Figure 3.10: The enlarged ratio urve from the previous �gure, the tilt is about

1.1%. The orresponding gain urve shows some tilt and breaks; the maximum

non-linearity is about 30%. This was used as an indiation that the the trial

voltage parameters are wrong: vod=16, vrd=7, vrsph={3, pgain=8.
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Chapter 4

Proessing astronomial

spetra

4.1 The 4A software pakage

The Advaned Aquisition, Arhiving, and Analysis (4A) software pakage is the

main tool for providing observations with a remotely ontrolled spetrograph as

well as the subsequent redution and analysis of the data.

The pakage provides the software to ontrol the SOFIN spetrograph and the

CCDs whih are used to register the �ehelle spetra.

The images and spetra are written as separate �les stored in the FITS format,

seleted reords of their headers onstitute the ontents of a database. Instead

of using a ommand line prompt, �le names, and shell sripts, like other data

redution failities in astronomy, an interative faility allows to operate with the

data by its ontext as it is seen in the database. The proedures an be run

interatively for a single image or spetrum for immediate evaluation of the result,

or in an automati, sequential mode for a number of images seleted from the

database.

The database faility allows to add new �les to the database, opy or move them

to another diretory. New �elds an be added, edited, and removed from the

database. A number of mathematial operations, inluding time transformation

routines, are inorporated to manipulate with the �elds of the database, and, thus,

reords in the FITS headers.

One of the main features of the pakage is that it gives in the resulting spetra

not only intensities but also errors of the intensities and pixel positions. All the

routines are propagating the varianes, whih are ultimately based on the photon

75
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noise statistis of the raw images.

Two groups of �lters are implemented: the ranked �lters with median and trimmed

mean (inluding moving average �lter), and the onvolutional �lters with the Gaus-

sian, Lorentzian, and stellar rotational pro�les. The approximation faility imple-

ments a weighted smoothing spline and polynomials; a lip-and-�t algorithm allows

e.g. to approximate the outer envelope of the data or the interative exlusion of

intervals from the �t and failitates reshaping the spetra e.g. during ontinuum

normalization.

The software is written in the C language and ontains about 100 000 lines of

the soure ode (2.6MB in total). It inludes a graphial user interfae, a num-

ber of mathematial routines (Ilyin 2000), the programs for the spetrograph and

CCD ontrol, data redution and analysis failities developed solely by the au-

thor. The total number of suh programs is 140. Some standard mathematial

routines were implemented from Press et al. (1992) and a number of routines

for time and ephemeris transformations was oded from basi astronomial hand-

books. Although the software is developed in MS-DOS, it is running in Linux and

Windows-98 software emulation environments.

It a frequently asked question why not to use other standard data redution pak-

ages, like IRAF, MIDAS, AIPS, Figaro, or Starlink, instead of 4A. The answer

is that they indeed an be used for the redution of the SOFIN �ehelle spetra

without any problems. But our (limited) experiene with the other pakages shows

that 4A does it better and in a more eÆient way. However, most of the proe-

dures are ommon, some of them are based on rather di�erent approahes, like the

at �eld orretion of �ehelle spetra. The riterion for the eÆieny is that the

observer an now leave the telesope with his data ompletely redued, somehow

similarly to the pipeline data redution in MIDAS and IRAF.

4.2 Redution of CCD �ehelle spetra: an overview

The proess of spetrum redution involves a number of proedures to orret

for the spetrograph and CCD instrumental e�ets and to extrat the alibrated

stellar spetra from the raw images. The following onstitutes a short overview; a

more tehnial desription of the individual steps is given in the Appendix.

A very �rst step of any CCD redution is the subtration of the bias frame, an

image obtained with a zero exposure time. If the bias is not uniform aross the

image but onstant in time, the average of many suh images is subtrated. How-

ever, if the bias is variable in time, then the oversan area of the same CCD image

is used whih involves the subtration of the averaged and smoothed bias trae

from the whole image.

One the zero point of the intensity is removed and the images are trimmed at the

edges, the estimation of the pixel varianes is performed. The estimate of the pho-
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ton noise is based on the known CCD gain fator and the amplitude of the readout

noise. The variane of every pixel will then follow the intensity transformations

at eah and all subsequent steps of the data redution.

The CCD pixels intrinsially have di�erent sensitivities whih vary within several

perent depending on the CCD. The image of the pixel sensitivity an be obtained

from the master at �eld, whih is made up by a sum of a large number of at

�eld exposures. Division of the images being proessed by the master at �eld an

signi�antly redue the apparent noise of the spetra.

Prior to the �ehelle order integration, the sattered light has to be subtrated from

the image to ensure that the depth of the spetral lines remains undisturbed. The

struture of the sattered light is usually very omplex and results from the light

di�usion and bakwards reetions on the optial elements of the spetrograph.

The bakground struture is diÆult to desribe in terms of a model, hene, an em-

pirial approximation of the inter-order struture is used to retrieve the sattered

light surfae e.g. by means of a lip-and-�t smoothing spline in two dimensions.

The spetral orders of the �ehelle image are tilted and urved with respet to

the regular grid of CCD pixels. The order de�nition involves reognition of the

spetral orders in the image and approximation of the order positions with a

bivariate polynomial.

The spetral orders are integrated at eah wavelength pixel by using a weighted �t

of the spatial pro�le to the intensity distribution of the pixels aross the dispersion.

Sine the �t is linear, it allows to distinguish between good pixels and those whih

are a�eted by osmi ray events. The latter are exluded from the �t. The image

of the spatial pro�les of the spetral orders is derived by smoothing the normalized

intensities along the CCD olumns in the dispersion diretion.

The integrated spetra are usually urved due to the di�erene in illumination lev-

els in the entre of the foal plane and in the edges. To orret for the vignetting

funtion, at �eld spetra are used whih generally show the same shape in in-

tensity. Appearane of interferene fringes in the stellar spetra due to varying

thikness of the CCD UV-oating �lm an also be aounted for with the aid of

the at �eld spetra.

The wavelength alibration of the stellar spetra is derived from the images of a

ThAr omparison spetrum. The images are debiased, trimmed, and the varianes

are estimated. The bakground of the omparison images is obtained e.g. by a

median �ltration in the dispersion diretion.

The bivariate polynomials of the spetral orders are used from the neighbouring

objet or at �eld images. The position of the urves may not oinide with the

entres of the spetral orders of the omparison image beause of a drift between

the two images. The exat position is obtained by �ne tuning of the bivariate

polynomial urves to the ross-dispersion pro�les of the omparison spetrum im-

age.
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After integration of the spetral orders, the entral positions of the lines are de-

termined by �tting Gaussian pro�les. To �nd the wavelengths of lines in a single

order, a searh algorithm is used whih ompares the positional on�guration of

the lines in the spetrum with the wavelength on�guration of lines in a atalogue.

A �t of the line positions in pixels to their wavelengths de�nes the dispersion

polynomial for a single order. The wavelength identi�ation of the other spetral

orders is done in a �rst approximation using the onstany of the ratio between

�ehelle order numbers and wavelengths at a given pixel in the dispersion diretion.

The exat wavelength for every line of all other spetral orders is found by piking

the nearest value from the atalogue of spetral lines.

Combination of hundreds of spetral lines into one �t based on the appropriate

model signi�antly improves the auray of the wavelength alibration. Suh a

model is based on a bivariate polynomial �t of the line position in the dispersion

diretion as a funtion of wavelength and its position in ross-dispersion diretion.

The omplexity of the model is justi�ed by the fat that the dispersion of the

spetral orders is hanging non-linearly due to aberration e�ets in the optial

ameras, misalignment of the optial elements, and entring errors due to possible

asymmetry of the spetral lines. Furthermore, two subsequent omparison spe-

trum images exhibit a drift of the spetral line positions with respet to eah other

in either diretion due to variations of the above fators in time as a funtion of the

spetrograph's spatial orientation on the telesope and the ambient temperature

in the dome. The model is apable to trae the temporal hanges of the dispersion

oeÆients by inlusion of the third, the time dimension into the model, if at least

two images are obtained at di�erent times.

The pupil of the omparison spetrum is formed by uniform illumination of the

slit. The pupil of the stellar image is de�ned by the width of the seeing pro�le.

Any slit spetrograph is subjet to the slit error whih results in a small and

random shift of the stellar lines with respet to the omparison spetrum lines.

The amplitude of the e�et depends on the relative sizes of the slit and the seeing

pro�le, on the exposure time, and how aurately the stellar seeing image is entred

onto the slit. The shift an be orreted using telluri lines whih are very often

present in some orders of the stellar spetra. The orretion for the slit error is

inorporated into the wavelength alibration model sine the telluri lines obey

the same dispersion relations as the omparison spetrum. A low order bivariate

polynomial is added to the above 3D-polynomial and desribes the deviation of

the telluri line positions from the wavelength solution. A zero-order polynomial

would speify a onstant shift of all telluri lines with respet to the omparison

lines.

Instead of rebinning the spetra into the wavelength sale, a wavelength table

is added to the spetra giving the wavelength and its error for eah pixel. The

helioentri wavelength orretion and possible removal of the stellar radial veloity

does a simple transformation of the wavelength table for every pixel. The spetra
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are rebinned into the same wavelength sale when the weighted average or the

sum of many spetra is alulated. The varianes of the rebinned spetrum are

alulated taking the varianes of the pixel intensities and their wavelength errors

into aount.

The spetra are normalized to a ontinuum estimated from a syntheti or mean

spetrum using a smoothing spline or polynomials. The lip-and-�t algorithm

together with the interval seletion feature (masking the pixels) failitates the

ontinuum approximation.

The ross-orrelation faility is a tool to determine the position of a spetrum

with respet to a template. Due to the non-linearity of the wavelength sale,

the shift between two spetra an be determined in three di�erent sales: pixels,

wavelengths, and radial veloities. The weighted linear regression at eah o�set

aounts for the varianes of the spetra and their positional errors.

As a matter of fat, the ross-orrelation is also used very often internally in many

algorithms at di�erent steps of the data redution. The error of the o�set is used

in many instanes as a weight for subsequent steps or as a signi�ane level when

the program should make a deision. Therefore, in the next setion the details of

the ross-orrelation tehnique are desribed. In the last setion of this Chapter

some details of the radial veloity sale transformations are given whih are related

to the implementation of the ross-orrelation method.

4.3 The ross-orrelation o�set determination

4.3.1 The ross-orrelation method

Let t(x

i

); i = 1; 2 : : : ; N be a noise-free template spetrum and p

i

� p(x

i

) a

programme spetrum given with the variane for eah pixel �

2

i

. The shift Æ is

determined as the o�set at whih the math between the spetra is best, i.e. the

merit funtion is minimal:

�

2

(a; b; Æ) =

X

i

�

a+ b � t(x

i

+ Æ)� p

i

�

i

�

2

; (4.1)

where a and b onstitute the intensity transformation of the template spetrum

t(x

i

+Æ) to the programme spetrum p

i

at the trial o�set Æ. The index i is ranging

within the overlapping regions of the two spetra for the given Æ with possible

exlusion of masked features in the two spetra, whih implies that the number

of used pixels n is also a funtion of the o�set Æ. Sine the template spetrum

is given noise-free, the values of t(x

i

+ Æ) an be interpolated for the o�set equal

to any frational part of the step size. As it is seen from the model, the noisy

programme spetrum p(x

i

) is not interpolated between pixels.
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The above non-linear least-squares �t in general has no unique solution sine in

the ase of stellar spetra the minimization funtion may onsist of several minima

at di�erent o�sets produed by similar spetral lines. Therefore, the problem must

be solved in two steps: the �rst inludes the solution of the linear �t to determine

the parameters a and b for every trial o�set Æ, and the seond one is to �nd the

appropriate minimum of the �

2

(Æ) as a funtion of one variable.

The solution of the linear problem leads to the following transformation of the

minimization funtion:

�

2

(Æ) =

�

1� r

2

(Æ)

�

�

P

!

i

(p

i

� �p)

2

; (4.2)

where !

i

= 1=�

2

i

are the weighting fators as the inverse varianes of the pro-

gramme spetrum, r is the ross-orrelation oeÆient as a funtion of the o�set:
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and the weighted averages are:
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(4.4)

with the notation t

i

(Æ) � t(x

i

+ Æ) for simpliity.

Sine the latter term in Eq. (4.2) is onstant, the minimum of the funtion an be

found by hoosing the appropriate peak of the ross-orrelation funtion and using

a entring algorithm to determine the position of the maximum. The variane of

the parameter Æ will then be de�ned as the inverse of the urvature matrix of �

2

(Æ)

times the variane of the linear �t:
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The seond derivative of �
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where the �rst derivative vanishes when the funtion is at minimum. Therefore
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and, �nally, replaement of the weighted sum of the residuals from Eq. (4.2) gives:
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; (4.8)

where r is the amplitude of the ross-orrelation peak at the o�set Æ, n is the num-

ber of the overlapped pixels of the two spetra at the given o�set, and the inverse

urvature of the peak an be determined with the seleted entring algorithm.

The �rst omponent of the above formula desribes the auray of the o�set

limited by the width and depth of the line(s): the shallower the line, the atter

the ross-orrelation peak, hene, the larger the unertainty of the o�set. The

seond term desribes both random and systematial omponents of the linear

regression between the template and observed spetrum. The error of the entring

of the ross-orrelation peak and that of the urvature determination are small

ompared to the terms in Eq. (4.8) and, therefore, are negleted.

4.3.2 The auray for Gaussian pro�les

Now, let us onstrut a simple example to gain some insight about the auray

estimate. Let the program spetrum be a single Gaussian pro�le

p(x

i

) = C

 

1� d exp

"
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�

x

i

� x



�

line

�

2

#!

(4.9)

entred at x



with the width �

line

, d is the relative line depth (strength), C is the

ontinuum level. The spetrum is sampled with the step size �� over n pixels.

Let the normally distributed noise with the variane �

2

be added to the spetrum

p(x). Let the template spetrum be the same pro�le but noiseless.

The ross-orrelation of two Gaussians is equivalent to the onvolution of the two

pro�les whih results in a Gaussian shape:

r(Æ) = r

0

exp

�

�

Æ

2

2�

2

line

�

; (4.10)

whih gives the urvature of the ross-orrelation funtion at its maximum
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: (4.11)

The sum of the weighted (!

i

= 1=�

2

) squared deviations of the programme spe-

trum p

i

from the mean �p is obtained after the integration:
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Negleting the ratio in the brakets (if n�� � �

line

) and introduing the signal-

to-noise ratio in the ontinuum (SNR=C=�), the integral reads
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The variane term in Eq. (4.5) will be

�

2

(Æ)

n� 2

= 1 (4.14)

in this model, sine no systematial di�erene has been introdued between two

equal Gaussians, therefore, the squared sum of weighted residuals �

2

(Æ) of the

linear regression will be exatly equal to the number of degrees of freedom n� 2.

Then, expressing �

line

by FWHM and putting all terms together we obtain:

�

2

Æ

=

r

1

2� ln 2

�

�

1

r

0

� SNR � d

�

2

�� � FWHM: (4.15)

The onstant in front of the equation is about 0.48. The equation derived resembles

to ones obtained by other authors (e.g. Brown 1990). The better the sampling

interval, the deeper and narrower the line; the higher the signal-to-noise ratio,

the better the auray of the ross-orrelation. It was also derived but omitted

here for simpliity, that the inlusion of m similar Gaussians into the model will

derease the variane to �

2

Æ

=m aordingly.

4.4 Rebinning into radial veloity sale

The o�set in radial veloity sale between two spetral lines depends on the wave-

lengths of the lines. In order to measure the o�set in radial veloities, the spetra

in wavelengths have to be rebinned to a sale with a onstant step size in veloities

aording to the Doppler formula:

�v



=

��

�

= � ln�; (4.16)

where �v is the radial veloity di�erene between two wavelengths separated by

�� around wavelength �,  is the speed of light, and in this linear approximation

�v �  and ��� �.
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The onstant step size in veloities is ahieved after the transformation of the

wavelength sale to the onstant step size in ln�, whih results in the de�nition

of the rebinning grid:

ln�

i

= ln�

0

+ i �� ln� (4.17)

with �

0

being the initial wavelength of the spetrum, the index i = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1.

An ordinary rebinning in wavelengths implies that the di�erene in wavelengths

in the new grid is onstant, but in the ase of radial veloities, the ratio between

wavelengths in the new grid (in the subsequent nodes) must me onstant.

It is more onvenient than ln� to have veloity units for desribing the pixel

positions. One should realize that the possibly high veloities resulting from this

transformation do not have any physial meaning; only veloity di�erenes between

nearby (�v � ) features in the same spetrum or between the same features

in di�erent spetra indiate the Doppler shift. The veloity sale is merely a

reformulation of the ommonly used ln� sale.

One hoie of the step size is a prede�ned veloity step size, the more exible

option is to selet an average veloity as follows:

�v =  �� ln� =  �

ln�

n�1

� ln�

0

n� 1

=



n� 1

� ln

�

n�1

�

0

: (4.18)

The intensities of the spetrum are integrated

ŝ

i

=

Z

�

+

�

�

s(�

i

)d� (4.19)

within the interval in wavelengths de�ned as

�

�

i

= �

0

� exp

�

�v



� (i� 0:5)

�

: (4.20)

It is onvenient to have a grid in the veloity sale ommon to di�erent spetra.

Sine the grid is linear, the zero point an be established at the wavelength of a

spetral feature �



ommon to a number of spetra. The initial veloity at the

wavelength �

0

of the �rst pixel of the spetrum and the veloity grid is therefore

given by:

v

i

=  � ln

�

0

�



+�v � i: (4.21)

There is an alternative and intermediate way to transform into radial veloity sale

without involving the rebinning proedure. This results in the unequally spaed
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spetra with the linear veloity sale, i.e. the distane between two features aused

by a radial veloity shift at di�erent wavelengths remains onstant. The proedure

also involves the wavelength �



of a ommon feature of the spetra. The veloities

for eah pixel k in the spetrum are alulated aording to

v

i

=  � ln

�

i

�



: (4.22)

The intensities of the spetrum remain unhanged in their pixels until a number of

spetra have to be rebinned into the same grid for ross-orrelation or arithmetial

operations.



Chapter 5

Deonvolution of stellar

spetra

5.1 Introdution

The observed stellar spetra are subjet to broadening due to various instrumental

and physial e�ets. If the e�ets are known and an be modeled then the true

spetral pro�le an be reovered. Presene of noise in the spetra makes the

problem of restoration ill-posed. The solution of the problem an be found by

solving the inverse problem formulated in various ways. In this hapter we onsider

the restoration of the underlying spetrum and the broadening funtion. These

inverse problems play a key role in the modern methods of the analysis of stellar

spetra. The basi appliations are highlighted as follows.

Deonvolution of the blurred spetra with the known point spread funtion (PSF)

is the way to inrease the spetral resolution and to resolve narrow features. Here-

after we refer to the term of the PSF aused only by the spetrograph, i.e. it is the

instrumental pro�le. Deonvolution with e.g. the known rotational pro�le would

re�ne the exat position and the struture of the interior of the spetral lines.

Deonvolution of the observed low resolution spetrum with the PSF obtained

with a smaller step size (and a higher resolution) results in a spetrum of a higher

resolution. The inrease fator depends on the sample length. Another way to

inrease the resolution keeping the sample length �xed is to use a di�erent observ-

ing tehnique known as dithering (Lauer 1999, where it is applied to the WFPC

images of the HST) to obtain spetra shifted with respet to eah other by a multi-

ple of the pixel size. Suh a number of spetra interleaved in the wavelength sale

dereases the step size but not the resolution (Gray 1986 uses a dithering devie

to produe the interleaved spetra to improve the auray of the line bisetors).

85
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Deonvolution with the proper PSF will inrease the resolution of the observed

spetra.

The restoration of the broadening funtion depends on the template spetrum.

Several di�erent ases an be summarized:

1. The template spetrum is of the same kind as the observed one, but ob-

tained with a higher resolution and preferably with a higher signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR). One natural hoie is to use the solar spetrum obtained with

the spetrograph and the FTS solar spetrum (Kuruz et al. 1984). The

restoration of the PSF made with these spetra for several spetrographs

was desribed by Valenti et al. (1995), who also used a spetrum of an io-

dine ell. The restoration is an alternative way to obtain the PSF of the

spetrograph instead of its diret measurement with the use of a laser or

telluri lines (GriÆn 1969). The use of a syntheti spetrum is also possible

but inreases unertainty of the restoration due to an additional freedom in

the hoie of the stellar parameters and the broadening funtion.

2. The template spetrum onsists of a number of delta funtions with their

positions and intensities orresponding to the spetral line list. The restora-

tion of the broadening funtion gives a mean spetral pro�le of the observed

spetrum whih is de-blended from the delta funtions but inludes the PSF.

The use of many spetral lines, whih is possible with �ehelle spetra, an

inrease the auray of the restored stellar pro�le. The use of the delta-

spetrum onvolved with the known PSF as a template in the deonvolution

results in a mean pro�le free of the instrumental e�ets. The method has be-

ome known as the least-squares deonvolution (LSD) and was implemented

by Donati et al. (1997) and Collier Cameron (1999).

3. The template is alulated by the integration of the loal line pro�les over

the stellar disk weighted with a limb-darkening funtion. In the ase of a

rotational broadening mehanism, the restored broadening funtion will rep-

resent the true rotational pro�le, inluding e�ets like asymmetri maro-

turbulene. This true pro�le an then be used to deblend lines whih annot

be modeled reliably. The deonvolved pro�le is free from the assumptions

made in modeling the rotational pro�le (Gray 1992, Ch.17).

4. Restoration of the blended pro�les of binary systems as a funtion of the

orbital phase involves a template spetrum of a single star. The method was

suessfully used by Ruinski (1999) to resolve the double omponents of the

observed pro�le. It was demonstrated that the deonvolution has a ertain

advantage as ompared to the widely used ross-orrelation tehnique.

One related problem, where many of the same tehniques used in deonvolution

problems an also be applied, is the restoration of the distribution of stellar param-

eters aross the star's surfae. A range of tehniques has been developed, known in
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general as the Doppler imaging tehnique, to solve the ill-posed inversion problem

to restore the stellar surfae from a time series of one-dimensional stellar spetra

(Vogt et al. 1987, Piskunov et al. 1990, Collier Cameron 1992, and Berdyugina

1998).

5.2 Formulation of the problem

The onvolution of the known true spetrum t(x) with the unknown kernel p(x),

whih is the instrumental PSF or a broadening funtion, results for the ontinuous

ase in the blurred funtion s(x) o-added with the known funtion of the random

noise �(x)

s(x) =

Z

+1

�1

t(x� u) p(u)du+ �(x) (5.1)

whih is the �rst problem: the reonstrution of the unknown funtion p(x). The

onvolution of the unknown true spetrum t(x) with the known kernel p(x)

s(x) =

Z

+1

�1

p(x� u) t(u)du+ �(x) (5.2)

is the seond problem: the reonstrution of the true spetrum t(x).

5.3 The sampling matrix

The onvolution proess beomes disrete one it is sampled and integrated (reor-

ded) with the CCD. For simpliity, let the CCD pixels be adjaent (no gaps)

and have a at response within eah pixel (Jorden et al. 1993 showed that this

assumption is not very aurate). Furthermore, assume that either t(u) or p(u)

are known on a sampling grid �ner than the atual CCD pixel size. To math

the spetra, we need to resample the onvolved funtion to the pixel size of the

observed spetrum.

The length of the restored funtion depends on the sampling rate, an integer

multiple r of the sampling interval of t(u) or p(u) whih equals the sampling

interval of s(x):

r =

�x

�u

: (5.3)

The equal step size of the observed spetrum remains unhanged but the template

(pro�le) is rebinned with the new step size �x=r aording to the following sheme:
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s0 s1

r=1

tt

r=3r=2

s0

0t t t2 t t t t1 t2 t3 t4 t50 1 1 3 4 0

1s0s1s

The hoie for the on�guration of the template pixels for even r is more ompli-

ated than e.g. Valenti et al. (1995); it is employed in order to minimize the loss

of resolution. Therefore, we use a more sophistiated sheme where the entre of

one of the template pixels oinides with that of the observed pixel.

The integration of a single pixel is desribed by the sampling row-vetor h

1�q

so

that

1

s

i

=

q�1

X

k=0

h

k

t

i�r+k

(5.4)

and the number of pixels involved in the integration over one pixel in the observed

spetrum is

q =

r

2

� 2 + 1; (5.5)

where the ratio is an integer division. The normalized elements of the sampling

vetor are

h

1�q

= [h

i

℄ =

1

r

8

<

:

(0:5 1 : : : 1 0:5); r is even,

(1 1 : : : 1 1); r is odd.

(5.6)

The resampling of the whole spetrum t

l�1

into s

n�1

is desribed by the produt

with the sampling matrix H

n�l

:

s

n�1

= H

n�l

� t

l�1

(5.7)

1

In this Chapter indies run from zero.
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where the elements of the matrix are the sampling vetors shifted row-wise by the

sampling rate r and given by:

H

n�l

= [H

i;ir+k

℄ = h

k

; k = 0; 1; : : : q � 1; i = 0; 1; : : : n� 1: (5.8)

The number of pixels of the template spetrum t

l�1

satis�es the following ondi-

tion:

l =

8

<

:

qn; r is odd,

(q � 1)n+ 1; r is even.

(5.9)

The following is the illustration of the sampling matrix with r = 3, n = 2, l = 6:
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5.4 Deonvolution of the PSF

The formation of the observed spetrum with the known true or expeted spetrum

in the disrete ase is given by:

s

n�1

=H

n�l

�T

l�m

� p

m�1

+ �

n�1

; (5.10)

where s is the observed spetrum and � is the vetor of its random noise, H is the

sampling matrix, and T is the o�set matrix of the template spetrum t

l�1

. Its

length is de�ned by the sampling matrix

l =

8

<

:

qn; r is odd,

(q � 1)n+ 1; r is even,

(5.11)

and p is the unknown PSF of length m. The odd number of pixels m an be

less than that of the template spetrum and should be seleted from the interval

q � m � l. The elements of the matrix T are onstruted by shifting the template

spetrum t

l�1

and the elements are:
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T

l�m

= [T

ik

℄ =

8

<

:

t

i�m=2+k

; 0 � i�m=2 + k < l

0; otherwise:

(5.12)

The following example illustrates the ontents of the matries for r = 2, n = 3,

m = 5, and l = 7:
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The design matrix of the onvolution model is the produt

A

n�m

= H

n�l

�T

l�m

(5.13)

and the PSF pro�le an be found by solving the least-squares problem:

s

n�1

= A

n�m

� p

m�1

+ �

n�1

: (5.14)

The obtained system of equations should be well onditioned if n� m and an be

solved with the standard methods of least-squares with the use of e.g. the Cholesky

deomposition for the inversion. Sine, in general for the appliations desribed,

A is not well-behaved, we shall proeed with the ill-posed solutions as desribed

in Se. 5.6.

5.5 Deonvolution of the spetrum

The formation of the observed spetrum onvolved with the known PSF in the

disrete ase is given by:

s

n�1

= H

n�m

�P

m�m

� t

m�1

+ �

n�1

; (5.15)

where s is the observed spetrum of length n and � is the vetor of its random

noise, H is the sampling matrix, P is the o�set matrix of the known PSF vetor

p

l�1

. The length l is an odd number, t is the unknown deonvolved spetrum and

its length is de�ned by the sampling matrix:
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m =

8

<

:

qn; r is odd,

(q � 1)n+ 1; r is even.

(5.16)

The elements of the matrix P are onstruted by shifting the elements of the PSF

vetor p:

P

m�m

= [P

ik

℄ =

8

<

:

p

l=2+k�i

=

P

k

p

k

; 0 � l=2 + k � i < l

0; otherwise

(5.17)

and the elements in eah row are normalized to their sum in order to preserve the

intensities of the deonvolved spetrum at its edges.

The following example illustrates the ontents of the matries for r = 2, n = 3,

m = 7, l = 5, not showing the pro�le normalization:
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The design matrix of the onvolution model is the produt

A

n�m

=H

n�m

�P

m�m

(5.18)

and the deonvolved spetrum t an be found by solving the inverse problem:

s

n�1

= A

n�m

� t

m�1

+ �

n�1

: (5.19)

The matrixA is an r-times underdetermined system of linear equations: no unique

solution exists unless we use the solution of ill-posed problems desribed below.

The solution to the problem is extensively desribed in Se. 5.6.

5.6 The prinipal omponents regression

Modern methods of matrix fatorizations give a new treatment of the linear least-

squares problem (Watkins 1991, Stoer 1993, Golub & van Loan 1989). The lassial

method of least-squares is a perfet way to solve the problem, exept in the ase
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when the matrix of normal equations A

0

WA is lose to singular.

2

This may

happen when the number of free parameters exeeds the number of observations,

or/and when the parameters of the model hosen to desribe the observed proess

are heavily orrelated with eah other. This results in a linear dependene of rows

of the design matrix A, redution of its rank, and singularity of the inversion or

plurality of the solution.

The problem an be solved in a di�erent way based on the onept of orthogo-

nal deomposition of the model whih we use to desribe the observations. This

results in a new system of equations, whih uses orthogonal funtions (i.e. a new

orthogonal design matrix), and in a new set of unknown parameters, known as

the prinipal omponents, whih are independent of and unorrelated with eah

other. The least-squares solution of the orthogonal system of equations to the

observations gives the unknown prinipal omponents parameters.

The independene of the parameters will allow us to test the statistial signi�ane

of the terms in a simple manner to deide whih of them an be eliminated from

the �t. The vetor from whih the insigni�ant omponents have been eliminated

omprises the redued prinipal omponents. The original set of unknowns is then

obtained by bak omposition of the trunated set of the independent parameters

with a matrix whih desribes the linear dependene of the original parameters.

Due to the anellation of the insigni�ant prinipal omponents the solution in

terms of the original unknown parameters is not unique, and forms a family of

parameter sets. The size of the family an be redued by imposing additional

linear onstraints on the problem.

One an see a similarity between the spetral deomposition by Fourier trans-

formation and the above orthogonal funtions. The di�erene is that the Fourier

harmonis are the trigonometri funtions while here, the orthogonal funtions are

not spei�ed, exept that they satisfy the orthogonality ondition. The trigono-

metri funtions are orthogonal only for ontinuous data; they are in general not

orthogonal on a given data window; the onstrution of the prinipal omponents

ensures that their assoiated basis funtions are orthogonal given the observations.

The same approah is used when a set of orthogonal polynomials is onstruted.

The solutions to ill-onditioned and singular linear systems was desribed and dis-

ussed in many papers and monographs, some of them were used here: Hoking

(1976), who reviewed the solutions based on the prinipal omponents and rigid

estimators, Jakson (1991), Hansen (1997), and Dunteman (1989). The prini-

pal omponents solution is similar to the trunated least-squares (TLS) developed

by Golub & van Loan (1980) for solving overdetermined systems of linear equa-

tions, who have also extended it to the total TLS approah where the varianes

of the variables of the model are inorporated into the minimization funtional.

Neumaier (1998) disussed the problem in terms of the trunated singular value

deomposition (SVD), together with many other aspets of the inversion problems.

2

A is the design matrix, A

0

is its transposed, andW is the weight matrix.
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Let the linear model, desribing an observed proess, be given in the form:

y = Ap+ �; (5.20)

where y

n�1

is the observations and �

n�1

is the vetor of their random noise, A

n�m

is the design matrix, and p

m�1

is the vetor of unknown parameters or underlying

funtion. The number of unknown parameters m ould be less or greater than the

number of observations n. The noise in the observations is haraterized by the

positively de�nite and symmetri dispersion matrix E (�

0

�) = D (y).

In order to satisfy the orthogonal ondition of the deomposition of A, we need

to deompose the variane matrix into two matries. If the variane matrix is not

diagonal, the Cholesky fatorization results in a lower triangular matrix S:

D (y) = �

2

W

�1

= �

2

SS

0

; (5.21)

where it is assumed that the dispersions are known up to some saling fator �

2

.

To obtain the weighting matrix we need to invert the dispersion matrix:

W = �

2

D

�1

(y) = (S

�1

)

0

(S

�1

) = V

0

V: (5.22)

The inversion of the lower triangular S is straightforward (Press et al. 1992). In

the ase of unorrelated noise in the observations, the diagonal elements of V are

simply the inverse of the standard deviations: V = [�

�1

ii

℄.

The orthogonal basis of the matrix (VA)

n�m

an be obtained with the QR fator-

ization (Golub & van Loan, 1989) or with the SVD (the algorithm in Press et al.

1992 is based on Golub & van Loan, 1989). The latter fatorization is more suitable

for the urrent problem and deomposes the matrix into three omponents:

VA = BCD

0

; (5.23)

where the matrix B

n�m

ontains the orthonormal basis vetors (B

0

B = I

m�m

,

but BB

0

6= I), the diagonal matrix C

m�m

ontains the singular values of the de-

omposition, and the orthonormal D

m�m

is the linear dependene matrix (D

0

D =

DD

0

= I

m�m

).

The elements of C = diag (

0

; 

1

; : : : ; 

m�1

) are 

0

� 

1

� : : : � 

m�1

� 0 and the

rank of VA equals the number of non-zero singular elements.

The olumns of B are the eigenvetors and C

2

are the eigenvalues of

(VA)(VA)

0

= BC

2

B

0

The olumns of D are the eigenvetors and C

2

are the eigenvalues of

(VA)

0

(VA) = A

0

WA = DC

2

D

0
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The approximated funtion beomes

~y = Ap = V

�1

BC �D

0

p = T � q (5.24)

i.e. expressed in the new terms

T = V

�1

BC and q = D

0

p (5.25)

of the new design matrix T whih is orthogonal with the weights of observations

T

0

WT = C

0

C = C

2

, and of the vetor q of unorrelated unknowns, known as the

prinipal omponents of the vetor p.

Denoting the vetor of the residuals of the �t as r = y � ~y, the minimization

funtional beomes

�

2

�

2

(q) = r

0

Wr = (y �Tq)

0

W(y �Tq) (5.26)

The minimum of the norm (Ax� y)

0

(Ax � y) is at x obtained from the normal

equations A

0

Ax = A

0

y.

The system of normal equations is

T

0

WTq = T

0

Wy (5.27)

whih then beomes

C

2

q = CB

0

Vy (5.28)

and readily gives the solution for the prinipal omponents

q = C

�1

B

0

Vy: (5.29)

The original parameters, or the underlying funtion, is a linear ombination of the

prinipal omponents:

p = Dq: (5.30)

The diagonal of the dispersion matrix of the prinipal omponents is:

D (q) = C

�1

B

0

V � D (y) �V

0

BC

�1

= �

2

C

�2

(5.31)

and the dispersion matrix of the original parameters is

D (p) = DD (q)D

0

= �

2

DC

�2

D

0

: (5.32)
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And �nally, the approximated funtion is

~y = Ap = Tq = V

�1

BCq: (5.33)

The dispersion matrix of the �t is

D (~y) = TD (q) T

0

= �

2

(V

�1

B) � (V

�1

B)

0

= �

2

SBB

0

S

0

; (5.34)

where V

�1

= S as it was introdued for the standard deviations of the additive

random noise of the observations in (5.21) and (5.22).

5.7 Seletion of the prinipal omponents

To �nd a stable solution to the problem, we have to eliminate the m� k smallest

prinipal omponents in q whih have the largest varianes and ontribute noisy

omponents to p. A number of tests an be used whih results in a vetor of the

redued prinipal omponents ~q with the last m � k terms are set to zero. This

auses also the orresponding terms of the singular values in C to beome zero.

5.7.1 The F -test

The squared sum of the residuals of the �t (RSS) is

r

0

Wr = y

0

Wy � �

2

q

0

D

�1

(q) q = y

0

Wy � q

0

C

2

q; (5.35)

whih is the series of the terms

RSS

m

= y

0

Wy �

m�1

X

k=0

q

2

k



2

k

=

n�1

X

i=0

!

i

y

2

i

�

m�1

X

k=0

q

2

k



2

k

(5.36)

and obeys the reurrene relation:

RSS

k

= RSS

k�1

� q

2

k



2

k

: (5.37)

Sine the prinipal omponents q are linearly (hene, statistially) independent,

eah of them an be tested for its statistial signi�ane in the �t.

A standard F -test an be applied to the prinipal omponents by evaluating the

hange of the RSS as a funtion of the index k. The null hypothesis H : q

k

= 0

is tested against its alternative H

1

: q

k

6= 0 to hek the signi�ane of q

k

. If the

hypothesis is true, then it follows that RSS

H

= RSS

k�1

, and the F statistis is
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F

k

=

RSS

k�1

�RSS

k

RSS

k

=(n� k)

=

q

2

k



2

k

RSS

k

=(n� k)

: (5.38)

The hypothesis is aepted if the probability for F

k

being as small as it is obtained,

P (F > F

k

) = Q(F

k

; 1; n� k) > 1� �; (5.39)

is higher than some level given by the signi�ane of the �t � whih is e.g. 95%.

If the hypothesis H is aepted, then the element k is onsidered insigni�ant and

all subsequent m � k omponents are set to zero. In many pratial ases, the

statistis F may show a wiggly or noisy behaviour superimposed on the obvious

deaying trend as the index k inreases. Therefore, a areful analysis based on

several onseutive omponents is needed to deide where it rosses the signi�ane

level.

5.7.2 Goodness of the �t

The redued �

2

of the minimization funtional is a funtion of the number k of the

prinipal omponents (�

2

is also the orretion oeÆient for the sample variane

�

2

):

�

2

n�k

= �

2

=

RSS

k

n� k

; (5.40)

where the index k = 0; 1 : : : r and r = rank(VA) is a number of the non-zero

singular values r � min(n;m). If the varianes of the observations are known

exatly (�

2

= 1), then the number of the prinipal omponents an be seleted

when �

2

n�k

as a funtion of k desends to the unity level, or any other pre-de�ned

level if the varianes are not exatly known.

A visual inspetion of the plot of �

2

n�k

as a funtion of the index k is also useful

for the subjetive de�nition of the number of omponents at some kink or sudden

drop of the funtion.

5.7.3 Analysis of variane

As it was shown, the sum of the diagonal elements of the dispersion matrix of the

original parameters equals the total sum of varianes of the prinipal omponents:

trD (p) = trD (q) = trC

�2

(5.41)

i.e. this de�nes the third stopping riterion to selet the number of omponents for

whih the sum of varianes is less than a prede�ned threshold for the maximally
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allowed sum of varianes of the original parameters. The riterion desribed by

Kendall (1975) is based on the analysis of the sum of the minimal singular values

C whih obeys the �

2

distribution.

5.8 The onstrained prinipal omponents solu-

tion

The solution to the onstrained linear least-squares problem is detailed in Ilyin

(2000):

y = Ap+ � subjet to : Gp � 

y = Ap+ � subjet to : Gp � ;

(5.42)

where G

l�m

is the linear ondition matrix, 

l�1

is the vetor of onstants on-

straining the solution p

m�1

, and the number of the onstraints l � m.

The use of the prinipal omponents does not hange essentially in the solution,

although, the form of the Lagrangian solution is slightly modi�ed:

p = ~p� (DC

�2

D

0

)G

0

� (G (DC

�2

D

0

)G

0

)

�1

� (G~p� ); (5.43)

where ~p = D~q is the unonstrained redued prinipal omponents solution.

As an example it is demonstrated how it works in one partiular ase often met in

pratie when we need to �nd the solution whose sum is equal to some prede�ned

number

m�1

X

k=0

p

k

= ; (5.44)

or, in the other words, the solution is normalized. The matrix G

1�m

= (1; 1; : : : 1)

is a unity row, and the onstant sum is 

1�1

= . Denoting the elements of the

dispersion matrix D (p)�

�2

= DC

�2

D

0

= [�

2

ik

℄, we form a vetor

v

m�1

= [v

i

℄ =

m�1

X

k=0

�

2

ik

; (5.45)

i.e. the sums of the dispersions in eah row. Then the elements of the vetor of

the onstraint solution is
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p

i

= ~p

i

�

v

i

P

v

k

� (

P

~p

k

� ); (5.46)

whih shows that the di�erene between the obtained and expeted sums is applied

via the multiple orrelation oeÆient to orret the solution. One an also see

that in the onstrained solution

P

p

i

= .

5.9 Linear regularization methods

The prinipal omponents analysis is, in fat, a partiular method of a more general

lass of minimization problems known as the regularization methods of the inverse

problem.

The orthogonal deomposition of the design matrix, desribed in the previous

setions, is equivalent to spetral deomposition of the observed proess. The set

of orthogonal funtions is the set of disrete spatial harmonis, whih desribe the

data, and omprises the olumns of the matrix T and the prinipal omponents q

are interpreted as their amplitudes. Seletion of the redued set of the omponents

ats as a spatial �lter whih is a trade-o� between the amplitude of the smallest

spatial harmonis and the noise. Generally speaking, suh a ompromise an be

established in many inverse problems where the amplitude of the smallest spatial

harmoni is well distinguished from the low level noise, i.e. it works very well

for the broad features in a spetrum with high signal-to-noise ratio. For a lower

signal-to-noise the prinipal omponents annot distinguish between the harmonis

and the random noise, hene, they tend to pik noisy features of the solution

(one possible remedy to the problem is to obtain these harmonis with a higher

auray by extending the length of the data sample, i.e. use of many spetra

instead of one for deonvolution, for example). This is the insuÆieny of the

method and leads to the addition of external onditions whih an ontrol, e.g. the

shape of the solution. The additional onditions are invoked into the minimization

funtional whih ontrols the shape of the solution and the strength of this ontrol

is attributed to a regularization parameter (a Lagrangian multiplier).

5.10 The standard formulation

In brief, the regularization solution to the underdetermined least-squares problem

(n < m) an be obtained as follows (Craig & Brown, 1986). Find the solution p

whih minimizes the funtional of the modi�ed least-squares, or ill-posed problem:

�

2

(p) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ �p

0

Rp (5.47)
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where the residuals are r = y �Ap, the regularization parameter is � > 0, and

R is a symmetri and positively de�nite regularization matrix whih ontrols the

solution depending on the de�nition of the matrix. The equation of the minimum

of the funtional ��

2

(p)=�p = 0 is

A

0

WAp�A

0

Wy + �Rp = 0 (5.48)

where � =

1

2

��

2

. The solution is

p = (A

0

WA+ �R)

�1

�A

0

Wy (5.49)

The standard methods to obtain the solution of the regularized inverse problems is

a normal matrix inversion (Press et al. 1992). The LU or Cholesky deomposition

an be used for the inversion sine the matrix is not singular due to the presene

of the non-zero regularization matrix R.

Several types of the regularization matries an be used. The simplest is the zeroth

order regularizationmatrixR = I, i.e. the produt p

0

Rp = p

0

p is the minimization

of the sum of squares of the solution. The �rst, seond, et. order regularization

matries are minimizing the total square of the �rst, seond, et. derivatives of

the solution, R = H, where H = H

0

1

H

1

or H =H

0

2

H

2

. The matries H

1

and

H

2

are alled the di�erene matries and are given in Press et el. (1992). For

ompleteness, we have them also here.

The �rst di�erene matrix has the following elements:

(H

1

)

(m�1)�m

=

0

B

B

B

�

�1 1 0

�1 1

: : :

�1 1

0 �1 1

1

C

C

C

A

(5.50)

and its quadrati form is a three band-diagonal matrix:

(H

0

1

H

1

)

m�m

=

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

�

1 �1 0

�1 2 �1

�1 2 �1

: : : : : :

�1 2 �1

�1 2 �1

0 �1 1

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

(5.51)

The seond di�erene matrix has the elements:
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(H

2

)

(m�1)�m

=

0

B

B

B

�

�1 2 �1 0

�1 2 �1

: : :

�1 2 �1

0 �1 2 �1

1

C

C

C

A

(5.52)

and its quadrati form is a �ve band-diagonal matrix:

(H

0

2

H

2

)

m�m

=

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

�

1 �2 1 0

�2 5 �4 1

1 �4 6 �4 1

1 �4 6 �4 1

: : : : : :

1 �4 6 �4 1

1 �4 6 �4 1

1 �4 5 �2

0 1 �2 1

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

(5.53)

5.11 Regularized prinipal omponents solution

The regularization method was initially developed to solve the problem of the

matrix inversion in ill-posed problems by means of biasing of its diagonal with a

small amount of positive additive to improve the matrix ondition number and

therefore to avoid its singularity during the inversion.

Similarly, the singularity in the inversion is avoided when the solution is obtained

with the prinipal omponents where the last m � k presumably small singular

values are eliminated or trunated aording to the seleted stopping riteria.

Hene, the redued prinipal omponents an be formulated as the solution to the

minimization problem:

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr subjet to: q

i

= 0 for i = k; k + 1; : : : ;m� 1 (5.54)

i.e. it ats as a uniform ut-o� �lter to the vetor q. The regularization of singular

linear systems stabilizes the solution by ontrolling its smoothness, i.e. it has

�ltering properties.

The solution p of a singular linear system was expressed in terms of the orthog-

onal deomposition of the design matrix. Therefore, we an also formulate and

solve the regularization problem in terms of the prinipal omponents. It has also

an advantage that one the prinipal omponents solution is obtained, it an be

further improved, in terms of smoothness, by means of the regularization. The use
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of di�erent regularization matries and various regularization funtionals allows to

ontrol the smoothness and the shape of the prinipal omponents in a number of

di�erent ways. This results in a number of solutions for the original parameters,

and the hoie of the orret solution has to be done from the spei� formulation

of the minimization problem.

The regularization problem an be formulated as follows: �nd the solution q whih

minimizes the funtional

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ �q

0

Rq; (5.55)

where the same notations are used as before, but the vetor of the residuals is

r = y �Tq. The equation of the minimum of the funtional ��

2

(q)=�q = 0 is

T

0

WTq�T

0

Wy + �Rq = 0; (5.56)

where � =

1

2

��

2

. The equation beomes

(C

2

+ �R)q = C

2

q̂; (5.57)

where the normal prinipal solution is denoted as

q̂ = C

�1

B

0

Vy: (5.58)

The regularized prinipal omponents solution is

q = (C

2

+ �R)

�1

�C

2

q̂; (5.59)

or, in the alternative form

q = (I+ �C

�2

R)

�1

� q̂ (5.60)

as a funtion of the regularization parameters �. The dispersion of the regularized

solution has beome

D (q) = �

2

(C

2

+ �R)

�1

�C

2

� (C

2

+ �R)

�1

: (5.61)

The parameter � an be estimated in the �rst approximation from the equality of

the two omponents of the sum:

� = ��

2

=

trC

2

trR

: (5.62)
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Then, the parameter � should be dereased until

1

�

2

r

0

Wr < Æ; (5.63)

i.e. the weighted sum of the residuals reahes some level Æ. Another method of

hoosing the regularization parameters is the ross-validation method and the L-

urve riterion disussed in Fierro et al. (1997).

The regularized solution of the original parameters is as before

p = Dq: (5.64)

The produt in front of q̂ in Eq. (5.59) an be interpreted as a damping �lter

whih suppresses the noisy omponents of the vetor: the smaller the square of the

singular values in C, the stronger the dumping of the omponents of q̂. The degree

of the suppression depends on the regularization parameter �, and the shape of

the �lter is de�ned with the regularization matrix R. Here we an apply di�erent

regularization matries to q to obtain a lass of various regularized solutions to q,

p, and to the �tting funtion ~y.

5.11.1 Regularization of the prinipal omponents

I Minimum squares of q, i.e. R=I. The solution to the problem is

q = (C

2

+ �I)

�1

�C

2

q̂: (5.65)

Sine the inversion matrix is diagonal, the omponents of the vetor are

q

k

=



2

k



2

k

+ �

� q̂

k

: (5.66)

The �ltering properties of this solution are obvious: the larger the parameter �,

the stronger the suppression of the noise in q̂ as the singular values 

k

! 0 along

with their varianes �

q

k

! 1=�. The varianes of the solution are given by

�

2

q

k

=



2

k

(

2

k

+ �)

2

: (5.67)

Fierro et al. (1997) investigated the �ltering properties of this solution applied to

the problem of total trunated least-squares.

H Maximal smoothness of the solution q, i.e.R=H. The solution to the problem

is
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q = (C

2

+ �H)

�1

�C

2

q̂: (5.68)

At zero singular values 

i

� 0, where i � r = min(n;m), the submatrix of the

inversion matrix beomes singular beause the regularization matrix H itself is

not positively de�nite (i.e. x

0

Hx > 0 is not true for all x, in partiular, it is zero

for the unity vetor x). The solution to q should be found for the vetor and the

inversion matrix trunated to the rank r with zero singular values exluded from

the inversion.

5.11.2 Regularization of the original parameters

The problem is to �nd the solution q whih minimizes the funtional

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ �p

0

Rp =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ �q

0

D

0

RDq; (5.69)

i.e. ontrols the shape and the smoothness of the original parameters. The regu-

larization matrix to q is now D

0

RD and the solution to the problem is

q = (C

2

+ �D

0

RD)

�1

�C

2

q̂: (5.70)

I Minimum squares of p, i.e. R=I. The solution to the problem is

q = (C

2

+ �I)

�1

�C

2

q̂ (5.71)

the same as in Eq. (5.65).

H Maximal smoothness of the solution, i.e. R=H. The solution to the problem

is

q = (C

2

+ �D

0

HD)

�1

�C

2

q̂: (5.72)

5.11.3 Regularization of the �tting funtion

Find q whih ontrols the smoothness of the �t weighted with the varianes of the

observations, i.e. whih minimizes the funtional

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ � (V~y)

0

R (V~y) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ � q

0

�CB

0

RBC � q; (5.73)

where the orthogonal deomposition Eq. (5.24) of the �tting funtion was used.

The regularization matrix to q is CB

0

RBC and the solution to the problem is
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q = (C

2

+ �CB

0

RBC)

�1

�C

2

q̂: (5.74)

I Minimum squares of the �t, R=I, then

q =

1

1 + �

q̂; (5.75)

i.e. saling the prinipal omponents hanges the amplitude of the �t, hene its

total square.

H Maximal smoothness of the �t, i.e. R=H, then

q = (C

2

+ �CB

0

HBC)

�1

�C

2

q̂; (5.76)

or, in a similar form

Cq = (I+ �B

0

HB)

�1

�Cq̂ (5.77)

5.12 Regularized di�erential solution

In the regularization funtionals onsidered so far, the solution was formed in

the arbitrary basis of all possible solutions. In the ase R =H, the solution is

smoothed by minimizing the di�erenes of subsequent pixels and the di�erential

nature of the matrix does not hange the norm of the solution. This is not the

ase for the zeroth-order regularization matrix R = I, whih minimizes the norm

of the solution as the fator � inreases. This limits the appliation of the zeroth-

order regularization to these data whih are around zero, i.e. this regularization

suppresses the wildly osillating solutions around zero by ontrolling their ampli-

tude. On the other hand, the use of the zeroth-order regularization is the most

simple from the omputational point of view, sine it operates with diagonal ma-

tries, and it has the simplest funtional form whih is easy to interpret in order

to understand more omplex problems. One of suh insights is that the zeroth

order regularization impliitly uses the a priori information about the solution

assuming that it should be around zero. This leads us to the inlusion of the a

priori information in a more general funtional whih will seek for the solution

losest to any prede�ned funtion or any other deterministi information about

the solution. The solution obtained with the known a priori information will be

alled the regularized di�erential solution.

This is, on the other hand, the basis for the solution to the pattern reognition

problem where the goodness of the �t is used as a riterion to make the deision.

The regularized di�erential solution is also widely-known as Oam's inversion.
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The English fourteenth entury philosopher William Oam wrote that it is vain

to do with more what an be done with fewer, whih has beome known as Oam's

razor - a fundamental tenet of modern siene: hypotheses should be neither

unneessarily ompliated nor unneessarily numerous (Constable et al. 1987, who

have �rst applied Oam's priniple to the inversion).

The minimization funtional in terms of the orthogonal deomposition is

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ � (q� ~q)

0

R (q� ~q); (5.78)

where ~q is an a priori known funtion. In the absene of the a priori information,

the redued prinipal omponents solution ~q an be used instead as the �rst guess

to the solution. After derivations similar to the ones above, the minimization

equation beomes

C

2

q+ �R(q� ~q) = C

2

q̂ (5.79)

and the solution is given by

q = (C

2

+ �R)

�1

� (C

2

q̂+ �R~q); (5.80)

where q̂ is the prinipal omponents solution as before.

I Let the regularization matrix be of zeroth order R = I. The omponents of the

vetor q beome

q

i

=



2

i

q̂

i

+ �~q

i



2

i

+ �

: (5.81)

One again, the vetor of the redued prinipal omponents solution has the ele-

ments:

~q

i

=

8

<

:

q̂

i

; i = 0; 1; : : : k � 1

0; i = k; k + 1; : : :m

(5.82)

therefore the regularized di�erential solution has the elements

q

i

=

8

>

<

>

:

q̂

i

; i = 0; 1; : : : k � 1



2

i



2

i

+ �

� q̂

i

; i = k; k + 1; : : :m:

(5.83)

That is exatly what we often need in pratie: to keep the real part of the spatial

harmonis of the solution and smooth its noisy tail with the hosen parameter �.

This solution, in turn, does not require an additional inversion of the matrix.
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H In ase we need to determine that solution whose residuals with respet to the

a priori solution are smooth, the regularization matrix of the higher orders should

be used: R = H. The solution beomes

q = (C

2

+ �H)

�1

� (C

2

q̂+ �H~q): (5.84)

The solution should be found for the trunated inversion matrix when 

i

> 0 as it

was disussed for Eq. (5.68).

Similar is the ase when the redued prinipal omponents solution in the original

parameters spae ~p = D~q is used as the a priori information:

�

2

(q) =

1

�

2

r

0

Wr+ � (p� ~p)

0

R (p� ~p); (5.85)

whih has the solution given by

q = (C

2

+ �D

0

RD)

�1

� (C

2

q̂+ �D

0

RD~q): (5.86)

In the ase R = I, the solution is the same as in Eq. (5.83), and for R =H it is

obtained by straightforward substitution of the regularization matrix.

5.13 Astronomial example

In this setion we give an example of the deonvolution applied to real observations.

We use the solar spetrum whih was used in Se. 2.1 for the omparison with the

FTS solar spetrum onvolved with the instrumental pro�le. Here, we use the

same spetrum obtained with the high resolution 1st amera and the measured

HeNe laser instrumental pro�le for deonvolution and ompare it with the original

FTS spetrum.

The proess of deonvolution is demonstrated with a number of �gures. The

weighted design matrix of the onvolution model Eq. (5.18) is onstruted from

the o�set instrumental pro�le and the sampling matrix with the sampling rate

r = 1, and is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The result of its SVD fatorization (Eq. (5.23)) is shown in Fig. 5.2 where the two

matries B and D are given. One an see from the images that the orthogonal

funtions in the olumns of the matries have rather di�erent spatial frequenies

from the left to the right. The vetor of singular values C is given in Fig. 5.1. The

solution of the least-squares problem results in the vetor of the prinipal ompo-

nents q (Eq. (5.29)), whih is plotted in Fig. 5.3. The best solution was seleted,

in this partiular study ase, from the plot of �

2

�

(Fig. 5.3), whih desribes the

mismath error of the �t. The number k = 450 of the �rst signi�ant prinipal
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Figure 5.1: The image of the weighted design matrixVA and the vetor of singular

values of the diagonal of C in log sale.

omponents was seleted where �

2

�

= 1, and all other omponents were set to

zero. The partiular solution in the original parameter spae (the deonvolved

spetrum) is obtained by using Eq. (5.30) and shown in Fig. 5.5. The ovariane

matrix for the seleted solution is shown in Fig. 5.4, whih gives us the degree of

orrelation between neighbouring pixels of the solution.

To ensure that the seleted solution is indeed the best, we reate an image (Fig. 5.4)

of the family of solutions, where the deonvolved spetra are given in eah row;

the number of the redued prinipal omponents inreases from top to bottom.

We see that the inlusion of the �rst few tens of the prinipal omponents gives a

rough estimate of the spetrum, the further down the more details are reprodued,

and towards the end the noise magni�ation ours.

The deonvolved spetrum shown in Fig. 5.5 is overplotted with the FTS spetrum.

The di�erene spetrum reveals a quite good agreement between the spetra.
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Figure 5.2: The image of the orthogonal matries B and D of the weighted design

matrix VA.
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= 1.
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Figure 5.4: The image ontaining all prinipal solutions and the ovariane matrix

of the seleted solution.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the deonvolved spetrum and the FTS solar spe-

trum. The di�erene between the spetra is shown at the bottom. The rms of the

di�erene is 0.4%.
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Chapter 6

Line pro�le variations of the

binary star � And

6.1 Introdution

� And (HR 15, HD 358) is a well-known peuliar bright double-lined binary sys-

tem whih has a merury-magnesium primary omponent (B8 IVpMnHg). The

primary omponent is the hottest (T

e�

=13800K) star among its lass and shows

abundanes of Mn, Hg, P, and Ga whih are 4{5 orders of magnitude higher than

in the Sun (Ryabhikova et al. 1999). The spetral variability of the line pro�les

has been known for a long time. Rakos et al. (1981) reported the detetion of

variations in the UV Si ii line pro�les (1100{1300

�

A) with a period of around 3

h

based on Copernius observations. The variations of the ontinuum level in the

lineless 3431

�

A region show a period of 23

h

. The presene of suh di�erent vari-

ations ompliates the explanation of the abundane anomalies by di�usion. In

this study, we onentrate on the pro�le variability of the Hg ii 3984

�

A line whih

was earlier suspeted to show some variations (Ryabhikova et al. 1999). The ob-

servations and subsequent analysis yield that the line indeed shows variations of

its shape modulated by the stellar rotation, and the most plausible explanation is

the presene of two strong Hg spots on the stellar surfae.

6.2 Observations and data redution

The observations of � And were obtained with the SOFIN spetrograph at the

2.56m Nordi Optial Telesope (NOT) at Roque de los Muhahos Observatory,

La Palma, Spain. A total number of 68 observations was obtained during 21 nights

111
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in May, June, August, September, Otober, and November 1999 overing a time

span of 180 days. The entrane slit width was set to 82�m (0:

00

6 on the sky) pro-

viding the resolution element of 2 pixels FWHM and the resolving power of 80 000

at the spetral setting entred on 3984

�

A at order number 57. The spetra were

reorded with an Astromed-3200 CCD amera providing a spetral overage of 10

�ehelle orders (51{60) of about 30

�

A in length from 3766

�

A to 4450

�

A. Exposure

time varied from 1 to 10 min depending on the seeing onditions, the signal-to-

noise ratio ahieved ranges from 80 to 350. Typially, one to three observations

were made per night, within the time span of 2{3 hours given the unknown peri-

odiity of the Hg ii 3984

�

A line on short (hours) and long (days) time-sales. Eah

observation omprises one to three individual exposures to avoid possible CCD

overow in the reddest spetral orders.

The spetra were redued with the 4A pakage. This involved standard proedures

of bias subtration, estimate of the variane of the ux, master at �eld orre-

tion, sattered light subtration with the aid of 2D-smoothing splines, spetral

order de�nition, and weighted integration of the ux with osmi spikes elimina-

tion. The wavelength alibration was done with the use of a ThAr omparison

spetrum, eah of them taken before and after eah individual objet exposure to

eliminate any temporal hanges in the spetrograph during an exposure. The wave-

length solution inorporates Gaussian-entred positions, wavelength, and time of

all deteted spetral lines from the two images braketing the stellar image. The

wavelength for every pixel in the stellar spetrum is alulated for the time of its

mid-exposure. The orretions of the spetra for the vignetting funtion and for

the Earth's orbital motion onstitute the �nal steps.

6.3 Radial veloity measurements

The Hg ii 3984

�

A line shows variations of the line pro�le superimposed on the or-

bital motion of the primary stellar omponent due to the seondary. Hene, to re-

move the stellar radial veloity, we used relative measurements of the veloity with

respet to the mean of the three neighbouring spetral orders 53 (4264{4294

�

A),

54 (4185{4214

�

A), and 55 (4109{4138

�

A). The three orders show no onspiuous

trae of the seondary stellar omponent. A ross-orrelation tehnique was used

to measure the veloity of eah individual spetrum with respet to the mean with

the veloity error determination involving varianes of the pixel uxes and the

urvature of the ross-orrelation peak. A polynomial of 4th degree was used to

determine the entre and the urvature. Depending on the spetral order and the

signal aumulated, the typial error is about 100{400m s

�1

.

The parameters of the orbit was prevously published by Pan et al. (1992), Tomkin

et al. (1995), and Ryabhikova et al. (1999). A Keplerian orbital �t (Ilyin 2000)

to our measurements of the primary omponent is shown in Fig. 6.1 and the pa-

rameters obtained are given in Tab. 6.1. The limited time span of the observations
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Table 6.1: The set of the orbital parameters of the Keplerian �t. The moments of

time are given as HJD.
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Figure 6.1: The orbital solution to the relative radial veloities of the primary

omponent.

did not allow for an improvement of the period ompared to that obtained by

the other authors. The radial veloity of the order number 57 ontaining the line

Hg ii 3984

�

A was removed by using the orbital �t.

6.4 The period of the line pro�le variations

The line of interest, Hg ii 3984

�

A, shows remarkable hanges of its shape from

night to night. In order to understand the behaviour of the proess, we �rst

investigated the periodogram of the line pro�le for eah wavelength (pixel) of the

pro�le. A Lomb-Sargle periodogram (Press et al. 1992) was alulated for an

image of spetra resampled to the same stepsize in wavelengths, separately for
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Figure 6.2: The gray-sale image of the periodogram of the Hg ii 3984

�

A line pro-

�le variations. The vertial axis units are frequenies in d

�1

. The maximum

orresponding to the rotational period 2:

d

38 is at 0:42 d

�1

.

eah pixel. The periodogram image is shown in Fig. 6.2 and a sample of one

olumn is given in Fig. 6.3. As we see from Fig. 6.3, the maximum is at 0:42 d

�1

whih orresponds to 2:

d

38. This frequeny is persistent over the whole line pro�le

in Fig. 6.2, unlike the other peaks whih are present only in parts of the pro�le.

The assoiated window funtion of the observations is shown in Fig. 6.4, whih

peaks at the one day frequeny.

The period an also be justi�ed beause it is very lose to the rotational period of

the main omponent of � And from the following onsiderations. Pan et al. (1992)

derived the inlination of the orbit of i = 105:

Æ

66�0:

Æ

22; Ryabhikova et al. (1999)

estimated v sin i = 52kms

�1

, and the stellar radius was estimated by Shallis et

al. (1995) to R = 2:7R

�

. Given the parameters, the estimate for the rotational

period is P

rot

= 2:

d

53� 0:

d

05 taking into aount the error in the inlination and

assuming that the error in the rotational veloity is 1 km s

�1

.

To re�ne the period of the line pro�le variations estimated from the periodogram,

we ould use a ross-orrelation of the individual pro�les with respet to the mean

spetrum and �t a model to the resulting hanges (e.g. RVs). The disadvantage

of this approah is that the ross-orrelation tehnique assumes a similarity of

the spetra being used whih is not the ase for this pro�le. Instead, we used a

non-linear least-squares �t of a single period to all wavelength pixels of the pro�le

versus time allowing to vary the o�set, amplitude, and phase shifts along the line

pro�le
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Figure 6.3: The periodogram of the line pro�le at � 3983.5
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Figure 6.4: The window funtion of the observations alulated for an extended

range of frequenies.
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y

ik

= b

i

+ a

i

os 2�

�

t

k

p

+ �

i

�

where y

ik

is the image of spetra versus time t

k

, k = 1; 2; : : :N , and wavelength

i = 1; 2; : : :M . The free parameters along the pro�le are the o�set (bias) b

i

,

the amplitude of variations a

i

, and phase shifts �

i

, as well as the period of the

variations p. The Levenberg-Marquardt method (Press et al. 1992) was used to

�nd the parameters; the initial guesses for b

i

, a

i

, and �

i

were obtained from a

linear least-squares solution for the period estimated from the periodogram

The period found by using this model is P = 2:

d

38257�0:00024 with the goodness

of �t values rms=0.0081 and �

2

�

= 3:15. The hange of the bias, amplitude, and

phase is shown in Fig. 6.5 together with their error bars. The image shows the

pro�le phased with t

k

=p+ �

i

. Clearly, two features separated by half a period at

phases 0.3 and 0.8 are present. A more onvenient image is shown in Fig. 6.6 where

no phase shift was applied. The seond, smaller feature is not so well shaped as

ompared to the other one, beause the observations are not very dense at phases

0.6{0.8. The average within every 0.1 phase bin of the line pro�le is also shown in

Fig. 6.7.

The time sale of the variability modulated by the stellar rotation and the di�erent

strengths of the two features rule out the hypothesis of non-radial pulsations for

the star. The expeted time sale of non-radial pulsations for this star ould be

about 10{20 hours as it is for the stars of similar type and spetral lass. The

most plausible interpretation, hene, is the presene of two Hgii pathes separated

by 180

Æ

in longitude. Aording to the slope in the phase diagram, the latitudes

of the two spots are almost the same.

The model ould not ompletely desribe the variability of the line pro�le, espe-

ially in the ase of two spots. The spot on�guration and their geometry should

be inluded. The inonsisteny of the model is indiated by the exess of �

2

�

.

Indeed, the model, aimed to �nd the period, is the simplest model one an apply

without involving any stellar spot geometry on�guration.

6.5 Variability of other spetral lines

To hek whether spetral lines in other spetral regions of the �ehelle image show

variability, we analyzed a variane spetrum for eah spetral order with the orbital

motion of the primary omponent removed. The result is shown in Fig. 6.8: the

weighted average of the order is shown at the top of eah panel and the spetrum

of the standard deviation (magni�ed by a fator of 100) is at the bottom. No

strong variations as muh as in Hg ii 3984

�

A is seen. The exess variane at 4200,

4045, and 3849

�

A was analyzed with the Lomb-Sargle periodogram as above. The

most signi�ant peaks at these regions are very lose to the orbital period 96:

d

8
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Figure 6.5: The image shows a phase diagram where the drift of the features

in wavelength with phase is removed. The plots below are the intensity level,

amplitude, and the phase shifts of the �t to the line pro�le.
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Figure 6.6: The line pro�le phased with the rotational period.
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Figure 6.7: The individual spetra averaged in bins of the rotational phase 0:0�

0:1; 0:1 � 0:2; : : : ; 0:9 � 1:0. The phase inreases from top to bottom with the

displaement 0.05 in intensities between spetra.
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of the binary system, hene, these features, most likely, belong to the seondary

omponent.
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Figure 6.8: The averaged line pro�les and the variane spetrum�100 for the

�ehelle orders 52 { 60 left to right and top to bottom. The orders 57, 59, and 60

are trunated to avoid strong Hydrogen lines.



Appendix A

Redution of SOFIN CCD

�ehelle spetra: a user guide

A.1 Introdution

Unlike many other data redution pakages used in astronomy, where most of the

proedures are built into a few integrated tasks, the 4A data redution onsists

of a number of elementary steps. This approah is more exible, it gives a better

feeling for the data, but makes the whole proedure more omplex.

In this hapter the desription of the data redution sequene is given from the

point of view of a user, who is familiar to work with 4A. The detailed desription of

the 4A failities is given in the "Referene Guide for 4A". The present user's guide

gives the expliit ommands in the normal sequene of �ehelle spetra redution.

The numerial parameters given in the guide are typial for SOFIN spetra but

should be always adjusted for the partiular set of data.

A.2 The essential steps of the data redution

1. Removal of the eletroni bias from the CCD images.

2. Variane estimation.

3. Corretion for the master at �eld.

4. Evaluation and removal of the sattered light surfae from the images.

5. De�nition of the spetral orders.

121
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6. Weighted extration of the spetral orders.

7. Corretion of the objet spetra for the vignetting funtion.

8. Bakground subtration from the omparison spetrum images and spetral

order extration.

9. Wavelength alibration based on omparison and telluri lines.

10. Transformation of the objet spetra into the wavelength sale.

11. The helioentri and radial veloity transformations of the wavelength sale.

12. The ontinuum normalization of the objet spetra.

A.3 Removal of the CCD bias

Oversan seletion

For the objet and at �eld images use the oversan in olumns at the bottom of

the image, and for the saturated omparison spetra (espeially in ase of the 3rd

amera images) use the oversan in rows on the right of the image. Display the

image and position the marker box to the oversan area. Move the box to exlude

the �rst 1{3 CCD edge pixels (they may reate a problem later during �ltration).

Create a new reord in the list of regions (Proess menu): the extration funtion

should be avrols for the oversan in olumns, and avrrows for the oversan

in rows. The template for the �le name is d00000.bss or similar (Fig. A.1).

Ensure that the reord in the list is highlighted (and none of the others). Mark

the images and extrat the averaged biases (FITS/Extrat regions). Repeat the

region seletion and the extration for the images with the oversan in rows in

neessary.

Bias smoothing

Smooth the averaged biases with a trimmed mean �lter with the window parame-

ters 33-5-5 (the window length is 33, and the highest/lowest 5 pixels are rejeted).

In ase of apparent fringes in the bias (whih is due to eletrial interferene on

the CCD), use a �lter with the smaller window size (11-3-3 for instane), or a

Gaussian �lter with the window length 3. Ensure that osmi spikes do not a�et

the �ltration.
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Bias subtration

Mark the smoothed biases and subtrat them from the marked images (Redution/Bias

removal), where the option olumn applies to the oversan in olumns. The re-

sulting images will have the extensions .ol and .row, respetively. Chek that

the averaged level in the oversan area of the subtrated images is around zero

by inspeting the averaged ross-ut or making a histogram. Move the original

images to the trash an (usually a DUMP subdiretory in the working diretory).

Figure A.1: Left: An image with the seleted oversan area in the CCD olumns

shown as the marker box. The position of the box is given in the highlighted

reord of the opened list of regions. Right: An averaged bias olumn ontaining

a jump in it due to CCD eletronis stabilization problem is shown. A trimmed

mean �lter is used to eliminate the readout noise and preserve the variations. The

smoothed bias is subtrated from every olumn of the original image.

Trimming the images

Selet an area with the marker box whih is the same for all images: the region

should exlude the two oversans and the �rst few edge pixels in olumns and rows

whih are usually bad. Create a reord in the list of regions with the template

�le name ext00000.* and the extration funtion Subimage. Unmark the bias

reords. Mark the debiased images and extrat the subimages. Move the original

images .ol and .row out of the working diretory.

Estimation of the photon noise

Mark all debiased, trimmed images in the database and start the estimation of the

photon noise ommand in Proess/Varianes. This operation will not hange

the image name but it hanges its size. The number of dimensions of the images
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is inreased by one, and the third dimension is used to store the estimated vari-

anes. Chek that the error bars appear in a ross-ut of the image when hanging

the plotting mode or by plotting the varianes (Saling menu). The proedure

requires two FITS reords to be present: GAIN is the CCD gain fator in e

�

=ADU

and RON is the readout noise in ADU. These reords should be added to the FITS

header, if not present.

A.4 Flat �eld orretion

Master at �eld normalization

The easiest way to alulate the trend in the master at �eld is to use a trimmed

mean �lter with the window parameters 41-11-11. Unfortunately, for some dark

pixels and dust partiles the smoothed funtion may follow these features. Use

a weighted spline with the smoothing fator ranging from 0.05 to 0.0001 and

the rejetion level �40. In the partiular ase of amera 3 the parameters are

�80/0.001. Take the ratio between the original and smoothed images. If the

normalized image is still disturbed in the areas around the dark pixels, then the

pixels should to be masked out in the original image.

An alternative way to mask out the dark and sharp features is to use the lipping

faility in Proess/Varianes: smooth the master at with a median �lter of

40{50 rows in length, sort the database, so that the original and smoothed reords

appear together, and lip the pixels whih deviate from the median more than

40�.

Division by the master at

Mark the objet and night at �eld images and divide them by the master at

whih reates .dvd �les by default. Chek the noise redution: take a ross-

ut of one olumn in the night at �eld before and after the division. Calulate

statistial parameters in a at region of the spetrum: the Stdev/Mean ratio gives

the measured signal/noise ratio. In ase there is no suh at part in the spetrum,

then smooth the spetrum by a spline, take the ratio, and measure the variane.

The estimated signal/noise should be the same as the expeted one, whih is

obtained by displaying the signal/noise spetrum (Saling/PlotSNR). Move the

original images .ol and the master ats out of the working diretory.
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Figure A.2: Left: A olumn of the master at �eld smoothed by a spline with the

fator 0.01. In order to avoid sharp features, the sigma-lipping parameter is set

to 40, hene the pixels deviating more than 40� of the photon noise are rejeted,

whih is, in this partiular ase, approximately the level of the CCD pixel-to-pixel

noise. The lipped pixels are shown in gray. Right: The master at �eld image

after the normalization. The dark features are well preserved during the spline

smoothing. The signal-to-noise ratio of the image is about 1100.

A.5 Sattered light removal

The sattered light surfae is alulated in two steps: the surfae of the interior

of the spetral orders is approximated using a weighted spline in the lip-and-�t

mode along rows, then the resulting surfae is smoothed by a spline in olumns.

1st amera. Smoothing in rows is done by a weighted spline with the smoothing

fator 600 and the lipping parameters 2 (above) and 0 (below). The image

extension ould be set to .pol. Smoothing in olumns is done with an

unweighted spline of fator 600. The resulting image extension is .bgn.

2nd amera. Use a weighted spline in rows with the smoothing fator 10 and

the lipping parameters 2 (above) and 0 (below). Use an unweighted spline

in olumns with the fator 1000.

3rd amera. Use a weighted spline in rows with the smoothing fator 1 and the

lipping parameters 2 (above) and 0 (below) and an unweighted spline in

olumns with the fator 10.

A sometimes diÆult problem for images of the 3rd amera is the undersampling

e�et in ross-dispersion whih produes onspiuous ripples in the sattered light

images in the dispersion diretion. Subtration of suh a surfae introdues the

ripples into the stellar spetra. By using larger smoothing fators the ripples an

be redued, however, the sattered light level ould still be overestimated.
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Figure A.3: Left: Derease of the noise in the same olumn of the night at �eld

image before (upper, 6%) and after (lower, 0.6%) the master at division. The

olumns are normalized to their trends. The amplitude of the high frequeny

spatial noise of the CCD used for the 2nd amera is about 6% rms and is onstant

for any illumination levels. The inrease of the noise at the lower right is due to

the lower light intensity level. Right: Chek of the signal/noise ratio onsisteny

by using the same single at �eld olumn after the master at orretion. The

plot shows the expeted signal/noise ratio along the olumn (obtained with the

Alt-N ommand in Saling/Plot SNR). The opened statistial window gives a

similar signal/noise (about 150) alulated for the seleted region of the marker

box. The shape of the signal/noise plot reets the shape of the trend removed

from the olumn and is due to order urvature.

In ase the sattered light surfae is disturbed by bad pixels in the original image,

they an be masked out by lipping around a median image (�ltered with window

length 60 rows) with the lipping levels 100 (above) and 5 (below).

In the ase when the ripples on the bakground are present due to eletrial in-

terferene on the CCD, hoose a small fator of the smoothing spline of the order

of 1{5. This will allow to remove the wavy pattern from the image during the

bakground subtration.

Sort the database by �le names and extensions and subtrat the sattered light

surfaes from the original images by using the pair operation ommand. The result

should look like the left image in (Fig. A.4). The at �eld orreted images .dvd

and the bakground images an be moved out of the working diretory.
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Figure A.4: Left: An image prior to the sattered light orretion. A struture is

seen between the spetral orders. Right: The sattered light surfae of the image in

the previous piture. The surfae was obtained by approximation of the interorder

gaps by a spline with the smoothing fator 10 and the rejetion of pixels above

2� along eah row of the image in ross-dispersion. Then, the resulting image was

smoothed along eah olumn in the dispersion diretion with an unweighted spline

of the fator 100.

A.6 De�nition of spetral orders

Order detetion

Two parameters an be hanged for the detetion proedure: the median �lter

length and the detetion probability. A �lter length of 5 pixels is suÆient for

most of the images; the more osmi partiles in the image the longer the �lter.

The detetion probability should be 100% for the short 3rd amera and 1{10%

for the others. The parameter an be as small as 10

�20

in order to eliminate the

detetion of spurious spetral order-like features in the interorder gaps in the blue.

Mark the sattered light subtrated images and run the detetion of orders pro-

gram. The order de�nition polynomials are stored in separate binary (non-FITS)

�les with the extension .spp.

Order assignment

Displaying image by image, give the orret �ehelle order numbers to the spetral

orders deteted (Fig. A.6). For the 2nd amera the order numbers are inreasing

downwards (blue is at the bottom of the image) and the order number whih is set

in the program should be positive. For the 1st and 3rd ameras the order numbers

are dereasing downwards (red is at the bottom of the image), therefore, the order

number should be negative.
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The order number an be identi�ed from a known feature (H�, for instane) and

retrieved from the foal plane map program. If there is no suh feature, the

orresponding spetral order in the omparison spetrum an be identi�ed (see

wavelength identi�ation, Se. A.9.1) and the wavelength interval ompared to the

model of the foal plane.

If a number of images are very similar to eah other (the same amera, the same

spetral setting, and the spetral orders are approximately at the same positions

during monitoring observations), the order assignment an be done with a single

ommand. Firstly, give the order number to the �rst image, mark all images of

the same kind, and seondly, run the Redution/Count orders ommand from

the database of images. The program will ask to point to the �rst referene image.

Press Enter to start the proedure to enumerate the �ehelle order numbers for

the marked images. Inspet the last images to ensure that the order numbers are

orret (in ase of a shift in the ross-dispersion).

A.7 Optimal extration of spetra

Parameter adjustment

Chek whether the default parameters are suitable for the images being proessed.

For a single objet image run the weighted extration with the spline smoothing

parameter 0, whih reates the unsmoothed version of the spatial pro�le image

(.sp). Take a ross-ut of a olumn and hek at what smoothing fator the spline

�ts the data. Use a weighted spline �t without lipping (both values are reset to

zero). The higher the fator the less exibility for the spline to �t small urvatures.

The default parameters for the smoothing fators are 10

9

for the 1st amera images,

10

8

for the 2nd, and 10

6

for the 3rd. The median �lter length an be around 11

and the threshold is 3.

Inspetion of the images

Mark the objet and night at �eld images and run the extration proedure. It

will reate two new images for every original one. The �rst image ontains the

spatial pro�les (.sp), whih an be inspeted and deleted. The extrated spetra

and their varianes are paked into one image with the olumn number equal to

the order number (Fig. A.6). The osmi spikes deteted an be inspeted in the

original images: the hits are masked by hanging the signs of their varianes. The

original images should all be inspeted by displaying them with the Marker/Masked

pixels swithed on.

The sattered light subtrated images .sub an be moved out of the working

diretory.
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Figure A.5: Left: A olumn of the raw spatial pro�le of the image. A smoothing

spline of fator 10

9

is used to obtain the �ltered image of the spatial pro�le for

the optimal extration. Right: A smoothed spatial pro�le image with pathes on

it whih are rejeted from the spline approximation.

A.8 Correting the shape of the spetra

Smoothing at �elds

Use a weighted spline with a smoothing fator 0.1 and possibly no lipping to

smooth the images of the at �eld paked spetra olumn by olumn (whih are

now the spetral orders). Any appearane of interferene waves in the smoothed

orders should be arefully inspeted and ompared with the orresponding spetra

of the objet. If the amplitude and phase of the waves are the same, then the

interferene an be removed from the objet spetra. Otherwise, the e�et an be

enhaned several times. In this ase, any interferene appearane in the at �eld

spetra should be smoothed out by the spline approximation.

Normalize to the mean

In order to keep a similar number of ADUs in the objet spetra, the smoothed at

�elds an be approximated by a polynomial of zeroth degree in olumns taking the

ratio. The number of ADUs in the bluest orders of 3rd amera images is usually

very low, whih leads to singularities after the normalization. These orders an be

pathed by 1.

Reshaping the spetra

Mark the orresponding paked objet images and divide them by the normalized

at �elds. Chek that the objet spetra beome attened (Fig. A.7). This is often
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Figure A.6: Left: The image with the sattered light subtrated and used for the

optimal extration. After the extration the deteted osmi spikes are marked on

the image and seen as red pathes after entering the mode Alt-F6. The amount

of deteted spikes is ontrolled by the sigma-lipping parameter of the optimal

extration algorithm. The urves of the loated orders are shown. The bottom

status bar indiates the �ehelle order numbers resulting after the orders assign-

ment: the small marker box (in the third order from the bottom) indiates the

position of the order number 38. Right: The image of the paked spetral orders

after the optimal extration.

not the ase for 3rd amera spetra due to possible di�erenes in the shapes of the

objet and at �eld spetra. Remove all at �elds and the original objet images

from the working diretory.

A.9 Wavelength alibration

Bakground removal

Mark all omparison spetrum images and apply a median �lter with a window

length of about 33 rows over one olumn and take the di�erene. This will reate

new images with the median bakground subtrated on a olumn by olumn basis.

Delete the median images .med and move or delete the original images.

The other way to remove the bakground is to use a smoothing spline in the lip-

and-�t weighted mode. One set of typial parameters are: the smoothing fator

is 1, lip above is 2, and below is 10 (to avoid old pixels due to overexposed om-

parison lines). Fit the images in olumns and take the di�erene. This proedure

works muh slower that the median �ltration, but gives a more smooth solution.

The important advantage is that the median may slightly disturb the entral po-

sition of a blend of lines whih is wider than the �lter length. On the other hand,
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Figure A.7: Left: Two spetra are shown before and after the division by the

night at �eld whih results in reshaping of the ontinuum. Right: An image of

the paked spetral orders of the omparison spetrum image.

the smoothing spline may be sensitive to the lipping parameters in ertain ases

of line on�guration, e.g. broad overexposed features, many old pixels, et. The

remedy is to mask out these features by using a median �lter and then to use

the spline to �t and subtrat the bakground. In the ase of using the spline

approximation, the images with the subtrated bakground should be unmasked

(Proess/Varianes/Absolute varianes) prior to any further operations.

Order tuning

The spetral orders for the omparison spetrum image should be taken from

the nearest objet or at �eld images (Redution/Orders assignment). The

orders of these images may not be at the same positions as these of the ompari-

son image. To align the orders to the atual position of the ross-pro�le, use the

Redution/Orders tuning ommand whih works with marked images. For a sin-

gle image the order tuning an be done from the imager program (Proess/Orders

tuning) with the input parameter whih gives the initial o�set of the orders in

the ross-dispersion diretion. For small o�sets the parameter is zero. Run the

proedure and hek that the polynomial urves are adjusted to the entre of the

spetral orders. The parameter equal to the distane between two adjaent orders

in pixels will o�set the polynomial urves down to the next spetral order. The

atual o�set of the urves is displayed in the bottom status bar.

In many ases, the strong overexposed spetral lines may disturb the order tuning

proedure. The areas around strong lines an be masked out to be exluded from

the �t: use the Saling/Mask region ommand for individual images, or for a

number of images it an be done from the list of regions: selet the areas and use

the funtion MaskRegion. Run the ommand FITS/Extrat regions from the
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database of images to mask out the seleted areas of the marked images.

After the run, add two FITS reords reated by the program to the database:

CROFFS is the o�set of the spetral orders in ross-dispersion diretion and ECROFFS

is its error. Chek that the orders in those images with large o�sets are aligned

orretly and their order numbering remains the same as in other images.

A.9.1 The wavelength solution of the omparison spetrum

Wavelength identi�ation

For the �rst omparison spetrum in a series, do the standard extration whih re-

ates an image of the paked spetral orders (Fig. A.7). Unpak the image to reate

a separate spetrum for eah spetral order. Selet an order with a known wave-

length range and run the spetral line parameters program (Redution/Spetral

lines/Line parameters).

Loate the positions of spetral lines given so that at this stage the strongest lines

should be seleted for identi�ation purposes. The loation is simply done by

putting the horizontal line of the graphial marker at the top of the bakground

noise level and pressing Enter. All lines above the level will be deteted and

Gaussian pro�les �tted to their pro�les. The parameter given in Graph/Gaussian

zero spei�es the ontinuum level of the Gaussians. If the spetrum is used for

the �rst time, the parameter is alulated as the median of the spetrum.

Selet the atalogue of ThAr spetral lines named tharkpno.at. Run the wave-

length identi�ation (Table/Searh in atalog) by speifying the possible range

of wavelengths for the blue end of the spetrum and the range of possible lengths

of the order. The program gives a number of di�erent identi�ation hoies: selet

the one with the maximal number of lines inluded. Selet the PosWav funtion

and make a �t. Exlude the most deviating points: use the Ins ommand to

exlude a single line from the table, Ctrl-Ins to exlude a group of lines whose

deviates are within the marker box positioned in the plot of residuals from the �t,

or Alt-E to exlude a group of lines whose deviates are outside the marker box.

If the identi�ation is wrong for all hoies, i.e. the rms is too large everywhere,

repeat the whole proedure with a redued amount of lines inluded (delete all

lines in the table, repeat the line loating with a raised level, so that only the

strongest lines are seleted).

A larger number of identi�ed lines may result if the atalogue is hanged to

tharpen.at. The wavelengths in the table are updated from the previous searh

by the ommand pikup from atalogue.

Make the �t and remove deviating points. The rms should be around 1{10 m

�

A.

Run the Adjaent orders ommand to alulate approximate dispersion urves

for all adjaent orders of the image.
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Run the line parameters program for every order in that image to loate the posi-

tions of spetral lines, and to pik up the wavelengths from the atalogue. Make

the �t and exlude the most deviating points (this an be also done later during

the global �t). The parameters of the spetral lines inluding their wavelengths

are stored in separate binary (non-FITS) �les for eah spetral order with the

extension .slp.

Figure A.8: Left: The omparison lines loation window ommands. The bak-

ground level is set to zero, the horizontal marker box is positioned above the noise

and used to loate all the lines above it. The wavelengths of the lines loated are

piked up from the atalogue of ThAr lines aording to the dispersion polynomials

obtained from another order. Right: The initial step to �nd the wavelength of the

lines loated. Give the approximate wavelength range of the blue (left) end of the

spetrum and its length, obtained from the foal plane model of the spetrograph.

A number of solutions is shown. The two solutions whih have the same initial

wavelength and most of the lines inluded (�eld Num) are the orret solutions.

Wavelength solution

Run the ArLamp solution ommand on the paked omparison spetrum image

with the wavelengths identi�ed. It displays the global �t in two projetions: along

the entral row and along the dispersion diretion in wavelengths saled to some

referene order number. The default value for this order number is 40. Remove

the most deviating points with the marker box. For a single omparison image,

typial degrees (along time � olumns � wavelengths), rms, and the �t error for

the image entre are (the units are m s

�1

):
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Camera Degrees rms FitErr

1st 0� 1� 3 70 10

2nd 0� 2� 4 120 15

3rd 0� 1� 4 600 35

Figure A.9: Left: Two omparison spetra images, taken before and after the

stellar exposure, are merged into the global �t. The e�et of the drift of the line

positions is seen. Right: The same as in the previous piture after the �t versus

time is performed. The polynomial dispersion degree aross the rows is 3, the

divergene degree aross the olumns is 1, and in time it is 1 sine only two images

are involved.

Multiple wavelength identi�ation

After the wavelength sale is established for a single referene omparison image,

the wavelength sale an be established for all other images of the same spetral

region and amera. Mark the images, run the Coalign spetra ommand, and

point to the referene omparison spetrum. The parameter p spei�ed in the

menu ommand is the searh interval (�p) of the ross-orrelation range whih is

used to de�ne the shift between the spetra.

When the proedure has sueeded, unmark all reords seleted, and run the

omparison spetrum wavelength solution for eah image to inspet the �t and to

remove the most deviating points. The proedure reates a binary (non-FITS) �le

of the dispersion oeÆients with the extension .was.

Multiple wavelength solutions

In order to exlude any e�ets related to the instability of the spetrograph, two or

more omparison spetrum images whih were taken before and after the objet
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exposure an be ombined into one wavelength solution. Mark the images and

run the program. Inrease the time degree in the �t. Combination of two images

should improve the rms of the �t by a fator

p

2. The dispersion oeÆients for

multiple omparison spetra are stored with the name of the �rst image.

Transformation into wavelength sale

At this stage the objet spetra an be transformed into the wavelength sale if

the telluri orretion will not be applied. The wavelength sale ommand asks

for the omparison image and the objet image. The objet spetra (orders) are

transformed into the wavelength sale and stored as separate �les.

A.9.2 The telluri wavelength solution

Creation of the telluri image

Mark the objet images and apply a weighted spline with the smoothing fator

0.001 or so and the lipping fators 2 (below) and 0 (above) with taking the

di�erene. The �le extension for the di�erene ould be .atm. The image with the

di�erene should ontain mostly the sharp telluri lines while the broader stellar

lines are �ltered out (see Fig. A.10).

Figure A.10: Left: A spetral order with the telluri lines. The smoothness of the

spline is adjusted to �lter the stellar lines out and leave the sharp telluri features.

The di�erene of the two onstitutes the telluri image. Right: The telluri image

of the paked spetral orders after most of the stellar lines were �ltered out.
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Figure A.11: Left: The telluri line identi�ation menu. The seleted images

.atm, the atalogue spei�ed, the ontinuum level, and the maximal FWHM of

the lines to be seleted are shown. Right: A fragment of the unpaked spetral

order ontaining the identi�ed telluri lines for the image. The same result an be

obtained in order-by-order basis with use of the Mark/Reloate lines ommand

as shown in the open menu.

Dispersion polynomials

In order to make the identi�ation of the telluri lines possible, one should know

the wavelength sale of the telluri images. Then, the program an guess the

wavelength of the deteted feature and �nd its exat wavelength from the atalogue

of the telluri lines. The dispersion polynomials for eah order and every telluri

image have to be generated. Resort the database of images, so that they are

in order of time. The omparison spetrum images should have the wavelength

solution at the time. Run the Redution/Dispersion polynomials ommand.

In the bottom prompt line it will be indiated what to enter: �rst, it asks to

point to the omparison spetrum, then to the telluri image. One it is done,

the program alulates the polynomials for every order of the image (binary non-

FITF �les with the extension .fps). Then enter the next pair of images. To exit

from the yle, press Es. In ase there are many telluri images and a single

omparison spetrum, the proedure an be done faster by marking these images

and entering only the omparison image.

Identi�ation of the telluri lines

Open the menu of Redution/Telluri lines and speify the atalog whih

should be tellkpno.at: a atalog of the telluri lines derived from the Solar

Photographial Atlas. Speify the bakground level: the intensity of the ontin-

uum. In ase the di�erene was taken, the ontinuum level is zero, in ase of
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normalization, it is one. Speify the maximal width of the telluri lines: the pro-

gram will rejet all hoies where the identi�ed line is broader than the spei�ed

limit. The value depends on the resolving power and a good hoie is 2{6 pixels

FWHM. Run the proedure for the seleted paked images (see Fig.A.11).

In ase of having some problems, the identi�ation an be inspeted for individual

orders step-by-step (Fig. A.11). To do that, unpak the image of the telluri lines

and run the spetral line parameters program for an order where telluri lines are

expeted (5000{9000

�

A). The dispersion polynomials are assumed to be prepared.

The presene of the dispersion polynomial is indiated in the status bar: as the

graphial marker is moved it displays the approximate wavelength for the marker

position. Change the atalog name to tellkpno.at. Run the Mark/Reloate

ommand, whih makes an initial guess about the line positions based on the

dispersion polynomials and the wavelength from the atalog, and reloates the

lines to the observed spetrum (it means that it tries to �t a Gaussian to the

spetrum at the position where the telluri line is expeted). The lines wider

than 3 pixels FWHM are deleted. Inspet the Gaussian �t for every line, make

a dispersion urve �t, and remove the most deviating lines. A potential pitfall of

the proedure is that the telluri lines an be onfused with narrow stellar lines

whih is then diÆult to reognize beause of the small number of lines.

Make a global �t of the telluri image by using the omparison spetrum wave-

length solution and remove deviates.

Figure A.12: Left: The ombined �t of two omparison spetrum images and

telluri lines prior to the exlusion of the deviating lines. In spite of the large

satter of the telluri lines, they tend to luster around a urve. Right: The

ombined �t after the deviating points are exluded (with help of the exlusion

out of the box ommand Alt-E).
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Wavelength solution

The telluri solution allows to ombine one or two omparison spetra and the

telluri spetrum into one global �t. The �nal wavelength solution for the objet

images is made by obtaining the telluri solution for every observation. Mark the

two (or the �rst, if the seond does not exist) omparison images, run the telluri

solution ommand, and selet the reord with the telluri image. Make the �t

by F7. If there are many telluri lines, they should luster around a urve. Many

deviating lines an be exluded by using the Alt-E ommand, whih exludes all

lines outside of the marker box.

Change the degree in rows from 0 to 1 or higher and hek the signi�ane of the

�t. In most ases, the zeroth degree in rows is enough. Use the Partial option

to display the behavior of the telluri lines urve with respet to the omparison

spetrum lines. This may help to estimate the degree of the telluri polynomial

aording to its urvature.

Typial values based on the telluri solution with two omparison images are (the

degrees are along time � olumns � wavelengths for the omparison image +

olumns � rows for the telluri image; the units are m s

�1

):

Camera Degrees rms FitErr

1st 1� 1� 3 + 0� 1 80 12

2nd 1� 2� 4 + 0� 1 120 20

3rd 1� 1� 4 + 0� 1 800 75

The dispersion oeÆients are written to a non-FITS �le with the extension .was

and the name of the telluri image.

Transformation into the wavelength sale

The transformation into the wavelength sale is done as desribed before in Se. A.9.1,

exept that the \omparison spetrum image" is now the telluri image.

A.10 The wavelength transformations

Helioentri orretion

The orretion for the Earth's motion is done by removing its projeted radial

veloity from the wavelength table of the marked spetra by running the Remove

Radvel ommand in the Redution/Wavelength transformationmenu. Speify

the output �les extension, the usual hoie is .hwl. The Add error option is
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Figure A.13: The plot shows the e�et of the slit error orretion made for 35

di�erent observations of Ap stars with the short 3rd amera. The vertial axis

is the radial veloity in m s

�1

and the horizontal is the spetrum number. Two

water-line rih orders (#27 and #31) were used for the omparison. The upper

part shows the omparison of telluri line positions with respet to an arti�ial

spetrum prior to the orretion. A signi�ant o�set of all spetra by about 0.7

pixels (the pixel size is 5400 m s

�1

) is evident. The lower part shows the same

omparison after the ombined telluri solution was applied. The average level

is 260 m s

�1

. The most deviating points around spetrum number 110 are from

a bright star whih was diÆult to entre aurately onto the slit. The larger

the entring error, the larger the di�erene between the dispersion polynomials

of the omparison spetrum and the telluri lines, whih results in an inomplete

orretion of the slit e�et.

irrelevant for this proedure. The veloity in m s

�1

is given in the FITS header

by EARTHVEL and used by the ommand as an argument.

If the reord is not present, run the Target ommand on the marked spetra to

update the header reords. Spetra o-added prior to the helioentri orretion

have no EARTHVEL parameter sine the midpoint of the sum has hanged. These

spetra have to be updated with the Target proedure.

Stellar radial veloity rest frame

Similarly, the orretion for the stellar radial veloity is done by removing the radial

veloity given in a spei�ed FITS keyword; again, a new opy of eah spetrum

with the spei�ed extension, .swl for instane, is reated. The stellar veloity

FITS reord should be reated with the FITS/Modify reord ommand: enter
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a name, selet the oating-point format, and the value in m s

�1

. The veloity

will be removed from the spetrum, whih means that the red-shifted spetrum

should have the positive veloity. The proedure assumes that the spetra are in

the wavelength sale. The wavelengths of the resulting spetra are modi�ed for

eah pixel aording to the veloity given: �

i

� (1� v=).

The Add error option requires also an error of the radial veloity to be given in

the FITS reord with the pre�x E in the name of the veloity keyword name. The

option a�ets the variane of the pixel intensities.

Figure A.14: Left: The piture shows how the FITS keyword is reated to speify

the wavelength of a line. The dialog window is opened from the Fits/Modify

reordmenu. The new FITS reord will be appended to the headers of the spetra

marked in the database. Right: The transfer to radial veloity sale dialogue

window: the resulting �le extension .rv and the FITS keyword having the entral

wavelength as its value are shown.

Rebinning into radial veloity

The proedure rebins the seleted spetra into the radial veloity sale with re-

spet to the wavelength whih is given in the spei�ed FITS reord. It reates a

new set of spetra with the �le extension as spei�ed in the menu window. The

spetra are rebinned into the same step size in the veloity sale (�� � =� = onst

for any part of eah spetrum). The zero veloity orresponds to the referene

wavelength hosen. The distane between two lines in veloity sale will not de-

pend on their wavelength. The rebinning proedure involves modi�ation of the

spetrum intensities and their varianes.

If the Add error option is set to Yes, then the error of the wavelength alibration

is involved into the alulation of varianes of rebinned pixels.

The rebinned spetra an be used for radial veloity measurements, although the
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ross-orrelation proedure itself does the rebinning from wavelength into radial

veloities in ase the Radvel option is seleted.

Transformation into radial veloity

The proedure is similar to the previous one, but no rebinning of the intensities is

performed. The wavelengths are transformed into radial veloity sale with respet

to the entral wavelength spei�ed in the FITS reord: v

i

=  � ln(�

i

=�



). This

reates a table of unequally spaed radial veloities for eah pixel of the spetrum.

The spetra an be used for the ross-orrelation in Wavelength rebinning mode.

The Add error option has no e�et for this proedure.

Remove o�set in pixels

The proedure removes an o�set in pixel sale and the value is given in the spei�ed

FITS reord. The type of the spetrum argument units is irrelevant. A shift by one

pixel moves the pixel position (wavelength number, radial veloity, et.) from the

original pixel to the new one whih results in the shift of the spetrum leftwards

with respet to the original one. A shift by half a pixel results in a spetrum where

the pixel position is alulated as the mean of the positions of two adjaent pixels.

The Add error option requires also an error of the o�set given in the FITS reord

with the pre�x E in the name of the pixel shift keyword name. The option a�ets

the variane of the pixel intensities.

Remove o�set in wavelength

The proedure removes the o�set given in axis units whih an be wavelength,

radial veloity, pixels, et. and results in modi�ation of pixel positions.

The Add error option requires also an error of the o�set given in the FITS reord

with the pre�x E in the name of the wavelength o�set keyword name. The variane

of the pixel intensities are modi�ed aording to the error of the wavelength sale

(if the spetra are in wavelength sale) and the error of the spei�ed o�set.

A.11 Continuum normalization

The ontinuum normalization involves �tting of a smoothing spline or a polynomial

to the area of the spetrum free of spetral lines. The proedure requires the

presene of the varianes in the spetrum (to hek it, display the spetrum and

run the plot variane ommand in Saling menu Alt-V). If for some reason no
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varianes are present, make an estimation of the photon noise or set the varianes

to a onstant in the Proess/varianes menu of the database of spetra.

The �tting of the urve is done from the Approximationmenu after the spetrum

is displayed. Use the Gray- key to mask pixels out or Gray+ key to unmask them

(the masked pixels are displayed in a gray olour). The pixels around spetral lines

being masked out are not used for the approximation. Open the Approximation

window, selet Weighted �t, set lipping levels to 0, and use a spline of the spei�ed

smoothing fator or a polynomial of a ertain degree. Normally it generates a urve

whih overplots the spetrum. The urve is automatially saved as a FITS �le with

the same name as the spetrum and the extension .pol. The �le is added to the last

reords of the database and an be retrieved later. In order to generate and display

the normalized spetrum on the same sreen, hoose the option Take as Ratio by

pressing Enter on the ommand (the other hoie are Differene and None). Set

up the output normalized spetrum extension in the Seond output ommand,

.nor, for instane. Run the �t again to generate the normalized spetrum whih

is automatially saved as a FITS �le and added to the database. The option

Overwrite mode prevents overwriting the existing �le. For the trial-and-error �t,

the option should be set to Yes. To display the normalized spetrum in the same

sale as the original, hange the saling fator in Saling/Sale Alt-F7 to the

value, for instane, of 1.5 times of the original spetrum intensity. The normalized

spetrum will be enlarged on the sreen by this amount (the spetrum intensities

are not modi�ed). Change the mask, if neessary, by (un-)masking pixels and tune

the �t parameters to satisfy a good ontinuum.

To failitate the ontinuum �tting, the proedure an be used in a lip-and-�t mode

to exlude from the �t narrow absorption lines. Set the Clip below parameter to

2 and make a �t. The features below 2� of the standard deviation are masked out

and the remaining pixels are used for the �t. In fat, the proedure does a number

of iterative �ts subsequently masking the deviating pixels before it onverges to

the some urve. Broad spetral features or emission lines an be exluded from the

�t by hand with the Gray- ommand. The resulting normalized spetrum inherits

the position of the masked pixels (they are seen in gray): in order to restore them

to the normal mode use unmask pixels ommands Gray +, or it an be done at

one for many spetra by running the Proess/Varianes/Absolute varianes

ommand from the database of spetra (the spetra should be marked).

The desribed normalization an also be done for many spetra at the same time

if the spetra are similar to eah other and over the same wavelength range. The

original marked spetra are displayed on the same sreen with the Alt-Enter

ommand and the above masking and normalization will be performed for every

spetrum at the same time. A useful ommand for this purpose is Fit/Transfer

intervals, whih masks the same pixels of all displayed spetra as in the �rst

spetrum. A non-interative �t and ontinuum normalization an be also done

for a number of marked spetra from the Proess/Polynomial approximation
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Figure A.15: Left: A spetrum normalized to a polynomial ontinuum of 7th degree

in the �t-and-lip mode, where a 2� lipping of features below the ontinuum was

used. The normalized spetrum was saled by 80000 to be seen in the same sale

as the original spetrum. The broad emission H� line was exluded from the �t

by masking its pixels out with the Gray- ommand, as it is seen on the original

spetrum by its gray olour. Right: A spetrum normalized to the ontinuum of the

mean spetrum. Shown are the original spetrum, the ratio to the mean spetrum

(shifted upwards for larity), and its polynomial urve whih is the ontinuum.

The resulting normalized spetrum is saled to 8000. In the ratio, a number of

small but sharp features are due to line pro�le variability.

menu of the database of spetra. This an be useful for a large amount of spetra

when there are no features to mask out, or the masking has been done with the

Transfer intervals ommand.

The other way to normalize to a ontinuum is to use a mean spetrum. Mark the

spetra and make the sum. Fit a ontinuum to the summed spetrum and nor-

malize to it. Divide every original spetrum by the normalized mean spetrum. In

the ratio, non-variable spetral lines are aneled and the shape of the ontinuum

remains. Fit a urve to these divided spetra: the Take option should be set to

None, and all variable line features should possibly be masked out. Divide the

original spetra by the smooth urves whih onstitutes the ontinuum normaliza-

tion. To do that, sort the database of spetra by �le name and extension, and use

pair operations in the Proess menu to divide the spetra. A syntheti spetrum

an be used as well instead of the mean normalized spetrum.

A.12 Cross-orrelation of spetra

Selet the spetra being used for the ross-orrelation and display them simulta-

neously on the sreen with the Alt-Enter ommand. The �rst spetrum in the
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sequene is used as the referene or template spetrum. To hange the order of

the sequene, use the Alt-D or Alt-Q ommands from the Marker menu. The

name of the �rst spetrum in the sequene is displayed in the bottom status bar.

Exlude parts of the spetrum whih should not be used for the ross-orrelation,

if neessary, by masking pixels out with the Gray- ommand. From the Fit menu

run the ross-orrelation Alt-F10. Three modes for the lag alulations are inor-

porated: pixels, wavelengths, and radial veloities. Change the alulation mode

in the Marker menu, the range of the lags, and the number of points of the ross-

orrelation funtion within this range. The hange of the number of points starts

the alulations and displays the funtion. To interrupt the proess press Es.

The ross-orrelation funtion in the pixel sale is alulated regardless of the

axis units: the o�sets are applied in index units. In the wavelength mode it is

alulated in axis units, so that the spetra are rebinned with the same step size

in axis units. In the radial veloity mode the spetra are rebinned with the same

step size in veloity sale assuming that the axis unit is wavelength. The option

Marker/Position error is used to take into aount the error of the wavelength

alibration when alulating the error of the ross-orrelation o�set determination

and is used when the axis unit of the spetra is wavelength.

To �nd the position of the maximum use the ommands from the Searh menu:

the Paraboli searh ommand estimates the entroid position based on the ur-

vature of the uppermost points, the Polynomial fit ommand estimates the po-

sition of the maximum from a polynomial �t of spei�ed degree, and the Gaussian

fit ommand is used to �t a Gaussian to the ross-orrelation peak. The entroid

positions an be determined individually by going through the table of the o�sets,

or it an be done at one for all of them. The table inludes the following items:

the spetrum �le name, the position of the funtion maximum Offset, the error

of the entroid determination StdDev (based on the varianes of the spetra and

the urvature of the peak), the amplitude of the peak Rmax, �

2

�

of the regression �t

Rhi2, and the two oeÆients of the linear regression 0 and 1. These parame-

ters an be saved into the FITS header of the spetra from the Exit menu. Selet

a FITS keyword to be used to identify these parameters and save the hanges. The

keyword an be used later to shift the spetra, i.e. to remove the stellar orbital

motion, from the Wavelength transformation menu as desribed above.

A.13 Deomposition of line pro�les

Line pro�les whih onsist of several omponents an be deomposed into a number

of Gaussian pro�les with the use of the Redution/Line parameters proedure

(Alt-F7). The deomposition funtion assumes that the varianes of the spetrum

are present. Enter the funtion and �t a number of Gaussians to the line pro�le: to

�t an emission pro�le put the horizontal marker line above the ontinuum level and

to �t an absorption line put the marker below. Press Enter to do the �t: �rstly,
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Figure A.16: Left: A number of spetra are displayed in order to run the ross-

orrelation faility. The spetra are o�set in intensities and the referene spetrum

is at the bottom of the plot. A number of pixels on the left are masked out to be

exluded from the regression �t. Right: The ross-orrelation funtion for every

spetrum and the maximum positions displayed in the table. The lag unit is radial

veloity. The opened Exit window shows the name of the FITS reord used to

save the o�sets in the header of eah spetrum.

it reognizes all the features above or below the marker level, and seondly, makes

the �t of a Gaussian to eah feature. To �t a Gaussian without minimization of

the pro�le width, hange the option in Marker/Gaussian fit opt to No. This

reates a table of the initial guess for the multi-Gaussian �t. The table of the

line parameters an also be edited using Alt-F4. To display the Gaussian pro�les,

press F8 (Table/Plot Gaussians).

The next step is to tell the program whih of these initial pro�les will be used

in the multi-Gaussian �t: being in the table of lines press Alt-I (Table/Selet

line). A line with the table reord in pink indiates that it is inluded into

the �t. In the same way a line an be exluded from the �t. Press Alt-F6

(Marker/Multi Gaussian fit) to start the �t: it opens a window where the

urrent parameters of the Gaussian pro�les and the onvergene of the �t are

displayed. One of the parameters is DeltaMax whih is the tolerane interval. The

�t has onverged when the tolerane is less than 10

�11

. If the �t has onverged,

as indiated with a message at the bottom status bar, press Enter to aept the

newly �tted parameters. By pressing Es, the newly found parameters of the �t

are disarded. If the �t has not onverged, it indiates that the initial guess is too

bad: try to �t new Gaussian pro�les whih desribe the omponents in a more

lose way.

To display the sum of the deomposed Gaussians, use Alt-F8 (Table/Plot sum).

The individual Gaussians an be subtrated from the line pro�le with Alt-S

(Table/Subtrat Gaussians), the line reord in the table is displayed in red.
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It is useful in some ases, to subtrat some of the omponents and do the �t to

the remainders. In this ase the subtrated pro�les have to be exluded from the

�t. The resulting omposition of the Gaussians an be written into a separate

�le by the Table/Write Gaussians ommand. The varianes of the funtion are

the errors of the multi-Gaussian �t. It is also possible to modify the original line

pro�le by subtrating one or several omponents: on exit (Alt-X), the program

asks whether to save the hanges (press Enter) or not (press Es). Subtration of

a omponent hanges the varianes of the initial line pro�le.

The resulting parameters in the table from the multi-Gaussian �t are the line

position and its error (Position and �(Pos)), the amplitude and FWHM of the

Gaussian (Intensity and FWHM), and the equivalent width with its error (EWG and

�(EWG)). The table of the parameters an be exported into a text �le by using the

Table/Print table ommand.

Figure A.17: Left: A line pro�le deomposed onto three Gaussians. The line

pro�le, the individual omponents, and their sum are shown. Right: After the

�t, the two broad omponents are subtrated leaving the narrow omponent. The

plotting mode is hanged to show the error bars of the pixels.
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Appendix B

Publiations based on

SOFIN observations

In this hapter a list of publiations is given where the observing and redution

methods presented in the thesis were used.

The publiations are divided into three groups, the �rst two (T Tau and RS CVn

stars) ontain results of the researh projet \Late type stars and interstellar

matter: ativity, magnetism, and turbulene" at the University of Oulu. The third

group gives the papers of other works to whih the author has ontributed. Seleted

publiations, marked with a bullet in the list, are presented in the subsequent part

of this thesis.

The author's ontributions in most of the papers are observations and data re-

dution. This has given the possibility to develop the observing tehnique and

data analysis, and to obtain a unique set of sienti� observations. Frequent

observations, analysis of various instrumental e�ets, the CCD optimization, de-

velopment of the spei� observing approah to the spetrograph resulted in high

quality spetra as ompared to the earliest observations with SOFIN or with other

spetrographs we have used. The data redution faility, as it is desribed in this

thesis, was not reated at one but was ontinuously developed during the past

years with the raw material in hands. The most essential proedures whih deter-

mine the quality of spetra redution were rereated in some ases several times

to ahieve the maximum eÆieny and stability. All this has resulted in exellent

sienti� output.

A demand to observe and analyze small e�ets of the line pro�le position and

shape, whih we see in the spetra of e.g. extra-solar planetary systems and stars

whih undergo non-radial pulsations, was a next step in the development of the

data analysis faility inluding the error propagation in the data redution, ad-
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vaned ross-orrelation, multi-period analysis, and the spetrum/PSF deonvo-

lution failities. The work is still going on and many new results are not inluded

in the present thesis.
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Refereed journals:

Petrov, P.P., Gullbring, E., Ilyin, I., Gahm, G.F., Tuominen, I., Hakman, T.,
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Gullbring, E., Petrov, P.P., Ilyin, I., Tuominen, I., Gahm, G.F., Lod�en, K. 1996,

\Line pro�le variations of the lassial T Tauri star BP Tauri", A&A 314,

835

Zajtseva, G., Petrov, P.P., Ilyin, I., Duemmler, R., Tuominen, I. 1996, \RY Tauri
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� Petrov, P., Duemmler, R., Ilyin, I, Tuominen, I. 1998, \Inrease of emission and
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nen, I., Shherbakov, V.A. 1999, \Brightening of the T Tauri star RY Tauri
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eedings, p. 217
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Systems, and the Sun, 10th Cambridge Workshop, (eds. J.A.Bookbinder &

R.A.Donahue), PASPC 154, p. 1808
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B.2 RS CVn stars
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Preise Stellar Radial Veloities

ASP Conferene Series, Vol. 185, 1999

J.B. Hearnshaw and C.D. Sarfe, eds.

Preise radial veloity measurements with a Cassegrain

spetrograph. I. Wavelength alibration

I.V.Ilyin, R.Duemmler

Astronomy Division, University of Oulu, FIN-90571, Oulu, Finland

Abstrat. We briey desribe the instrumental e�ets whih a�et

the auray of the radial veloity measurements. We have implemented

several methods to orret for the instability e�ets and improve the

auray of the measurements. These inlude modi�ations of the

observational strategy and a time-dependent wavelength solution as well

as a disussion of the error of the o�set from ross-orrelation. These

methods are applied to observations obtained with the high resolution

�ehelle spetrograph SOFIN mounted at the Cassegrain fous of the

alt-azimuth 2.56m Nordi Optial Telesope, La Palma, Canary Islands.

1. Introdution

To obtain the maximal ahievable auray of the radial veloity

measurements with a Cassegrain spetrograph we take into aount the

instrumental e�ets reviewed by GriÆn & GriÆn (1973), and analyzed

quantitatively by Brown (1990).

Bending of the spetrograph as the telesope and its adapter hange the

spatial orientation, liquid nitrogen evaporation whih auses hange of the

weight of the CCD dewar attahed, temporal variations of the ambient

temperature, and the refrative index of the air result in a systematial drift of

the spetral lines during one exposure. Assuming that during a short period of

time these e�ets are small, progressive, and hanging linearly, one would

prefer to take external alibration lamp spetra before and after eah stellar

exposure, and to divide one long stellar exposure into a series of shorter ones,

long enough to aumulate suÆient signal-to-noise, whih makes the sum of

systematial and random errors minimal. To reonstrut the expeted position

of the stellar lines in wavelengths at the mid-point of the exposure we use a

wavelength solution based on the three-dimensional model desribed below.

A seond order e�et of the drift is the broadening of spetral lines whih

would lead to spurious o�sets of the radial veloity due to inreased blending

and distortions of the line pro�le. Fortunately, the e�et is not too large if one

onsiders that the progressive drift results in the onvolution of spetral line

pro�le with a retangular pro�le. In our ase, a drift by 0.3 pixels of a line of 2

pixels FWHM would inrease its width by 1%. The smallness of this e�et
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implies that the e�et on the radial veloities apart from the overall drift is

negligible (see also Set. 3.).

The way of setting the star on the slit of the spetrograph oupled with the

e�etive seeing (inluding the auray of the guiding) results in random

deviations of the stellar line positions in wavelengths from what was expeted

from the above orretion. The e�et omes from the non-uniform illumination

of the slit whih leads to an unequal �lling of the ollimator pupil and �ehelle,

and is hanging from one exposure to the other. The e�et beomes magni�ed

by better seeing; less aurate guiding smears the stellar image on the slit (in

our ase, the projeted slit width is 1860m s

�1

, 0:

00

25 on the sky, and the

median seeing is 0:

00

8). To eliminate this e�et we use telluri lines as an

external referene soure.

Furthermore, the e�ets outlined above are wavelength dependent, whih

makes these wavelength orretions funtions of the spetral order number.

The wavelength solution eliminates this dependeny for the omparison

spetrum with suÆient auray (see Fig. 1). But the stellar radial veloities

reveal a remaining trend aross the orders resulting from the di�erene in the

slit illumination. Telluri lines, if well distributed aross the orders, an also be

used to orret for this tilt; otherwise, the stellar spetra themselves are used.

2. Wavelength solution

In a series of omparison images, for eah spetral order the positions of the

Th-Ar omparison lines are determined by non-linear weighted least-squares

�ts of Gaussian pro�les. Let x

ij

be the position along the CCD olumns (the

dispersion diretion) of the line number i of the image number j, y

ij

the

position along the CCD rows, k

ij

the spetral order number, �

ij

the

wavelength, t

j

the time (mid-point of the exposure) sine the �rst image. Let

the ross-dispersion axis k�=onst be tilted with respet to CCD rows due to

imperfetion of the CCD alignment, diverging due to optial distortions, and

hanging linearly with time, so that the angle of the axis is:

a

ij

= b

0

+ b

1

t

j

+ (d

0

+ d

1

t

j

)x

ij

(1)

Let � be the linear shift between images along x per time unit; then a

oordinate transformation gives the positions u

ij

in the undistorted system:

u

ij

= (x

ij

+� � t

j

) os a

ij

+ y

ij

sina

ij

(2)

Let k



be the ommon order to whih the wavelengths of all the others are

translated, and n the degree of the dispersion polynomial:

�

ij

k

ij

k



=

n

X

m=0



m

u

m

ij

(3)

Therefore, the model to be �tted is

� = F (x; y; t; k; k



; �; b

0

; b

1

; d

0

; d

1

; 

0

; 

1

: : : ; 

n

) (4)
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Figure 1. Wavelength solution of two omparison images seleted to

exaggerate the e�ets. Left: satter plot of 363 spetral lines around a

dispersion polynomial of 3rd degree prior to orretions. Right: after

the optimization (the vertial sale enlarged three times) it onverged

to weighted rms=2.5m

�

A=130ms

�1

at 5635

�

A. The two urves show

the 10� level of the error of the �t as a funtion of the pixel number.

The wavelength error in the image enter is �=0.2m

�

A=10m s

�1

and

steeply rises at the edges.

All other possible parameters an be negleted for our spetrograph. This

model is optimized by the Marquardt method for non-linear least-squares. To

get a more onvenient funtion to be used for rebinning, the above funtion is

subsequently approximated by two-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials on the

regular grid of x as funtion of time for eah order separately.

3. The error of the ross-orrelation o�set determination

For shift determination between spetra the ross-orrelation method is used.

A good knowledge of the error is essential, e.g. for proper weighting the radial

veloity measurements in orbital �ts.

The o�set Æ between the programme p(x) and the template t(x) spetrum is

the o�set at whih the math between the spetra is best, i.e. the merit

funtion

�

2

(a; b; Æ) =

N

X

i=0

�

a+ b t(x

i

+ Æ)� p(x

i

)

�

i

�

2

(5)

is minimal. Here, the free parameters a and b onstitute the intensity

transformation of the template to the programme spetrum for eah trial o�set

Æ, �

i

is the unertainty of the intensity of p(x

i

), and the index i is ranging

within the overlapping region of the two spetra for the given Æ with possible

exlusion of intervals ontaining unwanted features in the programme

spetrum; this implies that N , the number of overlapping pixels, is a funtion

of the o�set. The o�set an be any frational part of the step size whih

implies that the template spetrum have to be noiseless to allow interpolation

between pixels.
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The merit funtion an be expressed as a funtion of only one variable:
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where the weighted ross-orrelation funtion r(Æ) is
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The varianes of the free parameters in least-squares is the inverse of the

urvature matrix times the variane of the �t (Martin 1971):

�
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Æ

= 2
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�
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!
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�
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(9)

whih results in the formula:
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dÆ

2

!

�1

1� r

2

r (N � 2)

(10)

where the variane inorporates both the random noise of the spetrum and

the systematial error due to template mismath.

The position of the ross-orrelation maximum and its urvature is found by

�tting a polynomial of degree 3{4 to the very top of the peak of r(Æ) whih is

alulated within an interval of a few pixels, re-sampled with a subpixel step

size. Our Monte-Carlo simulations show a omplete agreement with the above

error estimation.

The unertainty (10) of the position di�erene of two similar Gaussians, one

being noiseless, the other being with a signal-to-noise ratio SNR, with the

depths d in ontinuum units, the widths FWHM, the sampling interval ��,

beomes the well-known formula:

�

Æ

= (2� ln 2)

�1=4

�

p

�� � FWHM

r � SNR � d

(11)

In ase when a noiseless template spetrum is not available, r(Æ) ould still be

alulated if Æ varies with the step size of the programme spetrum. Otherwise,

a non-linear optimization of the full merit funtion, whih inludes the saled

unertainties of the template spetrum, would be neessary to �nd the o�set;

the error of the o�set then follows from the ovariane matrix.
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Preise Stellar Radial Veloities

ASP Conferene Series, Vol. 185, 1999
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Preise radial veloity measurements with a Cassegrain

spetrograph. II. Radial veloity determination and

appliations

I.V.Ilyin, R.Duemmler

Astronomy Division, University of Oulu, FIN-90571, Oulu, Finland

Abstrat. We present our measurements of radial veloities of two

stars suspeted to have a substellar ompanion by using observations

made with a Cassegrain �ehelle spetrograph. The stability issues and

details of the data redution are disussed in Ilyin & Duemmler (paper

I, these proeedings). The results obtained here show that relatively

high auray of radial veloity determinations is also attainable for

Cassegrain spetrographs.

1. Observations

Spetra of � Boo (HR 5185; F7V) and � And (HR 458; F8V) were reorded

with the spetrograph SOFIN mounted at the Cassegrain fous of the

alt-azimuth 2.56m Nordi Optial Telesope, La Palma, Canary Islands. The

spetrograph is equipped with an R2 �ehelle and a ross-dispersion prism to

separate spetral orders. A Thorium-Argon lamp is used for the omparison

spetrum. One of the three optial ameras, whih provides the highest

resolving power of about 160 000 (930m s

�1

per one CCD pixel), was used for

the radial veloity measurements. The spetral region was hosen around

6437

�

A whih gives 17 spetral orders, with a length of about 22

�

A eah,

reorded simultaneously in one �ehelle image ranging from 5400

�

A to 9400

�

A.

16 observations of � Boo with the average signal-to-noise ratio of 360 were

obtained in April and June 1997. 44 observations of � And with the average

signal-to-noise ratio of 180 were obtained in Deember 1997 and Marh 1998.

2. Radial veloity determination

The wavelength alibration was done with the dispersion urve de�ned by the

three-dimensional model, whenever it was possible, to redue the instrumental

e�ets (see paper I). The remaining small o�sets were determined by

ross-orrelation of the telluri lines with an arti�ial spetrum for di�erent

spetral orders. The arti�ial telluri spetrum was reated by omputing

Lorentzian pro�les around the given wavelength (from Piere & Brekinridge

1973) and by adjusting the intensities to the observed spetrum. The average

o�set was applied to all spetral orders of the same image.
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The radial veloities were measured for eah order with respet to the spetral

orders of the same star having the best signal-to-noise. The whole spetral

order is used for ross-orrelation with the template with possible exlusion of

intervals disturbed by telluri lines.

The dependene of the radial veloities on the order number is orreted by a

weighted linear �t aross the orders. The �tted value of the radial veloity and

its error for a given image are taken from that entral order where the error of

the linear �t is minimal.

The error of the measurement is obtained by adding two terms in quadrature:

the error of the mean of the telluri orretion and the error of the above �t.

The error of the zeroth term of the wavelength solution is aneled by the

telluri orretion, the errors of the other terms are inluded in the linear �t

aross the orders.

The internal auray of the radial veloities an be 2m s

�1

from 20 lines in a

sharp-lined K-star and is not better than 20m s

�1

from 5 lines in a F-star with

v sin i > 10 km s

�1

. The major unertainty in the �nal radial veloity omes

from the telluri orretion whih ranges from 10 to 100 m s

�1

per spetral

order, depending on the line strengths and the number of unblended lines.

3. Orbital solution

A Keplerian orbit (Heintz 1978) was �tted to the weighted relative radial

veloities by using the Marquardt method for non-linear least-squares. The

orbital solutions and their funtions for both stars are given below. The errors

of funtions of the orbital parameters inorporate ovarianes between the

parameters. The mass of the seondary omponent is estimated assuming that

the mass of the primary is 1.2M

�

onsistent with the spetral types.

An F-test gives the signi�ane level of the elliptial �t of � Boo of only 52%

whih implies that our data are not suÆient to make the onlusion. The

exess of the redued �

2

�

above 1 ould imply that the data are not adequate

for a Keplerian orbit. The minimal mass of a brown dwarf (20M

Jup

) as the

maximal mass of the seondary onstrains the inlination of the orbit to 10

Æ

.

The inlination i < 10

Æ

would our in 1.5% ases of randomly oriented orbital

planes, whih implies that, apart from the seletion e�ets, the ompanion

ould be a substellar objet with a probability of 98.5%.

The signi�ane level of the elliptial �t of � And is 91%, therefore, more

observations are neessary to support the issue that the orbit is not irular.

For the mass of the seondary to be less than 20M

Jup

the inlination angle

have to be more than 2

Æ

, whih implies a probability of 99.94% that suh an

orbit ours in randomly oriented orbital planes.
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Figure 1. Relative radial veloity measurements of � Boo and the

irular orbit �t phased with respet to T

onj

. The average error of the

measurements is 71m s

�1

.

Table 1. Orbital elements of � Boo

Parameter Cirular �t Elliptial �t Butler et al. (1997)

K

1

, m s

�1

399 � 72 383 � 71 469 � 5

P , days 3:306 � 0:025 3:301 � 0:010 3:3128 � 0:0002

!, degrees 97� 55 254

e 0:28 � 0:14 0:018 � 0:016

T

peri

, HJD 2 450 600:83 � 0:48

T

maxRV

, HJD 2 450 599:89 � 0:07 2 450 600:24 � 0:13 2 450 235:41 � 0:2

T

onj

, HJD 2 450 600:71 � 0:07 2 450 600:80 � 0:22

a

1

sin i; R

�

0:026 � 0:005 0:024 � 0:005

a

1

sin i; AU (1:2� 0:2) � 10

�4

(1:1� 0:2) � 10

�4

1:4 � 10

�4

f(m); M

�

(2:2� 1:2) � 10

�8

(1:7� 1:0) � 10

�8

3:45 � 10

�8

m

2

sin i; M

Jup

3:45 � 0:62 3:18 � 0:63 3:87

a

2

; R

�

9:50 � 0:002 9:50� 0:0008

a

2

, AU 0:044 � 9 � 10

�6

0:044 � 4 � 10

�6

0:0462

�

�t

, m s

�1

161 159 14

�

2

�

6:932 6:779

Num. of RVs. 15 15 19

Time span 80 days 80 days 450 days
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Figure 2. Relative radial veloity measurements of � And and the

irular orbit �t phased with respet to T

onj

. The average error of the

measurements is 73m s

�1

.

Table 2. Orbital elements of � And

Parameter Cirular �t Elliptial �t Butler et al. (1997)

K

1

, m s

�1

78� 11 109 � 18 74:1� 4

P , days 4:858 � 0:054 4:855 � 0:010 4:611 � 0:005

!, degrees 90� 16 314

e 0:46 � 0:12 0:109 � 0:04

T

peri

, HJD 2 450 893:91 � 0:17

T

maxRV

, HJD 2 450 892:59 � 0:12 2 450 893:38 � 0:17 2 450 088:64 � 0:3

T

onj

, HJD 2 450 893:81 � 0:12 2 450 893:91 � 0:12

a

1

sin i; R

�

0:008 � 0:001 0:009 � 0:001

a

1

sin i; AU (3:5� 0:5) � 10

�5

(4:3� 0:6) � 10

�5

3:2 � 10

�5

f(m); M

�

(2:4 � 1:0) � 10

�10

(4:7 � 1:8) � 10

�10

2:18 � 10

�10

m

2

sin i; M

Jup

0:77 � 0:11 0:96 � 0:12 0:68

a

2

; R

�

12:28 � 0:001 12:27 � 0:0002

a

2

, AU 0:057 � 6 � 10

�6

0:057 � 1 � 10

�6

0:057

�

�t

, m s

�1

46 37 12

�

2

�

1:026 0:667

Num. of RVs. 43 43 18

Time span 180 days 180 days 160 days
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Abstract. 26 high quality radial velocity measurements

of the RS CVn star � Gem taken in 1993, 1994, and 1995

1

are used in combination with older measurements to �t a

new radial velocity curve. Essentially, the orbital param-

eters given by Bopp & Dempsey (1989) are con�rmed.

However, the orbit turns out to be circular. � Gem is

known as a single{lined binary, and also in the new spec-

tra no trace of the secondary is found. However, combin-

ing the orbital with rotational parameters, constraints on

the fundamental parameters can be found: the inclination,

the radius and the two masses. The inclination is high; the

mass of the primary seems to be normal for a K1 giant,

its radius, however, seems to be too small.

Key words: stars: spectroscopic | stars: fundamental

parameters | binaries: stars individual: � Gem

1. Introduction

� Gem (75Gem = HR2973 = HD62044; V � 4:

m

2) be-

longs to the class of RS CVn stars. These stars are close

binaries with usually one evolved component (sub{giant

or giant) with signatures of strong activity in one or both

components. � Gem is classi�ed as K1 III and as a single{

lined binary. These and a number of further parameters of

the star are listed in Strassmeier et al. (1993, Star No. 73).

For a RS CVn star, it has an untypically long period of

19.6 days, a fact that might lead to some other, untypical

properties (Hatzes 1993).

Send o�print requests to: R. Duemmler;

e-mail: Rudolf.Duemmler@oulu.�

?

based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical

Telescope (NOT), La Palma, Spain.

1

Table 1 is also available in electronic form at the CDS

via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html

The latest orbit calculations were done by Bopp &

Dempsey (1989). They found a marginally eccentric or-

bit, but note that the orbit may be circular. They remark

that there is no signi�cant change of the orbit over the

time span available to them (1902{1988).

Twenty{six new radial velocities (RVs) were obtained

in 3 runs in 1993, 1994 and 1995. The SOFIN high

resolution echelle spectrograph was used, yielding addi-

tional to the high resolution high S/N spectra (typically

S/N > 200).

The new radial velocities o�er some prospects: �rst,

they extend the time base of RVs of � Gem by another

7 years; thus, they allow for further improvement of the

orbital period. They are far more accurate than any pre-

viously published radial velocities (see below). Thus, they

are used to check the non-circularity of the orbit and to

determine accurate values for all other orbital parameters.

Furthermore, due to the high resolution and the high S/N

ratio the spectra might allow for the detection of spec-

tral lines belonging to the secondary. Additionally, some

old RVs not used by Bopp & Dempsey are supplemented.

Altogether, a new orbit determination is worthwhile, espe-

cially as a preparation of the spectra for surface (Doppler)

imaging, where the shifts due to the orbital motion and

the line pro�le distortions due to star spots need to be

separated with high accuracy. Surface images from the

SOFIN spectra will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

2. Observations and reductions

For the purpose of surface imaging, very high{resolution

(about 170 000 at 6173

�

A), high S/N spectra (about

200 � 300) were obtained with the high{resolution

echelle spectrograph SOFIN (Tuominen 1992) at the

2.56 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) at Roque de los

Muchachos Observatory, La Palma, Spain. The high reso-

lution optical camera was used. The entrance slit width of

32�m is adjusted to give a resolution element of about

2 pixels FWHM, corresponding to 0:

00

23 on the sky.

The spectra were recorded with an Astromed{3200 CCD
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camera (Mackay 1986) equipped with an EEV P88200

UV{coated 1152 � 770 CCD with a pixel size of 22.5

�m and operating at the optimal working temperature of

150K. Three observing runs for � Gem were conducted in

late 1993, 1994 and 1995. Typical integration times were

30{40 minutes.

The reductions of the echelle spectra used the 3A{

software package (Acquisition, Archiving and Analysis;

Ilyin 1996).

The reductions involved the usual procedures of cosmic

spike removal, bias subtraction, at�elding, subtraction of

scattered light, extraction of the curved echelle orders and

wavelength calibration. The result is for each order the in-

tensity normalized to the local continuum vs. heliocentric

wavelength.

Two steps deserve a more detailed description.

Flat�elding uses summed, merged at�elds, i.e. the slit

height is so large that the orders of the at�eld spectra

overlap; many of those images are summed in order to im-

prove the S/N ratio in the at�elds. Fringing is usually of

very low amplitude or absent. In some cases, however, an

ordinary at�eld image is available, taken with the same

parameters and immediately before or after the stellar ex-

posure, which, after at�elding and �ltering to improve

S/N and retain only the fringes, can be used to correct

the corresponding stellar spectrum for fringing.

In order to obtain the highest possible accuracy in the

wavelengths, a two{dimensional dispersion curve is de-

termined from the Thorium{Argon comparison spectrum;

this has the main advantage to use many comparison lines

from many orders, as opposed to the sometimes very low

number of comparison lines available in one individual

echelle order. The determination proceeds as follows:

{ Many orders from the comparison spectrum image are

extracted in the same way as the orders from the stellar

spectrum image and the backgrounds are subtracted.

{ The positions of the comparison lines are determined

by �tting of Gaussians.

{ The wavelengths are identi�ed semi{automatically us-

ing the Kitt{Peak Atlas for the Thorium{Argon{

spectrum (Willmarth 1987).

{ After determination of the two{dimensional positions

(x

i

; y

i

) for many (100� 200) comparison lines, all are

transformed into one master order, using the k�{law,

i.e.

�

0

= �

i

k

k

0

; (1)

where k is the order number in which the line with

wavelength �

i

has been measured and (k

0

; �

0

) corre-

spond to the master order.

{ The merging of all lines in the master order is subse-

quently optimized according to the model:

p

i

= y

i

sin�

i

+ x

i

cos�

i

�

i

= a+ b x

i

: (2)

The �rst equation describes the rotation of the CCD

rows with respect to the lines perpendicular to the

dispersion direction. The rotation angle, and thus the

curves k� = const:, are modi�ed due to the optical

distortions as described by the second equation. It was

found, that this simple model works very well for our

spectrograph, where the incident and di�racted beams

are in the same plane. a and b are optimized by min-

imizing the �

2

of all merged comparison lines from a

single polynomial describing the dispersion curve of

the master order.

{ The polynomial is then transported along the lines

k� = const: into each of the orders of the original im-

age, yielding a dispersion curve for each of them that

is based on all the comparison lines distributed all over

the original two{dimensional image.

{ Finally, telluric lines are used to establish the accurate

wavelength zero point, correcting for tiny geometrical

shifts between the comparison and stellar images due

to bending of the spectrograph.

The accuracy of the RVs is determined by the following

factors:

{ The accuracy of the dispersion curve: typically, about

150 comparison lines are taken into account. The dis-

persion curve within the master order is described by a

polynomial of 2nd degree; the rms deviation of the lines

from the �nal �t is generally about 2 m

�

A at 6165

�

A or

0.1kms

�1

. Since due to the large number of compari-

son lines used the error of the coe�cients is much less

than that, we conclude that the statistical error of the

dispersion curve is negligible.

{ The stability of the RV across the chip: any system-

atical error of the two{dimensional dispersion curve

should show up as a systematical variation of the RV

across the di�erent orders. This was checked in the

spectrum of the RV{standard � Oph: the RV is stable

across the chip to within 0.03kms

�1

. Also for � Gem

with its much broader lines due to fast rotation the RV

is stable to better than 0.1kms

�1

.

{ The accuracy of the wavelength zero point: Each spec-

tral image is shifted geometrically with respect to the

image containing the comparison spectrum. Strong

atmospheric O

2

and H

2

O lines are used to estab-

lish the wavelength zero point. The standard wave-

lengths are taken from the solar catalogue by Pierce

& Breckinridge (1973). In the present spectra, three

di�erent orders are available, each containing enough

atmospheric lines to establish independently the wave-

length zero point. They prove that there is no sig-

ni�cant systematic variation of the shift across the

image and allow an error estimate for the shift.

Typically, the shift is determined with an accuracy of

0.1 to 0.2 CCD pixels. Since in echelle spectra in a

good �rst approximation the dispersion is proportional

to the wavelength this uncertainty transforms to a
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systematic error of the RV from the whole image of

about 0.1 to 0.2kms

�1

.

{ The accuracy of the template's RV: The RV of � Gem

is measured by cross{correlating the wavelength re-

gion around 6175

�

A with the same region of a spec-

trum of � Oph (K2 III), taken with the same equip-

ment and reduced in the same way. The spectrum has

been �ltered to mimic the rotational broadening in the

� Gem spectra. � Oph is a radial velocity standard

(see Astronomical Almanac 1995), a candidate for a

list of primary standards; we can thus assume that

both the constancy and the value of its RV are estab-

lished to high accuracy. According to the Astronomical

Almanac (1995) its RV = (�12:0� 0:1)kms

�1

.

{ The accuracy of the cross{correlation: At present, this

cannot be determined independently. Therefore, we

adopt an error of another 0.1kms

�1

from this pro-

cedure.

If we assume these error sources to be independent and

add up the variances from the di�erent contributions, the

�nal RV{error is about 0.3kms

�1

. Note that although all

the above error sources are also present in the template

spectrum only the second to last source enters into the

RV{error of � Gem, since the literature value for the RV

of � Oph is used to determine the RV from the cross{

correlation.

The RVs measured from the SOFIN spectra are given

in Table 1.

3. The radial velocity curve

3.1. The full data set

The radial velocities measured from the SOFIN spectra

(Table 1) are supplemented by older measurements from

the following sources (N is the number of RVs given):

Abt (1970), N = 1

Bopp & Dempsey (1989), N = 110

includes 19 values from Harper (1935)

Eker (1986), N = 9

Harper (1914), N = 38

Harper (1935), N = 21

includes 2 values from Harper (1914)

5 values from Moore (1928),

4 of which are revised from Reese (1903)

4 values from Jones (1928),

also listed by Lunt (1919).

An obvious misprint in one JD given by Harper (1935)

has been corrected. Eker's RVs were not published before;

he kindly made them available to us, and they are given

in Table 2. The total number of RVs is thus 187 and the

time interval covered by them ranges from 1902 to 1995.

The data are weighted, with the weight of an individ-

ual RV being the inverse of its variance. Since no indi-

vidual errors for the older RVs are known, for each set

of data a common mean standard deviation is adopted:

Table 1. The radial velocities (RVs) measured from the SOFIN

spectra. The heliocentric Julian date is given for mid-exposure.

A typical error of the individual RV is 0.3 kms

�1

date HJD RV

[dd:mm:yy] {2400000.0

�

km s

�1

�

26. 09. 93 49256.7404 39.5

27. 09. 93 49257.6758 28.7

28. 09. 93 49258.7281 19.6

29. 09. 93 49259.7266 13.6

30. 09. 93 49260.7196 10.0

02. 10. 93 49262.7492 12.3

03. 10. 93 49263.7351 20.5

04. 10. 93 49264.7213 27.5

05. 10. 93 49265.7339 40.9

06. 10. 93 49266.7125 51.8

03. 11. 93 49294.7532 52.1

13. 11. 94 49669.7733 24.9

14. 11. 94 49670.6763 17.8

15. 11. 94 49671.6859 12.1

16. 11. 94 49672.6892 10.0

18. 11. 94 49674.6961 15.9

18. 11. 94 49674.7486 16.3

19. 11. 94 49675.7660 24.1

21. 11. 94 49677.6992 44.4

22. 11. 94 49678.6537 54.5

15. 12. 94 49701.6142 78.9

15. 12. 94 49701.6714 79.1

18. 12. 94 49704.5654 70.3

20. 12. 94 49706.6310 50.2

01. 12. 95 50052.7725 69.8

02. 12. 95 50053.7750 75.9

03. 12. 95 50054.7828 77.5

04. 12. 95 50055.7708 76.8

05. 12. 95 50056.7620 73.5

Table 2. The previously unpublished RVs measured by Eker.

The measurement procedure and the interpretation is given in

Eker (1986). He estimates the RV error to be 0.5 kms

�1

date HJD RV

[dd:mm:yy] �2400000.0

�

kms

�1

�

23. 02. 84 45753.6713 11.6

29. 02. 84 45759.6119 71.5

03. 03. 84 45762.7217 78.2

07. 03. 84 45766.6354 48.8

09. 03. 84 45768.7292 23.8

23. 03. 84 45782.7120 75.7

26. 03. 84 45785.7147 50.8

01. 04. 84 45791.7071 11.3

06. 04. 84 45796.6927 50.2
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Bopp & Dempsey (1989) estimate their RV{errors to be

0.9kms

�1

, and they assign to the data given by Harper

(1914, 1935) a weight of 0.5 with respect to their own

measurements. This translates to a standard deviation of

1.3kms

�1

, which is adopted here and also used for the

RV given by Abt (1970). Eker (1986, see Table 2) gives an

error of 0.5kms

�1

. We estimate the error of the SOFIN

RVs to be 0.3kms

�1

(see above).

3.2. The �t and error determination

The data consisting of triples (t

i

; RV

i

; w

i

) with the weights

w

i

are �tted (least{squares �t) by the function

RV(t) =  +K (cos(v + !) + e cos!); (3)

(see e.g. Heintz 1978 for the derivation and the meaning

of the symbols).

The parameters are determined with a non{linear

least{squares �t using the simplex{algorithm (e.g. Caceci

& Cacheris 1984; Press et al. 1994).

As an additional parameter derived from the �t{

parameters, we compute the period in the rest frame of

the system (corrected for the time dilation in the inertial

frame moving with the velocity  with respect to the sun,

and to the increasing light travel{time between periastron

passages due to ). We use P

rest

in the computation of

a sin i and f(m).

There are two ways to determine standard deviations

for the �t{parameters.

1. The formal error of any �t{parameter p is given by

�

2

p

= 2

�

@

2

�

2

@p

2

�

�1

(4)

(Bevington 1969) with the derivatives taken at the

minimumof �

2

. With the �t{parameters and their for-

mal errors known, the errors of the derived parameters

can be obtained by the usual error propagation.

2. The bootstrap errors (see e.g. Efron & Tibshirani 1993)

are computed from the actual residuals of the mea-

surements from the �t. B bootstrap samples are con-

structed by randomly selecting from the residuals of

the N real measurements N residuals, with replace-

ment, and adding them to the computed RVs using

the best �t parameters. Since the residuals of mea-

surements having low weight are on average larger

than those of measurements having high weight, each

residual picked is accompanied by its original weight.

For each set of these new \measurements" a �t of the

RV curve is performed, resulting in a new set of �t{

parameters and derived parameters. For large B the

parameter errors are given by the standard deviations

of the bootstrap parameters (both �t{parameters and

derived ones) from their values obtained from the set

of real measurements.

Fig. 1. Periodogram of the RV measurements of � Gem. The

only signi�cant period is at 19.604471 days

3.3. The period search

Assuming the orbit to be circular, i.e. �xing e = 0 in the

�ts, and removing the last 3 measurements from Table 1

(see Sect. 3.4), the best orbital period was searched in the

interval 18.0 to 21.0 days.

Figure 1 shows the periodogram obtained by varying

the start value of the period in �ts of RV curves to the

data set. The plot gives the standard deviation �

1

of an

individual measurement of mean weight from the �t vs.

the period. It is obvious that there is only one period close

to the value given by Bopp & Dempsey (1989); all other

minima have �

1

exceeding 10kms

�1

.

3.4. The radial velocity curve of � Gem

The results of four di�erent �ts of radial{velocity

curves are given in Table 3. Except for Solution 4, all

allow for a non{zero eccentricity of the orbit. The formal

parameter errors are only given for Solution 1: one can see

that in most cases the formal and the bootstrap errors are

very close to each other. The main exception is ! which

has a very large bootstrap error. The bootstrap error is

certainly more realistic due to the very small eccentricity.

This relation between the formal and the bootstrap errors

is the same for all �ts; only the (more reliable) bootstrap

errors are therefore given in the following.

A forced circular �t to all measurements excluding the

last 3 SOFIN measurements (see below) yields a slightly

di�erent period than that given in Solution 1:

P = (19:604471� 0:000022) days; (5)

which is adopted as the �nal period. This period is kept

�xed in �ts leading to Solutions 2{4, because the limited

time{coverage of the data sets used for them does not

allow a reliable determination of the period.
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Fig. 2. The SOFIN measurements (squares) and Eker's measurements (crosses) with the radial velocity curve of Solution 4

The eccentricity of the orbital solution 1 is only half of

what Bopp & Dempsey (1989) got. Solutions 2 and 3 are

obtained with the aim to establish the signi�cance (or oth-

erwise) of this eccentricity. Only the data sets having the

smallest velocity errors, i.e. the SOFIN and Eker's data

sets (Table 1 and Table 2), are used. Solution 2 uses all

of these data. The eccentricity has slightly decreased fur-

ther. When computing the O{C from the orbit, the last

3 SOFIN measurements in Table 1 show systematical de-

viations from the �t. They range up to 2.6 kms

�1

. Since

these measurements are at a sensitive phase (close to the

maximumRV, where there are also not many other mea-

surements) they might be responsible for a large part of

the eccentricity. For Solution 3, they are therefore removed

from the data set. The eccentricity dropped again by a

factor 2, now being only a 1� result and extremely small.

We thus conclude (as was already suspected by Bopp &

Dempsey 1989) that the orbit is in fact circular. Solution 4

is accordingly a forced circular �t to the data set used for

Solution 3 (SOFIN + Eker, excluding the last 3 measure-

ments in Table 1) and we adopt it as the �nal solution.

The insigni�cant changes in the orbit parameters and in

�

1

from Solution 3 to Solution 4 support our conclusion of

circularity. Note, that the period of the �nal orbital solu-

tion is still based on the whole data set covering the time

interval 1902{1995; only all other parameters are derived

from the limited, but most accurate data. As can be seen

from Table 3 the parameters are very close to those given

by Bopp & Dempsey (1989).

Figure 2 shows the measurements of SOFIN and Eker

(1986) together with the �t of Solution 4. The systematic

deviation of the last 3 SOFIN measurements close to phase

0 is clearly seen. These and the signi�cant deviations of

a few other data points are probably caused by strong

distortions of the line pro�les due to spot features.

4. The rotation parameters

4.1. The rotation period

Strassmeier et al. (1993) list a rotation period for � Gem

of P

rot

= 19:410 days. Henry et al. (1995) analyse long{

term photometric data and interpret them in a two{spot

model. They obtain for each spot a di�erent period, most

of them shorter than the orbital period, which is inter-

preted by them as di�erential rotation. They give a ro-

tation period of the star P

rot

= 19:54 days. Jetsu (1996)

analysed the same data as Henry et al. (1995). He �nds

that the data of � Gem's light minima indicate the pres-

ence of active longitudes, which means a unique period.

His period is P

rot

= (19:606� 0:023) days. This period is

identical (within the quite large errors) with the orbital

period given in Eq. (5). It thus seems that � Gem's rota-

tion is in fact synchronized with its orbit; this is consistent

also with the �nding above, that the orbit is circular. We

adopt in the following P

rot

= P

orb

.
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Table 3. The results of 4 di�erent �ts of radial velocity curves to the data. Solution 1 includes all data; the errors given in

parentheses are the formal �t errors, the others bootstrap errors from B = 1000 bootstrap runs. For Solutions 2{4, only the

bootstrap errors from B = 1000 runs are given. Solution 2 includes only the SOFIN data supplemented by Eker's RVs (Table 1

and Table 2). Solution 3 includes the same data as Solution 2 except the last 3 SOFIN measurements. Solution 4 is a circular �t

to the data used for Solution 3. For Solutions 2{4 the period was kept �xed at 19.604471 days. For comparison, the parameters

given by Bopp & Dempsey (1989) are given in the column BD89

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3

P (days) 19:604462(�0:000038)�0.000023 19:604471�0.00 19:604471�0.00

 ( km s

�1

) 44:24(�0:11)�0.11 44:28�0.14 44:47�0.14

K ( km s

�1

) 34:72(�0:16)�0.16 34:73�0.19 35:04�0.19

e 0:0120(�0:0045)�0.0045 0:0109�0.0053 0:0055�0.0052

! (deg.) 218:36(�0:26)�23.6 240:82�23.6 281:2�38.3

T

0

(HJD) 2447224:396(�0:014)�1.283 2447225:6�1.6 2447227:8�2.1

T

max

(HJD) 2447232:063(�0:024)�0.035 2447232:048�0.042 2447232:082�0.036

T

conj

1

(HJD) 2447227:150(�0:025)�0.030 2447227:174�0.036 2447227:222�0.035

P

rest

(days) 19:601570(�0:00033)�0.000023 19:601575�0.000009 19:601563�0.000009

a sin i (R

�

) 13:445(�0:061)�0.062 13:447�0.074 13:569�0.073

f(m) (M

�

) 0:0850(�0:0012)�0.0012 0:0850�0.0014 0:0874�0.0014

�

1

( km s

�1

) 1:53 0:99 0:89

Solution 4 BD89

P (days) 19.604471�0.00 19.60447�0.00007

 ( km s

�1

) 44.48�0.14 43.78�0.17

K ( km s

�1

) 35.06�0.19 34.79�0.25

e 0.0�0.0 0.0210�0.0069

! (deg.) 0.0�0.0 160�20

T

0

(HJD) 2447232.121�0.015 2447221.2�1.1

T

max

(HJD) 2447232:121�0.015

T

conj

(HJD) 2447227:220�0.015 2447227:08�0.02

P

rest

(days) 19:601562�0.000009

a sin i (R

�

) 13:578�0.073 13:48�0.09

f(m) (M

�

) 0:0875�0.0014 0.0857

�

1

( km s

�1

) 0:87

1

Conjugation time with primary in front.

4.2. The rotation velocity

For the projected rotational velocity v sin i, Eaton (1990)

gives 27 kms

�1

, a value used by Hatzes (1993) and Henry

et al. (1995). Strassmeier et al. (1993) give v sin i =

25kms

�1

and remark that this value is better than the

one given by Eaton.

Since v sin i is a very important observable concerning

the constraints to be derived in the next section and a sen-

sitive input parameter for the forthcoming surface imag-

ing, a redetermination seems to be necessary. For this, we

use the Fourier transform of the SOFIN spectra (see e.g.

Uns�old 1955; Gray 1988, p. 2{1�).

A mean spectrum is created from all 29 SOFIN spec-

tra. For this, each spectrum has been shifted to RV

hel

= 0

using the orbital parameters of Solution 4 in Table 3. In

order to minimize distortions due to noise and occasional

spot features, a ��{clipping has been done (in 3 iterations

remove for each wavelength those points that are deviat-

ing more than � = 2 times the standard deviation from

the mean). The power{spectrum obtained from the whole

Fig. 3. Power spectrum of Fe I 6173

�

A from the mean spectrum

1993-95, compared to that of a pure rotation pro�le computed

with a linear limb{darkening of � = 0:73. v sin i for the model

pro�le is 27.1 km s

�1
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wavelength range is dominated by the minima and max-

ima caused by the many blended lines. Only the features,

whose main components are Fe I 6173

�

A and Fe I 6180

�

A,

are su�ciently unblended to be used.

Figure 3 shows the power{spectrum obtained from Fe

I 6173

�

A. It is compared to that of a pure rotational

pro�le computed with a linear limb{darkening coe�cient

� = 0:73 (obtained by interpolating to T

e�

= 4500K,

log g = 2:5, � = 6175

�

A in the tables given by Al{Naimiy

1978). It is obvious, that the second minimum is already

heavily distorted by blending e�ects, so only the �rst min-

imum can be used (the same is true for Fe I 6180

�

A). The

mean projected rotational velocity determined from the

two lines is

v sin i = 27:0� 0:2kms

�1

: (6)

This is consistent with the value given by Eaton (1990)

and will be used in what follows.

5. Constraints on the fundamental parameters

5.1. The minimum radius

The true rotation period P

rot

= P

orb;rest

= 19:

d

601562

combined with the projected rotational velocity v sin i=

27:0kms

�1

gives a lower limit for the radius of the star:

R sin i =

P

rot

2�

v sin i = 10:5R

�

: (7)

This is only valid if the star is assumed to be spherical.

Due to its relatively long rotation period it seems unlikely

that the star is attened by rotation; it might, however,

approach its Roche{lobe limit and become distorted. The

assumption of sphericity is thus equivalent to the assump-

tion that the star does not �ll its Roche{lobe. So far, there

is no observation indicative of mass{transfer in the system,

so this assumption seems to be justi�ed. Note that here

and in the following we do not distinguish between the

inclination of the axis of rotation and that of the orbital

axis. Since the orbit is circularized and the rotation is syn-

chronized with the orbit it is natural to assume that these

two axes are aligned. This is supported by the results of

Stawikowski & Glebocki (1994).

5.2. The Roche{lobe limit

In the following the index 1 (\primary") indicates the vis-

ible component of the binary (the K1 III star) and the

index 2 the secondary. The orbital parameters determine

a

1

sin i. If the primary would �ll its Roche{lobe, the ra-

tio of the e�ective radius of the Roche{lobe R

rl

, i.e. the

radius of the sphere that has the same volume as the

Roche{lobe, and the distance between the two stars, i.e.

a = a

1

+ a

2

= a

1

(1 + q) is entirely determined by the

mass{ratio q

rl

= m

1

=m

2

of the two components:

R

rl

a

=

R

rl

sin i

a

1

sin i(1 + q

rl

)

=

0:49 q

(2=3)

rl

0:6 q

(2=3)

rl

+ ln

�

1 + q

(1=3)

rl

�

(8)

(Eggleton 1983). Since R

1

< R

rl

and R

rl

increases with q

rl

,

we obtain a lower limit for the mass ratio q, if we replace

R

rl

by R

1

in Eq. (8):

q =

m

1

m

2

> q

rl

= 1:02: (9)

5.3. The secondary

The mean SOFIN spectrum has been subtracted from each

of the individual spectra and the residuals carefully ex-

amined. There are variations exceeding the noise, they

are, however, inside the spectral features, i.e. their dis-

placement with respect to the primary star is less than

27.0kms

�1

. They cannot be due to the secondary, be-

cause from the limit of the mass-ratio it can be concluded

that the displacement should reach sometimes at least

K

1

+ K

2

= K

1

(1 + q) > 70:8kms

�1

. The variations are

also not systematic over the whole 2 years period; they

are thus most probably features caused by surface inho-

mogeneities.

Thus, even with the high{resolution, high S/N SOFIN

spectra, no trace of the secondary (in this wavelength re-

gion) can be found. Since the S/N of the SOFIN spec-

tra is generally well above 100, we can conclude, that the

luminosity of the secondary does not exceed 1% of the

luminosity of the primary. Adopting M

V

= 0:

m

3 for the

K1 III primary (Gray 1988, Appendix B), the secondary

must be fainter than M

V

� 5

m

, which would make it a

main{sequence star of type G6 or later, or a compact ob-

ject (white dwarf, neutron star). As a star of type G6V

or later, its mass would be less than 0:95M

�

, as a white

dwarf less than the Chandrasekhar{limit of 1:4M

�

. Ayres

et al. (1984) analyse the far{UV spectra of � Gem and

from the lack of any trace of a hot continuum conclude

that the secondary is probably a late{type dwarf.

If we adopt for the secondary m

2

< 0:95M

�

and take

into account the mass function from the orbital solution as

well as the lower limit for the mass ratio from the Roche{

limit, we obtain a stringent lower limit for the inclination:

sin

3

i = (1 + q)

2

f(m)

m

2

> (1 +min(q))

2

f(m)

max(m

2

)

i:e: i > 46:

�

2: (10)

Here, min(x) and max(x) give the minimum and maxi-

mum of all possible values for x. This limit on i is inter-

esting, because it means that � Gem has a high inclination

of its rotational axis and is therefore suitable for surface
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imaging. The value of i = 60

�

adopted for the interpreta-

tion of photometry of � Gem e.g. by Poe & Eaton (1985)

is perfectly consistent with this limit.

5.4. The limits on the mass of the primary

If we now combine m

2

< 0:95M

�

with the mass function

and the upper limit for the inclination, i < 90

�

, we obtain

an upper limit for the mass m

1

:

m

1

= m

2

�

0

@

s

m

2

sin

3

i

f(m)

� 1

1

A

< max(m

2

) �

0

@

s

max(m

2

)max(sin

3

i)

f(m)

� 1

1

A

i:e: m

1

< 2:2M

�

: (11)

A lower limit on m

1

results from the lower limit on q and

i < 90

�

:

m

1

= q

3

� (1 + q

�1

)

2

f(m)

sin

3

i

> min(q) � (min(q) + 1)

2

f(m)

max(sin

3

i)

i:e: m

1

> 0:4M

�

: (12)

Unfortunately, this limit is not very useful: a star of such

low mass would probably not have become a giant yet in

the 10 Gyr or so that the Galaxy exists. Probably, the

mass of the primary is larger than 1 M

�

.

5.5. The primary's gravity

The surface gravity g

1

of the primary can be written as:

g

1

=

Gm

1

R

2

1

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

: (13)

The last term corrects for the inuence of the centrifugal

force, which is v

2

cos�=R

1

= v

2

sin i=R

1

, if we adopt as a

value for the observed g

1

that in the center of the stellar

disk, which is at a latitude � = 90

�

� i. The correction

for centrifugal forces consists thus only of observables and

cannot be varied.

The limits for mass, radius and mass ratio then give

also limits for the surface gravity:

g

1

< G

max(m

1

)

min(R

2

1

)

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

i:e: log g

1

< 2:73 (14)

and g

1

= G � q � (1 + q)

2

f(m)

R

2

1

sin

3

i

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

> G �min(q) � (1 +min(q))

2

�

f(m)

(R

1

sin i)

2

1

max(sin i)

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

i:e: log g

1

> 1:91: (15)

Note, that the lower limit corresponds to the lower

limit for m

1

, which is too low. If we assume m

1

> 1M

�

,

then

g

1

=

Gm

1

sin

2

i

R

2

1

sin

2

i

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

>

Gmin(m

1

)min(sin

2

i)

R

2

1

sin

2

i

�

(v sin i)

2

R

1

sin i

i:e: log g

1

> 2:08: (16)

Therefore, the true gravity is very probably higher than

log g

1

= 2.

5.6. The mass{mass{plot of the allowed stellar parameters

In Fig. 4, the results of the previous paragraphs are

presented in graphical form in the (m

1

;m

2

){plane. The

oblique lines to the left are the mass{ratios q = 1:0 (for

orientation) and q = q

rl

. The curves are lines of constant

radius of the primary, and since R

1

sin i is �xed, lines of

constant inclination as well. Since the mass function is

also �xed, each value of m

1

for given R

1

thus corresponds

uniquely to a value of m

2

. Lines m

2

= 0:95M

�

and m

2

=

1:4M

�

are also shown. Note, that if 0:95M

�

< m

2

<

1:4M

�

the secondary needs to be a white dwarf or low

mass neutron star, because a main{sequence star would

have been detected in the spectra, and above 1:4M

�

it

must be a neutron star. To emphasize the importance of

the gravity, the lines of constant logg

1

= 2:0; 2:5; 3:0 are

added to the �gure. We note, that the line logg

1

= 2:0 is

almost always above the Roche{limit q = q

rl

and the line

log g

1

= 3:0 entirely in the region with m

2

> 0:95M

�

.

Note, that for a normal radius, R

1

= 16R

�

(Dyck et al.

1996), the secondary is most probably too massive to be

a white dwarf.

6. Summary and discussion

New high quality radial velocity measurements of the RS

CVn star � Gem have been used to derive the orbital pa-

rameters of this single{lined binary. Essentially, the orbit

given by Bopp & Dempsey (1989) is con�rmed; however,

the orbit is most probably circular.

The orbital parameters and the rotational parame-

ters P

rot

= P

orb

and the newly determined v sin i =

27.0kms

�1

(con�rming the result by Eaton 1990) are

combined to construct the region of allowed combinations

of the inclination, the two masses and the gravity of the

primary. A few plausible assumptions have to be made

during this process:

{ that the primary is spherical and does not �ll its

Roche{lobe;

{ that the rotational axis of the primary and the orbital

axis are parallel;

{ that the secondary is less massive than 0:95M

�

.
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Fig. 4. The stellar parameters in the mass{mass{plane. See text for detailed explanation

The �rst assumption is made plausible by the fact that

the RV curve is stable over the century of data, i.e. there

seems to be no interaction between the components. The

second assumption is based on the circularized orbit and

the seemingly synchronized rotation; the third on the in-

visibility of the secondary in the high S/N SOFIN spectra

and the additional assumption that it is a main{sequence

star.

The inclination is high: i > 46

�

. The mass of the pri-

mary is between 0:4M

�

(or more probably 1M

�

) and

2:2M

�

which is normal for a K1{giant (Schmidt{Kaler

1982), at least when it belongs to the old disk population

(Eker 1992; Eggen 1993). Its radius, however, seems to be

smaller than the \normal" values for stars of this type.

The limits on the gravity are especially interesting:

The gravity is in principle an observable; it can be ob-

tained from careful modelling of the spectrum. As can

be seen in Fig. 4 an accurate determination of the grav-

ity leads to a very narrow range for the allowed values

of m

1

. Unfortunately, the atmospheric models are usually

calculated in steps of � log g = 0:5. Our limits here in-

dicate, that practically the only gravity allowed is then

log g

1

= 2:5. The next lower gravity is almost certainly

excluded, because the mass of the primary becomes too

low for its spectral class or the Roche{lobe limit would be

violated. Should we, however, �nd that a higher gravity is

needed to describe the spectrum, this would also contra-

dict our limits. The most uncertain assumption made is

that the secondary is a main{sequence star. For a higher

gravity in the primary, both stars have to be more mas-

sive. Since under these conditions the secondary cannot be

a main{sequence star (otherwise it would have been seen

at least in the SOFIN spectra) and it cannot be a white

dwarf (Ayres et al. 1984) we need to conclude that the

secondary had to be a neutron star. Note that this would

also mean, that the primary's radius is then allowed to

be at its normal value of (16 � 2)R

�

(Dyck et al. 1996,

consistent with Schmidt{Kaler 1982). For R

1

� 16R

�

the inclination would only be i � 41

�

. This might be an-

other check, because according to Piskunov et al. (1996)

(largely) di�erent i can be distinguished by the quality of

surface imaging.

The fact that during the history of RV curves for �

Gem all new orbital solutions tend to con�rm (with in-

creasing re�nement) the previous solutions is a sign that

there is no interaction between the two stars. If the sec-

ondary would be a neutron star, there is therefore not

much hope to see any sign of it. If, however, indirect evi-

dence for it is found (e.g. by the necessity of a logg

1

>

=

3

to describe the spectrum), � Gem would turn out to be

indeed a very special RS CVn{star.
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Abstract. The T Tauri star RY Tau has increased its brightness

from V= 10.m6 to V= 9.m6 in October–November 1996. By

February–March 1997, the star has faded again to V= 10.m8.

High–resolution échelle spectra of RY Tau were obtained with

the SOFIN spectrograph at the Nordic Optical Telescope (La

Palma, Spain) at low and high brightness levels of the star. No

significant changes in the photospheric lines, which are sensi-

tive to temperature and gravity, were noticed. The spectral type

of RY Tau is defined as G1–2 IV, which in combination with

photometric data implies AV = 1.m0−1.m3. Polarimetric patrol

of RY Tau during the fading of the star showed an increase of its

intrinsic polarization from 0.5–1.0% at high brightness to about

2% at low brightness in the V, R and I bands. The flux radi-

ated in Hα and the IR Ca ii emission lines remained about the

same, in spite of the one magnitude difference in the continuum

flux. These results indicate that variable obscuration of the star

by circumstellar dust clouds was responsible for the brightness

change of RY Tau, and that the emission line source is mostly

outside of the obscured region.

Key words: stars: circumstellar matter – stars: individual:

RY Tau – stars: pre-main sequence

1. Introduction

RY Tau belongs to the classical T Tauri Stars (TTS), with ir-

regular light variability and a moderate emission spectrum. The

star has long been a target for photometric and spectroscopic

observations, particularly after its brightening in 1983/84 from

Send offprint requests to: P. Petrov
⋆ based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical Telescope

(NOT), European Northern Observatory, La Palma, Spain; at the 2.6m

and the 1.25m telescopes of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory;

at the 60cm telescope of the Crimean Laboratory of the Sternberg

Astronomical Institution.
⋆⋆ Tables 2 and 3 are only available in electronic form at the

CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html
⋆⋆⋆ on leave from Crimean Astrophysical Observatory

Correspondence to: Peter.Petrov@Oulu.Fi

11th to 9th magnitude in V (Herbst & Stine 1984, Zajtseva et

al. 1985). The characteristic pattern of the photometric variabil-

ity of RY Tau is the near constancy of its colours at different

brightnesses. Therefore, the dependence of the colours on the

brightness is not well expressed but somewhat similar to that of

the UX Ori–type stars: the star becomes slightly redder when

fading from V= 9.m5 to 10.m0, but then turns to be bluer when

even fainter, with a large intrinsic dispersion in the colours (Zajt-

seva 1986, Gahm et al. 1993, Eaton & Herbst 1995, Kardopolov

& Rspaev 1995).

The spectral classification is K1e IV,V(Li) (Herbig 1977,

Cohen & Kuhi 1979) though the earlier spectral type G2 was

estimated by Cabrit et al. (1990). The star has a low level of

veiling, ≤ 0.1 in the visible region of the spectrum (Basri et al.

1991, Hartigan et al. 1995). No veiling was found in the blue

(Valenti et al. 1993). The IUE spectrum shows weak Fe II emis-

sion and moderate far–UV excess (Herbig & Goodrich 1986).

The equivalent width of the Hα emission is about 20 Å (which is

not far from the conventional threshold of 10 Å between weak–

line TTS and classical TTS), Hβ is sometimes in emission,

sometimes in absorption, while higher Balmer line are always

in absorption.

Contrary to other classical TTS, RY Tau is a rapid rotator;

its v sin i was determined to about 50 km s−1 (see e.g. Bouvier

1990). It is an X–ray emitter with log LX = 29.71 (erg s−1)

(Damiani et al. 1995), which is an average value for TTS in the

Tau–Aur region.

RY Tau has a rather large level of intrinsic linear polariza-

tion of a few percent. The variability of the linear polarization

was first discovered by Vardanyan (1964) and confirmed by

Serkowski (1969). The wavelength dependence of the linear

polarization indicates that most of the polarization arises in an

external, circumstellar dust envelope which lies outside of the

high–temperature, gas–emitting region (Bastien & Landstreet

1979). The dependence of the linear polarization on the bright-

ness of the star is not unambiguous, however in the deep minima

of the brightness the polarization was higher (Efimov 1980).

RY Tau has a remarkably flat distribution of energy in the

far–infrared region (Bertout et al. 1988); it is also a strong source

of millimeter continuum emission (Beckwith et al. 1990), but
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was not detected at radio wavelengths in a search for molecular

outflows (Edwards & Snell 1982, Calvet et al. 1983).

There were many attempts to find a periodicity in the light

variations of RY Tau on both short and long timescales. Some

periods were reported on timescales from 5 to 66 days, but none

was confirmed later on (Herbst et al. 1987, Herbst & Koret 1988,

Bouvier et al. 1993, Bouvier et al. 1993, Bouvier et al. 1995).

It is fair to say that if there is any periodicity in the light curve

of RY Tau, it is hidden in a larger amplitude irregular variation

and/or not persistent on a long timescale.

The relative constancy of colours during large amplitude

variations of brightness indicates that the photospheric param-

eters of the star remain unchanged. Indeed, RY Tau does not

show variations of the TiO bands with brightness even in rather

deep minima, which could be expected if a cool spot were the

cause of the brightness variability (Herbst & Lavreault 1990).

The Hα line profile is variable on a timescale of days, show-

ing transient blue– and red–shifted absorption components (Za-

jtseva et al. 1985, Petrov & Vilhu 1991, Johns & Basri 1995).

The same transient absorption was observed in the line profiles

of the sodium doublet, which was interpreted as trace of stellar

prominences (Petrov 1990). The most detailed review on the

high–resolution line profiles was given by Hamann & Persson

(1992).

The dependence of the Hα flux on the brightness of the star

is somewhat controversial. Holtzman et al. (1986) found from

UBVRI and Hα photometry that the Hα flux generally decreases

as the star fades, but can change independently of brightness by

a factor of 3 or more. On the other hand, Vrba et al. (1993)

reported that the Hα flux increases with decreasing brightness,

although with poor correlation.

During the patrol photometric observations of TTS at the

Crimean Laboratory of the Sternberg Astronomical Institution,

we have discovered a new event of brightness increase of RY Tau

at the end of 1996. The star went from V= 10.m6 to V= 9.m6
within about one month (Zajtseva et al. 1996). This offered a

new opportunity to study the phenomena connected with the

brightening in great detail. In this paper we present photomet-

ric, polarimetric and spectroscopic data obtained at different

brightness levels of the star, and discuss possible causes of its

variability.

2. Observations

UBV photometry: The 60 cm telescope and the pulse–counting

photometer at the Crimean Laboratory of the Sternberg Astro-

nomical Institution (Ukraine) has been used for the photometric

monitoring of TTS, including RY Tau, since 1965. Comparison

stars and their magnitudes are given in Zajtseva et al. (1974). The

diaphragm used was 27′′; the typical error of the measurements

is about 0.m01.

UBVRI photometry and polarimetry: The 1.25 m telescope

equipped with a five–channel photometer–polarimeter at the

Crimean Astrophysical Observatory (Ukraine) was used for ob-

servations of RY Tau from December 1996 to March 1997. The

diaphragm was 10′′. UBVRI magnitudes of RY Tau were de-

Fig. 1. The V light curve of RY Tau from 1965 to 1997

termined with respect to the comparison star SAO 76567 = BD

+27◦657, for which we determined V= 9.m13, B–V= 0.m90,

U–B= 0.m34, V–R= 0.m71, V–I= 1.m23, using the photometric

standard BD +24◦659 (K3 V, V= 9.m42) from the list of Neckel

& Chini (1980).

Spectroscopy: The high–resolution échelle spectrograph

SOFIN at the 2.56 m Nordic Optical Telescope (La Palma,

Spain) was used. The spectral range covered was 4500–9000

Å, the resolving power 25 000. For a typical spectrum, the S/N

ratio was 100–200 longward of 5000 Å. One spectrum of RY Tau

was taken at low brightness of the star on 4/5 Dec 1995, and sev-

eral spectra were taken at high brightness during 20 Nov–01 Dec

1996. At low brightness in Dec 95, the star varied smoothly from

V= 10.m8 to 10.m5; the nearest photometric measurement was

obtained 4 days after the spectrum; we interpolate the bright-

ness to V= 10.m65 ± 0.m1 at Dec 04, 1995. At high brightness,

the first échelle spectrum was taken on Nov 20/21, 1996, at

V= 9.m72, simultaneously with photometry (see Fig. 2). The

spectra of 84 Her (G1 III), 27 Ari (G5 III–IV), 70 Peg (G7 III)

and δ Eri (K0 IV) were taken for comparison purposes.

Several spectra of RY Tau in the regions of Hα and Na D

were also taken at the coudé spectrograph of the 2.6 m Shajn

reflector at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, with a re-

solving power of 40 000.

The journal of our spectroscopic observations is presented

in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Photometry

The photometric data are given in Table 2, and the light curve

in the V–band for the period 1965–1997 is displayed in Fig. 1.

A major part of these data (before JD 2 448 000) were included

in the catalogue by Herbst et al. (1994). The last brightening

started in October 1996 (JD 2 450 360). Within about 40 days,

the star raised up to V= 9.m6 and stayed at this level during

three months, with small fluctuations of 0.m1 − 0.m2 (Fig. 2).

The subsequent fading of brightness down to V= 10.m8 lasted

for about one month, to the end of the observational season

in March 1997. At the maximum brightness the average B–V

colour was redder by about 0.m15 as compared to that at the
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Table 1. Spectroscopic observations of RY Tau 1989–1996.

Obs: CrAO – Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, Ukraine

NOT – Nordic Optical Telescope, La Palma, Spain

λ =spectral region: 1 – Hα
2 – Hα, Na D

3 – Hα, Na D, 6400 Å

4 – 4500–9000 Å

EW – equivalent width of the Hα emission in Å

F – flux in the Hα emission in 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1

When only one digit after the decimal point is given for the V magni-

tude, V has been interpolated from the closest points in the measured

light curve.

date JD 24... Obs λ V EW F

30/31 Oct 89 47830.4 CrAO 2 9.m9 14.6 15.6

07/08 Nov 89 47838.5 CrAO 2 10.m3 18.7 15.2

10/11 Nov 89 47841.4 CrAO 2 10.m25 22.0 14.9

18/19 Nov 89 47849.5 CrAO 1 10.m45 24.9 20.2

30/31 Jan 90 47922.4 CrAO 1 10.m30 17.4 12.9

08/09 Mar 90 47959.3 CrAO 1 9.m9 12.0 12.9

17/18 Mar 90 47968.2 CrAO 2 9.m9 12.3 13.2

19/20 Mar 90 47970.3 CrAO 1 9.m9 11.4 12.0

22/23 Mar 90 47973.2 CrAO 2 9.m9 7.6 8.1

04/05 Dec 95 50056.5 NOT 4 10.m65 17.6 9.4

15/16 Nov 96 50403.5 CrAO 3 9.m62 8.6 11.9

20/21 Nov 96 50408.5 NOT 4 9.m72 6.0 7.6

20/21 Nov 96 50408.6 CrAO 3 9.m72 6.0 7.6

25/26 Nov 96 50413.5 NOT 4 9.m7 6.4 8.2

28/29 Nov 96 50415.7 NOT 4 9.m7 8.5 10.9

29/30 Nov 96 50417.6 NOT 4 9.m7 5.9 7.6

30/01 Dec 96 50418.6 NOT 4 9.m7 10.3 13.3

01/02 Dec 96 50419.6 NOT 4 9.m7 7.3 9.4

12/13 Dec 96 50430.5 CrAO 3 9.m6 10.8 15.2

minimum brightness. The same change can be noticed in the

U–B colour, but with larger scatter. The V versus B–V diagram

is shown in Fig. 3: like was observed for previous photometric

changes, the star becomes slightly redder when fading from

V= 9.m5 to 10.m0, but then turns to become bluer when even

fainter, with some intrinsic dispersion in the colours (Fig. 3).

3.2. Polarimetry

RY Tau is located in a region of large and non–uniform interstel-

lar extinction. The value of AV toward RY Tau was estimated

as 1.m24 to 1.m88 by different observers (Cohen & Kuhi 1979,

Kuhi 1974, Cernicharo et al. 1985).

Therefore, one may expect a large degree of interstellar po-

larization, comparable to the intrinsic polarization of RY Tau.

Efimov (1980) found an interstellar polarization of Pmax =
2.69% with a position angle of PA= 27◦ for the wavelength of

maximum polarization 0.55 µm, using observations of differ-

ent stars in the vicinity of RY Tau and applying the normal law

of interstellar extinction with AV = 1.m88. After that publica-

tion, a large set of polarimetric UBVRI observations of RY Tau

was carried out at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory in

Fig. 2. The event of brightening in 1996/97. Filled circles: UBV

photometry, open circles UBVRI photometry. The bars above the

lightcurve indicate the dates of spectroscopic observations.

Fig. 3. Variability of brightness and colour of RY Tau. Dots: data of

1965–1997. Filled circles: the last event of brightening in 1996/97. The

two dashed lines indicate the two levels of brightness, when spectro-

scopic observations were obtained.

the period of 1981–1987. Using the new method for determi-

nation of interstellar polarization proposed by Shakhovskaya et

al. (1987), we made a new estimation of the interstellar polar-

ization toward RY Tau, based on more than 140 observations of

the star: Pmax = 2.84±0.14%, PA= 26◦ ±1.◦4. The Serkowski

law of polarization was adopted with the maximum polarization

wavelength of 0.55 µm (Whittet 1977).
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Fig. 4. Polarimetric observations in Dec 96–Mar 97; upper panel: the

light curve in different bands; central panel: intrinsic polarizations P
(%); lower panel: position angles PA (degrees).

Fig. 5. Two overplotted spectra of RY Tau: one was taken at low bright-

ness of the star, the other is the average spectrum at high brightness.

The spectral lines belong to V i and Fe i of low excitation potentials,

which are sensitive to the photospheric temperature. No difference in

the line profiles exceeding 0.7 % of the continuum level was detected.

During the latest event of brightening of RY Tau in 1996,

we started polarimetric observations in December 1996, when

the star was already at high brightness, and followed the decline

of brightness to the end of the observational season. The results

of the observations are given in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 4.

After correction for the interstellar polarization, the intrinsic

polarization of RY Tau and its position angle were found to

be variable with the brightness of the star. In the V, R and I

bands the intrinsic polarization was increasing from 0.5–1.0%

at high brightness to about 2% at low brightness. In the U and

B bands this tendency is not well expressed. The position angle

was progressively rotating as the star fades.

3.3. Spectroscopy

3.3.1. Photospheric spectrum

The depths of the photospheric lines in the 6 échelle spectra

taken at high brightness in 1996 are the same; thus here we use

the average photospheric spectrum.

The spectra of RY Tau at high and low brightness levels

(Fig. 5) show remarkable constancy of the photospheric absorp-

Fig. 6. Two fragments of the photospheric spectrum of RY Tau (solid

line) compared to the reference spectra of G2 V (Sun, dotted line) and

G1 III (84 Her, dashed line). All wavelengths are in the stellar restframe.

tion lines within the accuracy of our measurements, which in-

dicates the constancy of the photospheric temperature within

about 40 K, in spite of the one magnitude difference in stellar

brightness. From the region of 5000–7000 Å we determined the

radial velocity RV= 18± 1 km s−1 and the projected rotational

velocity v sin i = 52 ± 2 km s−1. Both values are consistent

with previous estimates (see e.g. Hartmann & Stauffer 1989

and Bouvier 1990).

The photospheric line spectrum of RY Tau is very similar to

the solar spectrum, taken with the same spectrograph (day sky

spectrum) and spun up to v sin i = 52 km s−1. Another suitable

standard star is 84 Her: G1 III, Teff = 5760 K, log g = 3.2
(Berdyugina 1994). The photospheric line depths and ratios in

the spectrum of RY Tau are in the range given by spectra of the

Sun and 84 Her (Fig. 6), in the spectral interval of 4500–8800

Å. An upper limit for the veiling factor can be set to ≤ 0.1.

Therefore, we estimate the spectral type of RY Tau as G1–G2 IV

with the intrinsic B–V colour 0.m65− 0.m68. At the bright state,

RY Tau had V= 9.m5 − 9.m7 and B–V= 0.m99 − 1.m05, that

is E(B − V) = 0.m3 − 0.m4 and AV = 3.2 · E(B − V) =
1.m0−1.m3. With the distance to RY Tau of 140 pc (Elias 1978),

we get MV = 2.m5 − 3.m0, which is in accordance with the

spectral classification of G1–G2 IV.

3.3.2. Emission line spectrum

The most prominent emission lines in our spectra of RY Tau

are those of Hα and the IR–triplet of Ca ii. Weaker emission

components are also present in Hβ, He i 5876 Å and Na i D. Of

the forbidden emission lines only [O i] 6300 Å is clearly seen.

Fig. 7 shows several fragments of the average spectrum of

RY Tau at high brightness. The range of variability in the emis-

sion line profiles is shown in Fig. 8.

It is interesting that the relative intensities of the emission

components of Hα and the IR Ca ii lines drop by a factor of 2–3

between Dec 95 and Nov 96, when the star has brightened by
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Fig. 7. Fragments of the average spectrum of RY Tau at high brightness

in 1996 (solid line). The spectrum of 84 Her spun up to v sin i =
52 km s−1 is shown for comparison (dotted line). The wavelengths are

in the stellar restframe.

one magnitude (see Fig. 9). This means that the flux radiated in

these emission lines has remained about the same.

In the region around 5180 Å, the depths of the absorption

lines of Mg i and Fe ii at high brightness are consistent with

the spectral type of the star (G1–2), but at low brightness these

lines were shallower, as if the star were of late F–type. Since the

photospheric temperature was the same at the two brightness

levels, we conclude that at low brightness the Mg i and Fe ii

lines were partially filled in with emission. These emissions

are shown in the differential spectrum: normalized spectrum at

low brightness minus normalized spectrum at high brightness

(Fig. 10).

In the high brightness state, the emission components of

the sodium doublet are not prominent, while there are variable

absorptions in the blue and red wings of the lines. The average

equivalent width of the sodium lines is noticeably larger than

in the comparison G stars (Fig. 7). The He i 5876 Å line is only

slightly variable, with an average profile of inverse P Cyg–type,

with the deepest absorption at +15 km s−1 and the red absorption

wing extending to +100 km s−1 (the radial velocities are referred

to the stellar restframe).

Since the Hα region was most frequently observed and the

photometric history of RY Tau is well documented, we can

check if the flux radiated in Hα relates to the stellar bright-

ness. The equivalent widths of the Hα emissions and the fluxes

radiated in Hα are given in Table 1. In addition to the spectra

Fig. 8. Variability of line profiles in the spectrum of RY Tau at high

brightness in 1996.

Fig. 9. The different line profiles in the spectrum of RY Tau at differ-

ent brightness levels of the star; solid line: average spectrum at high

brightness in 1996 (V= 9.m7); dashed line: spectrum at low brightness

in 1995 (V= 10.m7).

listed in Table 1, we also used several older spectra in the Hα
region obtained at Crimea in 1988–89 (Petrov & Vilhu 1991).

Fig. 11 shows that the flux in Hα is variable by a factor of

three but does not reveal any dependence on the stellar bright-

ness. On average, when the star is fainter, the Hα emission ap-

pears stronger, because the range of the continuum variability is
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Fig. 10. The spectrum of RY Tau in the region of Mg i(2) 5167, 5172

and 5183 Å and Fe ii(42) 5169 Å. The spectrum with the shallower

lines is at low brightness (V= 10.m7), the other one is the average

spectrum at high brightness (V= 9.m6). The curve at the bottom is the

difference of the two spectra.

Fig. 11. Equivalent width and flux (in units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

Å−1) in the Hα emission as a function of stellar brightness.

comparable to the range of intrinsic variability of the emission

line flux.

The Hα line profile consists of a broad emission with sym-

metric wings extending to ± 400 km s−1, and absorption com-

ponents which appear and disappear on a time scale of days.

There are two preferential velocities of these absorptions: one

is around zero velocity and the other is at –100±50 km s−1;

both are clearly visible in the average Hα profile in Fig. 9. This

kind of Hα profile variability was observed also in SU Aur (Gi-

ampapa et al. 1993, Johns & Basri 1995, Petrov et al. 1996).

The method of the correlation matrix is now commonly used

to reveal a correlation in variability between different parts of

a line profile or between two different lines. The correlation

matrix Hα versus Hα plotted in Fig. 12 includes the 19 spectra

listed in Table 1. The absolute flux profiles of Hα were used to

compute the matrix, i.e. the variations of the continuum bright-

ness do not affect the correlation matrix.

The two absorption components of Hα (at 0 and

–100 km s−1) vary independently from each other and inde-

pendently from the rest of the emission profile. There is also

no correlation between the blue (< −200 km s−1) and red

(> +200 km s−1) wings of the line. The appearance of the cor-

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

-300

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

radial velocity, km/s

Fig. 12. Contour map of the correlation matrix for variations in the Hα
absolute flux profile. The lowest contour represents a positive correla-

tion at the 99.9% confidence level.

relation matrix is not very different from that published by Johns

& Basri (1995).

4. Discussion and conclusions

There are at least three physical mechanisms which could ac-

count for the light variability of the TTS (see e.g. Herbst et al.

1994).

The first mechanism is an intrinsic one – the magnetic ac-

tivity manifested in starspots resulting in (periodical) rotational

modulation of the stellar brightness (the typical example is

V410 Tau).

The second is related to interaction of the star with its cir-

cumstellar environment – irregular accretion of matter onto the

star. This mechanism is probably dominant in the classical TTS,

where accretion components are occasionally observed in the

line profiles.

The third is an extrinsic one – obscuration of the star by

circumstellar dust clouds. This phenomenon is most clearly ob-

served in the UX Ori–type stars (Grinin et al. 1994), which are

earlier spectral type counterparts of the TTS. It was also ob-

served in the TTS RY Lup (Gahm et al. 1989). In a classical

TTS, all three mechanisms may be in operation, which makes

the observed variability very complicated.

The event of brightening of RY Tau, discussed in this paper,

constitutes probably the rare case (for a classical TTS), when

only one mechanism is dominant, while the others were not as

efficient. Although the inflow of gas is evident through the red–

shifted components of the sodium doublet lines and the He i

line, the absence of measurable veiling indicates that accretion

processes do not affect the brightness of the star. Neither is the

presence of dark spots evident: no significant periodicity was

found in the light variations. The case of a large polar spot of
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variable effective area can also be excluded: such a spot would

be visible in the photospheric line profiles.

The constancy of the photospheric parameters indicates that

the source of the light variability is extrinsic – the dusty cir-

cumstellar environment has changed its opacity along the line

of sight, which was observed as an apparent brightening of the

star. The increase of the linear polarization accompanying the

decrease in brightness supports this conclusion. The circum-

stellar dust is most probably confined to a disk, i.e. we observe

RY Tau almost equator–on. The large value of v sin i also sup-

ports this assumption.

The fact, that the flux radiated in the Hα emission does not

correlate with the stellar brightness, may indicate that the emis-

sion line source is located mostly outside of the star. When the

star is obscured by dust, the contribution from the emission line

source becomes larger and the emission spectrum appears more

prominent, while the flux radiated in emission lines remains

about the same or varies independently.

The strengthening of emission lines at minimum brightness

was reported earlier by other observers. From simultaneous pho-

tometric and spectroscopic observations, Holtzman et al. (1986)

found that Hβ changes from absorption, when the star is bright

(V= 9.m4), to emission, when the star is faint (V= 11.m0), and

the forbidden line [O i] 6300 Å became visible when the star

was faint. Analysis of IUE spectra showed that the line Mg ii

2800 Å changes from absorption to emission when RY Tau is

fading from V= 9.m9 to V= 10.m8 (Eaton & Herbst 1995). It

was noticed also already by Herbig (1961) that the forbidden

line of [S ii] was more prominent in emission when the star was

faint.

From all this, we may conclude that the emitting region

is not screened by the circumstellar dusty disk, although we

look at the star almost equator–on. The result is quite expected

for the forbidden lines, which form in a region extending far

out of the star. It could also be expected for Hα, which comes

from a large volume of stellar wind, but was not expected for

the Ca ii emission, which is often treated as an indicator of

chromospheric activity. The appearance of emissions in the Mg i

and Fe ii lines at lower brightness is also surprising. We may

conclude that at least Hα and the Ca ii emission lines in RY Tau

are formed neither in a chromosphere nor in an atmosphere of a

boundary layer, otherwise they would be subject to obscuration

by dust as well as the central star.
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Abstract. High–resolution échelle spectra of the FUor

V1057 Cyg were taken during its minimum brightness in

1996–97. The spectra show the appearance of strong shell–

components in the lines of low excitation, an increase of the

splitting of the photospheric absorption lines, and the appear-

ance of weak emission lines. It is argued that the mysterious line

splitting of the absorption lines in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg,

which has been interpreted as originating from an accretion disk,

can be explained simply by the presence of central emission

cores in the broad absorption lines. This emission spectrum of

V1057 Cyg has increased in strength relative to the continuum

as the star has faded.

Key words: (stars:) circumstellar matter – stars: individual:

V1057 Cyg – stars: pre–main sequence – accretion disks –

FUors

1. Introduction

The star V1057 Cyg belongs to the small group of the FU Ori-

onis type stars (FUors), pre–main sequence objects which are

undergoing an event of eruptive activity (Herbig 1977). Before

its flare–up in 1970, V1057 Cyg was a T Tauri star with the char-

acteristic emission line spectrum. After the rise in brightness, its

spectrum changed drastically to an A–F supergiant and later to

a G supergiant (G2–5 Ib–II, Herbig 1977). Among the known

FUors, V1057 Cyg has the fastest rate of brightness decline

during the first two decades after the flare–up.

A characteristic feature of all the FUors is the double profile

of the absorption lines. This was one of the reasons to interpret

the FUors as objects with accretion disks, where the spectrum

is formed not in the atmosphere of a supergiant, but in the atmo-

sphere of an optically thick luminous accretion disk rotating at

Keplerian velocities (Hartmann & Kenyon 1985). This interpre-

tation was criticized by Petrov & Herbig (1992), who pointed

Send offprint requests to: P. Petrov (e-mail: Peter.Petrov@Oulu.Fi)
⋆ Based on observations obtained at the 2.56m Nordic Optical Tele-

scope, Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory, La Palma/Spain.

out that the line doubling phenomenon is observed also in some

of the shell–supergiants. It was proposed that the absorption line

profiles are split due to the presence of emission components at

the center of the absorption lines.

In 1995, V1057 Cyg went into a minimum of its bright-

ness (Ibrahimova & Ibrahimov 1997, Kolotilov & Kenyon 1997)

and eventually, in 1997, reached almost its pre–outburst level

of brightness in the B band. In this letter we show the most

conspicuous changes in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg during the

minimum brightness, in 1996 and 1997. At the dates of our ob-

servations, the star had nearly the same brightness and colour,

V≈ 12.m5, B–V≈ 2.m05 (E. Kolotilov, private communication).

This is a preliminary report of new observations, with a

minimum of interpretation. A more detailed analysis will follow

in a later paper.

2. Observations

The high–resolution échelle–spectra of V1057 Cyg were taken

on October 30, 1996 and August 15–22, 1997 at the Nordic

Optical Telescope (La Palma, Spain) with the SOFIN échelle

spectrograph. In October 1996, the spectrum has a S/N ratio of

about 100 in the red. In August 1997, a series of exposures with

a total exposure time of 24 hours provided a mean spectrum with

a S/N ratio of more than 300 in the red. Weak lines of equivalent

widths down to 10 mÅ can be identified in the spectrum. The

resolution in the average spectrum of August 1997 is about

13 km s−1. The spectra of V1057 Cyg have useful signal in

the wavelength range 4800–9000 Å. Spectra of 41 Cyg (F5 II),

β Aqr (G0 Ib), 9 Peg (G5 Ib), 40 Peg (G8 II), 84 Her (G2 IIIb)

and β And (M0 IIIa) were taken for comparison.

3. Emission lines

A number of emission lines, in addition to Hα and the Ca II

lines, appeared in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg in August 1997

(cf. Figs. 1 and 2), as compared to the spectrum of 1996 and

those previously published. The most conspicuous is the line

Fe I (12)λ8047Å. The peak of the emission is at the stel-

lar velocity (–16 km s−1), its width is slightly less than the
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Fig. 1. The emission of Fe I (12)λ8047Å in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg

in August 1997 (upper bold curve). The spectrum of β Aqr is shown

for comparison, with the identification of a few lines. The spectra are

shifted in relative fluxes for clarity.

width of the photospheric absorption lines. The other emissions

are Fe I (60)λ8514Å, Fe II (40)λ6516Å, Ca I (1)λ6572Å and

Fe I (12)λ7912Å. It is interesting to note that all of these lines

are strong in emission in the spectrum of the pre–main sequence

star VY Tau (Herbig 1990). The Hα and IR Ca II lines show P

Cyg–profiles with the blue–shifted absorption extending up to

–380 and –250 km s−1, respectively.

4. Emission components

in the photospheric absorption lines

The photospheric absorption lines in the high–quality spectrum

of V1057 Cyg obtained in August 1997 are much shallower

than in the spectra published so far, which makes a comparison

with the spectra of standard stars rather difficult. The ratio of the

photospheric line intensities can set limits for the spectral type of

F7–G5 Ib–II. The lines of higher excitation potentials, which are

supposed to be less affected by emission and shell-components

(see below) were used for the spectral classification.

Most of the photospheric absorption lines appear double

with an emission–like component at the bottom of the absorp-

tion. The wings of the absorption lines near the continuum level

(5–7% below the continuum) can be fitted by a rotational profile

with v sin i of about 50 km s−1, with a scatter of ±10 km s−1

for the individual lines. No systematic trend of this parameter

with wavelength was found in the spectral range 5000–8800 Å.

The most interesting finding is that the line doubling, i.e.

the velocity separation between the two absorption dips, has

increased in October 1996, and even more so in August 1997,

as compared to the spectra published so far.

Fig. 2. The emissions of Ca II (2)λ8542Å and Fe I (60)λ8514Å in the

spectrum of V1057 Cyg in August 1997 (bold curve). The spectrum of

β Aqr is shown for comparison.

Comparison with the spectra of V1057 Cyg, published by

Kenyon et al. (1988)1 and by Hartmann & Calvet (1995), shows

that the line width of the absorption near the continuum level

remains the same, but the central emission-like reversal has in-

creased, and the depth of the absorption has been reduced. Due

to this effect, some of the weaker lines have almost vanished.

At lower S/N ratio, the spectrum would have a “washed out”

appearance.

As noted above, several low–excitation lines of Fe I and Ca I

have clearly gone over into emission. It is reasonable that the

same phenomenon should appear to a lesser degree in other,

higher–excitation lines, as a central emission core. This would

cause those absorption lines to appear double, precisely as is

observed (a typical example is shown in Fig. 3). The strength

of the emission spectrum has increased with respect to the con-

tinuum as the star has become fainter, so the “line doubling” is

now quite striking.

The effect of the line splitting by emission components

is most clearly demonstrated by the changes in the profile of

Fe Iλ6191 Å. The spectra of V1057 Cyg in this region pub-

lished before were taken in 1988 (Welty et al. 1992) and in

1992 (Hartmann & Calvet 1995). In both spectra the line is not

split, with a central depth of about 13% of the continuum level.

In October 1996, the line had the same depth, but the weak emis-

sion core was already present. In August 1997, the line depth

was reduced to 5% and the emission core rose up almost to

the continuum level (see Fig. 4). Obviously, this line splitting is

entirely due to the rise of the emission core.

1 The high–resolution spectra published by Kenyon et al. (1988) as

well as those by Welty et al. (1992) and Hartmann & Calvet (1995),

referred to below, were taken when the star was about 1m brighter,

V= 11.m5 − 11.m6, B–V= 1.m7 − 1.m8 (Ibrahimova & Ibrahimov

1997).
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Fig. 3. The bold curve is the spectrum of V1057 Cyg in August 1997, the thin solid curve that in October 1996; the dotted line is the spectrum

of β Aqr, spun up to v sin i = 50 km s−1. Note the rise of the emission cores which makes some of the absorption lines appear split.

Fig. 4. The bold line is the spectrum of V1057 Cyg in August 1997. The

dotted line is the spectrum of β Aqr, spun up to v sin i = 50 km s−1.

Note the emission core in Fe Iλ6191Å.

Another argument in favour of this interpretation of the line

splitting is that the splitting is differential, i.e. the intensities of

the emission components at the bottom of the absorption lines

are not the same in different lines. The weaker lines of the high-

est excitation potentials (> 5 eV) are not split, while most of

the stronger lines of lower potentials (2–4 eV) are split by an

emission component. The velocity separation between the dou-

ble absorption dips is, on average, 44 km s−1 in the red part of

the spectrum (as compared to 30 km s−1 reported by Hartmann

& Kenyon 1985). This value is, however, very different in in-

dividual lines: the lines most strongly filled in by emission are

split up to 60 km s−1 (e.g. Fe Iλ6393Å, Fe Iλ6400Å).

Fig. 5. The blue–shifted shell components in Ba II (2)λ6141Å and in

Li I (1)λ6707Å in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg in August 1997. The

line positions in the stellar restframe are indicated.

5. Shell components of the low excitation lines

Another obvious difference in the new spectra of V1057 Cyg as

compared to those published before is the appearance of numer-

ous sharp, blue–shifted shell–components of absorption lines

of low excitation (< 1 eV) (Figs. 5 and 6). The shell com-

ponents were stronger in the spectrum of October 1996 than

in the spectrum of August 1997. In October 1996, besides the

atomic shell–lines, a few weak TiO bands were present in the

spectrum, for example the R1 band of the TiO γ–system near

6781 Å. The sharp head of the TiO band was also blue–shifted,
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Fig. 6. The shell components in Mg I, Ti I and Cr I lines in the spectrum

of V1057 Cyg in August 1997. The line positions in the stellar restframe

are indicated.

showing that the bands originate in the expanding shell. In Au-

gust 1997, the TiO bands have disappeared together with the

weaker shell–components of atomic lines.

Some of the blue–shifted shell–lines have no photospheric

counterparts at the stellar velocity, because they are too weak in

a G–type spectrum, but rather strong in the spectrum of a cool

expanding shell.

The radial velocities of the shell components range from

–40 to –55 km s−1. The stronger the shell–absorption, the

larger its blue–shift. In August 1997, most of the shell–

components had two just resolved peaks of absorption separated

by 16 km s−1 (e.g. Ba IIλ6141Å, see Fig. 5). The weak emis-

sion line of Ca I (1)λ6572Å is also accompanied by a distinct

shell–absorption at –45 km s−1.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The remarkable changes in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg indicate

that the fading in brightness, the formation of a cool, expand-

ing shell, and the increase of emission lines may be physically

related phenomena.

The dimming of the star, accompanied by the appearance

of weak emission lines might be considered as the beginning of

the return of the star to its pre–outburst T Tau state. In this case,

however, one would expect a change of the spectral type to late

K of lower luminosity, which is not observed.

The brightness fading was interpreted by Kolotilov &

Kenyon (1997) as due to a dust condensation event in the out-

flowing wind. The development of the dense cool shell and the

absence of appreciable change in spectral type, reported in this

letter, seem to support this hypothesis. This implies that the

current photometric minimum is temporary, and the star will

eventually recover to its previous brightness level.

The presence of emission cores in the broad photospheric

absorption lines can quite simply account for the mysterious line

splitting in the spectrum of V1057 Cyg (and probably in other

FUors as well), as was proposed by Petrov & Herbig (1992) for

FU Ori itself. It is the fading of V1057 Cyg, and the consequent

enhancement of this emission spectrum, that has made this in-

terpretation so much more persuasive. This is not to deny that

FUors may have accretion disks, but only to assert that their

absorption line doubling has another explanation. It remains to

be investigated whether the emissions are formed somewhere

in the wind, which is responsible for the P Cyg–profiles in Ca II

and Hα.

In any case, these new data put more restrictions on the mod-

els of FUors, whose nature is still far from being understood.
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Abstract. A detailed model atmosphere analysis of high-

resolution and high S/N CCD spectra of II Peg has yielded

for the first time a self-consistent set of fundamental pa-

rameters of the primary component: Teff=4600 K, log g=3.2,

[M/H]=–0.4, ξt=2.0 km s−1. In addition, 121 new high qual-

ity radial velocity measurements1 allowed us to determine im-

proved orbital parameters, resulting in a new orbital ephemeris

of Tconj=2449582.9268+6.724333E. The position of the pri-

mary of II Peg in the HR diagram with the new parameters cor-

responds to a K2 IV star with mass ≈0.8 M⊙. The evolved

character of the star is confirmed by the C/N ratio, which is

reduced significantly relative to the solar value. The unspotted

V magnitude of the star of 6.m9 is estimated from the observed

variations of the TiO bands and quasi-simultaneous photome-

try. The blend of Li i 6707 Å is suspected to vary in equivalent

width due to spot modulation. The lithium abundance for the

unspotted star, Li/H=1.0±0.1, is found to be consistent with

other post-main sequence chromospherically active stars. Com-

bining all parameters, the radius R ≈ 3.4 R⊙ and the inclination

i ≈ 60◦ of the primary are estimated with the assumption that

its rotational axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. The sec-

ondary is probably a M0-M3 V star with a mass of about 0.4

M⊙.

Key words: stars: binaries: spectroscopic – stars: fundamental

parameters – stars: abundances – stars: activity – stars: individ-

ual: II Peg
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1 Table 2 is also available in electronic form at the CDS via anony-
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1. Introduction

II Peg (HD 224085) was discovered to show periodic photomet-

ric variability by Chugainov (1976a). Now it is known as one

of the most active RS CVn type stars, which are usually G-K

subgiants or giants in close binaries. The periodic photometric

variability of such stars is interpreted in terms of cool surface

spots analogous to sunspots but much enhanced in scale. The

existence of cool spots on the surface of II Peg is confirmed by

the presence of TiO bands in the observed spectrum of the star

(Vogt 1981).

Sanford (1921) obtained the earliest radial velocity measure-

ments of the primary of II Peg and found that the orbit is nearly

circular. Although the orbit was subsequently refined by several

authors, the best previous ephemeris still predicts the radial ve-

locities with an accuracy ±2.5 km s−1, which is unsatisfactory

for our purposes.

Several spectral types of the primary of II Peg have been

determined, ranging between K0 and K3 in temperature, and

between III and V in luminosity. Rucinski (1977) deduced a

spectral type of K2-3 IV-V and noted some inconsistencies in

the line ratios. The secondary of II Peg is unseen and probably

a low-mass main sequence star.

For some time the presence of Li i 6707 Å line in the spec-

trum of II Peg was suggested to be an indication that the star

must be rather young. Thus, because of its location slightly

above the main sequence, the star was suggested to be in a late

stage of pre-main sequence evolution (Rucinski 1977). How-

ever, Fekel & Balachandran (1993) and Randich et al. (1994)

found the presence of substantial amounts of Li to be typical in

many chromospherically active stars. The question is whether

these relatively high Li abundances are due to enhanced chromo-

spheric activity or rather are a consequence of the evolutionary

history of the stars.

This first part of our study of II Peg is based primarily on

new high-resolution spectroscopy of II Peg during 1994-1996.

The main purpose of these observations was to produce new

surface images of the primary, but we found it extremely use-

ful to exploit them for (i) improving the orbital parameters, (ii)
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determining new atmospheric parameters of the primary in a

self-consistent way, and (iii) determining the evolutionary sta-

tus of both components of the binary. The results of this study

should be considered as input for the subsequent surface imag-

ing of the primary of II Peg (Berdyugina et al. 1998a) and an

analysis of its chromospheric activity (Berdyugina et al. 1998b).

The structure of this paper is as follows. The observation and

data reduction procedures are described in Section 2. Orbital

parameters are determined in Section 3. Atmospheric parame-

ters of the primary together with the lithium abundance and C/N

ratio are presented in Section 4. The fundamental parameters of

the components of II Peg are discussed in Section 5, and finally,

Section 6 presents a summary of our work.

2. Observations and data reduction

Observations were carried out in 1994-1996 with the SOFIN

échelle spectrograph (Tuominen 1992) fed by the 2.56 m Nordic

Optical Telescope (NOT) at the Roque de los Muchachos Ob-

servatory, La Palma, Canarias. The data were acquired with the

2nd camera equipped with a CCD detector of 1152×298 pixels,

yielding a wide spectral range (in 14 orders) of approximately

5500-8500 Å. For all observing runs the projected width of the

slit was set to be 0.′′5 on the sky, providing a spectral resolving

power λ/∆λ ≈ 83 000. With this setup, the dispersion at 6170 Å

was 37 mÅ per pixel. A typical exposure time of ≈ 1h achieved

a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 200 for most spectra. Ad-

ditionally, one exposure of β Gem was obtained with the same

setup to determine the velocity zero-point of the spectrograph

and to use as a standard in spectrum synthesis calculations. It is

a known standard star in both cases.

During the 1996 season II Peg was also observed with the

coudé spectrograph installed on the 2.6 m telescope of the

Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. The detector was CCD

SDS 9000, Photometrics GmbH with 1024×400 pixels. With

the slit of 0.′′4 and dispersion of 65 mÅ per pixel a resolving

power as large as 41 000 was obtained. The covered spectral

range was about 60 Å centered at 6170 Å or 7065 Å. The signal-

to-noise ratio of an individual exposure was in most cases greater

than 150.

From 1978 to 1980, 5 spectroscopic observations were ob-

tained with the 2.7 m or 2.1 m telescopes, coudé spectrographs,

and Reticon detectors at the McDonald Observatory. The spectra

were centered at 6430 Å or 6700 Å, with λ/∆λ = 20 000 and

S/N > 150. Observations were continued from 1990 to 1997

with the coudé feed telescope, coudé spectrograph, and a TI

CCD at Kitt Peak National Observatory. Twenty spectra were

centered at 6430 Å except for one at 6700 Å and one at 6565

Å, having λ/∆λ = 30 000 and S/N > 200. These observations

were used only for the radial velocity measurements.

The reduction of the SOFIN data, described by Ilyin (1997),

included bias, scattered light, and flat field corrections, extrac-

tion of spectral orders, and wavelength calibration. The latter is

obtained with a thorium-argon comparison spectrum. Finally,

the wavelengths were corrected for the Earth’s motion. The

Table 1. Radial velocities of β Gem.

HJD Order λc,Å RV,km s−1

2450383.7681 34 6725 3.52

” 35 6534 3.74

” 36 6353 3.74

” 37 6181 3.57

” 39 5864 3.60

Mean = 3.63±0.04

Crimean spectra were reduced similarly except for the steps

specifically relating to the echelle spectra.

Great care was taken in the continuum normalization, since

the numerous photospheric lines are affected by the large ro-

tational broadening, so the true continuum is not observed in

almost all spectral regions. In the first iteration the continuum

level was defined by a smoothing cubic spline drawn through

estimated continuum points. In the next iteration the spectro-

grams were normalized to a common continuum level by com-

paring the observed spectra with a synthetic one, broadened to

the same rotational velocity. In principle, it should suffice, if the

synthetic spectrum describes perfectly the spectrum of the star.

In any case, it could be improved after subsequent estimates of

stellar parameters.

3. Parameters of the orbit

3.1. Zero-point velocity of the SOFIN spectrograph

To estimate the zero-point velocity of the SOFIN spectro-

graph, we measured the radial velocity of β Gem (HD 62509),

which is recommended as a standard radial velocity star with

RV=+3.3±0.1 km s−1(Astronomical Almanac 1997). The RV

of β Gem was measured by cross-correlating observed spectra

with synthetic ones for five orders containing strong absorp-

tion lines. The source of line lists was the Vienna Atomic Line

Database (hereafter VALD, Piskunov 1995), and stellar param-

eters were taken from the detailed model atmosphere analysis of

the star by Drake and Smith (1991). The results of the measure-

ments are presented in Table 1. There are no significant differ-

ences among radial velocities measured from different orders

nor is there a systematic trend with wavelength. Thus, com-

paring the mean value with the assumed one, we deduce the

instant zero-point velocity correction of the SOFIN spectro-

graph of 0.3±0.1 km s−1. We call it instant because this is only

a measurement of that value at a certain moment. In reality the

correction might be a more complicated function. It should be

stressed that we did not take into account the determined veloc-

ity correction in the subsequent reduction, but we wanted only

to estimate how large it is.

3.2. A log of RV measurements of II Peg

We have obtained a total of 121 new observations (59 from

SOFIN, 37 from Crimea, 5 from McDonald, and 20 from

KPNO), and the data sets have rather good phase coverage.
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The SOFIN observations have velocities measured from several

orders, increasing the accuracy of those radial velocity measure-

ments. Unfortunately, many of the 14 orders could not be used

because numerous atmospheric lines in some wavelength re-

gions strongly disturb the cross-correlation function.

The radial velocities of II Peg from the SOFIN and Crimean

data were measured by cross-correlating the observed spectra

with the synthetic spectra calculated with appropriate atmo-

spheric parameters. Probably, such a procedure is more accurate

than using a standard-star spectrum due to the possible incon-

sistency of relative strengths of lines and, therefore, shapes of

rotationally broadened blends. Furthermore, the RV measure-

ments could be improved after the new stellar parameters were

determined. Also, note that the line list for the spectra calcula-

tions was improved using the spectrum of β Gem (this procedure

is discussed in Section 3 as well). From the SOFIN data we used

spectra of seven orders: the orders given in Table 1 as well as the

27th (λc=8440 Å) and the 41st (λc=5560 Å). Again, we found

no significant systematic velocity trend among orders spanning

wavelengths from 5560 to 8440 Å.

The McDonald and KPNO spectra were measured with

the cross-correlation procedure of Fitzpatrick (1993). However,

only the least blended 3 or 4 lines were used. In some cases

the correlation profile was obviously asymmetric. In such cases

the fits emphasized the shoulders rather than the center of the

profile. Velocities were determined relative to the IAU standard

stars ι Psc, α Ari, or HR 8551, whose velocities were taken

from Scarfe et al. (1990). Also used as standards were µ Her

(Stockton & Fekel 1992) and β Aql, the latter tied to the IAU

system and having an assumed velocity of –40.2 km s−1.

Earlier radial velocity measurements of II Peg, 25 RVs from

Sanford (1921), 6 RVs from Halliday (1952), 1 RV from Heard

(1956), 2 RVs from Rucinski (1977), and 2 RVs from Vogt

(1981), were used in the period determination. So, the available

data presently consists of 157 values, spanning from 1917 to

1997. Thus, we have a fortunate opportunity to derive new, much

more accurate, orbital parameters of II Peg. We suspect that the

presentation of the whole log of the measurements in Table 2 is

relevant for both the present discussion and the future.

3.3. The orbit

For our purpose we used the program FOTEL3 developed by

Hadrava (1995), which is able to deduce the orbital period value

together with other parameters for both circular and eccentric

orbits. The first step was to determine new values of the period

P and eccentricity e. A first solution was found for all radial ve-

locity measurements listed in Table 2 with appropriate weights

which were determined from the variances to the fit. It is given

in Table 3. Note that the fit allowed different γ-velocities for

different data sets. In comparison to the previous published val-

ues of P and e by Vogt (1981) the new values are much more

accurate. Moreover, if only new RVs are used to determine the

eccentricity, then it drops to 0.0025±0.0026. Such a small value

of the eccentricity could be probably ignored for the present, and

the orbit can be considered as circular.

Fig. 1. Radial velocity measurements phased with the new ephemeris

Tconj = 2449582.9268 + 6.724333 E. The top displays all measure-

ments with the same reference numbers as in Table 2, while the bottom

shows the new data only with the Solution 2 as a solid line (see Table 3).

The accuracy of the data sets is obviously rather differ-

ent, and the new measurements are significantly more ac-

curate, especially the SOFIN data. For this reason we as-

sumed the period from the all-data solution and the eccen-

tricity to be zero and found the best solution from the new

data appropriately weighted. Two solutions are given in Ta-

ble 3, and the measurements phased with the ephemeris

Tconj = 2449582.9268 + 6.724333 E are shown in Fig. 1.

4. Atmospheric parameters of the primary

4.1. Inputs for spectra calculations

A list of atomic line parameters for a given wavelength region

was obtained from VALD for lines having a central depth of 1%

or more.

A number of molecular lines were added to the list, since

the presence of many molecular lines in spectra of stars with ef-

fective temperature Teff<5000 K is quite noticeable. Although

weaker than most atomic lines, they are so numerous that they

can effectively reduce the continuum level in spectra of rapidly

rotating stars. In those regions that we used for our study the

most significant contribution to the photospheric spectrum from

molecular lines is due to rotational transitions of a number of

vibrational bands of the CN (A2Π − X2Σ) red system. The

main sources of the CN line parameters are the following: wave-

lengths are from laboratory measurements by Davis & Phillips
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Table 2. Radial velocities (RV, km s−1) data. References (ref): 1 - Sanford (1921); 2 - Halliday (1952); 3 - Heard (1956); 4 - Rucinski (1977);

5 - Vogt (1981); 6 - SOFIN; 7 - Crimea; 8 - McDonald; 9 - KPNO.

HJD RV ref HJD RV ref HJD RV ref HJD RV ref HJD RV ref

2400000+ 2400000+ 2400000+ 2400000+ 2400000+

21441.480 –11.1 1 43031.914 16.6 4 50295.592 –18.0 6 50289.463 –40.9 7 50403.191 –14.0 7

21556.196 –25.5 1 43037.888 9.9 4 50295.640 –20.3 6 50290.419 –59.5 7 50403.209 –13.9 7

21592.126 –46.5 1 43362.823 –13.1 5 50297.658 –56.2 6 50290.451 –58.8 7 50409.158 8.3 7

21823.489 28.5 1 43452.864 –47.4 5 50297.697 –56.0 6 50291.449 –51.0 7 50409.194 9.3 7

21833.454 –55.0 1 49578.684 –49.0 6 50298.657 –34.3 6 50291.488 –47.7 7 43744.942 14.4 8

21860.387 –53.0 1 49579.654 –17.5 6 50298.696 –33.0 6 50292.423 –22.1 7 44474.870 –53.9 8

22216.449 –60.5 1 49580.608 12.5 6 50299.686 0.6 6 50292.455 –19.5 7 44475.870 –21.6 8

22533.360 –49.7 1 49581.543 17.6 6 50299.714 1.1 6 50292.487 –17.4 7 44478.983 –11.9 8

22541.442 –4.2 1 49582.541 –6.4 6 50381.354 17.5 6 50297.427 –59.5 7 44480.855 –59.9 8

22565.392 –36.7 1 49583.627 –44.1 6 50381.386 17.6 6 50297.466 –59.2 7 48060.983 11.6 9

22566.480 –48.6 1 49584.655 –59.1 6 50381.421 17.4 6 50299.428 –9.1 7 48427.968 –60.0 9

22567.513 –33.5 1 49585.661 –42.3 6 50382.390 03.2 6 50299.462 –7.3 7 49620.799 7.9 9

22568.470 5.9 1 49586.659 –7.3 6 50382.414 02.4 6 50300.422 14.5 7 49901.986 –33.9 9

22569.398 15.4 1 49587.679 17.9 6 50382.438 01.5 6 50300.464 14.7 7 49902.991 0.7 9

22593.191 –58.1 1 49910.656 18.1 6 50383.361 –30.5 6 50301.417 9.6 7 49903.879 16.7 9

22594.353 –27.9 1 49910.677 18.0 6 50383.389 –31.5 6 50301.458 9.4 7 49968.868 –45.5 9

22595.380 8.6 1 49911.645 5.5 6 50383.409 –32.3 6 50312.468 –24.0 7 49969.881 –10.3 9

22596.327 20.6 1 49912.645 –28.4 6 50384.366 –55.6 6 50312.496 –22.7 7 49970.790 13.2 9

22624.297 4.2 1 49913.631 –55.6 6 50384.407 –56.1 6 50348.301 10.9 7 49971.801 12.0 9

22625.348 –39.4 1 49914.636 –55.0 6 50385.414 –52.3 6 50348.332 11.7 7 49972.814 –17.3 9

22626.203 –55.0 1 49914.675 –54.3 6 50385.443 –51.6 6 50348.351 11.6 7 49973.721 –48.0 9

22629.318 9.7 1 49915.655 –24.7 6 50385.472 –51.0 6 50353.299 –5.9 7 50263.973 –57.9 9

22630.235 18.2 1 49916.664 8.1 6 50386.402 –22.2 6 50353.347 –3.9 7 50265.994 –3.2 9

22650.187 18.8 1 49917.614 18.0 6 50386.430 –21.1 6 50357.368 –55.9 7 50362.762 –17.0 9

22652.308 –35.8 1 49918.626 –1.9 6 50387.468 9.7 6 50357.389 –56.2 7 50401.635 16.9 9

32100.731 –46.7 2 49920.668 –59.5 6 50387.499 10.2 6 50359.314 –30.0 7 50404.609 –56.9 9

32873.567 –34.2 2 49921.627 –49.3 6 50387.536 11.2 6 50359.341 –29.1 7 50630.951 7.3 9

33149.836 –36.4 2 49921.645 –48.7 6 50387.569 11.5 6 50360.309 1.0 7 50631.961 –23.9 9

33199.733 –5.4 2 50293.634 15.6 6 50388.348 17.2 6 50360.352 3.0 7 50637.908 1.1 9

33507.881 –36.8 2 50293.676 16.2 6 50388.376 17.0 6 50402.171 11.5 7

33542.779 3.3 2 50294.647 12.2 6 50388.401 16.9 6 50402.210 11.7 7

34266.707 –54.2 3 50294.690 11.3 6 50289.431 –40.2 7 50403.164 –14.8 7

Table 3. The results of two orbit solutions. The best one is from the new data only. The reference code for different γ-velocities listed in

Solution 1 is the same as for Table 2.

Element Solution1, all RVs Solution2, New RVs

P, days 6.724333 ±0.000010 6.724333

e, 0.0065 ±0.0055 0.0

K1, km s−1 38.36 ±0.22 38.66 ±0.13

a1sini, R⊙ 5.1 5.2

f1(m), M⊙ 0.03939 0.04028

TmaxRV, HJD 2449581.2500 ±0.0048 2449581.2457 ±0.0039

Tconj, HJD 2449582.9220 ±0.0048 2449582.9268 ±0.0039

γ, km s−1 –17.8 ±1.0 (1) –20.5 ±0.1

–16.2 ±2.7 (2,3)

–22.1 ±0.6 (4)

–18.5 ±1.3 (5)

–20.5 ±0.1 (6)

–21.5 ±0.3 (7)

–21.9 ±1.0 (8)

–21.8 ±0.2 (9)
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(1963); band oscillator strengths and molecular constants are

from the RADEN database (Kuznetzova et al. 1993); lower level

excitation energies and rotational intensity factors are calculated

with formulas from the book by Kovacs (1969).

Stellar model atmospheres used are from Kurucz (1993).

When necessary, a model with specific parameters was obtained

from the grid by simple parabolic interpolation using three ap-

propriate points in both effective temperature and surface grav-

ity for a given metallicity. A code used for the synthetic spec-

trum calculations is described in detail by Berdyugina (1991).

It includes calculations of opacities, intensities and fluxes in the

continuum and atomic and molecular lines. Also, number densi-

ties of atoms and molecules are calculated under the assumption

of dissociative equilibrium.

4.2. The standard star fit

As mentioned previously, β Gem (K0 IIIb) was chosen as a stan-

dard star for both radial velocity measurements and synthetic

spectrum calculations. Although it is somewhat more luminous

than the primary of II Peg, we obviously can use its spectrum

to check most of our inputs for the synthetic spectrum calcu-

lations. Using the parameters of the star determined by Drake

& Smith (1991) from a very detailed analysis, we have inter-

polated a model with Teff=4865 K and log g=2.75 from the

model grid. Other known parameters are the iron abundance

[Fe/H]=–0.04 (assuming the solar value Fe/H=7.50 in scale

of H=12), the calcium abundance Ca/H=6.25, microturbulence

ξt=1.4 km s−1, and broadening due to the combined effects of

rotation and macroturbulence, represented by a Gaussian func-

tion with width of 3.5 km s−1. Note that the iron abundance was

determined using ‘solar’ oscillator strengths. Additionally, the

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen abundances were adopted at first as

C/H=8.30, N/H=8.14, O/H=8.78 in accordance with Kjaergaard

et al. (1982).

First calculations of the β Gem spectrum revealed a number

of ‘missing’ and ‘wrong’ atomic lines in the input line list. For

the CN lines, increasing the nitrogen abundance N/H by 0.1 dex

resulted in a very good fit. Since accurate and reliable oscillator

strengths are not available for the complete set of atomic lines

used in the calculations, we tried to model the standard star’s

spectrum to derive ‘stellar oscillator strengths’ and used them in

the subsequent analysis of the II Peg spectrum. Such a differen-

tial analysis also was used to avoid (or reduce) non-LTE effects

in lines of the neutral atoms. Obviously, the set of the ‘stellar

oscillator strengths’ cannot be considered a unique one because

it contains uncertainties due to both the stellar parameters of the

standard star and the stellar model used. Moreover, the latter is

impossible to avoid in any case but can be reduced in the dif-

ferential analysis. Unfortunately, some missing lines in the line

list have not been identified even in the solar spectrum, where

they are observed as well but are very weak. We stress that the

final input line list is very important for our subsequent study,

when we apply the surface imaging technique to the spectrum

of II Peg.

Table 4. Measured projected rotational velocity

Season Profile Fe I v sini

λ,Å km s−1

1994 6173.341 22.4

1994 6180.203 22.6

1995 6173.341 22.7

1995 6180.203 22.8

Mean = 22.6

4.3. The rotational velocity and macroturbulence.

To determine the projected rotational velocity, v sini, of the

primary, we used the profiles of the Fe i 6173.341 Å and

6180.203 Å photospheric absorption lines extracted from the

average SOFIN spectra for two seasons: 1994 and 1995. Though

the first line is magnetically sensitive, the expected strength of

the magnetic field will not disturb its profile so that it may affect

our results. The profiles and their Fourier transforms are shown

in Fig. 2. The measured projected velocities, corresponding to

a linear limb darkening coefficient of ε=0.7 (Al-Naimiy 1978),

are given in Table 4. The first zero of the Fourier transform of

the rotational profile was chosen for the projected rotational ve-

locity measurements, since it is less affected by noise and small-

scale intrinsic variability. To determine the macroturbulence, ζt,

the synthesized profile has previously been convolved with the

instrumental profile. Being less affected by noise, the first and

second lobes of the Fourier transform of the observed mean pro-

files have been better fitted with the same value of an isotropic

Gaussian macroturbulence of 4 km s−1. The small residuals

of the measured radial velocities along with the linear form of

the bisector show that all deformations in individual profiles

have been well averaged in the mean profiles. However, note

that the positions of the second and third zeros of the rotational

profile indicate that the observed linear limb darkening coeffi-

cient is less than its theoretical value. This would imply a lower

projected rotational velocity together with a higher macroturbu-

lence (of about 1-2 km s−1). The projected rotational velocity

of 23.1 ±1.0 found by Fekel (1997) from 4 of the KPNO spectra

is in excellent agreement with our SOFIN value of 22.6 km s−1.

4.4. The parameters of the atmosphere

About 20 lines of different elements were chosen from those

regions where the spot contribution to the spectrum appears to

be insignificant. Since the equivalent widths of most lines do

not display noticeable variation with phase, the average SOFIN

spectrum of II Peg has been used in the analysis. At first, spec-

tra of II Peg were averaged separately for the three seasons:

1994, 1995, and 1996. But no significant differences were found

among them, and so the total averaged SOFIN spectrum of II Peg

was used.

To obtain a self-consistent set of parameters we used the

following procedure.
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Fig. 2. Observed profiles (upper panels) of Fe i lines at 6173.341 Å (left) and 6180.203 Å (right) and their Fourier transforms (bottom panels).

The dash-dotted line presents the Fourier transform of the rotationally broadened synthetic spectrum without macroturbulence, while the dashed

line presents the profile with macroturbulence of 3 and 4 km s−1.

1. Assuming first an appropriate pair of Teff and log g , we

analyzed neutral metal lines to produce a set of curves (loci

of constant equivalent width) on a diagram of metal abundance,

[M/H], as a function of microturbulence, ξt. The curves intersect

in a narrow region which provides the initial estimate for [M/H]

and ξt (Fig. 3a). Note that ‘loci of constant equivalent width’ in

the sense of the synthetic spectrum calculations means the best

fit to the observed spectrum.

2. Using the initial estimates of [M/H] and ξt, we analyzed

both neutral and ionized metal lines to produce a set of curves

on a diagram of Teff versus log g. Since lines of ionized metals

are sensitive to both parameters, and lines of neutral metals are

sensitive mostly to temperature, the intersection region gives an

initial estimate of a pair of Teff and log g values (Fig. 3b).

3. The previous two stages were iterated until a self-

consistent set of parameters was obtained. The results are given

in Table 5.

4.5. The lithium abundance

The lithium equivalent width has been measured by several au-

thors. Chugainov (1976b) estimated a lithium abundance of

Table 5. Atmospheric parameters of the primary of II Peg

Parameter Value

Teff , K 4600±100

log g 3.2±0.2

[M/H] –0.4±0.1

ξt, km s−1 2.0±0.5

ζt, km s−1 3.5±0.5

v sini, km s−1 22.6±0.5

Li/H=1.5 from a blend of 0.110 Å and claimed that the age

of the star should be less than 1 Gyr. Rucinscki (1977) mea-

sured the equivalent width of the blend to be 0.055±0.010 Å

and suggested that the star might be in a late stage of pre-main

sequence evolution. Vogt (1981) has reported the observed fea-

ture at 6707.8 Å with an equivalent width of 51±1 mÅ to be

clearly a blend of three lines: Fe i 6707.4 Å, Li i 6707.8 Å, and

V i 6708.1 Å. Thus, the pure lithium equivalent width must be

somewhat less than 51 mÅ.

Our results show the equivalent width of the blend ranging

from 53 mÅ to 65 mÅ in 1994-1996 (with the accuracy of ±2
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Fig. 3a and b. Diagrams for the self-consistent determination of the

atmospheric parameters of the primary of II Peg: a metallicity [M/H]

and microturbulence ξt, b effective temperature Teff and surface gravity

log g. Solid curves are due to iron lines, and dashed ones are due to

other metals.

mÅ), which with our new atmospheric parameters corresponds

to a Li/H abundance range of 1.0 to 1.1 (Fig. 4). Using quasi-

simultaneous photometric observations (Jetsu 1996, Berdyugin

1997) and simultaneous measurements of the central depth of

the TiO bands at 7054 Å and 7125 Å we investigated whether

the lithium equivalent width correlates with the spot coverage

of the stellar disk. Giampapa (1984) predicted that chromo-

spherically active stars would have significant variations in the

strength of the lithium line as the size of the spot area on the visi-

ble hemisphere changes during a rotation cycle. Several groups,

including Patterer et al. (1993) and Martin & Claret (1995),

have examined lithium in pre-main sequence stars and claimed

to have detected lithium equivalent width variations. Jeffries et

al.’s (1994) observations of the young K dwarf BD+22 4409

have provided the most convincing evidence linking lithium

equivalent width changes to changes in spot area. Fekel (1996)

reviewed the relationship between spots and lithium equivalent

width variations. He concluded that significant variations are

not likely to be detected except in the most active stars that have

significant contrast between the spotted and unspotted hemi-

spheres. II Peg is indeed one of the most active known RS CVn

binaries. But even in its case the variations are less than 25%, and

a correlation with the brightness of the star is not quite evident

(Fig. 4), although it probably exists. In fact, such a correlation

seems to be disturbed by other effects. To estimate the unspotted

V magnitude of the star, the variations of the central depth of the

TiO bands at 7054 Å and 7125 Å are plotted versus photomet-

ric measurements in Fig. 4. The presence of TiO bands in the

spectrum of II Peg is not compatible with its spectral class, and

the bands are usually interpreted as originating in the regions

of cool spots. From the linear regressions fitted to the data we

estimate that at the historical brightness maximum of V=7.m2

the central depths of the TiO bands would be ≈1–2%. Extrapo-

lating the TiO regressions to the zero value of the central depths

provides an estimate of the V magnitude of 6.m9 for the star

with no spots. Similarly, Neff et al. (1995) concluded that at the

historical brightness maximum at least 35% of the surface was

covered with spots, and the V magnitude corresponding to the

unspotted star should be equal to 6.m8. For the lithium blend the

extrapolation to the 6.m9 magnitude gives an equivalent width

of about 55±5 mÅ. Thus, taking into account all uncertainties,

we conclude that the true value of the lithium abundance Li/H

is about 1.0±0.1, and the spot contribution can be responsible

only for 10-20% of the equivalent width of the blend.

The lithium abundance in conjunction with other stellar pa-

rameters is known to be a stellar age indicator. K0–K2 zero-age

main sequence dwarf field stars have Li/H = 2.8–3.0 (Ambruster

et al. 1994), nearly equal to that found in late-type pre-main se-

quence stars (Basri et al. 1991). Lithium abundances determined

for such young field stars and T Tauri stars indicate that the

equivalent widths and the corresponding abundances found for

II Peg are inconsistent with a pre-main sequence evolutionary

state. Fekel & Balachandran (1993) and Randich et al. (1994)

have shown that moderate lithium abundances of 1.0–2.0 are

found in a number of post-main sequence chromospherically

active stars. Thus, the lithium abundance of II Peg appears to be

quite consistent with such results. Its post-main sequence evo-

lutionary state, discussed in section 5, is also confirmed by the

observed C/N ratio (section 4.6).

4.6. The C/N ratio

A good criterion for the evolutionary state of a star is the C/N

ratio (abundance ratio in the linear scale). For young or main

sequence stars the C/N ratio should be close to the solar value

of 4.8, while more evolved stars after the first dredge-up should

display a much lower ratio, which depends slightly on the initial

mass. For example, two K1 subgiants studied by Lambert&Ries

(1981) show C/N ratios of 2.95 and 2.34. To determine this ratio

for the primary of II Peg, the head of the (2,0) band of the CN red

system was modelled with different amounts of carbon, while

abundances of oxygen and nitrogen were set to the typical values
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Fig. 4. The variation of the equivalent width of the 6707 Å blend and the

central depth of the TiO band at 7125 Å in 1994-1996 (light triangles)

and the TiO band at 7054 Å in 1996 (filled triangles) with V magnitude

(top). At the bottom the lithium blend at the minimum (55 mÅ) and

maximum (65 mÅ) equivalent width observed in 1994-1996 (symbols)

and synthetic spectra calculated with three values of Li/H (lines).

for low metallicity subgiants: [O/H]=0.5·[Fe/H] (Clegg et al.

1981) and [N/H]=+0.24 (Lambert&Ries 1981). The reduced

C/N ratio of ≤ 2 (Fig. 5) confirms the presence of processed

CN-cycle matter in the atmosphere of the primary and, thus, its

post-main sequence state.

5. Fundamental parameters of the components

The determined projected rotational velocity and the photomet-

ric period of the star (Strassmeier et al. 1993) result in the rela-

tion R1 ≥3.0R⊙. This corresponds to the radius of a subgiant

star. The evolved character of the star is confirmed by the re-

duced C/N ratio estimated in Section 4. In addition, the galactic

velocity-components indicate that II Peg is an old disk object

(Eggen, 1978). With the new parallax value of 0.′′02362 from

Fig. 5. The spectrum modelled in the region of the head of the (2,0) band

of the CN red system. The observed spectrum is shown with symbols,

while the lines are the calculated spectra with different values of the

C/N ratio: 2.75, (the deepest one), 2.2, and 1.74 (the most shallow one).

the Hipparcos Catalogue (Perryman et al. 1997) and an unspot-

ted visual magnitude of the star of 6.m9, an absolute magni-

tude Mv=3.m8 is determined. This value is significantly above

that for main sequence stars of the same effective temperature

(Mv=7.m0), less than that of giants (Mv=0.m6), and very close to

the value of 3.m1 for cool subgiants (Lang 1992). Thus, there is

no doubt that the primary of II Peg has evolved from the main se-

quence to the base of the red-giant branch. Then, the mass of the

primary should be in the range of 0.7–1.1 M⊙, where the lower

limit corresponds to a main sequence star with Teff=4600K,

while the upper limit is for a giant with the same temperature

(Lang 1992). The corresponding ranges for the stellar radius

and the inclination of the rotational axis are 3.5–4.4 R⊙ and

60◦–40◦, respectively.

Since with present observing techniques the secondary is

invisible at all wavelengths, its luminosity should be at least

100 times less than that of the primary, i.e. Mv ≤8.m8. This cor-

responds to a M0 main sequence star with a mass of 0.5 M⊙.

From the mass-mass diagram calculated with the mass function

for various combinations of mass and orbital inclination (Fig. 6),

narrower ranges for the radius and the inclination of the rota-

tional axis of the primary can be found under the assumption

that its rotational axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. From

a sample of synchronously rotating RS CVn binaries with sim-

ilar periods, Glebocki & Stawikowski (1995) found that such

an assumption is justified. The upper limit for the radius, then,

drops to 3.8 R⊙, while the lower limit for the stellar inclina-

tion grows to 53◦. One can see that the upper limit for the mass

of the secondary and the assumption of the perpendicularity

of the rotational axis to the orbital plane significantly reduce

the probable domain of the parameters of the binary, though

they are still consistent. Then, for log g= 3.2–3.4 the param-

eters are the following: M1/M⊙=0.8±0.1, M2/M⊙=0.4±0.1,

R1/R⊙=3.4±0.2, i=60◦±10◦. Scaltriti et al. (1990) attempted

to estimate the orbital inclination from the linear polarization

measurements. Unfortunately, the amplitude of the variability

was comparable with the errors of the measurements, which re-

sulted in a biased estimate of the inclination of 75◦. The absence

of the variability would be interpreted as an orbital inclination

of 90◦ in that model. Additionally, the confidence level of that
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Fig. 6. The mass-mass diagram for II Peg (in solar units). The thin solid

curves are calculated for the fixed values of the radius of the primary

and the inclination (numbers in the left). The dashed lines are loci of

the primary with a fixed value of log g (numbers at the bottom). The

heavy solid lines show the boundaries with log g=3.2, R1=3.0 R⊙, and

M2=0.5 M⊙, while the vertical lines are the boundaries for the mass

of the primary (see text).

estimate is from 0◦ to 80◦ in accordance with Wolinski & Dolan

(1994). Therefore, the estimate of 75◦ can be considered only

as the highest possible inclination of the orbit.

6. Conclusions

From new high-resolution and high S/N spectra of II Peg, the

following results have been obtained:

1. New orbital parameters have been determined, the

ephemeris being improved: Tconj = 2449582.9268 + 6.724333E.

2. A detailed model atmosphere analysis of the spectrum of

II Peg has yielded for the first time a self-consistent set of fun-

damental parameters of the primary component: Teff=4600 K,

log g=3.2, [M/H]=–0.4, ξt=2.0 km s−1.

3. The blend of Li i 6707 Å is suspected to vary in equivalent

width due to spot modulation. The lithium abundance for the

unspotted star was determined: Li/H=1.0±0.1. It is found to

be consistent with the lithium abundances in other post-main

sequence chromospherically active stars.

4. An unspotted V magnitude of 6.m9 was estimated from

the observed variations of the TiO bands and quasi-simultaneous

photometry.

5. With our new parameters the position of the primary of

II Peg in the HR diagram corresponds to a K2 IV star with mass

0.8±0.1 M⊙. The evolved character of the star is confirmed

also by the C/N ratio, which is reduced significantly relative to

the solar value.

6. By combining all parameters, the radius R1 = 3.4±0.2 R⊙
and the inclination i=60◦±10◦of the primary have been esti-

mated with the assumption that its rotational axis is perpendic-

ular to the orbital plane.

7. The unseen secondary is believed to be a M0-M3 main

sequence star with a mass of about 0.4±0.1 M⊙.
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Abstract. Using new high-resolution and high signal-to-noise

ratio spectroscopic observations carried out in 1992–1996, nine

surface images of II Peg are obtained. The inversion technique

applied is the recently developed Occamian approach, which

does not put any artificial constraints on the solution and pro-

vides an error analysis of the solution. The surface imaging is

applied to Ca i, Fe i, and Ni i lines simultaneously, a number

of blending atomic and molecular lines being included into the

line list.

Two high-latitude active regions are found to dominate in

all seasons, which determine the spectroscopic and photometric

variability. No cool polar cap is seen. The positions of the spots

are constantly migrating to earlier orbital phases with approx-

imately the same rate. This motion of the spot configuration

means a shorter rotational period, which is just about the mean

photometric period. The mean longitude separation between the

active regions is about 180◦. This is considered as two active

longitudes. The largest of the two spots seems to be close to the

central meridian, i.e. tends to be faced toward the secondary. In

1994 it changed its position from one active longitude to an-

other, showing the effect of switching the activity between the

longitudes.

Key words: stars: activity – stars: imaging – stars: individual:

II Peg – stars: late-type – stars: starspots

1. Introduction

II Peg (HD 224085) is known as one of the most active RS CVn

stars. Broad-band photometry shows V-band variations up to

0.m5 with a mean period of 6.71 days suggesting that the photo-

metric variability is due to rotational modulation. These varia-

Send offprint requests to: S.V. Berdyugina
⋆ based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical Telescope

(NOT), La Palma, Spain; the McMath telescope of the National Solar

Observatory, USA; the 2.6 m and 1.25 m telescopes of the Crimean

Astrophysical Observatory, Ukraine; the 2m telescope of the National

Astronomical Observatory, Rozhen, Bulgaria; the 2m telescope of the

Pic du Midi Observatory, France

tions are accompanied with colour variations, the faintest phases

being the reddest, which can be interpreted in terms of cool sur-

face spots analogous to sunspots but much enchanced in scale.

The long-term studies (Henry et al. 1995, and references therein)

based on available photometric data starting from 1974 show

radical changes of the photometric wave, from almost sinu-

soidal, to irregular or flat. The changes in the light curve are

consistent with re-arrangement of the spot distribution over the

stellar surface. A crude interpretation by the two-spot model

reveals the surface fraction of the active component covered by

spots to be as large as 40% and indicates that the spotted regions

migrate at different rates towards decreasing orbital phase.

Vogt (1981) and Huenemoerder & Ramsey (1987) made

a quantitative study of the effect of spots in the TiO bands.

They found that a substantial fraction of the photosphere must

be spotted (with a spot coverage of 35–40%), while Neff et al.

(1995) found that cool starspots (T≈3500 K) are always visible,

with a fractional projected coverage of the visible hemisphere

varying from 54% to 64% as the star rotates. Recently, O’Neal

& Neff (1997) have detected excess of OH absorption due to

cool spots on the surface of II Peg and found for one epoch a

spot filling factor between 35% and 48%. First surface images

of II Peg for the 1992–1994 seasons reported by Hatzes (1995)

have shown polar or high-latitude spots and several equatorial

and sub-equatorial spots with total coverage of about 15% of

the visible surface.

The present study is based on new high-resolution and high

signal-to-noise ratio spectroscopic observations carried out in

1992–1996 with different instruments. These observations have

been partly used already for improving the orbital parameters

and determining new atmospheric parameters of the primary

and the evolutionary status of both components of the binary

(Berdyugina et al. 1998b, Paper 1). A set of important parame-

ters for surface imaging, e.g. projected rotational velocity, incli-

nation, effective temperature, surface gravity, microturbulence

and orbital parameters, are used in the present study from Pa-

per 1.

A new inverse technique is used for surface imaging. It is the

recently developed Occamian approach, which has been applied

to the surface imaging problem and tested with simulated data
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Table 1. Spectroscopic observations

Instrument Season Sp. region

1 Coudé spectrograph, 1992, Aug. 6160–6200 Å

2m telescope, Rozhen λ/∆λ≈30000

10 spectra

2 MUSICOS spectrogr., 1992, Aug. 6110–6190 Å

2m telescope, λ/∆λ≈40000

Pic du Midi 8 spectra

3 Stellar spectrograph, 1993, Dec. 6150–6200 Å

McMath telescope, 1994, Nov. λ/∆λ≈90000

NSO 1995, Jan. 46 spectra

1995, Oct.

4 Échelle spectrograph 1994, July 5500–8500 Å

SOFIN, 2.6m NOT, 1995, July λ/∆λ≈83000

La Palma 1996, July 58 spectra

1996, Oct.

5 Coudé spectrograph, 1996, Aug. 6140–6200 Å

2.6m telescope, λ/∆λ≈41000

Crimea 37 spectra

by Berdyugina (1998). Main advantages of the new approach

are that (1) it does not use any a priori artificial constraints, but

the resulting solution is nevertheless stable with respect to mea-

surement errors and uncertainties in the adopted stellar param-

eters, and (2) it allows to estimate the variances of the solution,

which were not available with other techniques used in surface

imaging before.

2. Observations

II Peg was observed with different instruments in 1992–1996.

The most important information on the whole data set is given

in Table 1. The spectra obtained with the SOFIN spectrograph

on the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) and the coudé spec-

trograph on the 2.6m telescope of the Crimean Astrophysical

Observatory have been used already for determining the stel-

lar and orbital parameters of II Peg in Paper 1. The quality and

reduction of those spectra have been described in Paper 1, too.

The spectra obtained with other instruments were reduced in

the same way. The reduction included bias and flat field cor-

rections, wavelength calibration, and corrections for the motion

of the Earth. Finally, the wavelengths were corrected for the

orbital motion of the primary. When available two consecutive

exposures were added to increase the S/N ratio. All available

observations have been divided into nine season sets and phased

according to the orbital ephemeris from Paper 1, which is used

throughout this paper:

Tconj = HJD2449582.9268 + 6.724333E (1)

with the primary in the back at phase 0. Heliocentric Julian

dates, orbital phases, and S/N ratios of the spectra used for

surface imaging are presented in Table 2.

Fig. 1. UBVRI observations of II Peg in August-November 1996 vs.

orbital phase.

Supporting photometric observations have been arranged

in August–November 1996 with the photometer-polarimeter

constructed by V. Piirola and installed on the 1.25m tele-

scope of the Crimean Astrophysical observatory. The obser-

vations were obtained in the standard Johnson UBVRI bands

with HD 223925 as the comparison star (U=8.m185, B=8.m195,

V=8.m152, R=8.m072, I=8.m103). The observations are given in

Table 3 and Fig. 1.

3. Calculations

3.1. Local line profiles

For surface imaging the 6160–6200 Å region has been chosen,

because it is the only common region for all nine sets of the

observations. It contains the Ca i, Fe i, and Ni i lines, which are

often used for surface imaging of late-type stars. These lines

are temperature sensitive and strong enough in the specrum of

II Peg. Note that Fe i 6173 Å is a magnetically sensitive line
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Table 2. Nine sets of spectroscopic observations used for the surface imaging. The column Ins. denotes the instrument from Table 1.

HJD Phase S/N Ins. HJD Phase S/N Ins. HJD Phase S/N Ins.

2400000+ 2400000+ 2400000+

1. August 1992 4. November 1994 7. October 1995

48846.5888 0.4965 135 1 49631.7810 0.2653 190 3

48847.5842 0.6445 150 1 49632.8125 0.4187 170 3 50003.7242 0.5783 200 3

48847.6166 0.6493 120 2 49633.7454 0.5574 210 3 50005.6896 0.8706 180 3

48847.6628 0.6562 120 2 49634.7210 0.7025 190 3 50006.6320 0.0107 180 3

48848.5558 0.7890 120 1 49635.7290 0.8524 180 3 50007.6451 0.1614 160 3

48848.6054 0.7964 120 1 49636.7379 0.0024 190 3 50008.7165 0.3207 180 3

48848.6094 0.7970 120 2 49680.6590 0.5341 210 3 50016.6193 0.4960 190 3

48848.6705 0.8061 110 2 49682.6743 0.8338 180 3 50017.6780 0.6534 200 3

48849.5090 0.9308 180 1 49684.6252 0.1239 190 3 50018.6629 0.7999 190 3

48849.5860 0.9422 120 1 49694.6900 0.6207 120 3

48849.6437 0.9508 180 2 49695.6536 0.7640 150 3 8. July 1996

48850.5424 0.0845 105 1 49696.6033 0.9052 180 3

48850.6501 0.1005 140 2 50289.4470 0.0692 240 5

48851.5935 0.2408 110 1 5. January 1995 50290.4350 0.2161 280 5

48851.6593 0.2506 120 2 50291.4666 0.3695 200 5

48852.5821 0.3878 100 1 49740.5749 0.4444 140 3 50292.4549 0.5165 205 5

48852.6521 0.3982 100 2 49751.6231 0.0874 150 3 50293.6553 0.6951 280 4

48853.5770 0.5357 100 1 49752.6133 0.2347 220 3 50294.6685 0.8457 200 4

2. December 1993 49753.5895 0.3799 150 3 50295.6159 0.9866 230 4

49315.6797 0.2567 220 3 49754.6075 0.5313 220 3 50297.4508 0.2595 300 5

49315.7472 0.2668 210 3 49755.5994 0.6788 190 3 50297.6774 0.2932 255 4

49316.6158 0.3959 200 3 50298.6765 0.4418 305 4

49317.6461 0.5491 220 3 6. July 1995 50299.4496 0.5567 130 5

49318.6328 0.6959 280 3 50299.6998 0.5939 255 4

49369.5993 0.2753 230 3 49910.6555 0.7377 210 4 50300.4427 0.7044 220 5

49370.5919 0.4229 200 3 49910.6768 0.7409 240 4 50301.4417 0.8530 270 5

49371.6744 0.5839 190 3 49911.6449 0.8849 290 4 50312.4821 0.4948 220 5

49372.5747 0.7178 190 3 49912.6448 0.0336 250 4

3. July 1994 49913.6311 0.1802 240 4 9. October 1996

49578.6835 0.3690 190 4 49914.6363 0.3297 190 4

49579.6544 0.5133 190 4 49914.6746 0.3354 200 4 50381.3870 0.7419 290 4

49580.6080 0.6552 190 4 49915.6549 0.4812 240 4 50382.4138 0.8946 300 4

49581.5425 0.7941 220 4 49916.6640 0.6313 230 4 50383.3866 0.0393 260 4

49582.5406 0.9426 170 4 49917.6137 0.7725 200 4 50384.3866 0.1880 290 4

49583.6266 0.1041 240 4 49918.6255 0.9230 230 4 50385.4429 0.3451 310 4

49584.6549 0.2570 250 4 49920.6676 0.2267 260 4 50386.4163 0.4898 290 4

49586.6594 0.5551 290 4 49921.6269 0.3693 150 4 50387.5010 0.6512 280 4

49587.6787 0.7067 200 4 49921.6447 0.3720 150 4 50388.3750 0.7811 200 4

as well, but the expected strength of the magnetic field does

not disturb its profile so that it might affect our results, given

the spectral resolution, S/N, and stellar rotation. Also, simul-

taneous inversion of several lines can significantly reduce the

effect of systematic deviations in a certain line. So, the effect

of the magnetic field is ignored in the present calculations. A

list of atomic line parameters has been obtained from VALD

(Piskunov et al. 1995) for lines having a central depth of 1% or

more. A number of molecular lines were included into the list,

since the presence of many molecular lines in spectra of stars

with effective temperature Teff<5000 K is quite noticeable. In

the region we used for our study the most significant contribu-

tion to the photospheric spectrum from molecular lines is due to

rotational transitions of a number of vibrational bands of the CN

red system. The main sources of the CN line parameters are the

following: wavelengths are from laboratory measurements by

Davis & Phillips (1963); band oscillator strengths and molecu-

lar constants are from the RADEN database (Kuznetsova et al.

1993); lower level excitation energies and rotational intensity

factors are calculated with formulas given by Kovacs (1969). For

testing the line parameters, the spectrum of β Gem (K0 IIIb) was

used as was described in Paper 1.

Another important molecule for our calculation is TiO,

whose bands are known to dominate in the spot spectrum of

II Peg in the visible region. There are a few strong TiO bands

in the region chosen for surface imaging, which arise in the

triplet electronic transition X3∆−B3Π between ground vibra-

tional states and belong to the γ′-system. Since TiO bands are
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Table 3. Photometric observations

HJD Phase U B V R I

2400000+

50294.4905 0.8192 9.463 8.734 7.723 6.776 6.058

50297.4762 0.2632 9.176 8.466 7.475 6.563 5.886

50298.4777 0.4122 9.385 8.638 7.630 6.697 5.990

50301.4875 0.8598 9.495 8.772 7.752 6.825 6.079

50303.4888 0.1574 9.127 8.441 7.458 6.560 5.892

50312.3322 0.4725 9.392 8.660 7.659 6.693 6.005

50314.4508 0.7876 9.498 8.742 7.731 6.795 6.063

50319.4031 0.5241 9.459 8.677 7.667 6.731 6.028

50325.4140 0.4180 9.395 8.661 7.631 6.716 5.993

50326.4114 0.5663 9.423 8.692 7.683 6.728 6.017

50327.3980 0.7130 9.453 8.709 7.698 6.757 6.042

50330.4553 0.1677 9.149 8.445 7.460 6.561 5.893

50331.4123 0.3100 9.228 8.498 7.488 6.583 5.893

50339.4434 0.5043 9.448 8.698 7.675 6.734 6.017

50361.4234 0.7731 9.480 8.762 7.747 6.789 6.076

50362.4195 0.9212 9.442 8.722 7.712 6.777 6.063

50363.2957 0.0515 9.185 8.503 7.525 6.627 5.947

50376.3361 0.9908 9.290 8.605 7.602 6.685 5.983

50394.2845 0.6600 9.507 8.787 7.765 6.812 6.090

50402.2972 0.8516 9.465 8.742 7.726 6.803 6.072

50405.2233 0.2867 9.220 8.525 7.525 6.621 5.932

well seen in the spectrum of II Peg, and their strengths corre-

late with the spot visibility (see Paper 1 and references therein),

their presence must be taken into account in the surface imaging

calculations. For testing the positions and relative intensities of

the TiO bands the spectrum of the cool giant δ Oph (M0.5 III)

was used. The catalogue of the measured wavelengths of the TiO

lines has been kindly provided by Phillips & Davis (1996). Band

oscillator strengths and molecular constants are from Davis et al.

(1986). Lower level excitation energies and rotational intensity

factors are calculated.

After the line list was compiled, a set of local line profiles for

a temperature range of 3500–6000 K and ten angular points on

the stellar disk has been calculated using the stellar atmosphere

models by Kurucz (1993) and the parameters of the atmosphere

determined in Paper 1 (see here Table 4). A proper instrumental

profile for a given set of observations was included in the calcu-

lations as well. A code used for synthetic spectrum calculations

is described in detail by Berdyugina (1991). It includes calcu-

lation of opacities, intensities and fluxes in the continuum and

atomic and molecular lines. Also, number densities of atoms

and molecules are calculated under the assumption of their dis-

sociative equilibrium.

3.2. Inversion

For the inversion of the line profiles to the stellar images a new

surface imaging technique has been used. It is the Occamian

approach which has been developed by Terebizh (1995) as a

common approach to inverse problems. Recently, it was applied

to the surface imaging problem by Berdyugina (1998). The Oc-

Table 4. Parameters of II Peg

Parameter Value

Teff 4600 K

log g 3.2

[M/H] –0.4

ξt 2.0 km s−1

ζt 3.5 km s−1

v sini 22.6 km s−1

i 60◦

camian approach significantly differs from both the maximum

entropy method and Tikhonov regularization, which are widely

used in surface imaging. The common approach of these meth-

ods is to use a priori constraints for finding a unique and smooth

solution. The Occamian approach does not use any artificial con-

straints for finding such a solution. With simulated data and test

calculations it was shown that the Occamian approach can re-

store stellar images under various conditions. It allows also for a

convenient estimation of the variances of the resulting solution,

seemingly for the first time in surface imaging.

A 6◦×6◦ grid on the stellar surface was used for integrat-

ing local line profiles to normalized flux profiles. With a set

of stellar atmosphere models, the stellar image is considered

as the distribution of effective temperature across the stellar

surface, as usual for surface imaging. Obviously, the resulting

temperature scale of the images is model dependent. Therefore,

we used photometric observations as additional constraints for

the temperature scale of the images, where they were avail-

able (Sect. 4.3). Error distributions over the stellar surface have

been calculated along with the temperature maps for all seasons

(Sect. 4.2).

4. Results of surface imaging

4.1. Images

The surface imaging technique was applied simultaneously to

the following lines: Fe i 6165 Å, 6173 Å, 6180 Å; Ca i 6166 Å;

Ni i 6175 Å, 6177 Å, 6178 Å. Fig. 2 displays nine images of

II Peg from 1992 to 1996, error distributions over the stellar

surface for each season, and fits to the line profiles. Images

are shown with the coordinate grid of 30◦ in both latitude and

longitude and the inclination of the rotation axis of 60◦ as was

adopted in the calculations. For most data sets phase coverage

was quite satisfactory, except the two seasons, December 1993

and January 1995, when phase gaps were as large as 0.54 and

0.41, respectively.

To calibrate the temperature scale of the the images we used

our photometric observations for 1996 (Table 3) and those by

Henry et al. (1995) for 1992 and by Shevchenko (1996) for 1994

and 1995. We calculated B−V and V−R variations, transform-

ing the temperatures to colours with a calibration, based on a

list of dwarfs and subgiants with known temperatures (Bell &

Gustafsson 1989) and on BVR-measurements taken from the

SIMBAD database. We find that the temperature scale of the
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Fig. 2. Images of the primary of II Peg in the scale of effective temperatures of the models in four orbital phases and pole-on projection. The

coordinate grid is 30◦ in both latitude and longitude. The observed and calculated line profiles are shown by symbols and lines, respectively.

The error maps show the distributions of the temperature errors, averaged in longitudes.
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Fig. 2. (continued)
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Fig. 2. (continued)
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images fit satisfactorily both mean value and amplitude of the

colour indices (Fig. 3), and therefore the effective temperature

of the star of 4600K±100K and the spot temperature of 3500 K

obtained can be considered as good estimates.

Common properties of the images of II Peg in 1992–1996

are that two high-latitude active regions dominate in all sea-

sons, and no polar cap is seen. The spots appear in the 45◦−75◦

latitude belt, which is in accordance with the flux-tube calcu-

lations by Schlusser et al. (1996) for rapidly rotating stars with

deep convective zones. There are no significant features near

the equator, and the stellar activity and variability appear to be

determined by the high-latitude spot configuration. Spots can be

joined in extended groups or be well separated. Larger spots use

to have irregular shapes with unresolved substructure. Hatzes

(1995) has obtained three images of II Peg for 1992–1994, and

two of them showed a cool polar cap with appendages. Compar-

ison of the present images with his results for two close seasons

(August 1992 and July 1994) shows that the positions of the ap-

pendages correspond to our dominant spots, or groups of spots.

However, the presence of the polar cap and low-latitude spots

seem to be arguable (see discussion about the errors in Sect. 4.2).

The most dramatic evolution of the spot structure on a short

time scale has happened in 1995. Comparison of the two images

for July and October 1995 reveals that the extended group of

spots seen in July was disrupted only two months later into two

spots separated by half a period. The simultaneous photometric

observations confirm the appearance of the spot near the phase

0.5 in October 1995. It is interesting that in July 1995 during

the spectroscopic observations for surface imaging a strong flare

was observed. A preliminary analysis of the flare was made by

Berdyugina et al. (1998a) and will be presented in details in

a forthcoming paper. The flare was lasted more than five days

and was seen in chromospheric emission lines (Ca ii, He i) and

in cores of many strong absorption lines. One can suppose that

the spot disruption and the strong flare are the connected events.

Our future monitoring of the star for surface imaging and flaring

could help to study this possible connection.

4.2. Error maps

The Occamian approach provides error estimates of the solution,

which in most cases constitute lower limits of the true errors (see

e.g. Berdyugina 1998). As is seen from the error distributions,

the accuracy of the temperature values decreases toward lower

latitudes. This can be understood from the visibility of the stellar

surface for the observer: the pole region is seen in all rotational

phases, while others are observable only at certain phases. Thus,

high-latitude spots are more reliable, while equatorial and sub-

equatorial features seem to be mainly due to inconsistencies of

the calculations and observations. With the adopted inclination

i=60◦ and the grid of 6◦×6◦, the total number of the points

on the stellar surface, n, where the temperature has to be es-

timated, is 1500. As was concluded from the test calculations

(Berdyugina 1998), the number of the observations, m, namely

wavelength points in the profiles in all available phases, should

be a few times the number of parameters to be estimated. Then,

Fig. 3. Colour index variations: observed (crosses: B-V; squares: V-R)

and calculated from the images (lines).

for the present calculations m has to be at least 3000. Such a

large number can be obtained only with many profiles inverted

simultaneously and many rotational phases. However, in some

cases this was not achieved due to poor phase coverage and

a limited number of line profiles (see Table 5). Therefore, the

number of independent parameters p (principal components),

which can be estimated with the available data, is less than n,

and the quality of the data can be evaluated by the nearness

of p and n. Note, however, that p is always smaller than 1400

even for large m, because of small projected areas of the low-

est latitudes and limited phase coverage, leading to extremely

large errors there. The errors decrease with increasing m, but

the speed of this decrease is a strong function of latitude.

The error maps in Fig. 2 are shown in the scale of tempera-

tures averaged in longitudes, since the error gradient in latitudes

is much larger than in longitudes. One can see that even in the ar-

eas with the best information the errors are quite large, usually

about 100–500 K for high latitudes, and more for lower lati-

tudes. However, one should stress, that the images are obtained

without constraints due to Teff of the star. In fact, the Teff value

is used only to determine the first approximation of the solution,

or unspotted stellar surface. Then, underdetermined parts of the

stellar surface keep their initial approximation, and the stellar

image looks smooth. However, if Teff is not known, and the

first approximation is quite far from the real unspotted surface,

the final map might be different due to a high sensitivity of the

non-linear problem to the first approximation. Then, while the

formal error estimates will be the same as before, the real errors

are much larger. The accuracy of the solution is determined by

the real amount of information on the temperatures contained

in the limited set of observations.
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Table 5. Image statistics: m – number of wavelength points in the

whole set; n – number of the parameters (number of points on the

stellar surface where the temperature is to be estimated); p – number

of the principal components which can be estimated with available m.

Image m n p

1 Aug. 1992 1634 1500 869

2 Dec. 1993 3204 ′′ 1360

3 July 1994 2396 ′′ 1325

4 Nov. 1994 4272 ′′ 1400

5 Jan. 1995 2136 ′′ 1222

6 July 1995 3724 ′′ 1400

7 Oct. 1995 2848 ′′ 1375

8 July 1996 3855 ′′ 1400

9 Oct. 1996 2056 ′′ 1130

4.3. Spot areas

Our estimates of the projected spot areas obtained from the im-

ages are within 10–15%. Hatzes (1995) also reported a spot

coverage of only 15% and concluded that the surface imaging

underestimates the overall spot areas. Neff et al. (1995) esti-

mated the projected spot areas, as the star rotates, to be varying

from 54% to 64% in October 1989. Later, they revised their

TiO calibration and reduced those values to 43% and 55%, re-

spectively, for the same observations (O’Neal et al. 1996). They

determined similar values for September 1992. Recently, they

detected excess OH absorption due to cool spots on the surface

of II Peg and found for June 1996 a spot filling factor between

35% and 48% (O’Neal & Neff 1997). Thus, the amplitude of

the spot filling factor variation is approximately the same for

different seasons and different molecular bands, namely about

10–13%, and this well coinsides with the estimates obtained

from the surface images. However, the permanently spotted area

contributing to the bands is much larger (30–50%) and not seen

in the images.

Our observations of the TiO bands published in Paper 1 con-

firm this conclusion. We found that calculations of the bands

from the images can reproduce the observed amplitudes, while

fitting the non-variable depth of the bands needs enormous in-

crease of the spot areas. Note that one of the reason of this in-

consistensy, however, could be the absence of appropriate stellar

atmosphere models for low Teff and log g. Therefore, at the mo-

ment one can conclude that the present surface images show at

least the variable part of the activity of II Peg, and the origin of

the non-variable part is still not understood.

4.4. Spot migration

Spot positions in the images are the most realiable restored pa-

rameters, especially their longitudes. Therefore, we considered

phases of crossing the central meridian by spots in the orbital

reference frame. Here, the central meridian corresponds to the

conjunction when the primary is behind the secondary accord-

ing to the ephemeris given by Eq. (1). Plotting the phases ver-

sus the mean epoch of observation shows clear migration of

Fig. 4. A plot of the reconstructed spot longitudes on II Peg versus

time. Spots from the images are shown by crosses, and spots from the

photometric two-spot modelling by Henry et al. (1995) are shown by

circles. Larger spots are denoted by heavier symbols. The linear fits to

the two active longitudes are shown by lines.

the spot configuration to earlier orbital phases with approx-

imately the same rate (Fig. 4). Then, this migration means a

shorter rotational period of the spots in comparison with the or-

bital period. The mean rate of the spot migration is found to be

(−0.117 ± 0.009)◦ day−1, which results in a rotational period

Prot = 6.7095 ± 0.0013 days. This is close to the photometric

period Pphtm = 6.7158 days, averaged over the values found by

Henry et al. (1995). The difference in the rotational and orbital

periods can be interpreted as either non-synchronous rotation or

differential rotation. However, the mean latitude of the spots is

approximately the same in the images, and there is no possibility

to distinguish these effects.

In Fig. 4 the spot positions are arranged into two permanent

narrow bands. The mean longitude separation between the bands

is about 0.5 in phase, or 180◦. This can be considered as two

long-lived active longitudes rotating with their own period in

the orbital reference frame and, therefore, having no preferred

orientation. One can notice, however, that the relative size of

the two spots is changing in such a way that at any given time

the spot close to the central meridian, i.e. below the secondary,

is the largest. It changes its location from one active longitude

to the other in 1994, showing the effect of switching the activity

between the longitudes. A similar behaviour with two migrating

active longitudes was also discovered in other RS CVn stars

(Berdyugina & Tuominen 1998).

From two-spot modelling of long-term photometric obser-

vations of II Peg for 1974–1992, Henry et al. (1995) found two

active longitudes with a separation of 0.43 in phase. Since their

latest photometric observations correspond to our earliest spec-

troscopic observations, we plot their latest spots in Fig. 4, too.

One can see that the photometric modelled spots well follow the

behaviour of the spots from the images. The periods found in the

present paper and by Henry et al. are indeed similar. Moreover,

the position of the larger spot corresponds to the same active

longitude as was found from the images. Therefore, one can

conclude that the images and the independent photometric two-

spot modelling are compatible, and active longitudes on II Peg

exist for at least 6.5 years and probably will be seen again in

future observations.
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5. Conclusions

Using new high-resolution spectroscopic observations of II Peg

and the Occamian approach as an inversion technique, nine sur-

face images for 1992–1996 have been obtained from the simul-

taneous inversion of Ca i, Fe i, and Ni i lines. From the analysis

of the images the following conclusions are drawn:

1. The temperature scale and spot configuration found are com-

patible with the available photometric observations.

2. Two high-latitude spots dominated on the surface of II Peg

in 1992–1996, and no polar cap was seen.

3. The positions of the spots were constantly migrating to ear-

lier orbital phases with approximately the same rate.

4. The rotational period of the spots is close to the photometric

period.

5. Two active longitudes separated by about 180◦ with no pre-

ferred orientation can be deduced from the spot positions.

They are compatible with the results of the two-spot photo-

metric modelling by Henry et al. (1995) for 1990–1992.

6. The largest spot tends to be close to the line of centres in the

binary and faced toward the secondary. It changed its loca-

tion from one active longitude to the other in 1994, showing

the effect of switching the activity between the longitudes.
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Abstract. We analyse observations of the very active RS CVn-

type star II Peg carried out simultaneously in chromospheric and

photospheric lines in 1994–1996. We describe the correlation of

the strength of the He i D3, Ca ii K and Ca ii 8498 Å emissions

with the spot position on the stellar disk. A two-component

structure is suggested in the chromosphere of II Peg, simi-

lar to that in the corona: nonvariable component (cool plages)

with constant contribution to the line emission and variable, ac-

tive one (hot plages) showing a growth of its activity during

1994–1996. The active component is related to the spots seen

in the photosphere.

Two subsequent flares on July 19–23, 1995 were observed

in the He i D3 and Ca ii K and 8498 Å lines showing strong nar-

row red-shifted emissions. The development of the flares took

a few hours and decay lasted several days. At the maximum of

the flaring, in addition to the narrow components, broad blue-

shifted emissions appeared in He i and Ca ii K and in the cores

of many strong absorption lines. The broad components are at-

tributed to the process of the explosive evaporation from the low

chromosphere. The amount of energy released in different lines

is determined. From the radial velocity curve of the He i emis-

sion the location of the radiating matter is deduced. It appears

to be related to the largest active region which is seen in the

stellar image. The flare occurred concurrently with the break

of the extended group on two well separated spots. On October

26, 1996 another flare was observed in three spectra, as narrow

emissions in the He i and Ca ii 8498 Å lines but without devel-

opment in other lines. It probably was a late stage of the flare

decay.

Key words: stars: activity – stars: chromospheres – stars: flare

– stars: individual: II Peg

1. Introduction

II Peg (HD 224085) is one of the most active RS CVn binaries

showing remarkable photometric variability, Hα and Ca ii H&K

emission, UV, radio, and soft X-ray radiation. This activity is

Send offprint requests to: S.V. Berdyugina (sveta@ukko.oulu.fi)
⋆ Based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical Telescope

(NOT), La Palma, Spain

attributed to the primary, rather than to the unseen secondary,

and indicates its active photosphere, chromosphere, and corona.

Our analysis of the optical spectrum of the star has revealed that

the primary is an old-disk K2 IV star which has evolved to the

base of the Red Giant Branch. The secondary is thought to be

a low-mass main-sequence M-dwarf (Berdyugina et al. 1998a,

Paper 1). Stellar images of the primary show a long-lived spot

structure in its photosphere (Berdyugina et al. 1998b, Paper 2).

The spots migrate in the orbital reference frame with a constant

rate and comprise two active longitudes which are active by turns

and, thus, determine a magnetic cycle of 9.3 years, (Berdyugina

& Tuominen 1998).

Early spectroscopic observations of the star have revealed

strong emissions in the Ca ii H&K and Hα lines (Rucinski

1977). The emission in Hα was noticed to be asymmetric with

an enhanced blue wing and strongly correlated with spot visi-

bility. It is more intense when the spot regions are on the vis-

ible hemisphere (Bopp & Noah 1980; Vogt 1981). The same

spatial correlation has been observed for emission lines from

the high-temperature transition region and chromosphere in the

UV (Rodonó et al. 1987; Byrne et al. 1987). This has been

interpreted as evidence of large magnetic loops overlying spot

areas and forming plages in the outer atmosphere. Recently pub-

lished monitoring observations in chromospheric lines (Byrne

et al. 1995, 1998; Montes et al. 1997) have shown that the star

in its quiescent (out-of-flare) state is continually variable. The

profile of Hα has exhibited broad emission wings which suggest

complicated velocity fields in the deep chromosphere with both

upward and downward motions. It was suggested also that the

broad wings of Hα are the result of microflaring in the chromo-

sphere since they are reminiscent of broad wings of transition

region lines in solar and stellar explosive events.

II Peg is a high-rate flaring star, especially in the UV and in

X-rays. From the far UV and X-ray spectrum a bimodal tem-

perature structure of the quiescent corona of II Peg was inferred

(Tagliaferri et al. 1991, Mewe et al. 1997). During a flare, the

cool component of the corona seems to show the same pa-

rameters as the quiescent spectrum, while the hot component

increases considerably both in emission measure and in tem-

perature. By studying the decay of a flare, Mewe et al. (1997)

found that in comparison with flares on other types of stars the

flare on II Peg had a very long duration, large associated vol-
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ume and relatively low density. Evidence for highly extended

(probably loop-like) flaring structures also was found by Doyle

et al. (1992). Another long-lasting flare in X-rays was reported

by Tagliaferri et al. (1991): the development of the flare took a

few hours, while the decay lasted about two days. The total ra-

diative loss from the chromosphere and transition region during

such flares can be up to 3·1035 erg (Doyle et al. 1989a, 1989b;

Tagliaferri et al. 1991).

Flares on II Peg in the optical spectral lines have been re-

ported several times (Bopp & Noah 1980; Huenemoerder &

Ramsey 1987; Huenemoerder et al. 1990; Mohin & Raveen-

dran 1993; Byrne et al. 1995, 1998; Montes et al. 1997). Sud-

den enhancements of the Hα and Ca ii lines and development of

the emission in the He i lines are always attributed to flare-like

events. The ratio of the emission of Hα to that of Hβ is found to

be a good indicator of a flare: in quiescent state it is similar to

the ratio in solar prominences, while during line enhancements

it decreases toward values more typical of solar flares. Analo-

gously, absorption in the He i lines is attributed to plages, while

detection of any emission is immediately connected to flares, as

in the Sun.

There are a few reports of flares detected in the optical U-

band (Doyle et al. 1991; Mathioudakis et al. 1992; Henry &

Newsom 1996), while no flares were observed during monitor-

ing by Byrne et al. (1994). This suggests that II Peg can be in

states of different flare activity.

In our paper we present additional evidence of the spa-

tial correlations of the quiescent emission in the Ca ii K,

Ca ii 8498 Å and He i D3 lines with the photospheric spots

seen in the stellar images and photometric light curves during

1994–1996 (Paper 2). Also, we report on two optical flares ob-

served spectroscopically on July 19–23, 1995 and October 26,

1996. For the first flare we present unique data acquired from a

large spectral region and lots of spectral lines.

2. Observations

Observations were carried out in 1994–1996 with the SOFIN

échelle spectrograph fed by the 2.56 m Nordic Optical Tele-

scope (NOT) on La Palma, Canarias. During three seasons, July

1994, July 1995, and August 1996, a total of 58 spectra in the

5500–8500 Å region have been obtained. These spectra have

been reduced and used for determining the orbital and stellar pa-

rameters of the star in Paper 1 and for surface imaging in Paper 2.

Dates, phases and quality of the observations have been given

in those papers. Additionally, 20 spectra in the 3850–4500 Å

region were obtained in 1995 and 1996. A catalog of the obser-

vations is given in Table 1. Three lines, Ca ii K, Ca ii 8498 Å,

and He i D3, are available for the analysis of the chromospheric

emission, though because of the orbital motion of the star and

the chosen échelle frame position, the Ca ii 8498 Å line was

observed at the very edge of the CCD at certain phases. There-

fore, only a peak intensity can be measured for this line over the

period.

The spectral resolving power achieved in the spectra is from

75000 to 83000 for blue and red regions, respectively. The

Table 1. Spectroscopic observations in the 3850–4500 Å region.

Date HJD Phase Date HJD Phase

2400000+ 2400000+

1995 1996

12/07 49910.7138 0.7467 29/07 50293.7250 0.7058

13/07 49911.7245 0.8966 31/07 50295.7073 0.0003

15/07 49913.7082 0.1917 02/08 50297.7366 0.3024

16/07 49914.7189 0.3421 03/08 50298.7369 0.4511

17/07 49915.7190 0.4909 04/08 50299.7421 0.6004

18/07 49916.7154 0.6390 24/10 50381.4590 0.7531

20/07 49918.6723 0.9300 25/10 50382.4685 0.9029

22/07 49920.7183 0.2344 26/10 50383.4302 0.0458

27/10 50384.4497 0.1975

28/10 50385.5085 0.3549

29/10 50386.4705 0.4978

31/10 50388.4265 0.7888

signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra increases from 20 to 150 for

the wavelengths from 3850 Å to 4500 Å and was 200–300 for

redder wavelengths. The reduction of the spectra is described

in Paper 1. Quasi-simultaneous photometry of the star was pre-

sented in Paper 2. All observations are phased according to the

orbital ephemeris from Paper 1, which is used throughout this

paper:

Tconj = HJD 2449582.9268 + 6.724333E (1)

with the primary in back at phase zero.

Two flare events have been recorded on July 19–23, 1995

and October 26, 1996. Emissions appeared during the flares

were obtained from the observed spectra by subtracting the qui-

escent spectra observed one rotation before. Unfortunately, no

simultaneous photometry for the flares is available.

3. The out-of-flare chromospheric emission

3.1. The Ca II lines

The Ca ii K and IRT Ca ii 8498 Å lines are the traditional spec-

tral probes of the low chromosphere. They show distinct varia-

tions with the spot visibility, especially in the year 1996 (Fig. 1).

The variations are similar to those usually seen in Hα: the emis-

sion is more intense when the light curve is near minimum, in

other words, when the spotted regions are on the visible hemi-

sphere. As was mentioned, such a correlation suggests the pres-

ence of plages in the outer atmosphere overlying the spots. The

maximum of the out-of-flare emissions in the lines has increased

since 1995, while the minimum emission is at the same level for

both years. This can be caused by an increase in the amount of

material above the spots, in the lower chromosphere, while the

nonactive hemisphere of the star has not changed its emission

during the period of 1995–1996.

3.2. The He I D3 line

This line is formed in the upper chromosphere. Nevertheless, it

shows similar behaviour to the Ca ii lines. When spots are be-

coming visible, the helium line is gradually transforming from
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Ca II 8498

Ca II K

Fig. 1. Left panels: Equivalent width variations of

the Ca ii K line in 1995–1996 and central intensity

variations of the Ca ii 8498 Å line in 1996. Empha-

sized dots are the flares on July 19–23, 1995 and

October 26, 1996. The curves below the dots are the

V-band variations for the seasons. Phases have been

calculated with the orbital ephemeris given by Eq. 1.

Right panels: The profiles of the Ca ii lines with the

maximum and minimum equivalent widths observed

at the seasons. Vertical dashed lines indicate the rest

wavelengths in the frame of the primary.

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the He i D3 line in 1994-1996. The flares on July 19–23, 1995 and October 26, 1996 are out of scale. Negative values

of equivalent widths mean that the line was observed in absorption, while positive values indicate the line to be in emission. The emission in

the line has been increasing during 1994–1996, while the absorption was at the same level. Three images of II Peg in the pole-on projection are

shown for the three years from Paper 2.
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absorption to emission (Fig. 2). As was mentioned, an absorp-

tion in the line is always attributed to plages, while any emission

is considered as a primary indication of flares. However, our ob-

servations show that even in the quiescent, out-of-flare state the

He i D3 line can appear in emission which fills the absorption

up to 30 mÅ above the continuum (about 50 mÅ in total). This

emission indicates very hot plasma in the upper chromosphere,

above the spots and low-chromosphere plages which are seen in

the Ca ii lines. The stratification is reminiscent of a large mag-

netic loop overlying the spots. The quiescent emission in the

He i D3 line increased significantly during 1994–1996, as seen

in Fig. 2. This, again, suggests a growth in volume of the hot

matter in the upper chromosphere. The amount of the absorp-

tion corresponding to the nonactive hemisphere of the star was

stable during 1994–1996, about 20 mÅ.

3.3. The structure of active regions

As the observations of the chromospheric indicators were car-

ried out simultaneously with the photospheric lines, from which

the surface images of the star were obtained (Paper 2), we have

the opportunity to study the radial structure of the active regions

from the photospheric level to the upper chromosphere. In Fig. 2

three stellar images are shown for July 1994, July 1995, and

October 1996 from Paper 2, which are relevant for the present

observations. In 1994 and 1995 the largest active region is seen

in the phase intervals of 0.9–0.25 and 0.8–0.25, respectively. It

has moved in phase during the year because of the difference

between the orbital and spot rotation periods, as was discussed

in Paper 2. The maximum emission in the chromospheric lines

occurs at the phases 0.9 and 0.8 in 1994 and 1995, respectively,

corresponding to the edge of the active region. This suggests

that a gross amount of the active plasma was concentrated in

the part of the active region, near its edge. This part at the phase

0.9 has survived to the end of 1996 at all three levels – photo-

sphere, low chromosphere, and upper chromosphere. The other

part of the active region, with no significant matter in the chro-

mosphere, near the phase ∼0.2, migrated to the phase ∼0.5

during only two months, after the strong flare on July 19–23,

1995 (see Sect. 4.4). The resulting active region near the phase

0.5 survived to the end of 1996 and accumulated a significant

amount of the matter in the chromosphere. This has caused the

increase of the emission in the Ca ii K and He i D3 lines in 1996.

The two active regions of 1996, near the phases 0.9 and 0.5, are

seen in the helium emission as two local maxima overlying the

broad photometric minimum (Fig. 2).

Summarising the above discussion, we suggest that there

are two temperature components in the chromosphere of II Peg

(Fig. 3). First, an active component, which consists of the plages

overlying the spots. In the upper chromosphere it is hot and

dense enough to give a moderate emission in helium lines. Sec-

ond, a nonactive, cool component, which is the rest of the chro-

mosphere of lower temperature. It results in an absorption in

helium lines. The higher temperature of the plages in the active

component arises from the additional, magnetic heating in the

magnetic loops connected to the spots. The nonactive compo-
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Fig. 3. The structure of the active region in the atmosphere of II Peg as

seen from the stellar images and He i D3 and Ca ii K emissions.

nent seems to be stable for years, while the active component

is changeable at various time scales: months, days, and hours.

The two-temperature structures are observed at all levels of the

atmosphere of II Peg: spots and unspotted surface in the pho-

tosphere, hot and cool plages in chromosphere, hot and cool

components in the corona (e.g. Mewe et al. 1997). Considering

the active and nonactive components in the atmosphere, the for-

mer includes spots and hot components of the chromosphere and

corona, while the latter consists of the other parts. Therefore, the

temperature gradients in the components are rather different –

it is much steeper in the active component. This should be taken

with caution when modeling the outer atmosphere of II Peg and

other active stars by fitting observed line emissions.

4. The flare on July 19–23, 1995

4.1. The upper-chromosphere line He I D3

The flare started on July 19, 1995 and was noticed first in

the He i D3 line which appeared as a strong, asymmetric, red-

shifted, narrow emission (Fig. 4). The emission was seen for 5

days until the end of the observing run (July 23, 1995), even

in the low S/N spectrum on July 21 (not shown in the figure).

The maximum of the emission was reached on July 22, when

in addition to the narrow component, a broad blue-shifted com-

ponent was seen. At that moment, the two-component emission

was observed in the Ca ii K and Ca ii 8498 Å lines as well as in

cores of many absorption lines (see Sect. 4.2). On July 23, all

lines had returned to their quiescent shapes, except He i which

still showed both emission components, although reduced in

strength. The energy released in the flare in the helium line is

presented in Table 2.

The asymmetric narrow component of the helium emis-

sion is well fitted by two Gaussians of different intensities

and FWHM=25–30 km s−1 (Fig. 4). These Gaussians are in-

terpreted as the components of the resolved (“doublet”) com-

ponents of the line. They are both red-shifted in respect to the

rest wavelengths of 5875.62 Å and 5875.99 Å. The broad, blue-

shifted component of FWHM=80 km s−1 is attributed to the
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Fig. 4. Profiles of the He i D3 line during the flare on July 19-23, 1995

and the relevant stellar image showing the spot distribution on the

visible hemisphere from Paper 2 at the moments of the observations

of the flare. In the profiles: a thin solid line shows the observations,

dashed lines are the Gaussian components fitted to the profiles, and a

thick solid line is the sum of the Gaussians. Vertical lines show the rest

wavelengths of the helium triplet. The profiles are shown in the rest

frame of the primary.

first, stronger, narrow component. The relative intensity of the

narrow Gaussians changes during the flare. This can be caused

by evolving excitation conditions in the emitting matter.

It was noticed that flares on II Peg have a very long duration

in comparison with flares on other types of stars (e.g. Mewe et

al. 1997). The long time scale is determined by a low density and

a large volume of a flare. To see the development of the flare, we

plot the equivalent widths of the He i line versus time in Fig. 5.

Actually, two subsequent flares were possibly observed: on July

19–20 and July 21–23. Both flares developed during a few hours,

while their decays have taken about 1.5 days for the first flare and

even more, probably about 3 days, for the second flare. Such a

strong emission in the He i line has never been observed in II Peg

or other active stars. Previously reported equivalent widths of

the emission in the He i D3 line observed in II Peg are more than

a factor of two smaller. All the emissions have been interpreted

as indications of flares, although only two of them have been

Fig. 5. The equivalent widths of the He i D3 line versus time. Observa-

tions are shown by triangles. The dashed line is the flare development

rate of 10 mÅ/h estimated from Huenemoerder et al. (1990), and the

dash-dotted line is that of 18 mÅ/h estimated from Montes et al. (1997).

Exponential decays of the flares are shown by the solid line: e−1.6t for

the first flare and e−0.8t for the second one (t is in days).

Table 2. The energy released in the flare on July 19–23, 1995 in the

He i D3 and Ca ii lines caculated with d=42.3 pc (π=0.′′02362). ∆T is

the exposure time.

Date ∆T EW F E

(s) (Å) (erg s−1cm−2) (erg s−1)

He i D3

19/07/1995 2715 0.132 4.47·10−13 0.96·1029

20/07/1995 3600 0.025 8.46·10−14 0.18·1029

21/07/1995 840 0.290 9.82·10−13 2.11·1029

22/07/1995 3600 0.335 1.13·10−12 2.42·1029

23/07/1995 1500 0.177 5.99·10−13 1.28·1029

23/07/1995 1500 0.165 5.58·10−13 1.20·1029

Ca ii K

20/07/1995 3610 1.10 1.49·10−12 3.19·1029

22/07/1995 4200 6.43 8.70·10−12 1.86·1030

Ca ii 8498 Å

22/07/1995 3600 0.477 1.67·10−12 3.58·1029

23/07/1995 3000 0.255 0.89·10−12 1.91·1029

seen as developing, in November 1988 (Huenemoerder et al.

1990) and September 1995 (Montes et al. 1997). From the two

papers we estimated the rates of increase of the helium emission

of 10 mÅ/h and 18 mÅ/h, respectively. The second rate suits our

data better, within uncertainties. Assuming an exponential decay

of the flare, we found that the first flare faded out as fast as e−1.6t,

while the second, stronger one decreased slower, as e−0.8t (t is

in days). The latter is probably caused by the slower decay of

the broad component, as seen from the profiles. A total radiative

loss in the helium line during the flare is about 8·1034 erg.

4.2. The low-chromosphere and upper-photosphere lines

Emission in the Ca ii lines significantly increased during the

flare. We have observed only two phases in Ca ii K and two

phases in Ca ii 8498 Å. The behaviour of the emissions corre-

lates well with that of the helium line. Two components – broad
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Fig. 6. Profiles of the Ca ii K and 8498 Å lines during the flare on July

19–23, 1995. The notation is the same as in Fig. 4. The profiles are

shown in the rest frame of the primary.

blue and narrow red – are distinctly seen in the Ca ii emissions

at the maximum of the flare (Fig. 6). The energy released during

the flare in the calcium lines is presented in Table 2.

At the maximum of the flare, emission components appear

in the line cores of very strong absorption lines and also in high-

excitation lines, which are formed in the low chromosphere and

upper photosphere. A list of the lines along with the param-

eters of the Gaussian components fitted to the profiles is pre-

sented in Table 3. With a semi-empirical chromosphere model

of II Peg recently developed by Short et al. (1998) we have cal-

culated the LTE depths of formation of the line cores which

showed the emissions (Fig. 8). Those lines whose cores are

formed in the low chromosphere show distinct two-component

emissions. Their profiles are displayed in Fig. 7. The average

FWHM and RV of the blue components are of 32 km s−1 and

–6 km s−1, respectively; those of the red components are of

12 km s−1 and +8 km s−1, respectively. The weaker absorption

lines whose cores are formed in the upper photosphere show

weaker, single-component emissions with FWHM=12 km s−1

and RV=7 km s−1, on average. Only a limited number of them

is given in Table 3.

As seen from Fig. 8, there is a probable decrease in the

released energy when going into deeper layers of the atmo-

sphere. The appearance of the strong red-shifted emission com-

ponent in He i on July 19 signals that particle beams have rushed

into the chromosphere. They heated the atmosphere as deep as

log τ5000 < −1 and caused the collisionally excited, red-shifted

emissions in the line cores. This downflow was seen during at

least 5 days in the helium line, 2–3 days in the Ca ii lines, and at

least one day in other lines. A similar downflow was observed in

Mg ii h&k during a flare on II Peg in 1983 (Doyle et al. 1989b)

and also in flares on other RS CVn stars. When the beams are

rushed into the dense chromosphere, they heat its matter, and the

heated plasma fills the flare volume through the process of chro-

mospheric evaporation (e.g. Haisch et al. 1991). Such upward

turbulent motion is observed as broad, blue-shifted emission

components in many lines, and it was seen at least two days in

He i and once in other lines. The evaporation comes from the

low chromosphere, log τ5000 < −3.

One must note that broad blue-shifted components in the

spectrum of II Peg were previously observed only in the pro-

files of the Mg ii h&k lines at the maximum of the flare in 1983

(Doyle et al. 1989b). In other active stars they have been occa-

sionally observed in Hα (HK Lac, RS CVn-type binary, Bopp

& Talcott 1980), Ca ii H&K and blue Balmer lines (AT Mic, M-

dwarf, Gunn et al. 1994), He i D3, Na i D, Fe ii and Si ii (S CrA

and T Tau, TTS, Hamann & Persson 1992; Hartmann 1982).

In all the cases the emissions were observed as rare transient

phenomena with lifetimes from 15 min to 2 days.

Our observations relate solely the appearance of broad blue-

shifted components in permitted emission lines with the process

of chromospheric evaporation during the strongest flares. Also,

we show that in active stars the explosive evaporation can arise

from the low chromosphere level, while in solar flares it comes

from the upper chromosphere and is seen only in ultraviolet and

X-ray radiation (e.g. Fisher 1987).

4.3. The location of the flare

Since the He i emission was observed at four orbital phases dur-

ing the flare and six phases in the quiescent state, its orbital

motion can be used to estimate probable location of the flare.

Varying the γ-velocity of the orbit obtained from the photo-

spheric lines (Paper 1), the best fit to the He i velocities was

found (Fig. 9). One can see that the amplitude of the orbital mo-

tion of the He i emission is well fitted by that of the photospheric

lines, only γ-velocities are different. Since the amplitude value

is determined by the distance to the mass centre of the system,

the flare origin has to be on the primary of II Peg. In other words,

it should either overtake the whole chromosphere or be in the

plane crossing the mass centre and visible pole of the primary

and preserving its distance to the mass centre of the system due

to (quasi)synchronous rotation. The latter case is the most prob-

able since a flare is presumed to be a local event. Also, we stress

that the narrow components in He i observed in the flare are red-

shifted at all orbital phases, for more than half a period. This

suggests that the emitting matter was located somewhere above

the pole. Taking into account that (i) there was a large active re-

gion near the pole, (ii) the flare has been observed at the phases

when the region was crossing the visible hemisphere (Fig. 4),

and (iii) the quiescent helium emission was connected to the

spots, we suggest that the flare likely arose close to the pole and

next to the active region observed in 1995. The flare appears to

be related to the active component of the chromosphere which

is seen from the quiescent helium and calcium emissions.
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Fig. 7. Profiles of the emissions that appeared at the cores of strong and high-excitation lines at the maximum of the flare, on July 22, 1995.

4.4. The post-flare spot distribution

The connection of the flare to the largest active region is also

favoured by the subsequent observations of the star. It appears

that on July 19, 1995 II Peg experienced a heavily active flaring

stage. One rotation before (during 7 days) the star was in its

normal, quiescent state. Then, we observed 5 days of flaring

which, obviously, has not finished on July 23. Two weeks later,

on August 5–9, 1995, additional flare activity was recorded by

EUVE (Osten et al. 1998 and private communication). Then,

one month later, on September 13–14, 1995, a new flare was

observed in the helium line and Hα (Montes et al. 1997).

We suggest that this strong flare activity, started on July 19,

1995 and observed during two months, occurred concurrently

with the radical change of the spot structure on the stellar sur-

face. In Fig. 10 we display two surface images and two light

curves from Paper 2 corresponding to July 1995 (before the

flare) and October 1995 (after the flare). The break of the large

active region into two smaller ones after the heavy flaring is

well seen in the images. A clear development of the secondary
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Table 3. Parameters of the emissions observed at the maximum of the flare on July 22, 1995: equivalent widths EW (Å), maximum intensity I,

full width at half maximum FW ( km s−1) and radial velocity RV ( km s−1).

Two-component emissions Some of the single-component emissions

λ,Å Elem. EW Broad component Narrow component λ,Å Elem. EW Narrow component

RV FW I RV FW I RV FW I

3856.018 Si ii : : : : 13.3 12.5 0.30 3858.303 Ni i 0.125 7.9 18.6 0.42

3856.377 Fe i 0.344 –20.2 39 0.28 8.1 12.4 0.85 3865.527 Fe i 0.067 6.4 15.6 0.27

3859.916 Fe i 0.403 –1.2 31 0.45 10.2 12.5 0.90 4071.530 V i 0.056 7.0 13.2 0.25

3878.028 Fe i 0.149 : : : 8.5 18.6 0.50 4071.745 Fe i 0.056 8.1 11.8 0.28

3878.584 Fe i 0.458 –18.1 62 0.25 4.3 18.6 0.70 4092.394 Co i 0.036 4.9 11.8 0.18

3922.919 Fe i 0.215 –9.1 30 0.12 7.9 12.2 0.78 4167.277 Mg i 0.036 9.8 13.0 0.16

3927.929 Fe i 0.198 –2.2 31 0.17 8.2 10.6 0.65 4224.172 Fe i 0.025 10.5 12.8 0.11

3930.303 Fe i 0.256 –7.9 30 0.19 7.9 15.2 0.65 4225.460 Fe i 0.030 14.0 11.4 0.15

3933.664 Ca ii 6.430 –25.0 100 2.70 6.0 24.4 5.00 4227.434 Fe i 0.054 5.9 12.8 0.24

3938.406 Mg i 0.103 –8.1 30 0.12 4.8 10.6 0.25 4246.835 Sc ii 0.029 9.5 12.8 0.13

3944.016 Al i 0.473 –8.8 30 0.25 7.3 15.2 1.40 4300.049 Ti ii 0.065 9.0 12.6 0.29

4005.250 Fe i 0.144 –9.7 30 0.22 8.2 10.4 0.20 4301.927 Ti ii 0.038 9.4 11.2 0.19

4012.385 Ti ii 0.058 –2.6 30 0.04 9.3 10.4 0.22 4303.229 Co i 0.040 6.2 11.2 0.20

4077.722 Sr ii 0.168 –2.4 38 0.10 7.2 11.8 0.52 4305.714 Sc ii 0.025 12.2 12.6 0.11

4143.875 Fe i 0.209 –14.1 52 0.18 9.1 11.6 0.24 4312.869 Ti ii 0.021 8.0 9.8 0.12

4226.734 Ca i 0.848 –0.3 42 0.70 6.8 12.8 1.45 4314.087 Sc ii 0.025 7.0 8.4 0.17

4233.168 Fe ii 0.147 –1.3 38 0.10 10.6 11.4 0.40 4314.304 Fe ii 0.019 9.9 9.8 0.11

4307.911 Fe i 0.195 –5.6 33 0.21 6.9 11.2 0.35 4314.800 Ti i 0.044 4.9 11.0 0.22

4324.999 Sc ii 0.055 –3.4 28 0.05 8.3 13.8 0.12 4314.980 Ti ii 0.052 8.9 12.4 0.23

4325.772 Fe i 0.145 –0.1 34 0.20 8.2 9.8 0.12 4399.772 Ti ii 0.019 8.4 9.6 0.11

4383.555 Fe i 0.195 –5.1 36 0.18 8.6 12.4 0.35 4470.144 Mn i 0.022 2.2 10.8 0.11

4395.038 Ti ii 0.106 –2.6 19 0.13 9.0 9.6 0.35 4481.134 Mg ii 0.017 5.4 9.4 0.10

4404.760 Fe i 0.168 –16.3 20 0.15 5.4 13.6 0.45 4481.327 Mg ii 0.032 14.3 10.8 0.16

4415.130 Fe i 0.064 –3.4 20 0.08 11.6 10.8 0.17 5857.458 Ca i 0.012 4.9 10.2 0.05

4470.854 Ti ii 0.095 –3.6 20 0.20 6.4 10.6 0.10 6162.180 Ca i 0.033 6.1 12.8 0.08

4571.100 Mg i 0.040 0.0 20 0.08 9.8 10.4 0.05 6169.043 Ca i 0.012 6.6 12.6 0.04

4583.835 Fe ii 0.066 –2.3 20 0.06 10.8 10.4 0.22 6169.565 Ca i 0.011 6.1 9.8 0.04

5875.620 He i 0.335 –36.8 82 0.05 11.7 25.6 0.24 6191.189 Ni i 0.020 7.9 13.6 0.06

5875.989 He i : : : : 15.9 25.6 0.07 6191.568 Fe i 0.020 6.2 15.6 0.06

8446.384 O i 0.048 –6.5 28 0.03 5.9 8.6 0.06 6347.098 Si ii 0.011 10.0 18.0 0.02

8446.755 O i 0.051 –5.5 28 0.03 5.1 8.6 0.07 6371.357 Si ii 0.006 6.7 9.4 0.03

8498.052 Ca ii 0.477 –8.7 40 0.10 8.3 19.8 0.48 6545.900 Mg ii 0.008 6.5 9.0 0.03

6717.688 Ca i 0.014 5.5 14.2 0.04

7148.157 Ca i 0.015 5.8 9.2 0.05

minimum in the light curve confirms this event. Considering

the solar case, large flares erupt near emerging magnetic flux

regions, when old and new magnetic structures interact with

one another, and the level of flare activity can remain high dur-

ing many days. Similarly, on two RS CVn type stars, HK Lac

(Catalano & Frasca, 1994) and HR1099 (Zhai et al. 1994), new

spotted regions were noticed in light curves after strong optical

flares. Our results give another clear evidence for the connec-

tion between a flare eruption and changes in the surface spot

structure on other stars but the Sun.

5. The flare on October 26, 1996

The flare was seen as a narrow emission in He i D3 and an in-

creased emission in Ca ii 8498 Å. As in the flare in July 1995,

the helium emission was red-shifted and asymmetric, with two

narrow components in the profile (Fig. 11). No broad compo-

nents have been observed. A decrease of the emission in both

lines during two hours is seen well in three subsequent expo-

sures. The energy released in the flare is presented in Table 4.

Other lines retained their quiescent shapes. The most probable

explanation of the observed emission is a late stage of the flare

decay.

6. Conclusions

From the analysis of the simultaneous observations of the very

active RS CVn-type star II Peg, carried out in chromospheric

and photospheric lines in 1994–1996, the following results have

been obtained:

1. A strong correlation of the strength of the He i D3, Ca ii K and

Ca ii 8498 Å emissions with the spot position on the stellar disk

has been revealed. An analysis of this correlation has suggested a

two-component structure in the chromosphere of II Peg, similar
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Fig. 8. Fluxes of the emissions that appeared in the line cores at the

maximum of the flare on July 22, 1995 versus optical depths of for-

mation of the line cores, τ5000, calculated from the LTE model with

Teff=4600 K, log g=3.2, [M/H]=-0.4 (solid line) updated by the semi-

empirical chromosphere model (dashed line, Short et al. 1998). Crosses

are the emissions with broad and narrow components, circles show the

emissions with narrow components only.

Fig. 9. Radial velocities of the emission in He i in 1995: circles are the

quiescent emission, triangles are the two Gaussians fitted to the narrow

components of the emission observed during the flare on July 19–23,

1995. The orbit deduced from the photospheric lines is shown with

dashed lines. The best fits to the He i velocities are shown with solid

lines.

to that in the corona. An active component which consists of

the plages overlying the spots is hot and dense enough to give

a moderate quiescent emission in helium lines from the upper

chromosphere. A nonactive, cool component, which is the rest

of the chromosphere of lower temperature, results in a quiescent

absorption in helium lines. The nonactive component is found to

be stable for years, while the active component is changeable on

various time scales. It increased in emission during 1994–1996

indicating the growth of the general activity level of II Peg.

2. Two subsequent flares in July 1995 were observed. The first

flare, on July 19–20, 1995 was identified in the He i D3 line

which appeared as an asymmetric, red-shifted, narrow emis-

sion. Some excess of the emission in the Ca ii K line was seen

as well. The development of the flare took a few hours and decay

lasted two days. The subsequent flare, on July 21–23, 1995 was

the strongest flare ever observed in the optical lines. At the the

Fig. 10. The surface images and light curves for the times before and

after the strong flare on July 19–23, 1995. As is suggested, the flare

occured concurrently with the radical change of the spot structure on

the stellar surface.

Fig. 11. Profiles of He i D3 on October 26, 1996 (see the notation in

Fig. 4.

Table 4. The energy released in the flare on October 26, 1996 in the

He i D3 and Ca ii 8498 Å lines caculated with d=42.3 pc (π=0.′′02362).

∆T is the exposure time.

HJD ∆T EW F E

2450000+ (s) (Å) (erg s−1cm−2) (erg s−1)

He i D3

383.3612 2400 0.077 2.72·10−13 5.83·1028

383.3846 2400 0.068 2.40·10−13 5.15·1028

383.4092 960 0.058 2.05·10−13 4.31·1028

Ca ii 8498 Å

383.3612 2400 0.170 5.87·10−13 1.26·1029

383.3846 2400 0.164 5.67·10−13 1.22·1029

383.4092 960 0.156 5.40·10−13 1.16·1029
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maximum of the flare, in addition to the narrow emission compo-

nents, broad blue-shifted emissions appeared in He i and Ca ii K

and in the cores of many strong absorption lines. The narrow,

red-shifted emissions have been attributed to downflows in the

active region, and the broad, blue-shifted emissions have been

regarded as indications of upward motions of heated plasma

within the flare volume through the process of the explosive

chromospheric evaporation.

3. From the radial velocity curve of the He i emission the loca-

tion of the radiating matter has been deduced. It appeared to be

related to the largest active region which was seen in the stellar

image. The flare occurred concurrently with the break of the

extended group into two well separated spots.

4. On October 26, 1996 another flare was observed in three

spectra, as narrow emissions in the He i and Ca ii 8498 Å lines

but without development in other lines. It was concluded to be

a late stage of a flare decay.
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Abstract. A total of 6 new surface images of II Peg obtained

for the years 1997 and 1998 confirms the recently revealed per-

manent active longitude structure. The lower limit of the active

longitudes’ lifetime is now extended up to 25 years. A new “flip-

flop” phenomenon, redefined as a switch of the activity between

the active longitudes, has started in summer of 1998. It coincides

reasonably well with the moment predicted from the activity cy-

cle of the star. This confirms definitely the cyclic behaviour of

the activity of II Peg we recently discovered. Therefore, we

assign numbers to the cycles of 4.65 yr since the earliest photo-

electric observations of II Peg and define the active longitudes

as “odd” and “even” corresponding to odd and even numbers of

cycles. With such a definition, in late 1998 the 7th cycle began

and the “odd” active longitude became more active. From the

analysis of the spot area evolution within the active longitudes

we conclude that the activity cycle is developed as a rearrange-

ment of the nearly constant amount of the spot area between the

active longitudes. We discuss the “flip-flop” phenomenon as a

tracer of stellar activity and the role of the unseen secondary in

establishing the cycle.

Key words: stars: activity – stars: imaging – stars: individual:

II Peg – stars: late-type – stars: starspots

1. Introduction

II Peg (HD 224085) is one of the most active RS CVn stars,

which shows significant photometric variability due to rotational

modulation of cool spots (Henry et al. 1995, and references

therein). The presence of cool spots on its surface is proved

by the observations of TiO bands in its spectrum, which is not

compatible with the spectral classification of the star as K2 IV

(Vogt 1981; Huenemoerder & Ramsey 1987; Neff et al. 1995,

Berdyugina et al. 1998a, hereafter Paper 1).

Send offprint requests to: S.V. Berdyugina (sveta@ukko.oulu.fi)
⋆ Based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical Telescope

(NOT), La Palma, Spain; the 1.25 m telescope of the Crimean Astro-

physical Observatory, Ukraine; the Phoenix 10 robotic telescope, APT

Observatory, Arizona, USA.

Recently, we started an extensive study of II Peg with the

surface imaging technique. We determined a set of important

parameters for surface imaging: projected rotational velocity,

inclination, effective temperature, surface gravity, microturbu-

lence and orbital parameters (Paper 1). We obtained 9 surface

images of the star for 1992–1996 and found two active lon-

gitudes migrating in the orbital reference frame and showing

effect of switching of the activity (Berdyugina et al. 1998b, Pa-

per 2). The active longitudes have been confirmed by a new

analysis of the published photometric data on a time scale of

23 years (Berdyugina & Tuominen 1998, hereafer BT). Also,

it was found that the switching of the activity is periodically

repeated with an activity cycle of about 4.65 years. A new cycle

was expected to start in the beginning of 1999. Actually, as we

show in the present paper, it started about half a year earlier. We

noticed also that dramatic spot redistributions during the cycle

can follow by strong flares observed in optical chromospheric

lines (Berdyugina et al. 1999, Paper 3).

The main aim of the present paper is to confirm the predicted

cyclic spot evolution on II Peg with new surface maps and give

a review of the collected images and results. We present and

analyse new observations obtained in 1997 and 1998 and obtaine

6 new stellar images (Sects. 2 and 3). Also, we test the stability

of the images to the choice of the spectral lines and demonstrate

that the obtained maps are free from systematic errors (Sect. 3).

We discuss a total of 15 images of the star covering 7 years and

show that the systematic pattern in the spot evolution of II Peg

is a real phenomenon (Sect. 4).

2. Observations

II Peg was observed with the SOFIN échelle spectrograph on

the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) in June, August, December

of 1997 and in July, October and November of 1998. The data

were acquired with the 2nd camera equipped with a CCD de-

tector of 1152×298 pixels, yielding a wide spectral range (in 14

orders) of approximately 5500–8500 Å. For all observing runs

the projected slit width was set to be 0.′′5 on the sky, providing a

spectral resolving power λ/∆λ ≈ 83 000. With this setup, the

dispersion at 6170 Å was 37 mÅ per pixel. A typical exposure

time of ≈ 1h achieved a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 150
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Table 1. Spectroscopic observations used for surface imaging.

HJD Orbital S/N HJD Orbital S/N

2450000+ phase 2450000+ phase

June 1997 August 1997

617.6806 0.8814 290 676.7282 0.6626 260

618.7228 0.0364 160 677.7530 0.8150 140

619.6771 0.1784 225 678.7238 0.9594 200

620.6808 0.3276 315 679.7437 0.1111 230

621.6632 0.4737 305 680.7487 0.2605 180

622.7006 0.6280 265 681.7498 0.4094 160

623.7048 0.7773 250 682.7518 0.5584 230

624.6663 0.9203 350 683.7525 0.7072 170

625.6828 0.0715 290

626.6972 0.2223 310

627.6799 0.3685 310

December 1997 July 1998

794.3299 0.1516 240 997.7040 0.3987 240

795.3688 0.3060 220 998.7229 0.5502 200

796.3837 0.4570 180 999.7124 0.6974 250

802.4199 0.3547 210 1000.6908 0.8429 210

804.3949 0.6484 70 1001.7000 0.9929 260

804.4928 0.6630 160 1002.6995 0.1416 230

805.3296 0.7874 170 1003.6988 0.2902 250

805.4564 0.8063 160 1004.7008 0.4392 250

806.3580 0.9403 170 1005.6942 0.5870 250

806.4635 0.9560 100 1006.6938 0.7356 80

807.3710 0.0910 150 1008.7060 0.0349 190

807.4000 0.0953 130 1009.7031 0.1831 200

1010.6938 0.3305 145

October 1998 November 1998

1088.4290 0.8887 300 1121.4835 0.8043 180

1089.4189 0.0359 350 1122.3434 0.9322 330

1090.4713 0.1924 350 1123.4634 0.0988 400

1091.4087 0.3318 420 1124.4759 0.2494 220

1092.4339 0.4843 180 1125.4884 0.3999 180

1093.4435 0.6344 200 1126.4836 0.5479 150

1094.4552 0.7849 320 1127.4852 0.6969 240

for most spectra. The spectra were reduced with the 3A software

designed by Ilyin (1996). The reductions included bias and flat

field corrections, wavelength calibration, and corrections for the

motion of the Earth. Finally, the wavelengths were corrected for

the orbital motion of the primary, using the parameters from Pa-

per 1. All observations have been divided into 6 season sets and

phased according to the orbital ephemeris from Paper 1, which

is used throughout this paper:

Tconj = HJD2449582.9268 + 6.724333E (1)

with the primary in the back at phase zero. Heliocentric Julian

dates, orbital phases, and S/N ratios of the spectra used for

surface imaging are presented in Table 1.

Supporting photometric observations were arranged for both

years. In August–September 1997, observations were carried

out with the photometer-polarimeter constructed by V. Piirola

and installed on the 1.25 m telescope of the Crimean Astrophys-

ical Observatory, Ukraine. The observations were made in the

Fig. 1. New photometric observations of II Peg acquired in 1997/98.

Phases were calculated with the orbital ephemeris given by Eq. (1).

standard Johnson UBVRI system with HD 223925 as a com-

parison star. In other seasons of 1997/98, photometry was ac-

quired with the Phoenix 10 robotic telescope, APT Observatory,

Arizona, in the UBV bands with HD 224930 as a comparison

star. The errors of the observations are typically about 0.m010

or less. The observations are shown in Fig. 1 and given in Ta-

bles 2 and 31.

1 Tables 2 and 3 are available in electronic form at the CDS

via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html
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3. Surface imaging

3.1. The stability test

For compatibility with the previous 9 images of II Peg obtained

in Paper 2, the 6160–6200 Å region was chosen for surface imag-

ing. As inversion technique the Occamian approach was used

(Berdyugina 1998). It was applied to the following lines: Fe i

6173 Å, 6180 Å, 6200 Å; Ni i 6175 Å, 6177 Å, 6178 Å; V i

6199 Å. The local line profiles were calculated in the same way

as in Paper 2, with many blends from atomic and molecular

lines. The stellar parameters used are from Paper 1.

Taking into account the experience of other authors in sur-

face imaging (e.g. Rice & Strassmeier 1998), we made a test of

stability of an image to the choice of spectral lines. For one sea-

son, June 1997, we calculated a set of images from individual

lines of different spectral regions. To the lines mentioned above,

5 new lines were added: Ni i+Fe i+Y i 6191 Å, Ca i 6717 Å,

Ti i 6743 Å, Ca i+Ni i 5857 Å, and Ti i 5866 Å. A total of 9

individual images is shown in Fig. 2. Although the used lines

exhibit different amplitudes of variations because of their dif-

ferent temperature sensitivity, strength and blending, all the im-

ages show clear repeatability of the main spot features. The

largest active region is well seen in all images at the same lon-

gitudes and latitudes, only its area varies from line to line: the

stronger profile variations, the larger area of the region. The

smaller spots in the opposite hemisphere are generally recov-

ered with lower contrast because of their smaller effects in the

profiles and, therefore, display more variations from line to line.

Nevertheless, they are clearly seen in all the images on the same

location.

Finally, we averaged the 9 images with equal weights and

calculated the standard deviation map (Fig. 3). In some cases,

this procedure can formally indicate real errors of the solution,

especially when a large number of images is averaged. For a

limited set of images obtained from limited sets of observations,

it can give only low estimates of the errors. Talking about the

errors of the individual maps, one must note that if only one line

profile taken for a number rotational phases is used for surface

imaging, a number of data points is generally several times fewer

than a number of the image points. Then, most part of the image

points is linearly dependent and, therefore, contains systematic

errors which cannot be estimated. For more details, the reader

is addressed to the discussion of the error analysis in surface

imaging by Berdyugina (1998).

Naturally, the average map in Fig. 3 show the same spot fea-

tures as the individual maps. However, comparing the averaged

image with the individual images, one can notice that a certain

part of the information on the shapes of the active regions and

their contrast is lost after averaging. This happens because of

averaging in the domain of results rather than in the domain of

data. If all the lines (or even several of them) were inversed si-

multaneously, the information would not averaged but summed

up. This is well seen when the averaged map in Fig. 3 is com-

pared with the image for June 1997 in Fig. 4, which was obtained

from the simultaneous inversion of 6 line profiles, as in Paper 2.

The spot structure is generally the same, but the smaller spots

are recovered with more certainty. Also, the standard deviation

map in Fig. 3 and the error map in Fig. 4 for June 1997, which

both includes low estimates of real errors, show generally the

same values, about ≤100–200 K. Therefore, we conclude that

the method and the lines used in Paper 2 result in the images

which are accurate enough and stable to the choice of the spec-

tral lines.

3.2. The new images

Fig. 4 displays 6 new images of II Peg for 1997 and 1998, error

distributions over the stellar surface for each season, and fits to

the line profiles. The images are shown with a coordinate grid

of 30◦ in both latitudes and longitudes, and the inclination of

the rotation axis of 60◦ as was adopted in the calculations. For

all data sets, phase coverage was satisfactory. In all seasons the

line profiles showed remarkable variability due to large spots

which were recovered in the images. The quality of the fits to

the line profiles corresponds on average to the S/N values of the

spectra. Small systematic deviations which are seen sometimes

in the profiles are generally caused by errors either in an average

temperature of the visible hemisphere at a given phase or in the

continuum normalization. These result mostly in differences of

line strengths rather than line shapes.

To test independently the images, the photometric observa-

tions were not used as a constraint of the solution in the inver-

sion but were compared with the photometric curves calculated

from the images. For this purpose, as in Paper 2, we transformed

the calculated flux variations to B–V variations using the semi-

empirical calibration based on the temperature scale for G and

K dwarfs and subgiants by Bell & Gustafsson (1989). We found

that the restored spot distributions are in good agreement with

the seasonal B–V colour variations (Fig. 5), although the above

mentioned errors in the average temperatures at certain phases

are also seen in the colour fits. The discrepancies of 0.m01 in B–

V give the estimates of the average temperature errors of about

20 K.

As in Paper 2, we determined the longitudes of the active

regions, which were measured from the meridians crossing the

centres of the active regions. The errors of such measurements

depend on shapes and extents of the regions and temperature

distributions within them. In most cases, the errors are less than

20◦. This is accurate enough to see the spot migration over years.

The longitudes are plotted versus time in Fig. 6 together with

the data from Paper 2. One can see that the positions of the two

active regions observed in 1997 and 1998 correspond well to

the active longitude structure.

Also, for all 15 images presented in Paper 2 and in the present

paper, we calculated the projected spot areas within the active

regions, as fractions of the visible hemisphere. The spot area

was considered as that of the temperature lower than 3800 K.

This limit allows to account low contrast spot features which are

certainly seen in the profiles. Variations of the limit of ±100 K

change the spot area by about ± 2%. The spot areas are also

plotted versus time in Fig. 6. The evolution of the active regions

from 1992 to 1998 is discussed in Sect. 4.
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Fig. 2. Surface images of II Peg obtained from individual spectral lines for June 1997. The images are shown in the pole-on projection for better

visibility of the high-latitude spots. Each map is supplied with the fit of the line profiles: observations are shown by crosses, while solid lines

represent the solution. Phases of the profiles are given in Fig 4.
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Fig. 3. The map averaged from the

individual images shown in Fig. 2

and the standard deviation map. The

smallest deviations are seen in the

spot features.

4. Discussion

4.1. The active longitudes and the activity cycle

In 1992–1996 two high-latitude active regions dominated on

the surface of II Peg and migrated in the orbital reference frame

with a period of 6.d7066. This period is 0.d0177 shorter than the

orbital one and was suggested to be the rotational period of the

spots at a given latitude. In Paper 2 we interpreted the two active

regions as a long-lived active longitude structure and confirmed

it by a new analysis of the published photometric data (BT).

The new images for 1997 and 1998 still show two high-latitude

active regions which moved now close to the phases 0.25 and

0.75 in the orbital reference frame (Figs. 4 and 6). The positions

of the regions correspond well to the active longitude structure

and the rate of its migration. For now, this structure has been

seen for 25 years.

In all 15 images for 1992–1998, one of the active regions is

generally larger than the other one, and at some moments they

change suddenly their size, as is seen from Fig. 6. For instance,

in 1994, the formerly larger active region decreased in size,

while the other increased and remained the larger one until the

end of 1997. During these 4 years, the larger region moved from

phase 0.1 to phase 0.75 (negative phase migration). The smaller

region, on the opposite hemisphere, moved from phase 0.75 to

phase 0.3 during the same time. In July 1998, the relative spot

areas had again changed dramatically. The formerly large active

region at phase 0.75 had decreased significantly and moved to

lower latitudes, from 60◦ to 30◦. Such low latitude spots have

never been seen in the images before. At the same time, the

formerly smaller region near phase 0.25 had increased in area

at high latitudes (60◦). The dramatic spot area redistribution

caused a significant transformation of the light curve shape:

the minimum moved from phase 0.75 to 0.5 and became much

broader (Fig. 1).

The described spot evolution indicates clearly a spot activity

cycle which is seen for the first time in stellar surface images. Its

length of about 4 years coincides well with the value of 4.65 yr

which was previously determined from the long-term photo-

metric data by BT. The cycle is seen as the spot area evolution

within the active longitudes, or as a switch of the activity from

one longitude to the other. A total (double) cycle was defined

as the time needed for the activity to return to the same active

longitude (BT). In order to label the active longitudes, in Ta-

ble 4 we give the starting times and subsequent numbers of the

half-cycles since the first photoelectric observations of the star,

in accordance with the results by BT. Then, we call the active

longitudes “odd” and “even” as corresponding to odd and even

numbers of half-cycles. In the half-cycle with an odd number,

the “odd” active longitude shows the stronger activity, and vice

versa. Such a nomination appears to be reasonable recalling

that active regions are associated with magnetic field structures,

generated by a dynamo operating in the convective envelopes.

Large-scale, stable non-axisymmetric magnetic fields (two ac-

tive longitudes) separated by half a period and symmetrically

located in high-latitudes of both hemispheres relative to the

equator can be antisymmetric in the polarity, as showed new

model calculations made by Tuominen et al. (1999). For now,

however, until we know the polarity of the active longitudes,

the proposed designation is the only possibility to distinguish

them.

The latest half-cycle, number 7, was expected to start in

the beginning of 1999. However, the earliest spot redistribution

was already noticed in June 1998 in the light curve and in July

1998 in the stellar image. Rapid changes in the structure of

the active regions are seen when the three images for 1998 are

compared. The now strongest high-latitude region at phase 0.3

(July 1998) then spreads out and seems to assemble smaller,

lower latitude features, resulting in an extended group covering

about 150◦ in longitudes (October 1998). Finally, the group

consists of three moderate size spots which are spread over one

hemisphere (November 1998). The images show that during

about half a year the star is prepared to start a new half-cycle.

This process takes several months, as was concluded by BT,

and is accompanied by rapid and dramatic spot redistribution,

as seen from the images. With the designation proposed above,

the “odd” active longitude has become more active in the 7th

cycle. As seen from Fig. 6, during the previous half-cycle, this

active longitude was occupated by the smaller active region

which displayed significant internal motions near the average

location, in the phase interval of ± 0.15. This is factor of 3 larger

the error of determination of spot positions. On the other hand,

the positions of the larger active region on the “even” active

longitude are scattered only within the phase interval of 0.05,

which is comparable with the error. It would be interesting to

see in the future is this difference stable and what determines

such a difference.

Undoubtedly, the alteration of the relative spot areas in July

1998 corresponds to a new switch of the active longitudes, simi-
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Fig. 4. Images of the primary of II Peg in the scale of the effective temperatures of the models, shown for four orbital phases and in the pole-on

projection. The observed and calculated line profiles are shown by symbols and lines, respectively. The error maps show the distributions of the

temperature errors, averaged in longitudes.
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Fig. 4. (continued)
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Fig. 5. B–V colour index variations: observed (crosses) and calculated

from the images (lines).

lar to the event of 1994 (Fig. 6). It started only half a year earlier

than was predicted from the previous observations. Such a coin-

cidence confirms definitely the cyclic behaviour of the activity

of II Peg we discovered (BT). Therefore, the switching events

can be confidently regarded as tracers of the stellar activity cy-

cles.

One must stress again that the spot activity cycle on II Peg

is seen as the spot area evolution within the active longitudes. If

total spot area is considered, it is approximately constant during

the cycle (see Fig. 6). Then, the cycle is developed as a rearrange-

ment of the nearly constant amount of the spot area. Such spot

redistribution was earlier suspected by e.g. Henry et al. (1995)

from their analysis of photometric data of RS CVn stars. They

noticed that the mean brightness of most stars remains roughly

constant, while maximum brightness increases and minimum

brightness drops and the amplitude of variations increases. Such

a behaviour is possible only if the constant amount of the spot

area is symmetrically redistributed between two stellar hemi-

spheres, or, as we show, between two active longitudes. So, the

presence of two active longitudes on the stellar surface seems to

be of the utmost importance for the establishment of the activity

cycle on II Peg and other similar stars.

4.2. The “flip-flop” phenomenon

A shift of the concentrated part of spot-activity exactly to the

other side of stellar surface was called a “flip-flop” phenomenon.

It was found from photometric observations for the extremely

rapidly rotating single late-type giant FK Com (Jetsu et al.

1991). A switch of the activity between the active longitudes

which we discovered on II Peg (Paper 2) results actually in the

same photometric behaviour as for FK Com. As seen from the

Fig. 6. The reconstructed spot longitudes and projected spot areas on

II Peg versus time. Triangles and the solid line show the “even” active

longitude, while circles and the dashed line present the “odd” active

longitudes (see description in Sect. 4.1). Larger active regions are de-

noted by filled symbols.

Table 4. The cycles of the activity of II Peg

Cycle JD2400000+ Year

Number

1 41050 1971.25

2 42750 1975.92

3 44450 1980.58

4 46150 1985.25

5 47850 1989.88

6 49550 1994.54

7 51250 1999.20

images (Fig. 4) and the light curves (Fig. 1), while the spots

keep their positions at approximately the same longitudes dur-

ing 1997/98, the light minimum has shifted by about –0.25 in

phase within only half a year or less. It cannot be explained by

the spot drift in the orbital reference frame, since this is several

times slower. The only reason of the shift is the evolution of the

relative spot areas within the active longitudes, as seen from

the images. Later on, the light curve minimum is expected to

move closer to phase 0.25 and, then, drift in the orbital refer-

ence frame to phase 0.75 during the next 4 years as it did in the

previous half-cycle. Therefore, no actual significant spot shift

for a short time is needed to explain the 0.5 phase shift of the

light minimum in the “flip-flop” phenomenon. Thus, the switch

of the activity between the active longitudes due to relative spot

area evolution (as in Fig. 6) is a more suitable definition of the

“flip-flop” phenomenon at the present time.

It is very important that the “flip-flop” phenomenon is no

longer a rare and unpredictable event observed for only one star.

Recently, a new analysis of published long-term photometric
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observations revealed such a behaviour to be typical for other

RS CVn-type stars as well (BT). Moreover, the “flip-flop” is a

cyclic phenomenon. This is distinctly confirmed by the present

new images of II Peg. We consider it to be a new tracer of activity

cycles on spotted stars as was suggested by BT, and we intend

to study how it correlates with other, traditional tracers.

4.3. An effect of the secondary

We noted already in the previous papers that the active longi-

tudes have no preferable orientation with respect to the line con-

necting the stellar centres in the binary. In other words, rotation

of spots is generally not synchronized with the orbital motion, at

least at the high latitudes where the spots appear. Nevertheless,

the largest active region is always seen in the hemisphere which

faces the secondary. The region migrates during a cycle from

orbital phase 0.25 to phase 0.75 crossing the central meridian

at phase 0.0. The switching between the active longitudes re-

sults in a shrinkage of the region near phase 0.75 and expansion

of the region near 0.25 which then migrates again in the same

direction. One can suppose that such a behaviour is caused by

the secondary component in the binary. It affects the magnetic

activity of the primary and probably plays a significant role

in the “magnetic” synchronization of the stars and perhaps in

establishing the activity cycle of the primary.

5. Conclusions

Using new high-resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio spec-

troscopic observations carried out in 1997–1998, we obtained 6

new surface images of II Peg. The surface imaging was applied

to several neutral metal lines simultaneously, with the Occamian

approach as the inversion technique. We tested the stability of

the images to the choice of spectral lines and showed that the

images are free from the systematic errors.

We found that two high-latitude active regions continued

to dominate the images in 1997 and 1998. The positions of

the active regions correspond well to the previously found two

active longitudes separated by about 180◦. Their lifetime is now

extended up to 25 years, taking into account earlier photometric

data.

Switching of the dominating activity between the active lon-

gitudes (“flip-flop” event) has started in summer of 1998, which

is in good agreement with the moment predicted from the activ-

ity cycle. This confirms the cyclic behaviour of the activity of

II Peg we have discovered (BT). The new stellar images have

shown for the first time how the star was preparing to start a new

cycle. This process took several months and was accompanied

by rapid and dramatic spot redistribution.

We numbered the activity half-cycles of 4.65 yr since the

earliest photoelectric observations of the star. Also, we labeled

the active longitudes as “odd” and “even” which correspond

to odd and even numbers of half-cycles. In the half-cycle with

an odd number, the “odd” active longitude shows the stronger

activity, and vice versa. Such a designation is helpful for dis-

tinguishing the active longitudes before we know their other

properties. The 7th half-cycle has begun in late 1998.

From the analysis of the spot area evolution within the active

longitudes we concluded that the activity cycle is developed as

a rearrangement of the nearly constant amount of the spot area

between the active longitudes.

We confirmed that the largest active region on the surface of

II Peg shows the tendency to be closer to the secondary compo-

nent of the binary. The secondary seems to affect the magnetic

activity of the primary and play a significant role in the “mag-

netic” synchronization of the stars and, perhaps, in establishing

the activity cycle.
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Abstract. New high-resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio

spectroscopic observations carried out in 1996–1997 are anal-

ysed. A total of 85 new high quality radial velocity measure-

ments are used for determining the new orbital parameters:

Tconj=HJD2450342.883+24.64880E, e=0.0, γ=–14.09 km s−1,

K1=34.39 km s−1. A model atmosphere analysis of the averaged

spectrum of the star has yielded a self-consistent set of fun-

damental parameters of the primary component: Teff=4450 K,

log g=2.4, [M/H]=0.0, ξt=1.6 km s−1, v sini=26.5 km s−1. The

primary is found to be a typical K2 III giant with the mass

of about 1.5 M⊙ which has undergone the first convective

mixing on the Red Giant Branch ([C/H]=–0.32, [N/H]=0.30,

C/N=1.15). The unspotted V magnitude of the star of 5.m55 is

estimated from the observed variations of the TiO band and

quasi-simultaneous photometry. Combining all parameters, the

radius and inclination of the primary as well as a probable spec-

tral class of the secondary are estimated.

Key words: stars: abundances – stars: activity – stars: binaries:

spectroscopic – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: individ-

ual: IM Peg – stars: late-type

1. Introduction

IM Pegasi (HD 216489) is a long-period (24.d6) single-line spec-

troscopic binary classified as an RS CVn type star by Hall

(1976). It appears to have a circular orbit and almost syn-

chronized rotation. The spotted K2 II-III primary shows sig-

nificant light curve variations with the maximum amplitude

in the V band of 0.m3 (Strassmeier et al. 1997). IM Peg also

shows rotational modulation of the Ca ii infrared triplet, Hα,

and Mg ii h&k emission (Huenemoerder et al. 1990, Dempsey

et al. 1993, 1996). From a single spectropolarimetric measure-

ment, the magnetic field was clearly detected on the star by

Donati et al. (1997).

The present paper is the first part of our study of the star.

Here, we present our observations from 1996 and 1997 and de-

Send offprint requests to: S.V. Berdyugina (sveta@ukko.oulu.fi)
⋆ based on observations collected at the 2.6 m telescope of the

Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, Ukraine and the Nordic Optical

Telescope (NOT), La Palma, Spain

termine new orbital elements and stellar parameters with better

accuracy than those previously obtained. These new parameters

are used in our subsequent papers where we study the spot distri-

bution on the stellar surface with the surface imaging technique

and chromospheric activity of the star.

2. Observations and data reduction

In 1996 spectroscopic observations were carried out with the

coudé spectrograph on the 2.6 m telescope of the Crimean As-

trophysical Observatory. The spectra were obtained with the

1st camera equipped with a CCD detector SDS 9000, Photo-

metrics GmbH of 1024×400 pixels. With the slit of 0.′′4 and

dispersion of 65 mÅ/pix a resolving power of about 40 000 was

achieved. The covered spectral range was about 60 Å centered

at 6170 Å. Two exposures of ≈20 min were typically obtained,

that provided the signal-to-noise ratio of an individual exposure

of about 250.

In 1997 the star was observed with the SOFIN échelle spec-

trograph fed by the 2.56 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), La

Palma, Canarias. The data were acquired with the 2nd camera

equipped with a CCD detector of 1152×298 pixels. Two échelle

frames centered at 6180 Å and 7055 Å almost completely cov-

ered the spectral range of approximately 5500–8500 Å. For all

observing runs the projected width of the slit was set to be 0.′′5 on

the sky, providing a spectral resolving power λ/∆λ ≈ 83 000.

With this setup, the dispersion at 6170 Å was 37 mÅ/pix. A typ-

ical exposure time of 15 min achieved a signal-to-noise ratio of

about 200 for most spectra.

The reduction of the SOFIN data, described by Ilyin (1997),

included bias, scattered light, and flat-field corrections, extrac-

tion of spectral orders, and wavelength calibration. The latter is

obtained with a thorium-argon comparison spectrum. Finally,

the wavelengths were corrected for the Earth’s motion. The

Crimean spectra were reduced similarly except for the steps

specifically relating to the échelle spectra. The Julian dates of

all spectroscopic observations are given in Table 1.

3. Parameters of the orbit

A total of 85 new observations were used to determine new or-

bital parameters. The radial velocities were measured by cross-
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Table 1. Radial velocities data

HJD RV, ref HJD RV, ref HJD RV, ref HJD RV, ref

2450000+ km s−1 2450000+ km s−1 2450000+ km s−1 2450000+ km s−1

320.3855 –29.820 1 409.1188 16.604 1 624.6155 –28.805 2 683.7237 16.456 2

324.4004 –49.804 1 410.2835 19.110 1 624.6230 –28.651 2 683.7322 16.635 2

325.4121 –50.194 1 412.1521 16.648 1 625.6353 –20.295 2 735.5340 1.061 2

326.3850 –46.690 1 413.1524 15.327 1 625.6435 –20.273 2 735.5446 0.963 2

327.4263 –42.358 1 414.1480 6.116 1 626.6567 –11.539 2 736.5674 –8.222 2

331.3644 –8.045 1 415.1713 2.093 1 626.6624 –11.330 2 737.3925 –15.473 2

348.2273 –49.210 1 417.1289 –16.450 1 627.6452 –2.943 2 794.2832 –45.070 2

353.2663 –33.140 1 418.1573 –21.981 1 627.6518 –2.845 2 795.3332 –40.677 2

357.3160 0.928 1 420.1373 –39.040 1 676.6828 –5.390 2 795.3449 –40.762 2

359.2699 14.473 1 421.1315 –44.218 1 676.6902 –5.308 2 796.3377 –34.745 2

360.2654 17.094 1 677.7337 3.437 2 797.3047 –27.500 2

364.3888 10.661 1 617.7301 –42.261 2 677.7404 3.533 2 797.3911 –26.930 2

365.4010 1.563 1 618.6913 –45.753 2 678.7014 10.141 2 797.4123 –26.954 2

376.2793 –43.734 1 618.7026 –45.926 2 678.7074 10.209 2 802.3858 12.943 2

401.1248 –41.540 1 619.7147 –48.013 2 679.7178 15.642 2 804.3108 19.978 2

402.1285 –37.521 1 620.6375 –48.207 2 679.7239 15.556 2 804.3199 19.818 2

403.1255 –27.474 1 620.6452 –48.145 2 680.7042 19.285 2 805.3023 20.061 2

404.1280 –18.953 1 621.7066 –46.026 2 680.7103 19.239 2 805.3078 20.083 2

405.1257 –9.814 1 621.7164 –45.820 2 681.6908 20.580 2 806.3119 18.387 2

406.1570 –4.296 1 622.6684 –41.673 2 681.6968 20.506 2 806.3244 18.527 2

407.1349 7.009 1 623.6625 –35.783 2 682.6949 19.589 2

408.2645 11.931 1 623.6702 –35.710 2 682.7010 19.666 2

References (ref): 1 – Crimean observations, 2 – SOFIN observations.

correlating the observed spectra with the synthetic spectra cal-

culated with appropriate atmospheric parameters. Such a pro-

cedure was successfully applied to e.g. II Peg observations by

Berdyugina et al. (1998), where the zero-point velocity of the

SOFIN spectrograph of about 0.3 km s−1 for the end of 1996

was estimated. From the SOFIN data we used spectra of seven

orders which were free from the Earth atmosphere absorption.

No systematic velocity trend among orders was found. The ac-

curacy of the RV measurements averaged from the orders was

about 0.15 km s−1, while for the Crimean observations it was

about 0.8 km s−1. The measurements are presented in Table 1.

Earlier radial velocity measurements of IM Peg, 20 RVs from

Harper (1920, 1935) and 19 RVs from Oláh et al. (1998), were

used in the period determination. So, the available data presently

consist of 125 values spanning from 1919 to 1997.

For our purpose we used the program FOTEL3 devel-

oped by Hadrava (1995), which is able to deduce the or-

bital period value together with other parameters for both cir-

cular and eccentric orbits. The first step was to determine

new values of the period P and eccentricity e. A first so-

lution was found for all radial velocity measurements with

equal weights. The fit allowed different γ-velocities for dif-

ferent data sets: γ(Harper)=–13.14±0.38 km s−1, γ(Oláh et

al.)= –13.31±0.37 km s−1, γ(Crimea)=–14.88±0.20 km s−1,

γ(SOFIN)=–14.09±0.04 km s−1. The period and eccentricity

values were found to be 24.d64880±0.d00005 and 0.006±0.007,

respectively. In comparison to the recently published values of

P and e by Oláh et al. (1998), the new value of the period is more

accurate, and that of the eccentricity is one order less. Such a

Table 2. Orbital elements

Element Value

P, days 24.64880±0.00005

e 0.006±0.007

K1, km s−1 34.42±0.06

a1sini, R⊙ 16.76±0.04

f1(m), M⊙ 0.1042±0.0006

Tconj, HJD 2450342.883±0.007

γ, km s−1 –14.09±0.04

small value of the eccentricity can be ignored for the present,

and the orbit can be considered as circular.

The accuracy of the data sets is rather different and the new

SOFIN measurements are significantly more accurate. For this

reason, we assumed the period from the all-data solution and

the eccentricity to be zero and found the best solution from

the SOFIN data only. The solution is given in Table 2, and the

measurements phased with the ephemeris

Tconj = 2450342.883 + 24.64880E (1)

are shown in Fig. 1. The epoch corresponds to the conjunction

with the primary in the back. This ephemeris is used throughout

this paper for all observations.

4. Stellar parameters

4.1. Teff , log g, and metallicity

For determining atmospheric parameters of the primary, the 53

SOFIN spectra were averaged, and the resulting spectrum with
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Fig. 1. Radial velocity measurements phased with the new ephemeris

Tconj = 2450342.883 + 24.64880 E. The solution from Table 2 is shown

as a solid line. The γ-velocities of the sets are reduced to the SOFIN

value.

S/N≈1000 covering almost all the region from 5500 Å to 8500 Å

was used in the analysis. The spot contribution to the averaged

spectrum was found to be insignificant. The effective tempera-

ture Teff , surface gravity log g, metallicity [M/H], and microtur-

bulence ξt are determined as a self-consistent set of parameters

using the synthetic spectra calculations.

A list of atomic line parameters for a given wavelength re-

gion was obtained from VALD (Piskunov et al. 1995). It was

checked by comparison of the calculated spectrum with the ob-

served one of a slow rotating normal giant β Gem (K0 IIIb), as

was done in our recent analysis of the other active star II Peg

(Berdyugina et al. 1998). A great number of molecular lines

have been added to the list, since their presence in spectra of

cool giants is quite noticeable. Stellar model atmospheres used

are from Kurucz (1993). A code used for the synthetic spectrum

calculations is described in detail by Berdyugina (1991).

Estimates of the projected rotational velocity obtained by

different authors are somewhat scattered: 24 km s−1(Ottmann et

al. 1998), 25±1 km s−1(Donati et al. 1997), 25.6±1 km s−1(De

Medeiros & Mayor 1995), 28.2±1 km s−1(Fekel 1997). Pos-

sessing the excellent quality observed spectrum, we have ob-

tained our own estimates of the rotational velocity, v sini,

and macroturbulence, ζt. A number of strong and well iso-

lated lines were studied with the Fourier transform. The fol-

lowing values were determined: v sini=26.5±0.5 km s−1 and

ζt=4.0±0.5 km s−1.

To determine the atmospheric parameters, a total of about 20

lines of Fe i, Fe ii, Si i, Si ii, and Ca i were chosen. Assuming

first an appropriate pair of Teff and log g, we produced a set

of curves (loci of the best fitted lines) on a diagram of metal

abundance, [M/H], as a function of microturbulence ξt (Fig. 2).

The curves intersected in a narrow region which provided an

initial estimate for a pair of [M/H] and ξt. With these values,

a set of loci on a diagram of Teff versus log g was calculated.

Their intersection gave an initial estimate of a pair of Teff and

Fig. 2. Diagrams for the self-consistent determination of the atmo-

spheric parameters of the primary of IM Peg: metallicity [M/H], mi-

croturbulence ξt (upper panel) and effective temperature Teff , surface

gravity log g (low panel). Curves present loci of the best fitted spec-

tral lines with the synthetic spectrum: Fe i, Si i and Ca i (solid curves)

and Fe ii and Si ii (dashed curves). The curves intersect in narrow re-

gions which provide estimates of the parameters. These are presented

in Table 3.

log g values. After a few iterations a self-consistent set of the

parameters was found. These are presented in Table 3.

With the atmospheric parameters obtained, the primary of

IM Peg is classified as K2 III, in reasonable agreement with

the previous classification. It has solar metallicity with an un-

certainty of ±0.1 (assuming for the Sun Fe/H=7.55, Si/H=7.50,

Ca/H=6.32). The spectrum of the star was recently analysed by

Ottmann et al. (1998). As a temperature indicator they used the

Hα line which is significantly disturbed by the variable emis-

sion, as seen in our spectra. This resulted in remarkable over-
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Table 3. Atmospheric parameters of the primary of IM Peg

Parameter Value

Teff , K 4450±50

log g 2.4±0.1

[M/H] 0.0±0.1

ξt, km s−1 1.6±0.2

ζt, km s−1 4.0±0.5

v sini, km s−1 26.5±0.5

estimation of the effective temperature and, as a consequence,

the surface gravity.

4.2. The CNO abundances

The abundances of the CNO-elements are good indicators of the

stellar evolution. In the spectrum of IM Peg many appropriate

features can be found for determining the carbon and nitrogen

abundances: rotational transitions in vibrational bands of the

CN (A2Π − X2Σ) red system and C2 (A3Πg − X3Πu) Swan

system. For the oxygen abundance, no good features can be

found: high-excitation lines of O i are obviously disturbed by the

active chromosphere, and the line of [O i] at 6363 Å is blended

too much. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the oxygen

abundance in IM Peg is of the solar value (O/H=8.92, Lambert

1978) and we can then determine the abundances of C and N.

For the synthetic spectra calculations we used the line lists

provided by Davis & Phillips (1963) and Phillips & Davis

(1968). The band oscillator strengths and molecular constants

were obtained from the RADEN database (Kuznetsova et al.

1993). Lower level excitation energies and rotational intensity

factors were calculated with formulae from the book by Kovacs

(1969). The number densities of CN and C2 were calculated

under the assumption of their dissociative equilibrium with a

great number of atoms and molecules. The procedure used for

determining the CNO abundances is similar to that described

by Berdyugina (1993).

The carbon abundance, [C/H]=–0.32, was determined from

the head of the C2 (0,1) band at 5633 Å. The feature is blended

partly by atomic lines, but the accuracy of about 0.1 for the

abundance can be easily achieved. The nitrogen abundance,

[N/H]=0.30, was determined from the heads of the CN (2,0)

and (3,1) bands and numerous features from those bands in the

regions 7895–7900 Å and 8039–8065 Å. The internal accuracy

of the nitrogen abundance is about 0.05. The resulting C/N ratio

of 1.15 corresponds well to an evolved giant which has under-

gone the first convective mixing in its atmosphere on the Red

Giant Branch.

4.3. Fundamental parameters of the components

The value of the unspotted V magnitude of the star is important

for estimating the fundamental parameters of the binary com-

ponents. It can be determined from the variability of the TiO

bands. The effective temperature of the primary is too high to

show evidence of the TiO bands in the spectrum from the unspot-

Fig. 3. The variation of the central depth of the TiO γ(0,0)R3 band at

7054 Å with the V magnitude (dots with error bars). The line represents

a linear regression fitted to the data and indicates the unspotted V

magnitude of IM Peg when the depth of the TiO band is equal to zero.

ted photosphere. Nevertheless, a noticeable depression due to

TiO lines is seen at λ7054 Å, at the head of the strong band

γ(0,0)R3, that is typical for spotted G-K stars. The depth of the

band correlates well with the V magnitude, in other words, with

the spot visibility (Fig. 3). The quasi-simultaneous photometric

observations used will be presented in our forthcoming paper.

We suggest that the zero value of the central depth corresponds

to the unspotted magnitude of the star, V0. Then, from the lin-

ear regression fitted to the data we estimate V0=5.m55±0.m05.

It is close to the brightest maximum of V=5.m6 ever observed

(Strassmeier et al. 1997). The value of V0 should be corrected

for the interstellar extinction, but the latter is expected to be of

the same order as the uncertainty of V0. Thus, with the parallax

value of 0.′′01033 from the Hipparcos Catalogue, an absolute

magnitude MV=0.m62 can be found. It is very close to the statis-

tical value of 0.m5 for K2 III stars (Lang 1992). This is in good

agreement with the newly determined atmospheric parameters

of the primary.

The projected rotational velocity of 26.5 km s−1 and the

photometric period of the star of 24.d39 (Strassmeier et al. 1993)

result in the relation R1 ≥12.7 R⊙. This corresponds to the ra-

dius of a giant with a spectral class of K0–K2 III. From the

mass function f1(m) a mass-mass diagram for various com-

binations of masses and orbital inclination can be calculated

(Fig. 4). Under the assumption that the stellar rotational axis is

perpendicular to the orbital plane, one can estimate the masses

of the binary components, the primary’s radius and the incli-

nation. Such an assumption is justified for synchronously ro-

tating RS CVn binaries (Glebocki & Stawikowski 1995). The

low limit of R1 and the value of log g=2.4±0.1 determine

the probable range for the masses of the binary components.

This range can be restricted from above by the upper limit

of the secondary’s mass. Since with present observing tech-

niques the secondary is invisible at all wavelengths, its lumi-

nosity should be at least 100 times less than that of the pri-

mary, i.e. MV ≤ 5.m6. This corresponds to a G8 main sequence
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Fig. 4. The mass-mass diagram for IM Peg (in solar units). The thin

solid curves are calculated for the fixed values of the radius of the

primary and the inclination (numbers in the left). The dashed lines

are loci of the primary with a fixed value of log g (numbers at the

bottom). The probable parameters of the binary components are in

the area restricted by the heavy solid lines with R1 > 12.7 R⊙ and

M2 < 0.9 M⊙ and next to log g=2.4

star with a mass of 0.9 M⊙ (Lang 1992). Then, in the mass-

mass diagram the probable range for all parameters is signifi-

cantly reduced. With log g=2.4±0.1 one can find the following

values: M1/M⊙=1.5±0.2, R1/R⊙=13.3±0.6, 65◦≤ i ≤80◦,

M2/M⊙=0.8±0.1. Note that the secondary’s mass cannot be

less than 0.7 M⊙ because of the low limit of log g. Therefore,

it could be e.g. a K0 dwarf.

5. Summary

From new high-resolution and high S/N spectra of IM Peg, the

following results have been obtained:

1. New orbital parameters have been determined, the ephemeris

being improved: Tconj = 2450342.883 + 24.64880E, e=0.0, γ=

–14.09 km s−1, K1=34.39 km s−1.

2. A model atmosphere analysis of the spectrum of IM Peg

has yielded a self-consistent set of fundamental parameters of

the primary component: Teff=4450 K, log g=2.4, [M/H]=0.0,

ξt=1.6 km s−1. This corresponds to a K2 III star. The observed

abundances of the carbon and nitrogen suggest that the primary

has undergone the first convective mixing in its atmosphere on

the Red Giant Branch.

3. An unspotted V magnitude of 5.m55 was estimated from the

observed variation of the TiO band and quasi-simultaneous pho-

tometry. The absolute magnitude of the star of 0.m62 is found.

4. By combining all parameters, the radius R1 = 13.3±0.6 R⊙
and the inclination 65◦≤ i ≤80◦ of the primary have been

estimated with the assumption that its rotational axis is perpen-

dicular to the orbital plane.

5. The unseen secondary is believed to be a K0 main sequence

star with a mass of about 0.8±0.1 M⊙.
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Abstract. New high-resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio

spectroscopic observations and UBV photometry carried

out in 1996-1999 were analysed with the surface imaging

technique. A total of 8 images of IM Peg was obtained

for the �rst time. A huge high-latitude active region was

found to dominate the stellar surface and decreased in

area during the period of the observations. At the same

time, on the opposite hemisphere (in longitudes), smaller

spots were developing. The spots were migrating in the

orbital reference frame, the period of spot rotation being

of 24:

d

73�0:

d

02. The spots constitute two active longitudes

on opposite stellar hemispheres, similar to other RS CVn

stars. The evolution of the spot areas within the active

longitudes indicates a stellar activity cycle, during which

one active longitude dominates the stellar activity, to be

about 6.5 years. Then, a total cycle, comprising two con-

secutive periods of activity of both active longitudes, is

about 13 years. In 1999, the activity switched to the other

active longitude. This declared the beginning of a new

(half-) cycle.

Key words: binaries: spectroscopic { stars: imaging {

starspots { activity { late-type { individual: IM Peg

1. Introduction

We continue our study of the single-lined RS CVn-type

binary IM Pegasi (HD 216489). In Paper 1 (Berdyugina

et al. 1998) we presented a detailed analysis of the pho-

tospheric spectrum of the star and determined, with high

accuracy, stellar and orbital parameters. Many of those

parameters are of great importance for the present study

{ the surface imaging of the star.

Send o�print requests to: S.V.Berdyugina(sveta@ukko.oulu.�)

?

based on observations collected at the Nordic Optical Tele-

scope (NOT), La Palma, Spain; the 2.6 m and 1.25 m telescopes

of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, Ukraine; the 2m

telescope of the National Astronomical Observatory, Rozhen,

Bulgaria.

For the last decade, the technique of stellar surface

imaging was extensively used for studying cool active stars

with temperature inhomogeneities, i.e. spots. The most re-

cent and vast account of images has been given by Strass-

meier (2000). According to this, 208 images for 53 cool

stars of di�erent types have been obtained to date. Despite

this, the processes maintaining and governing the stellar

activity are still far from being understood. There are var-

ious reasons for this, the most important is the short time

span covered by images and large, seasonal, gaps between

them. The number of images for a given star is often too

small to draw conclusions about the stellar activity as a

phenomenon. In our opinion, the most fruitful way is to

maintain monitoring of the most prominent targets for

reasonably long times with good seasonal coverage. This

will result in a series of images which can be searched

for spot evolution, long-lived structures, surface di�eren-

tial rotation, etc. Such a tactic has already resulted in

fairly interesting results for a few stars (V711 Tau, Vogt

et al. 1999; II Peg, Berdyugina et al. 1998, 1999; EI Eri,

LQ Hya, see references in Strassmeier 2000). To date, these

four stars are the best studied with the surface imaging

technique, with the number of images more than 10 per

star.

In spite of its long period (24:

d

65), we have chosen

IM Peg as one of our targets for surface imaging monitor-

ing because of its brightness (V=5:

m

6) and rather promi-

nent activity. The active component in this binary is a

"normal" K2 III star with typical parameters for giants

except the rapid rotation and chromospheric activity (see

Paper 1). From time to time, generally since 1970, but

more regularly since 1991, IM Peg was observed photo-

metrically (see compilation by Strassmeier et al. 1997). In

1991, the star signi�cantly reduced its mean brightness

(by 0:

m

15 in V ) and, being at this level, demonstrated the

largest ever observed amplitude of the variability in the

fall of 1995 (�V=0:

m

36). We started our spectroscopic

observations 8 months later, in summer 1996, when the

amplitude was still large (0:

m

32). Here, we present the �rst

images of IM Peg for 4 years, 1996-1999, two images per

year. We trace the spot evolution during the decrease of
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Table 1. Spectroscopic observations used for surface imaging.

HJD Phase S/N HJD Phase S/N HJD Phase S/N HJD Phase S/N

2450000+ 2450000+ 2450000+ 2450000+

1996 1997 1998 1999

320.3855 0.087 315 617.7301 0.151 310 997.6590 0.564 180 1325.7350 0.874 220

324.4004 0.250 210 618.6970 0.190 215 998.6667 0.605 275 1327.7438 0.956 155

325.4121 0.291 290 619.7147 0.231 240 999.6650 0.646 280 1328.7463 0.996 135

326.3850 0.331 360 620.6416 0.269 305 1000.6429 0.685 215 1329.7395 0.037 120

327.4263 0.373 265 621.7115 0.312 250 1001.6495 0.726 255 1330.7393 0.077 220

331.3644 0.533 400 622.6684 0.351 240 1002.6552 0.767 215 1331.7412 0.118 180

348.2273 0.217 295 623.6664 0.391 210 1003.6596 0.808 250 1332.7375 0.158 205

353.2663 0.421 310 624.6193 0.430 295 1004.6544 0.848 295 1333.7358 0.199 215

357.3160 0.586 370 625.6403 0.471 340 1005.6522 0.888 295 1383.7155 0.226 205

359.2699 0.665 350 626.6596 0.513 305 1006.6487 0.929 205 1384.7146 0.267 270

360.2654 0.705 430 627.6485 0.553 320 1008.6667 0.011 250 1385.7056 0.307 210

364.3888 0.872 360 676.6865 0.542 330 1009.6586 0.051 240 1386.7218 0.348 180

365.4010 0.914 305 677.7371 0.585 290 1088.5102 0.250 310 1387.7151 0.389 225

376.2793 0.355 395 678.7044 0.624 325 1089.3766 0.285 255 1388.7033 0.429 230

401.1248 0.363 410 679.7209 0.665 310 1090.4230 0.328 260 1389.7211 0.470 180

402.1285 0.404 390 680.7073 0.706 280 1091.3660 0.366 260 1390.7042 0.510 200

403.1255 0.444 380 681.6938 0.746 290 1092.3800 0.407 230 1391.6966 0.550 250

404.1280 0.485 400 682.6980 0.786 300 1093.3910 0.448 270 1392.6997 0.591 255

405.1257 0.525 300 683.7280 0.828 255 1094.4126 0.489 220 1393.6838 0.631 225

406.1570 0.567 420 735.5393 0.930 250 1095.5023 0.533 195 1394.7098 0.672 230

407.1349 0.607 405 736.5674 0.972 280 1096.5326 0.575 80 1443.5138 0.652 240

408.2645 0.653 360 737.3925 0.005 400 1097.5870 0.618 160 1444.5111 0.692 210

409.1188 0.687 420 794.2832 0.313 290 1121.4344 0.586 220 1445.5514 0.735 215

410.2835 0.734 270 795.3391 0.356 450 1122.4017 0.625 240 1447.5424 0.816 200

412.1521 0.810 410 796.3377 0.397 220 1123.3838 0.665 250 1449.5606 0.898 155

413.1524 0.851 190 797.3694 0.438 160 1124.3835 0.705 220 1471.6012 0.792 200

414.1480 0.891 425 802.3858 0.642 240 1125.3957 0.746 240 1472.6078 0.833 230

415.1713 0.933 295 804.3154 0.720 245 1126.4442 0.789 180 1473.6223 0.874 170

417.1289 0.012 350 805.3051 0.760 310 1127.4384 0.829 210 1475.5391 0.952 200

418.1573 0.054 300 806.3182 0.802 220 1481.2978 0.185 245

420.1373 0.134 240 1482.4048 0.230 250

421.1315 0.175 270 1483.2762 0.266 235

423.3231 0.263 110 1484.3012 0.307 205

1485.2855 0.347 215

1505.2851 0.158 200

1509.3069 0.322 240

the amplitude of the photometric wave and �nd evidence

for long-lived spot structure.

2. Observations

Spectroscopic observations were carried out in 1996 with

the 2.6 m telescope of the Crimean Astrophysical Obser-

vatory and in 1997{1999 with the 2.56 m Nordic Optical

Telescope (NOT), La Palma. The spectral resolving power

�=�� in the region of the lines used for surface imaging

(6180

�

A) was about 40 000 and 80 000, respectively. Other

details of the quality of the observations with the two tele-

scopes have been given in Paper 1. Additionally, in 1999,

5 spectra were obtained with the 2 m telescope of the Na-

tional Astronomical Observatory, Rozhen, Bulgaria, with

the resolving power of about 30 000.

In 1996, the observations were carried out in August-

October (JD2450320{376) and November-December

(JD245401{423). These provided two sets with a good

phase coverage, 14 and 19 phases, respectively.

In 1997, the observations were carried out in June,

August, October and December. We divided these obser-

vations into two slightly overlapping sets: June{October

(JD2450617{737) and October{December (JD2450735{

806). The �rst set has an excellent phase coverage (22

phases), while the second has a phase gap from 0.0 to 0.3.

In 1998, a total of 31 phases has been obtained in

July, October and November. These constituted two over-

lapping sets: JD2450997{1094 and JD2451005{1127. This

provided an acceptable phase coverage for both sets, with

gaps of only about 0.2.
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Table 2. Photometric observations

HJD Phase U B V

2450000+

663.4800 0.0047 8.232 7.262 6.055

667.5468 0.1696 8.152 7.195 5.997

668.4558 0.2065 8.119 7.169 5.969

669.4619 0.2473 8.093 7.141 5.952

672.4750 0.3696 8.022 7.058 5.876

675.4232 0.4892 8.000 7.051 5.872

676.4906 0.5325 8.021 7.068 5.880

677.4491 0.5714 7.990 7.050 5.860

679.4676 0.6533 8.000 7.050 5.860

680.4500 0.6931 8.010 7.060 5.870

681.4024 0.7318 8.050 7.090 5.900

684.3131 0.8499 8.100 7.130 5.950

695.3505 0.2976 8.050 7.120 5.930

696.3652 0.3388 8.050 7.110 5.910

698.3590 0.4197 8.030 7.080 5.890

699.3517 0.4600 8.000 7.050 5.870

700.3553 0.5007 8.020 7.060 5.880

704.4002 0.6648 8.030 7.070 5.880

705.2732 0.7002 8.020 7.070 5.880

706.3231 0.7428 8.040 7.080 5.900

709.3124 0.8641 8.120 7.170 5.970

714.3163 0.0671 8.210 7.260 6.060

In 1999, 36 phases had been obtained in the period

from the end of May to the end of November. Again, we

were not able to avoid overlapping because of missing im-

portant phases in some months. Two sets were created as

follows: May{September (JD2451325{1449) and August{

November (JD2451388{1509). In the second set, the ob-

servations from the NOT and Rozhen Observatory were

combined, accounting for the di�erent instrumental pro-

�les.

All observations were phased according to the orbital

ephemeris from Paper 1, which is used throughout this

paper:

T

conj

= 2450 342:883+ 24:64880E (1)

with the primary in the back at phase zero. Heliocentric

Julian dates, orbital phases, and S/N ratios of the spectra

used for surface imaging are presented in Table 1.

Supporting photometric observations were arranged in

August{September 1997 with the photometer-polarimeter

installed on the 1.25 m telescope of the Crimean Astro-

physical observatory (Piirola 1973). The observations were

carried out in the standard UBV system with HD 216635

as a comparison star (U=8:

m

34, B=7:

m

60, V=6:

m

56). The

observations are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 1. For the

fall of 1997 we used observations published by Strassmeier

et al. (1999), while for other seasons no photometric ob-

servations have yet been published.

Fig. 1. UBV observations of IM Peg in August-September

1997 (dots; present paper) and in Nov-Dec 1996 (open cir-

cles; Strassmeier et al. 1999). The data are phased with the

ephemeris given by Eq. (1).

3. Surface imaging

3.1. Local line pro�les

We have chosen the 6160{6200

�

A region as the region for

surface imaging of K giants and subgiants. It contains Fe i,

Ni i and V i lines which are strong enough but not yet sat-

urated and have di�erent temperature sensitivities. We

found that for proper temperature imaging, the combina-

tion of Ni i and V i lines is very useful, since their intensi-

ties change in opposite directions with changing tempera-

ture, and this strongly constrains the solution. These lines

were previously used for surface imaging of the RS CVn-

type star II Peg (Berdyugina et al. 1998, 1999).

A list of atomic line parameters was obtained from

VALD (Piskunov et al. 1995, Kupka et al. 1999) for lines

having a central depth of 1% or more. A number of molec-

ular lines were included in the list. The line list was previ-

ously tested using the � Gem (K0 IIIb) spectrum as was

reported by Berdyugina et al. (1998). A set of local line

pro�les for the temperature range of 3500{6000 K and

ten limb angles on the stellar disk was calculated using

the stellar atmosphere models by Kurucz (1993) and the

parameters of the atmosphere obtained in Paper 1 and

presented in Table 3. The instrumental pro�les were ap-

proximated by the Gaussian functions with a width cor-
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Fig. 2. Images of IM Peg for 1996{1999 shown for four orbital phases and also in the pole-on projection and �ts to the line

pro�les (symbols are observations, and lines are calculations). The error maps show the distributions of the temperature errors,

averaged in longitudes. Images are shown with a coordinate grid of 30

�

in both latitude and longitude and with the inclination

of the rotation axis of 70

�

as was adopted in the calculations.

responding to the resolution of the given spectrograph.

The code used for synthetic spectrum calculations was de-

scribed in detail by Berdyugina (1991).

3.2. Images

For the inversion of the line pro�les to the stellar images

the Occamian approach was used (Berdyugina 1998). The

approach does not use any arti�cial constraints for �nding

a unique and smooth solution. It allows also for a conve-

nient estimation of the variances of the resulting solution.

Recently, it was successfully used for surface imaging of

II Peg (Berdyugina et al. 1998, 1999) and FK Com (Kor-

honen et al. 1999). In a recent paper (Berdyugina et al.

Table 3. Atmospheric parameters of the primary of IM Peg

used for surface imaging (from Paper 1).

Parameter Value

T

e�

, K 4450

log g 2.4

[M=H] 0.0

�

t

, kms

�1

1.6

�

t

, kms

�1

4.0

v sini, kms

�1

26.5

i 70

�

1999) we also tested the stability of the images to the

choice of spectral lines. We showed that signi�cant spot
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Fig. 2. (continued)

features are seen in all strong and temperature sensitive

lines, and the best map is obtained when all lines are used

in inversions simultaneously. Thus, we showed that our

maps are free from systematic errors, and spots seen in

the maps result from real spectral features observed in

the line pro�les rather than from mis�ts between models

and observations.

A grid of 6

�

�6

�

on the stellar surface was used for

integrating the local line pro�les to normalized ux pro-

�les. With a given set of stellar atmosphere models, the

stellar image is considered as the distribution of e�ective

temperature across the stellar surface. Obviously, the re-

sulting temperature scale of the images is model depen-

dent. To test the temperature scale of the images, we used

our photometric observations for 1997 (Table 2) and those

by Strassmeier et al. (1999) for 1996. Unfortunately, no

photometry is published for the years 1998 and 1999. We

calculated the B{V and V{R colour indices, transform-

ing the temperatures to the colours with the calibration

for evolved giants by McWilliam (1990). The calculated

mean values and amplitudes of the colour indices were

compared with the photometric observations.

Figure 2 displays images of IM Peg, error distributions

over the stellar surface for each season, and �ts to the line

pro�les. As was indicated, the images for the years 1997,

1998 and 1999 are partly overlapping in phases within a

given season. This allowed us to obtain full-surface maps

spanning a few months and, thus, to study the spot evo-

lution on this time scale. We found that the temperature

scales of the images and the spot distributions �t satis-

factorily both mean values and amplitudes of the colour

indices: V{R for 1996 and B{V for 1997 (Fig. 3). This pro-

vides an independent test of the images. A small di�erence

between the observed and calculated colour indices for the
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Fig. 2. (continued)

1996.89 image at the maximum brightness is caused prob-

ably by underestimating the contrast of the spot at phase

0.75. This spot is more prominent in the previous image,

1996.72.

As was mentioned, the Occamian approach supplies

error estimates of the solution, which constitute lower

limits of the true errors (see e.g. Berdyugina 1998). For

high-quality observations (high signal-to-noise and large

amount of observations), this estimates are comparable

with the standard deviations, which can be determined

if several maps obtained from di�erent spectral lines are

averaged (Berdyugina et al. 1999). This indicates the sta-

bility of the solution to external errors. The accuracy of

the temperature values decreases toward lower latitudes

(see Fig. 2). Thus, high-latitude spots are restored with

better accuracy. Note, however, that for �ve images, the

quantity of the observations used is quite su�cient for

restoring even the equatorial regions where no spots were

recovered. In those images the errors at the equator are of

�200K and smaller in the upper latitudes.

4. Spot evolution

4.1. Spot parameters

We started our spectroscopic observations a few months

after the largest amplitude in V-band was observed in the

end of 1995. A huge active region at phase 0.25, seen in the

�rst stellar image, 1996.72, seems to be the one which was

responsible for the large amplitude. Since the photomet-

ric amplitude was slightly reduced during these months,

the size of the region can be expected to have been even

larger at its maximum. During the period of observations

the size of the region has signi�cantly diminished, while

in the opposite hemisphere (in longitudes) smaller spots
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Fig. 2. (continued)

were constantly developing. Photometric observations for

the seasons show a decrease of the amplitude in the V-

band from 0:

m

3 in 1996 (Strassmeier et al. 1997, 1999) to

0:

m

22 in 1997 (our observations). Also, the brightness max-

imum decreased by 0:

m

05 (see Fig. 1). This clearly con�rms

the observed spot evolution. The light curve amplitude in

1998 should have been lower, however no photometric ob-

servations are available to us.

In Table 4 we present the spot parameters measured

from the maps: phase, the moment of passing the cen-

tral meridian and the projected spot area in percentage

of the stellar disk area. Phases of spots were measured

from the parabolic �ts to minima of the temperature dis-

tribution averaged over the spot latitudes. The moments

in Julian days were calculated from the phases with the

ephemeris given by Eq. (1) as the closest times to the ob-

servations. Here, the central meridian corresponds to the

Fig. 3. Colour index variations: observed (crosses) and calcu-

lated from the images (lines).

conjunction when the primary is behind the secondary.

Spot areas were measured as those with the temperature

below 4000K. One must note also that spots appear in the

latitude interval of 30

�

{75

�

, with spot centres from 45

�

to

63

�

.
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Table 4. Spot parameters: ' - orbital phase, T - heliocentric

Julian day at the moment of the spot passage through the

central meridian minus 2450000, A - projected spot area in

percentage of the stellar disk area.

Season Spot 1 Spot 2 Spot 3

1996.72 ' 0.258 0.775

T 324.594 361.986

A 15.9 2.6

1996.89 ' 0.258 0.742

T 423.189 410.470

A 15.1 1.6

1997.62 ' 0.342 0.958 0.758

T 622.450 736.229 682.001

A 10.9 3.2 2.4

1997.95 ' 0.342 0.042 0.808

T 794.991 738.299 806.478

A 8.4 2.6 1.6

1998.53 ' 0.425 0.942 0.292

T 994.228 1006.971 1089.544

A 11.4 6.5 1.9

1998.75 ' 0.425 0.925

T 1092.823 1129.796

A 6.8 6.0

1999.57 ' 0.508 0.825 0.425

�

T 1390.654 1324.521 1388.608

A 2.6 6.2 1.3

1999.73 ' 0.525 0.858 0.408

T 1391.073 1448.579 1388.189

A 3.6 11.0 1.6

(

�

) In the 1999.57 image, even four spots can be distinguished,

the 4th spot having the following parameters: '=0.275,

T=1384.911, A=1.3.

Note that the largest spot (Spot1, A=15.9%) has a sur-

prisingly huge linear size, about 6.5R

�

�10.5R

�

with the

radius of IM Peg being about 13R

�

(Paper 1). This is only

two times smaller than the absolute record (HD12545,

K0III, Strassmeier 1999). It is clear that such large \solid"

spots should gradually dissipate, as is seen in the images

of IM Peg.

4.2. Active longitudes

In Fig. 4 we plot the phases and areas of the spots versus

date (from Table 4) to see the spot migration and evolu-

tion. It is clearly seen that Spot1 and Spot2 are well sepa-

rated by about half a period while Spot3 joins either Spot1

or Spot2. The spot positions clearly indicate two active

longitudes on the stellar surface separated by about 180

�

,

similar to other RS CVn stars (Berdyugina & Tuominen

1998; Berdyugina et al. 1999). During the period of our

observations (1996-1999) the active longitudes slightly mi-

grated to later phases in the orbital reference frame with

an average rate of about 0:

�

5day

�1

. The average spot pe-

riod is then 24:

d

73�0:

d

02. This di�ers signi�cantly from

the photometric period of 24:

d

39 given by Strassmeier et

Fig. 4. Positions and projected areas of spots recovered in the

images. Spot1, Spot2 and Spot3 from Table 4 are shown by

squares, triangles and small circles, respectively. Active longi-

tudes are shown by solid and dashed lines. In the low plot, the

area of Spot3 was added to that of Spot1 or Spot2.

al. (1993) and a more recent long-term average of 24:

d

49

presented by Strassmeier et al. (1997). However, one must

note that seasonal values of the photometric period found

in the literature vary within the interval from 24:

d

1 to 25:

d

2.

This suggests strong variations of the spot distribution

from season to season.

4.3. Activity cycle

If one looks at the spot area evolution within the active

longitudes (lower panel in Fig. 4), more similarities to

other RS CVn stars can be found. While in one active

longitude the spot areas were decreasing during the ob-

servation period (Spot1), in the other they were gradually

increasing (Spot2). The area of Spot3 was added to that

of Spot1 or Spot2. In late 1998, the two active regions

became almost the same in area and, shortly afterwards,

in 1999, they altered in such a way that the dominating

activity switched to the other active longitude (Spot2).

This e�ect has been �rst observed in the images of

II Peg (Berdyugina et al. 1999) and discovered in photo-

metric light curves of four other RS CVn stars (Berdyug-

ina & Tuominen 1998). We suggested that the moment
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of switching corresponds to the beginning of a new activ-

ity cycle and the time between two switches determines

the length of the cycle. This was con�rmed for II Peg. As

for IM Peg, we probably traced about half of the cycle.

Since the maximum spot area in the dominating longitude

(Spot1) was expected to be near the end of 1995 (max-

imum observed light curve amplitude), the cycle length

can be estimated to be as long as 6.5 years. Thus, this

cycle probably started in the middle of 1992.

The years 1991 and 1992 were a remarkable time for

IM Peg. It showed the smallest amplitude of variability

and the faintest mean magnitude when compared with

previous observations (see the light curves in Fig. 25 in

Strassmeier et al. 1997). Two almost equal minima were

observed at that time, one becoming signi�cantly deeper

afterwards. Such a light curve evolution suggests the esti-

mate of the cycle of 6.5 yr to be rather reliable. One must

note, however, that during the 6.5 yr cycle only one active

longitude was dominating the activity. As was previously

suggested, a total cycle of the stellar activity comprises

two consecutive periods of activity of both active longi-

tudes (Berdyugina & Tuominen 1998). This results in the

total cycle length of IM Peg of about 13 years.

A close look at the light curves for the period from

1991 reveals another interesting fact. While the mean

magnitude remains roughly constant, the maximum and

minimum brightness increases and drops, respectively, al-

most symmetrically, and the amplitude of the variabil-

ity increases. Such behaviour is possible only if a nearly

constant amount of the spot area is symmetrically redis-

tributed between two stellar hemispheres, namely between

two active longitudes. Such a spot evolution is observed

for many RS CVn stars. For II Peg, we showed that sym-

metric spot redistribution is a key process in establishing

an activity cycle (Berdyugina et al. 1999). The same con-

clusion can be made now for IM Peg as well.

5. Conclusions

New high-resolution spectroscopic observations have been

used for the �rst surface imaging of the visible component

of the RS CVn binary IM Pegasi. With the Occamian ap-

proach as an inversion technique, several line pro�les were

simultaneously inverted, and a total of 8 stellar images for

1996-1999 were obtained. From the analysis of the images

the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Spots appear in high and mid latitudes, in the in-

terval of 30

�

{75

�

, with centres between 45

�

and 63

�

.

2. A huge active region at phase 0.25 is seen in the

�rst stellar image in 1996 with a linear size of about

6.5R

�

�10.5R

�

. It signi�cantly diminished during the pe-

riod of the observations, while in the opposite stellar hemi-

sphere (in longitudes) smaller spots were constantly devel-

oping. This active region has presumably existed since at

least 1992, reaching its maximum area in the end of 1995.

3. The spots indicate two active longitudes separated

by about 180

�

, which were constantly migrating to later

orbital phases during the years of observations. The period

of the spot rotation is estimated to be 24:

d

73�0:

d

02.

4. In one active longitude, the spot areas decreased

during the observation period, while in the other they

gradually increased. In late 1998, the two active regions

became almost the same in area and in 1999 the domi-

nating activity has switched to the other active longitude.

This indicated the beginning of a new activity cycle.

5. The length of the cycle, during which one active

longitude dominates the activity of IM Peg, is estimated

to be 6.5 years.
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